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Letter of Bid 
 
-Note- 

The bidder must accomplish the Letter of Bid on its letterhead clearly showing the bidder’s complete name and 
address.  

 

 Date:  ................................................  

 ICB/NCB No.:  ................................................  

 Invitation for Bid No.:  ................................................  
 
 
To: [. . .insert complete name of the employer . . .] 
 
 
We, the undersigned, declare that:  
 
(a) We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda 

issued in accordance with Instructions to Bidders (ITB) Clause 8. 
 
(b) We offer to execute in conformity with the Bidding Documents the following Works: [. . .insert 

narrative . . .] 
  

(c) The total price of our Bid, excluding any discounts offered in item (d) below is:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) The discounts offered and the methodology for their application are as follows:[. . .insert 

discounts and methodology for their application if any . . .]  
 
(e) Our bid shall be valid for a period of [. . .insert bid validity period as specified in ITB 18.1 of the BDS . 

. .] days from the date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with the Bidding 
Documents, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the 
expiration of that period. 

 
(f) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with the 

Bidding Document. 
 
(g) Our firm, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the Contract, have 

nationalities from eligible countriesin accordance with ITB 4.2.  
 

[amount of foreign currency in words], [amount in figures], and [amount of local currency in words], [amount 
in figures] 
 
The total bid price from the Summary of Bill of Quantities for admeasurement contracts or Activity Schedule 
for lump sum contracts should be entered by the bidder inside this box.Absence of the total bid price in the 
Letter of Bid may result in the rejection of the bid. 
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(h) We, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the contract, do not have any 
conflict of interest in accordance with ITB 4.3. 

 
(i) We are not participating, as a Bidder in more than one Bid in this bidding process in 

accordance with ITB 4.3(e), other than alternative offers submitted in accordance with ITB 
13. 

 
(j) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part 

of the contract, has not been declared ineligible by ADB, under the Employer’s country laws 
or official regulations or by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations 
Security Council. 

 
(k) [We are not a government-owned enterprise] / [We are a government-owned enterprise but 

meet the requirements of ITB 4.5].1 
 
(l) We have paid, or will pay the following commissions, gratuities, or fees with respect to the 

bidding process or execution of the Contract:2 
 

Name of Recipient Address Reason Amount 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   ..................... 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   .................... .
 
(m) We understand that this Bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your 

notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract is 
prepared and executed. 

 
(n) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated Bid or any other Bid 

that you may receive. 
 

(o) We agree to permit ADB or its representative to inspect our accounts and records and other 
documents relating to the bid submission and to have them audited by auditors appointed by 
ADB. 
 

(p) If our Bid is accepted, we commit to mobilizing key equipment and personnel in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements) and our technical 
proposal, or as otherwise agreed with the Employer. 

 

Name  .................................................................................................................................................  

In the capacity of  ................................................................................................................................  

Signed ................................................................................................................................................   

Duly authorized to sign the Bid for and on behalf of  ............................................................................  

Date  ...................................................................................................................................................   

                                                
1 Use one of the two options as appropriate. 
2 If none has been paid or is to be paid, indicate “None”. 
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Schedules 
 
 

Schedule of Payment Currencies 
 
For ...........................insert name of Section of the Works ...............................  
 

 

 A B C D 

Name of Payment 
Currency 

Amount of 
Currency 

Rate of 
Exchange 
to Local 
Currency 

Local Currency 
Equivalent 
C = A x B 

Percentage of 
 Net Bid Price (NBP) 

 100xC 
NBP 

Local Currency 
  
 

 
Taka  

 
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #1 
  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #2 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #3 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Net Bid Price     
 100.00 

Provisional Sums 
Expressed in Local 
Currency 

 1.00  
 

BID PRICE    
 

 

 
 

-- Note -- 

The rates of exchange shall be the selling rates 07 days prior to the deadline for submission of bids published by 
the source specified in BDS 15. 
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Table(s) of Adjustment Data: Not Applicable  
 

 
 

Table A - Local Currency 
 

Index 
Code 

Index 
Description Source of Index Base Value 

and Date 

Bidder’s 
Local Currency 

Amount 

Bidder’s 
Proposed 
Weighting 

(coefficient) 

 Nonadjustable — — — a:  (by Employer) 

b:  

c:   

d:    

e:    

   Total  1.00 

 
 
 

To be entered by the bidder 
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Bill of Quantities 

(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-Lot-01) 
[Admeasurement Contract] 
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SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE (A) CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 
5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-
TYPE  &  3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED E-TYPE &  4-STORIED F- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (vi) DEEP TUBE 
WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vii) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING) AT SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 HQ 
COMPLEX & (B&C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-
STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 
GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, 
BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, 
STORE YARD FENCHING AT (B) ATAIKULA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA (C) POTIA ZONAL OFFICE 
COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-
01-01).     

 
     

 Total Quoted Cost of Summary  

     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

A Construction of Sirajgonj PBS-2 HQ Complex     

B 
Construction of Ataikula Zonal Office 
Complex     

C Construction of Potia Zonal Office Complex     
        

Total =  

In word: Taka ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------only only.  

Sigineture of Bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-
STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-TYPE & 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED 
FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED E-TYPE & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 
FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (Vi) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP 
HOUSE & (vii) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING) AT 
SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB 
PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-01). 

 
 

     
     
     

 Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- only.  

 

 
    

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED REST HOUSE 
BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-TYPE & 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED E-TYPE & 4-STORIED F- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (Vi) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vii) ANSALLARY WORKS 
(ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING) AT SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 
HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-01). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
  Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office Rest 
House 

C & D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar Deep 
Tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before 

commencing actual physical work and 
during contract period and demobilization 
after completion of the Works under 
contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning 
and clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the 
project area on and in the ground to an 
extent that all the events of works of the 
project can be executed smoothly in a 
working environment with a particular 
attention on safety and security in all 
respects, and to stockpile the end outcome 
to a place for disposal agreed by the 
Engineer, where, payments are to be 
based on ground area determined by the 
Engineer and be proportionate to the 
percentage progress of work under 
contract as a whole in all respects and 
approved by the Engineer. 

780.60 350.54 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 170.25 2440.19 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD 
Bench-Mark (BM) at site from nearby BM 
pillar, Property lines, existing ground level 
(EGL), formation ground level (FGL), 
highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels 
(PL), mean sea level (MSL), setting and 
marking all pillars, marker, pegs etc. 
showing and maintaining reduced levels 
(RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the 
premise of work and finally all to be 
presented in black and white. 

780.60 350.54 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 170.25 2440.19 Sqm   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil 
for foundation trenches including. layout, 
providing center lines, local bench-mark 
pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing 
the base, fixing bamboo spikes and 
marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, 
protecting and maintaining the trench dry 
etc., stacking, cleaning the excavated 
earth at a safe distance out of the area 
enclosed by the layout etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer, subject to 
submit method statement of carrying out 
excavation work to the Engineer for 
approval.  However, Engineer’s approval 
shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the 
contract..  

                    

a Earth work in excavation in foundation 
trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m 
lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed 
soil/soil of semi liquid state 

210.50 100.01 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 317.15 1131.68 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm 
depth and all types of soil, compecting the 
base by 5 ton road roller maintaining 
proper camber & grade in/c. refilling 
(where necessary) and removing the 
excess soil to a safe distance as per 
drawing and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 1600.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  
and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth 
available within 90 m of the building site 
dry density of 90% with optium mosture 
content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring 
watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting 
to a specified percentage each layer up to 
finished level etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

210.50 100.01 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 317.15 1131.68 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in 
foundation trenches or where necceary 
and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers 
with carted earth carried by truck or any 
other means loading & unloding at both 
ends to be supplied at the contractor won 
cost i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding 
i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineers 

20000.00 5000.00 7500.00 4500.00 3000.00 0.00 100.00 40100.00 cum   
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7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm 
thick layer with 8-10 Ton power driven 
roller in/c. spreading, leveling, cambering, 
super elevation & watering etc. all 
complect as pr direction of engineer. 
(Road) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 960.00 960.00 Cum   

8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and 
plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 
150mm layers including leveling, watering 
and compaction to achieve minimum dry 
density of 90% with optimum moisture 
content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per 
design supplied by the design office only 
etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineers 

185.88 81.17 130.00 120.00 75.54 10.00 960.00 1562.59 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the 
required depth and diameter with minimum 
6 m long temporary steel casing, true to 
vertical, providing bentonite slurry and 
maintaining water level in the hole, 
washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, 
clean the bore-hole and make the bore- 
hole ready for placing steel cage and 
concreting including hire charge of rig set 
with winch machine, tripod stand, trimie 
pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, 
stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, 
electricity and other charges all compete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation 
Contractor shall submit the method 
statement of cast-in-situ pile work including 
sequence of boring and casting, disposal 
of spoils, test result of materials to the 
Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under contract (i/c. removing 
mud) 

                    

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 1067.07 396.34 823.17 762.19 570.11 0.00 2252.00 5870.88 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement 
concrete works with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 
having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength 
f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality coarse 
sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well 
graded crushed stone chips conforming to 
ASTM  C-33, including breaking chips, 
screening through proper sieves, making, 
placing re-bar cage in position, placing and 
removing tri-pod as per requirement, 
pouring the concrete in bore-hole with the 
help of a trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie 
pipe immersed in concrete by at least 1 
meter throughout the period of concreting, 
maintaining required slump etc. mixing the 
aggregates with standard mixer machine 
with hoper, casting in forms, all complete 
including water, electricity, testing of 
materials and concrete etc and other 
charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding, 
welding and placing) 

175.57 65.19 135.49 125.40 92.09 0.00 370.00 963.74 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at 
contact point of the spiral binders at 
reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding for 
construction of cast in situ board pile 
carefully with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the points prominent as per 
direction of the Engineer.( The rate is 
inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, 
tools plants and  all equipment). 

41500.00 12500.00 39500.00 39000.00 21500.00 0.00 82500.00 236500.00 Point   
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12 Providing and making welding splice over 
two sides of contact point by welding of 
minimum 300 mm length at the lap of main 
reinforfement in re- bar cage to be placed 
bin bore- hole where necessary by electric 
arc with highly oxidized electrodes making 
the joint prominent as per direction of the 
engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials 
labour tools plant and all equipment, cost 
of power etc. complete in all respect). 

160.15 33.50 153.65 151.00 120.50 0.00 320.00 938.80 RM   

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast 
in situ board pile upto required length by 
any means and removing the dismantled 
materials such as concrete to a safe 
distance including scraps and removing 
concrete from steel / M/S. rods preparation 
and making platform where necessary, 
carrying all sorts of handing, stacking the 
same properly after clearing, leveling and 
dressing the situ and clearing the bed etc. 
complete as per direction of the eingineer 
in charge (Measurement will be given for 
the actual pile head volume to broken) 

9.90 5.70 7.65 7.25 5.12 0.00 21.50 57.12 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation 
or in floor with first class or picked jhama 
bricks including preparation of bed and 
filling the interstices with local sand, 
leveling etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

392.30 130.50 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 1510.00 2744.22 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer 
polythene sheet weighing one kilogram per 
6.5 square meter in floor below cement 
concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. all 
complete in all respect as per direction of 
the Engineers.  

392.30 130.50 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 255.25 1489.47 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar 
(1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking 
out the joints, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete 
including cost of water, electricity and 
other charges and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.96 12.50 15.25 14.55 8.32 2.98 75.00 160.56 Cum   
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17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  
DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same 
with pure water in required proportion For 
DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure 
water and spraying the emulsified mixture 
(5 liters per square meter of soll surface by 
chemical sprayer or by any other means to 
teh sides and bottom of the foundation 
trench and over pinth filling of floor bed as 
per direction of the engineers. 

392.30 130.50 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 0.00 1052.93 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor 
with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked 
jhama chips including breaking chips, 
screening, mixing, laying, compacting to 
levels & curing for at least 7 days including 
the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants etc. 
all complete & accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                    

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor 
with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.75 10.65 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 33.25 96.50 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in 
cement concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 
1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  
breaking chips, screening, centering, 
shuttering, casting, curing and finished 
with a coat of bitumen including the supply 
of water, electricity and other charges and 
costs of tools and plants etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                    

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH 
Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

18.50 12.21 10.16 7.75 3.75 2.00 10.00 64.37 Sqm   
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20 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
steel shutter with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum 
f'cr = 27 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c = 22 Mpa at 28 
days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality Sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 
and 20 mm down well graded stone chips 
conforming to ASTM C-33, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing 
with standard mixer machine with hopper, 
fed by standard measuring boxes, casting 
in forms, compacting by vibrator machine 
and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other charges 
etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication).  

                    

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade 
beam, foundation beam etc 

85.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
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21 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) 
and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse 
sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm 
down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking 
chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing in 
standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by 
standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine 
and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other charges 
etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
placing and binding 

                    

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 12.12 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 110.23 212.81 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 40.10 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 789.65 1093.83 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 10.31 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 75.72 129.64 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 93.77 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 672.00 1208.63 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 3.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 31.50 52.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 45.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 523.20 753.58 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 53.13 13.05 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 134.06 Cum   

dii Shuttering  110.00 45.12 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 328.04 Sqm   
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22 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 
400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and 
marked according to Bangladesh standard 
with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 
MPa and what even is the yield strength 
within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio 
of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and 
minimum elongation after fracture and 
minimum total elongation at maximum 
force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as 
per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply 
of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                    

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar 
with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile 
strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

48750.00 13850.00 33250.00 31360.00 22520.00 2250.00 52500.00 204480.00 Kg   

23 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling 
soling, HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or 
storing as per direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 850.00 850.00 Sqm   

24 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or 
bats i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in 
measuable sizes at site accepted by the 
Engineer 

                    

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 240.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 240.00 cum   

25 Labour for compacted water bound 
Macadam base course with graded metal 
of crushed well burnt, picked jhama or first 
class bricks and bats having compacted 
thickness made as per specifications 
including local handling and spreading 
uniformly to proper grade, camber and 
super elevation, hand packing, rolling 
properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity power 
driven Road Roller and watering profusely 
for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) 
blinding with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 
per m2  including fuel, lubricants, spares, 
maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 320.00 320.00 Cum   
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accepted by the Engineer. 
26 Providing compacted sub-base base 

course with well graded metal of crushed 
well burnt p.j. / 1st class brick bats and 
sand (FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 : 1 
having compacted thickness made as per 
specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade 
camber and super elevation, packing 
rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity 
power driven road roller and watering 
properly for compaction of 100% MDD 
(standard) blinding with sand including 
cost of fuel,  lubricants, spares, 
maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 320.00 320.00 Cum   

27 50 mm thick compacted premixed 
bituminous carpeting with 12 mm down 
well graded shingles @ 0.64 cum of 
shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total 
is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c to 
1550c and spread uniformly over 10 sqm 
of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 ton Roller 
compacted fully in proper grade and 
camber spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 
1.50) on 10 sqm etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 1600.00 Sqm   

28 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen 
per 10 sqm including heating bitumen up 
to 1760c to 1880c and spreading etc. all 
complete (cost of bitumen included) 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 1600.00 Sqm   

29 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet 
sand (FM 2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of 
bitumen per 10 sqm of road surface 
including supplying and spreading of 0.09 
cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating 
bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 degree 
Celsius and spreading etc. all complete 
(cost of bitumen included) accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 1600.00 Sqm   
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30 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg 
of bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. 
supplying & spreding of 0.09 cum of sand 
(F.M 1.2) with heating bitumen upto176 
degree celsius, surface rolling with 8 ton 
power driver roller etc.. all complect & 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 1600.00 Sqm   

31 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the 
road) with 1st class or picked bricks and 
filling the gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) 
i/c. cutting trenches, true to level and 
grade, removing earth, refilling and 
ramming the sides properly including cost 
of all materials and accepted by the the 
Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2000.00 2000.00 RM   

32 Test of materials from BRTC 
(BUET)/REUT as per instruction of 
consultant. If any sample fail in test bidder 
is bound for alternative sample, but 
payment will be given for only one sample 

                    

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & 
eleongation  

4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 24.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 12.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 sample   

iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt 
content 

2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 12.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 5.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 33.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los 
angles test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 6.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & 
carbon contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   
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33 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of 
pile PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM 
D5882 (The standard method for low strain 
integrity testing of pile) providing all 
relevent masterials, equipments, experts, 
labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation 
of results in standard forms etc. complete 
in all respects approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT 
test, Contractor shall submit method 
statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineers approved shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his rersponsibilities and 
obligations under contract 

                    

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 
km of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 
piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 
12(twelve) pile tested 

58.00 30.00 14.00 38.00 25.00 0.00 0.00 165.00 Each   

34 Providing and maintenance one project 
profile signboards of the size not 
exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a 
suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the materials 
of the signboards and text layout to the 
Engineer for approval which will be 
positioned as directed by the Engineer 
andremoving the same on completion of 
the Works or as instructed by the 
Engineer. 

30.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 sqm   

35 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) 
to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below 
ground level with neat cement finishing 
including finishing the edges and corners 
and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 41.5 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 450.56 698.90 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                   Tk  
 

(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-
STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-TYPE & 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED E-TYPE & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 

FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (Vi) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vii) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING) AT SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB 

PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-01). 
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A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 
       Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office Rest 

House 
C & D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) 
/ ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 11.07 7.08 9.01 8.78 5.13 1.00 40.50 82.57 Cum   

ii Shuttering 125.19 90.86 108.40 99.82 55.12 12.00 336.00 827.39 Sqm   
iii 1st floor  11.07 7.08 9.01 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 41.07 Cum   

iv Shuttering 125.19 90.86 108.40 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 479.39 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  11.07 3.01 9.01 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 31.01 Cum   

vi Shuttering 125.07 36.00 108.40 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 361.22 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  1.50 0.00 9.01 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.53 Cum   

viii Shuttering 33.65 0.00 108.40 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 211.80 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.65 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.67 Cum    
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x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 45.23 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.98  Sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12  Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58  Sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                     
i Ground floor  3.50 2.92 2.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 13.62 27.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 50.22 45.29 43.12 30.29 8.50 280.00 515.52 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 2.92 2.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 12.93 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 50.22 45.26 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 226.99 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 0.60 2.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 9.33 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 22.00 45.26 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 189.88 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.00 0.00 2.52 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.52 Cum   

vii Shuttering 33.00 0.00 45.26 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 116.26 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 0.90 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.90 cum    

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 14.25 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.25  Sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12  Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50  Sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam               0.00     
i Ground floor  25.85 11.75 14.96 13.25 9.02 1.75 4.92 81.50 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 103.10 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 96.00 733.60 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 11.75 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 72.54 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 103.10 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 600.30 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 1.02 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 50.48 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 25.50 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 427.93 sqm   

vi 3rd floor 3.12 0.00 14.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.06 Cum   

vii Shuttering 56.00 0.00 126.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 279.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 3.12 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.06 cum    

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 39.50 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.18  Sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19  Cum   
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xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00  Sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                     

i Ground floor  40.10 33.27 34.77 33.52 18.93 2.67 10.50 173.76 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 255.82 250.00 245.11 160.62 26.13 225.00 1488.16 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 40.10 33.27 33.77 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 159.59 Cum   

iv Shuttering 325.48 255.82 248.00 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 1235.03 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  40.10 2.25 33.77 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 106.99 Cum   

vi Shuttering 325.48 36.19 248.00 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 863.27 Sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.25 0.00 33.77 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 63.83 Cum   

vii Shuttering 72.00 0.00 248.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 517.50 Sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 5.62 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.43  Cum    

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 25.60 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 223.10  Sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97  Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00  Sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                     
i Ground floor  4.65 3.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 20.42 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 110.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 458.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 3.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 20.42 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 110.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 458.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 3.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 20.42 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 110.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 458.50 Sqm   

vi 3rd floor  4.65 0.00 4.25 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.15 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 274.00 Sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 4.25 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 182.00 Sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 Sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   

i Ground floor  1.10 1.13 1.79 1.12 1.12 0.50 2.10 8.86 Cum   
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ii Shuttering 25.00 38.11 45.00 30.25 32.45 10.00 55.12 235.93 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 1.10 1.13 1.79 1.12 1.12 0.00 2.10 8.36 Cum   

iv Shuttering 25.00 38.11 42.00 30.25 32.45 0.00 55.12 222.93 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.00 0.00 1.79 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.79 Cum   

vi Shuttering 0.00 0.00 42.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.25 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.79 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.79 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 42.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 0.86 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.86 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 24.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total elongation 
at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details 
as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and 
binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. 
complete in all respects in all floors.  

                    

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum 
fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa 
minium elongation16% all complect as per direction of 
consultant)  

41512.50 16870.00 28710.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 22525.00 171042.50 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick 
length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  
mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking out 
joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and 
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use 
and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete (measurement to 
given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 
mm for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 
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i Ground floor  10.00 2.30 1.34 1.34 1.00 0.50 33.60 50.08 Cum   
ii 1st floor 10.00 0.50 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 11.62 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  10.00 0.25 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 11.37 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 Cum   

v 4th floor  0.00 0.00 0.45 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 Cum   

vi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 
24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. complete 
in all respect in all heights as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

                    

i Ground floor  425.00 265.00 400.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 830.00 2475.61 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 465.00 312.00 400.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1873.65 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor  465.00 26.50 440.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 1265.00 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 40.50 0.00 440.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.50 Sqm   
v 4th floor  0.00 0.00 45.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 345.00 Sqm   
vi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine 
made klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved 
quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), 
including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high class 
recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing and 
screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

72.67 45.50 86.00 82.50 70.00 0.00 100.00 456.67 Sqm   
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5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof 
top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity 
of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked 
jhama 12  mm down well graded chips including breaking 
chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in 
alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top with 
neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

450.00 310.00 200.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 350.00 1636.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and 
outer surface, finishing the corner and edges including 
washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and 
curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  1250.00 406.00 1020.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 2050.00 6038.18 sqm   

ii 1st floor 1650.00 560.00 1020.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 4970.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  1720.00 93.00 1020.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 3693.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 375.00 0.00 1020.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2145.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor  0.00 0.00 275.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1025.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) 
with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, 
surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop 
wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners and edges 
including washing of sand cleaning the surface, 
scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                    

i Ground floor  850.00 263.00 365.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 896.00 2895.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 910.00 312.00 365.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 2127.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  1020.00 22.50 365.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 1691.06 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 120.00 0.00 365.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 735.00 sqm   

v 4th floor  0.00 0.00 79.52 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 329.52 sqm   

vi 5th floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 sqm   
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8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and 
plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and 
corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

150.00 65.00 85.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 400.00 785.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                     
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall 

tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder 
including cutting, laying and hire charge of machine and 
finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & 
decor) 

                    

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

220.63 77.44 386.66 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1034.73 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 33.15 13.86 60.00 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 210.75 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / 
or design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement including cutting, laying the tiles in proper way 
and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity 
and other charges complete all respect accepter by 
the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

120.12 104.11 220.16 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 720.34 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

55.00 42.28 614.91 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1373.28 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) 
on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking 
out the joints with white cement and colored pigment 
i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing 
with care etc. all complete as per irection of the 
E/Cwhere required as per instruction of Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

725.00 104.11 232.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1061.45 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white 
marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / 
wall over 19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c 
cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect 

30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.50 Sqm   
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as per instruction of engineer 
f Supplying fitting and fixing of Local made restic tiles  

of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 19mm 
thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, 
finishing, polishing etc.all complect as per instruction 
of engineer 

52.00 48.50 0.00 15.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 116.00 sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles 
making with  cement stone chips coarse sand 
(1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the joints 
with white cement & colored pigment i/c. cutting & 
laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

30.00 20.25 20.00 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 107.90 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door frames with seasoned 
wood of required size including painting two coasts of 
coal tar to the surface in contact with wall, fitted and 
fixed in position and mending good the damages if 
any (all sizes of wood are finished.) 
Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

                    

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.25 0.00 2.76 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 7.51 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood.(G.M & Board room) 0.30 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 
38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and 
window frames with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. 
with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting 
groove in chowkat if necessary etc. complete in all 
respect as per direction of engineers.  

304.00 120.00 520.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1530.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having 
density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf 
flush door for all floors for internal use made of well 
matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian 
timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm 
thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm 
horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm 
vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 
300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 
hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer..      

52.42 8.91 127.62 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 324.78 Sqm   
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14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single 
leaf door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 
mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom 
rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 
mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 
nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 
mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
and finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  
all complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

13.68 6.68 39.03 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 86.71 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick seasoned 
solid wood door shutters, having closed joints and 
provided with best quality 6 Nos.100mm iron higes,2 
(two) Nos.best quality 12mm dia 300mm & 225mm 
long iron tower & socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type 
brass handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks & finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden 
double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of 
sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm 
and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 25 mm 
thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 nos. 
100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm 
dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 
No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and 
finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  all 
complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) 
with Chittagong Teak wood 

7.81 6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.36 sqm   
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15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window 
(RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, & other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc 
plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 
Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 
mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 
Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 
234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 
25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage etc. 
complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

85.00 40.39 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 367.30 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 
1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm 
and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm 
SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 
Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner 
joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 
mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special type round 
lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage 
etc.complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 
( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

16.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 71.00 Each   

17 Thai Aluminuium                     
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 

composite window with mosquito mesh as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 
mm thick outer bottom (size 95.00 mm, 38 mm, 0.870 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 95.00 mm, 28.50 
mm, 0.97kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 22 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer side (size 95.00 mm, 19.50 mm, 0.738 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.2 
mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
mesh section (size 42.20 mm, 13.20 mm 0.460 kg/m), 
all aluminium members (total weight 12.79 kg) will be 

0.00 43.68 40.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 84.18 sqm   
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anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 micron in thickness  and density 
of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories 
like sliding door key lock, sliding door wheel, sliding 
door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision for fitting fiber 
mesh  including labour charge for fitting of 
accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.( Bronze colour) (only Rest house & C-type) 

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors 
as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 
mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 
19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed 
side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 
mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider (size 
31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick 
spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less 
than 15 microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding 
door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding door  
mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm 
thick glass including  labour charge for fitting of 
accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze 
colour) 

16.51 0.00 70.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 133.01 sqm   
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c Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard 
specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm 
outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick 
outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter 
top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter 
bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side 
(size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 
34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members 
will be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat 
not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 
4mg per square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding 
door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, 
sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & 
keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting fixing 
of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour charge for fitting of 
accessories making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as per 
drawing direction of the engineer. Size upto 
1500mmx1400mm (Bronze colour).  

126.16 0.00 133.95 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 511.88 sqm   
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d Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 
fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 
mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 
mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 mm, 26 
mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm 
thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 
57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick 
top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 12.297 
kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour 
with a coat not less than 15 micron in thickness and 
density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for 
fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

26.64 3.35 5.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 42.99 Sqm   
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e Supplying fitting and fixing of Aluminium swing door 
as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.8 mm thick wall frame size 
101.60 mm. 44.45 mm. 83.21 mm). 2.33 mm thick 
shutter size (54 mm, 46 mm), 0.99 mm thick door 
glass bit (size 16.54 mm. 14.49 mm 0.115 kg/m), 2.5 
mm thick clousure section (size 101.60 mm, 42.93 
mm 1.2 mm), 106.60 mm clousure cover (0.45 kg/m), 
4 mm thick floor bottom (size 101.60 mm. 12.70 mm 1 
kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter bottom (size 82.6 mm, 
43.99 mm, 0.60 kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter top (size 
51 mm, 43.99 mm, 1.88 kg/m) and 2.3 mm to 4.01 
mm thick handle (size 101.60 mm, 38.10 mm, 25.40 
mm short, 1.35 kg/m) section of all aluminum 
members will be anodized to aluminium bronze/silver 
colour with a coat not less than 15 micrones in 
thickness and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. 
including all accessories like swing  door clousure, 
swing door lock, swing door mohiar, labour charge, 
fabrication, fitting fixing in position, carriage and 
electricity charge i/c. supply fitting fixing of 8 mm thich 
reflecting glass & 25 mm dia SS Solid handle both 
side including neoprene sealant etc. complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Total weight min 43 kg/m2)  

7.80 7.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.96 Sqm   

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions/windows distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted 
glass of approve quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings 
fixing all necessary accessories etc. complete in all 
respect as per drawing and direction of the eingineer  

160.60 54.19 249.45 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 770.01 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) 
including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete for all floors.   

410.00 110.50 345.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 342.00 1645.30 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of 
any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size 
square bar steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame 
of F.I bar (38 mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting 
with two coats of synthetic enamel paint over a coat 
of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

190.50 61.81 349.45 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 884.29 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. 
welding ribeting required size all complect as per 
instruction of engineers 

12.38 0.00 60.50 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 158.53 sqm   
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21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia 
stainless steel pipes as  per approved design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect 
as per instruction of engineers 

8.18 9.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.60 Sqm   

22a Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified 
primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and 
sand papering making the surface free from loose 
and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping 
all chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint 
by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

6500.00 1250.00 2496.49 2083.00 775.80 25.60 1000.00 14130.89 Sqm   

22b Plastic emulsion paint of approved best quality and  
colour delivered from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in two coats over lime putty of specified 
brand applied on primer or sealer elapsing specified 
time for drying/recoating including cleaning drying, 
making free from dirt, grease, wax, removing all 
chalked and scaled materials, fungus, mending good 
the surface defects, sand papering the surface and 
necessary scaffolding, spreading by brush/ 
roller/spray etc. all complete in all floors accepted by 
the Engineer. 
Lime putty to be applied as per manufacturer 
instructions approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
( only GM & Board Room) 

756.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 956.00 Sqm   

23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved 
quality  and colour delivered from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container & 
cleaning the surface fully from grese, only substance 
old paints, lime wash, fungus etc. sand papering the 
surface before applying last & 2nd coat, complete i/c. 
cost of electricity, water & other changes as per 
direction of the engineer in charge  

4520.00 955.00 1678.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 2150.00 11111.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three 
coats with with one coats primer applied with brush 
i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing the surface etc. 
all etc. all complete in all floors.   

175.00 78.00 225.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 728.00 Sqm   
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25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in 
two coats with approved best quality and colour of 
synthetic enamel paint delivered from uthorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, 
using specific brand thinner applied by 
brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming elapsing time 
for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or 
dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

410.00 213.00 300.00 356.00 153.66 0.00 525.00 1957.66 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of 
the Engineer-in-charge  

4.00 2.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

20.00 4.00 36.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 106.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic 
door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary 
tools & accoricies all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

22.00 9.00 36.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 95.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless 
steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm 
thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

25.25 17.92 33.62 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 107.29 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair 
railing of any standard height of any design and 
shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 
12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed by welding. 
Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread 
of stair case after cutting grooves and mending good 
the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered 
for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   
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31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any 
design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit 
minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia 
circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked 
together properly to form rolling shutter, top of the 
shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 22 
BWG sheet, containing best quality spring made in 
China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and 
the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the G.I. 
pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends 
with side guide channel (side channel consist of 50 x 
100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, 
middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. 
plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or column 
with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by cement 
concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 
25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, 
curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded G.P. 
sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is 
again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing handle 
with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking arrangement in 
both sides, painting two coats with approved colour 
and brand  of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of 
priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

13.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 50.31 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, 
Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & 
natural colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting 
fixing as per required measurement & supplying 
necessary screws, nails stell clamp etc. complete as 
per direction to the Engineers. 

450.00 52.69 178.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 910.69 RM   

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible 
gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" 
channel placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and 
connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 
3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm 
M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm flatbar 
fixing with beam or floor including pouring R.C.C. 
(1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats 
with one coat of primer (approved colour ) all 
complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

26.80 4.14 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 47.12 Sqm   
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34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

126.86 41.18 110.00 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 500.54 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type 
M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm 
angle framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 
mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the 
middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed 
with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & 
verticaly, all passing through the center as design i/c 
locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the 
outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded 
in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4)  
in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the 
damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, 
welding as and where necessary etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is 
excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 11.38 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 
19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c 
cutting grooves in door shutter and frames, serews 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

22.00 4.00 30.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 82.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

4.00 3.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, 
supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. 
supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all 
complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 380.00 380.00 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same 
with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in 
both ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of 
angle post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 520.00 520.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle 
and vertically placing the post into C.C./ R.C.C 
foundation in/c cutting angle to required shape size 
in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 mm thick M.S. 
plate etc. all complete as per direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 106.70 106.70 RM   
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41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. RCC 
piller, other structure, cutting jangale, cutting trees 
etc. & keep it in safe distance all complete as per 
direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless 
steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
(wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 
19mm dia SS pipe vertical member placed @100mm 
c/c by welding at top & bottom of  pipe frame, cutting 
the pipes in proper shape & size i/c. making semi 
clrcular band at the corners of the outer frame without 
damaging the pipe, covering middle of the gate as per 
design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S sheet,  providing 
6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, 
mending the damages, making provision for minimum 
0.61x 1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & 
inner vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S pipe 
i/c.necessary locking arrangements i/c.providing 
50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per design, 
drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.50 21.50 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary 
wall of any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm tube 
(angle box made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm angle in by 
continuous welding) placed vertically @ 150mm C/C 
and welding the said vertically boxes with 2 no. 
horizontal 25 x25 x2mm angle boxes (angle box 
made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous 
welding) pleasing at botom and another tope and 
again fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 nos. 
38x38x6mm angle in by continuous welding)  in wall 
up to 150mm depth including fabricating, welding in 
each point and poolishing of necessary pigment over 
a coat of priming in/c cost of electricity, tools & plants, 
workshop charges, carriage of the same, making 
holes for fitting the same, mending good the damages 
by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and design 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer in 
charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 45.50 45.50 sqm   
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44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel 
wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, reveting and 
other accessories as required in/c. cost of electricity, 
tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage of the 
same, making holes for fitting the same, mending 
good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per 
drawing and design etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 709.12 709.12 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer frame & inner 
frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S box 50mmx 
25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical placed @1.5''c/c 
by welding at top and bottom of M.S Box frame, 
cutting the section in proper shape & size i/c. making 
necessary band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the box, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core 
pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry 
i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, making 
provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate 
having its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 2x50x50x6mm 
M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm wheel( Japan/Korea, 
made) for smooth movement of the gate etc. all 
complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile, Bangladesh 
made) having min weight 63-65 kg per bundle (2'-6'' 
width 70-72 rft long) fitted and fixed on M.S. sections 
with J hook or wooden purling with screws, limpet, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction of 
the engineer in charge. 

                    

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial Profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.00 560.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized 
iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and 
fixed on MS sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction of 
the engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.18 65.18 RM   
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48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa work 
in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel 
sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in 
position with bolts and nuts or rivets or welded and 
providing two coats of anti corroslve paint over a 
prime coat of red oxide paint etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. (measurement to be given 
for solid steel section only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary 
ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 
1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, reviting, lifting, 
shifting, two coats of enamle painting with coat of 
primer etc. all complect as per design, drawing & 
instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe 
filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, 
reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of enamle painting 
with coat of primer etc. all complect as per design, 
drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick with 
veneered board laminated by mechanical hot press 
with a milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-
bar frame in natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm 
in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply 
wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, 
nails etc. maintaining straight lines and desired 
finished level a bottom face with vertical wooden strut 
as required including making holes in slabs, or beams 
by electric drill machine and mending good the 
damages, if any, during execution of the work 
including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, 
scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. 
all complete as per drawing, design and accepted by 
the Engineer.  

80.09 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.09 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made 
with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner 
member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S 
sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   
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53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 
50x30x2 mm L- sections, providing partiation with 
156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall thickness 
2.5 mm materials as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing 
in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. 
inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. 
rivet making necessary grooves  mending good the 
damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in 
all respect as per instruction of engineers. (With 
partition uPVC hollow section) 

35.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of 
low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard 
size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 
g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), 
sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 
4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including 
all accessories complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

                    

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 
x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per 
design and drawing fitted and fixed in position 
including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two 
coats of French polishing over a coat of priming etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

200.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on 
concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with 
specified admixture (supplied from authorized local 
agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS 
requirements, confirming current compliance of the 
admixture to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in composition, 
performance requirements,delivered in sealed 
containers having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under this 
specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturerrecommendations/ instructions and 
providing safety provisions in all respect etc. on 
sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning 
the surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 

410.00 350.00 342.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 275.00 1866.50 Sqm   
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grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth 
and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the 
top having 125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement 
concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom over 
one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat soling and the 
side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height provided 
with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with 
cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 
days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling 
with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, 
cost of water, electricity, other charges all complect 
as per design, drawing direction of Engineers ( 
Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 120.00 140.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and 
depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm 
thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) 
over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:6)  
over one layer of brick flat soling . The surface having 
minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement 
(Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine 
sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of 
water, electricity, other charges as per direction of the 
engineers.  

86.56 45.00 56.25 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 323.19 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), 
coarse sand and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking 
chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st 
class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth for 
preparation of bed and filling the interestices with 
local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, 
electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

48.92 32.50 42.85 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 234.05 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 
mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki 
from 1st class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at 
site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked 
in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for using 
in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground 

42.83 14.65 24.11 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 117.74 Cum   
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by making a suitable platform under proper polythene 
cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater 
(1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain desirable 
consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating 
the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to 
gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing 
for 21 days providing polythene cover after each day 
work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. 

  Sub Total for Civil works                   TK  
 

(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED REST 
HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-TYPE & 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED E-TYPE & 4-
STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (Vi) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vii) 
ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD 
FENCHING) AT SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-001). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office Rest 

House 
C & D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 

470 x 290 mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 
kg by weight, made of Vitreous China & preparing the 
base of pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire 
mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making 
holes wherever required and mending good the 
damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete 
with all necessary fittings & connection approved and 
accepted by the Engineer.(RAK ,Asian W.C 29 cm, 
approved colour) 

11.0 1.0 7.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 43.00 Each    

2a Supplying, fitting & fixing  super quality european type 
glazed coloured Combi closet ( hydolic type, RAK 
brand, Metropolitan, approved colour), approx. 
640x340x800 mm size, weight 45.7 kg weight, i/c. 
plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 
1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors 
i/c. making holes wherever required and mending 
good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all 
complect as per direction of engineer (an exclusive 
item, subject to approved by not less than SE) 

2.0 4.0 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each   
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2b Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed 
porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, 
weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover & preparing the 
base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if 
necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect 
with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of 
engineer ( RAK brand, Jumeirah, approved colour) 

3.0 0.0 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 16.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern RAK brand Asian W.T, Karla 
glazed porcelain low down, capacity 10 liter, 
385x210x105 mm in size, approximately 16kg by 
weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I 
bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing 
etc. complete with all necessary fittings and 
connection as per direction of the engineer  

11.0 1.0 7.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 43.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 
660 x545 x 200 mm or above in size, approx. 29 kg by 
weight, including fitting, fixing the same in position 
with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste 
water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 750 
mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain 
plug, bracket including making holes in walls and 
floors and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and 
mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4), 
etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (RAK brand, Orient, Approved colour) 

20.0 5.0 24.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 89.00 Each    

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing (RAK brand, Orient) 
Pedestal, 850x200x205 mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by 
weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.(Approved 
colour) 

20.0 5.0 24.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 86.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 445 x 355 x 3300 mm in 
size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl 
urinal, approx. 10 kg by weight including fitting, fixing 
the same in position after making holes in walls and 
floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe with 
brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic 
connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass 
stop cock including mending good the damages with 
cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. Approved colour,RAK 

8.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel 
rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder 
including making holes in walls and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

16.0 6.0 24.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 86.00 Each    
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8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made 
in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard 
board at the back with all necessary fittings including 
making holes in walls & mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

20.0 6.0 22.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made 
in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard 
board at the back with all necessary fittings including 
making holes in walls & mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

4.0 4.0 2.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm 
size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with 
fancy C.P. brackets, screws and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

24.0 4.0 24.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 
150x150x126 mm size special colour special 
qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in walls with  
screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

20.0 5.0 24.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 89.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of 
approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of 
the Engineer-in- Charge. 

4.0 5.0 24.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for 
ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 4.0 16.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving 
type sink cock fixing in position with all material all 
complect as per direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 1.0 8.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed 
heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in 
position all complect as per direction of engineer 

32.0 12.0 36.00 40.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 132.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP 
piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per 
direction of engineer 

20.0 5.0 24.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type 
stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 

36.0 12.0 40.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 148.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. 
shower head only with all necessary hard ware & 
consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.0 4.0 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 Each   
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19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray with 
brackets in wall including cutting wall and mending 
good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) properly 
etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

24.0 6.0 36.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 106.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for 
water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and 
other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer 
Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same 
with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

                    

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 110.0 30.0 50.00 50.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 275.25 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 90.0 30.0 60.00 70.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 290.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 95.0 22.0 50.00 55.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 254.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 150.0 35.5 100.00 78.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 409.60 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special 
fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting 
trenches where necessary and fitting the same with 
earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats 
and making hole in floors and walls and consequent 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

                    

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.0 2.0 3.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.0 2.0 3.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.0 2.0 3.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.0 2.0 3.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.50 RM   
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22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such 
as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets 
etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 
6000 mm each). 

125.0 60.0 100.00 120.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 457.88 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such 
as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets 
etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 
6000 mm each). 

100.0 45.0 78.00 110.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 353.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant 
etc. complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                    

a 40mm dia peet valve 3.0 2.0 8.00 8.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 25.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 3.0 2.0 8.00 8.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 23.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 3.0 2.0 8.00 8.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 23.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel 
sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) 
size 450 X 1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I 
steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia 
PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 mm length) 
i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the 
damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

1.0 1.0 8.00 16.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 27.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic 
water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover 
top with locking arrangement and pad lock, inlet and 
outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm 
dia ball cock and fittings including over flow and 
100mm dia float valve, including supply of all 
materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers 

4.0 2.0 4.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 Each   
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27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying 
including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

36.5 30.0 20.50 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 127.50 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls 
of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of 
minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against the walls as per 
approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 
mm thick reinforced cement concrete flooring (1:2:4) 
with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick 
cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on 
floor and all around outside walls by 18" height at top 
including supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. 
Tees and providing 450 mm dia water sealed heavy 
type C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking 
arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, 
including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting 
and curing etc. complete up to required depth 
including necessary earth work in excavation and 
shoring, bailing out water and side filling including the 
cost of all materials, operations and incidental 
charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost 
of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium 
and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work 
and 250 mm honey comb brick work with cement 
mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well 
curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. 
C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling 
the well up to the required depth with graded khoa 
and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  
Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work in 
excavation, side filling and bailing out water including 
cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate 
is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or 
P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

30.0 10.0 30.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 124.00 Each   
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31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges 
cover 150x150 mm dia grating in traps or in drains 
in/cl. making holes in walls & floors and mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer.  

30.0 10.0 30.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 124.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for 
concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting 
groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any means 
carefully without damaging the structure filling the 
grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per 
direction of engineer 

750.0 278.0 652.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 2545.00 RM   

33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                    

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 
mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm 
PVC pipe 

8.0 5.0 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 29.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                     

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: 
Transportation of materials, equipments, tools and 
plants and boring rig to work site. Construction of 
derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning the site 
after completion of the work accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  
having wall  thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 
mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, capability to withstand 50 
kg/sqm & other equipments capable of drilling up to a 
depth 500 meter by water jet system through all sorts 
of strata, protection of caving by supplying necessary 
casing pipe. Collection of soil samples at every 3 
meter interval and at every change of  strata by 
preverses them in controlled environment for analysis 
and  laboratory test. Finally withdrawal of boring and 
casing piper etc. all complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

                    

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: 
Supplying and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best 
quality uPVC pressure tube well pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, 
capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic 
pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position 
with all accessories, uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m 
with uPVC strainer of desired slot installing in or at 
mid depth of the most suitable water bearing strata. 
38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 1.52 m 
with M.S. welded flat bar on each side to prevent from 
rotation up to desired depth, fitting fixing the best 
quality No. 6 C.I. head hand-pump etc including the 
cost of solvent cement, socket adaptor, filling medium 
sand up to 18.00 m above strainer and the remaining 
portion with available soil from boring etc. complete as 
per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                    

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all 
necessary accessories etc complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall 
thickness 2.9 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m capability to 
withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure.   

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having 
wall thickness 2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall 
thickness 2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the 
housing pipe of the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical 
information of the tube well as per instruction and 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the 
top pipe with sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 
1:2:4 as per direction of the Engineer 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   
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ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand 
and turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield 
confirmed by tests as per specification and accepted 
by the Engineer. Water sample must be taken from 3- 
separate aquifers from three tube well b( Wells upto 
200 meter depth) 

                    

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil 
samples from a test bores up to 350 m depth 
collecting samples of water from the best suitable 
aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles having 
no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 
3 m interval and at each change of soil strata from the 
bores, arranging them in the cell of a box in an orderly 
manner. carrying out test of water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 
(3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) 
Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) Total 
hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed by test 
reports along with Bangladesh Standards of potable 
water and (12) Sieve analysis on soils throughout a 
bore, leading to ascertain the best suitable sustained 
aquifers, depths and slot sizes of strainer, types and 
dia of tube well for specific yield, thickness of 
shrouding around strainer, fineness modulus of 
shrouding materials, mechanical units (pumps, 
compressor) for testing and operation of the tube well, 
maintaining test bore functional till tube well 
installation, testing etc. is finished, finally filling and 
sealing the left over test bore permanently, including 
carrying water and soil samples under direct 
responsibility of Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, BUET 
or other reputed laboratory, approved by the authority, 
submitting the report and design details all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer and maintaining the 
mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory test 
results are found (if not, next test bore may be 
executed with the approval of concern S.E. / Design 
Office) 

                    

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 
test bore x one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. 
test (each specimen 1.5 liter of water) 

                    

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x 
One bore = 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. 
each)" 
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  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water 
Quality Standard according to Bangladesh 
Environment Conservation Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 
1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of Environment and 
Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on water or 
sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the above 
specified 12 (twelve) tests, may be carried out for 
public interest as per direction of the design engineer 
on actual payment including profit, VAT and all other 
charges. 

                    

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE 
(100x200mm dia Shrouded) 

                    

1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all 
sorts of strata by reverse circulation or any other 
approved method (Method other than reverse 
circulation is to be applied only for wells deeper than 
152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to 
designed depth and collection of soil samples at every 
3 meter interval and at every change of formation 
including sinking and withdrawing necessary casing 
pipe and all necessary arrangements complete as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to bottom of 
the blind pipe and the rate is inclusive of the cost of 
extra depth of boring required for caving and siltation) 

                    

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working 
site as per standard practice and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                    

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of 
wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made 
with grade uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   
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iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall 
thickness 7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod 
of approved design 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well 
fixtures such as expanded top or furnishing pipe, 
reducer, tube well pipes, strainer, blind pipe, pipe cap 
etc. fitting and fixing with best quality PVC solution, 
iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and placing in 
position with proper size M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter 
c/c in strainer portion including. blind pipe etc. 
complete as per standard practice and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air 
compressor and pump of suitable capacity by 
alternate surging and pumping until satisfactory yield, 
sand free water and the turbidity condition is reached 
using necessary quantity of calgon and conducting 
step draw down test before and after the development 
as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                    

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed 
turbine/submersible pump with supply of testing 
equipments for pressure/ velocity/ discharge etc. and 
all materials for 72 hours including yield drawn and 
recovery test etc. complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient 
quantity of bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain 
chlorinated water having 150 ppm free chlorine in the 
well complete as per standard specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of 
the shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by 
withdrawn selected soil or local clay free from any 
substances harmful to pipes and health as per 
standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best 
quality 150 mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") 
long one end blocked with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick 
M.S. plate and other end minimum 300 mm (1'-0") 
embedded in sanitary seal for protection of uPVC 
Housing Pipe as per standard specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   
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9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-
mersible water Pump Motor Set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 
standard  comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-
mersible motor having Insulation: Class F & 
Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 
400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC supply with 18.29 meter 
(60'-0'') column pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) with flange, 
gasket,Non-return valve, pressure gauge, 40 meter  
(131'-0'') long required marine cable in a single length 
etc complete in aIl respect manufactured by CE 
certified/UL listed countries   as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers.  

                    

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head 
:44-26 meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for 
submersible pump motor set manufactured according 
to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard ( 
Foreign made) & as per sample approved and 
accepted by the Engineers (3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM 
Centrifugal water Pump motor set monobloc type 
manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of 
following capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 
400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C having insulation: class F & 
protection:IP44 ( minimum) manufactured By CE /SE 
certified/ UL listed contries as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers  

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00           

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 
liter/min, Head: 20-15 meter, suction & delivery: 
65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                     

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C 
Grade/ having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of 
visible light as per ISO 7686, Minium required strength 
25 Mpa conforming to BDS-1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for 
water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45 and 
other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured 
standards or ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same 
with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
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consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 
6000 mm each) 

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate 
valve with sealant etc. complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

                    

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                    

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                     
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for 

supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in 
position different dia best quality G.I. pipe (NT or 
equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & 
accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. 
all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas 
Gas T & D co. Ltd. & direction of engineer-in charge. 

                    

a 12 mm N,D 60.0 25.0 40.00 40.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 195.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 50.0 25.0 40.00 40.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 175.00 RM   
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2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock 
(Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all 
respects as per specification of Bakarabad Gass 
company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineers. 

                    

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 1.0 8.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 23.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as 
per direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

110.0 50.0 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 370.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                    Tk.  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (II)2-STORIED 
REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED C-TYPE & 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 

E-TYPE & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (v) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (Vi) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP 
HOUSE & (vii) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, 

STORE YARD FENCHING) AT SIRAJGONJ PBS-2 HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-
01). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office Rest 
House 

C & D-
Type 

E& F -
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at 
the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm 
insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA 
earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 25mm 
dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 
16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of 
different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in 
or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box 
should painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale 
paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each 
with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 
5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including necessary 
cutting and mending good the damages complete as 
required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper 
made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per 
direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                      

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 200.00 55.00 160.00 166.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 648.00 Point   

b Fan Point 60.00 14.00 56.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 187.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on 
switch board. 

55.00 20.00 36.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 174.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 22.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                      
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Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular 
shaped MS sheet made bracket, brass holder, 
necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 
100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 

                

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-
740 

100.00 10.00 56.00 56.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 271.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                      

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube 
light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, 
superior quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet 
steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 
2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete 
(i/c Eastern lamp) of following model and as per 
sample approved by the Engineer. 

              

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 40.00 22.00 60.00 60.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 188.00 Each   

Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.               
b Bath room light. 16.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 59.00 Each   

SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers 
consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass 
with carrier, brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum 
dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 
mm) , earth terinimal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 
sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FR cable 
etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

                

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                    

c Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

d Providing & fixing concealed type spot light of following 
manufacturers consisting of 152.4 mm (6'') dia 228 
mm(9'') long cylinderical powder coated aluminium 
shade brass holder,earth terminal,  necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FR 
cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of 
Engineer. 

                    

  Crescent Cat No. CML-111 OR Gloria cat No. GCF-
371 OR Shwash cat. No. SCC-4/79 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   
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4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with 
decorative & ornamental golden brass edge ( minium 
hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal 
necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable 
etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per 
sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 12.00 12.00 8.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash 
SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

                

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. 
capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body 
foreign made) complete with standard wall louver 
shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete 
as required including cutting wall and mending good 
the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 
mm (12'') dia size 

4.00 1.00 6.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 51.00 6.00 30.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 136.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of                 

following sizes complete with required size down rod, 
blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring 
complete as per instruction of the Engineer. 

                

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen 
super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

                

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic 
with four blade deluxe fan 

8.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted 
on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board 
of 76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or 
equivalent product )  

                   

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 4.00 12.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 12.00 12.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 76.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 10.00 36.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 40.00 12.00 48.00 40.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 140.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 50.00 4.00 30.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 124.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 12.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 35.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 59.00 14.00 30.00 56.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 167.00 each   
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ix Gang type Bell push 12.00 6.00 6.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 37.00 each   

8 Earthing                     
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") 
dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia 
hole across the pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly 
bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC 
earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia 
G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. 
(2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, 
nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance 
within 1 ohm. 

                

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm 
(42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 7.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 350.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 
12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the 
G.I. pipe complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-
Charge. 

                

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia 
MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in 
charge. 

60.00 12.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 140.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal 
board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer 
paint on out side and enamel paint in inside surfaces 
having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal 
bridges of suitable size for fixing of all electrical contral 
devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size 
complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in 
wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and 
exits as required ( only front surface of this board will 
be considered for measurement) 

1.25 0.25 0.50 0.30 0.50 0.10 0.10 3.00 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                     
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled 
in 16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper 
flat bar and arrangement of cable / wire connection, 
English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray 
hammer pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on 
prepared board. 

                

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure 
complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each    
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13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB 
(6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages 
as per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) 
or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 2.00 6.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                     

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 
Nos.  

                    

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with 
thermal overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic 
short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France 
made original purchase document should be submitted 
before installation) 

                    

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 42.00 16.00 48.00 48.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 174.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager 
or approved) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on 
prepared board including required length of PVC twing 
flexible cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.00 5.00 6.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 36.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch 
socket fixing in position with same size board and 
accessories etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

30.00 8.00 12.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 66.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per direction of 
Engineers 

                    

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 40.00 30.00 6.00 24.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 108.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 20.00 5.00 24.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 100.00 50.00 6.00 48.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 222.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 30.00 26.00 6.00 24.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 104.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 20.00 18.00 30.00 36.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 117.00 each   
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18 Providing & installation of following capacity electrically 
operated water heater containing inner  tank made of 
minimum 14 SWG. Non- magnetic rust proof 
galvanized steel & Outer jacket / body made of 
minimum 22 SWG mild steel sheet & proper thermal 
insulation with automatic thermostatic switch with 
suitable wattage range of immersion heating element, 
on-off indicating lamp, inlet and outlet water connection 
pipe including fixing accessories all complete as 
required with adequate safety measures complete with 
required accessories and in conformity with codes and 
specification of international standards, suitable for use 
in tropicalized country like Bangladesh.  Model and 
sample to be approved by comptent authority. (Water 
Heater) 

                    

a 15 gallon/Hr. (1250 watt) wall mounting type 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

19 Supply,  Installation,  Testing  &  commissioning  of  
split  type  Air-cooler  comprising  condensing  and  
evaporating  units  having  following  cooling  capacity  
based  on  indoor  temperature  27º-30ºC DB / 19.5º-
22ºC WB  and  outdoor  temperature  35º-40ºC DB  at  
high  fan  speed  condition  suitable  for  installation  &  
operation  in  tropicalised  country  like  Bangladesh  &  
as  per  detailed  specifications  &  standard  as  
mentioned  below :  

                    

  (a). OUTDOOR  UNIT  /  CONDENSING  UNIT (i). 
Type : Compact  weather  proof  outdoor  type  
condensing  unit(ii). Compressor : Hermitically  sealed  
Reciprocating / Rotary  Compressor.(iii). Refrigerant : 
Internationaly  accepted  &  recommended  and  most  
commonly  used  Gas(CFC free)(iv). Blower  Motor : 
Well  Balanced  type  direct  driven  centrifugal  type  
blower  fan  (v). Power  Supply : (i). 200-250 V,  Single  
phase,  50 Hz.  AC  supply  [upto  30000 BTU/HR](ii). 
400-440 V  3-phase, 50 Hz.  AC  supply   [above 30000 
BTU/HR ] (vi). Condensing  Pipe / coil : Made  of  
copper(vii). EER : Minimum  10 [ EER = BTU/HR  /  
WATT ] 

                    

a Any brand manufactured or assembled in 
USA/EUcountries /Japan/Taiwan/Korea 
/Thailand/Malaysia approved/accepted by the Engineer 
in accordance with fulfillment of the above 
specifications and having relevent certificates as 
mentioned. Wall mountend typeCapacity : 22500 - 
24000  BTU/HR   

4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 each   
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20 Telecommunication Cable 500.00 200.00 200.00 300.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 1400.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having 
dia of each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all 
necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect 
as per direction of engineer(With code Manufactured 
by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

                

21 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) 
single –core (IC) PVC insulated & sheathed cable (type 
BYM) with green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor 
(ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water 
grade) with necessary accessories viz bends, socket, 
jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. 
conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of 
grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ 
floor including necessary cutting and mending good the 
damages complete in conformity with the BN Building 
Code & as per direction the Engineers.  With cable 
manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

                      

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XYcable with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

120.00 75.00 120.00 100.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 490.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 100.00 100.00 150.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 530.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

95.00 85.00 120.50 200.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 600.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5mm. 

110.00 88.50 110.00 125.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 563.50 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

200.00 120.00 200.00 250.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 970.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 250.00 401.00 450.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1801.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

450.00 300.00 250.00 300.00 156.00 50.00 100.00 1606.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 200.00 100.00 100.00 250.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 RM   
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22a 4X25 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm having 
wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 180.00 RM   

22b 4X50 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having 
wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

125.00 125.00 100.00 88.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 438.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                   Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-

STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE 

WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, 
SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE 
YARD FENCHING AT ATAIKULA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-001). 

 
 

     
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure     
ii Super structure     
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

only.  

 

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 
CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT ATAIKULA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 
PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-001). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 

 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing 

actual physical work and during contract period and 
demobilization after completion of the Works under 
contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and 
clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area 
on and in the ground to an extent that all the events 
of works of the project can be executed smoothly in 
a working environment with a particular attention on 
safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile 
the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed by 
the Engineer, where, payments are to be based on 
ground area determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress of work 
under contract as a whole in all respects and 
approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark 
(BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, Property lines, 
existing ground level (EGL), formation ground level 
(FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), 
mean sea level (MSL), setting and marking all 
pillars, marker, pegs etc. showing and maintaining 
reduced levels (RL’s) including  locating, 
establishing, protecting all public utilities within the 
premise of work and finally all to be presented in 
black and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for 
foundation trenches including. layout, providing 
center lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, 
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo 
spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, protecting 
and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, 
cleaning the excavated earth at a safe distance out 
of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer, subject to submit 
method statement of carrying out excavation work 
to the Engineer for approval.  However, Engineer’s 
approval shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  

                  

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up 
to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very 
soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi liquid 
state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all 
types of soil, compecting the base by 5 ton road 
roller maintaining proper camber & grade in/c. 
refilling (where necessary) and removing the 
excess soil to a safe distance as per drawing and 
direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and 
plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 
m of the building site dry density of 90% with 
optium mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. 
carring watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting 
to a specified percentage each layer up to finished 
level etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation 
trenches or where necceary and plinth with pure 
earth in 150mm layers with carted earth carried by 
truck or any other means loading & unloding at both 
ends to be supplied at the contractor won cost i/c. 
leveling, watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage 
etc. all complect as per direction of engineers 

5000.00 3000.00 1250.00 1200.00 0.00 800.00 11250.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick layer 
with 8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. spreading, 
leveling, cambering, super elevation & watering etc. 
all complect as pr direction of engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 CUM   
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8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with 
sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers 
including leveling, watering and compaction to 
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum 
moisture content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per design 
supplied by the design office only etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 450.00 927.34 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required 
depth and diameter with minimum 6 m long 
temporary steel casing, true to vertical, providing 
bentonite slurry and maintaining water level in the 
hole, washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, 
clean the bore-hole and make the bore- hole ready 
for placing steel cage and concreting including hire 
charge of rig set with winch machine, tripod stand, 
trimie pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, stand-byes, 
insurance coverage, water, electricity and other 
charges all compete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor 
shall submit the method statement of cast-in-situ 
pile work including sequence of boring and casting, 
disposal of spoils, test result of materials to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer’s 
approval shall not relieve the Contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under contract (rate 
i/c. removing mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 840.00 825.00 762.19 580.25 0.00 1097.00 4104.44 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete 
works with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 21 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
coarse sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded 
crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-33, 
including breaking chips, screening through proper 
sieves, making, placing re-bar cage in position, 
placing and removing tri-pod as per requirement, 
pouring the concrete in bore-hole with the help of a 
trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe immersed in 
concrete by at least 1 meter throughout the period 
of concreting, maintaining required slump etc. 
mixing the aggregates with standard mixer machine 
with hoper, casting in forms, all complete including 
water, electricity, testing of materials and concrete 
etc and other charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding, welding and placing) 

140.50 136.50 130.38 98.56 0.00 200.50 706.44 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at contact point 
of the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the 
main reinforcements by electric are welding for 
construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with 
highly oxidized electrodes making the points 
prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The 
rate is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, tools 
plants and  all equipment). 

40500.00 40120.00 39500.00 21500.00 0.00 65200.00 206820.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two sides 
of contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm 
length at the lap of main reinforfement in re- bar 
cage to be placed bin bore- hole where necessary 
by electric arc with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the joint prominent as per direction of the 
engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials labour 
tools plant and all equipment, cost of power etc. 
complete in all respect). 

155.15 148.50 132.00 120.50 0.00 210.00 766.15 RM   
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13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ 
board pile upto required length by any means and 
removing the dismantled materials such as 
concrete to a safe distance including scraps and 
removing concrete from steel / M/S. rods 
preparation and making platform where necessary, 
carrying all sorts of handing, stacking the same 
properly after clearing, leveling and dressing the 
situ and clearing the bed etc. complete as per 
direction of the eingineer in charge (Measurement 
will be given for the actual pile head volume to 
broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 21.00 46.73 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor 
with first class or picked jhama bricks including 
preparation of bed and filling the interstices with 
local sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene 
sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter 
in floor below cement concrete reinforced concrete 
slab etc. all complete in all respect as per direction 
of the Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and 
plinth, filling the joints/interstices fully with mortar, 
racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost of 
water, electricity and other charges and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 15.25 14.55 8.32 2.98 33.50 106.55 Cum   

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS 
BAN 20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in 
required proportion For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 
19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified 
mixture (5 liters per square meter of soll surface by 
chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh 
sides and bottom of the foundation trench and over 
pinth filling of floor bed as per direction of the 
engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 2.00 837.13 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips 
including breaking chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 days 
including the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all 
complete & accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 
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a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement 
concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked 
jhama or stone chips in/cl.  breaking chips, 
screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and 
finished with a coat of bitumen including the supply 
of water, electricity and other charges and costs of 
tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand 
(F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   

20i Reinforced cement concrete works using steel 
shutter with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 22 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 
and 20 mm down well graded stone chips 
conforming to ASTM C-33, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement 
in position; mixing with standard mixer machine 
with hopper, fed by standard measuring boxes, 
casting in forms, compacting by vibrator machine 
and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-
shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing 
and other charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, 
foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
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20ii Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 
shutter, with minimum cement content relates to 
mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked 
jhama brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, 
making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard measuring 
boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, 
electricity, testing and other charges etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 65.50 155.96 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 450.00 714.08 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 50.22 93.83 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 475.00 917.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 22.50 40.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 412.00 597.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   
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21 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at 
least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all complect 
as per direction of consultant)  

44500.00 33174.00 31250.00 24400.00 3250.00 25500.00 162074.00 Kg   

22 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling soling, 
HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or storing as per 
direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 Sqm   

23 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats i/c. 
cost of bricks and stacking in measuable sizes at 
site accepted by the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 190.00 190.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 190.00 190.00 cum   

24 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam base 
course with graded metal of crushed well burnt, 
picked jhama or first class bricks and bats having 
compacted thickness made as per specifications 
including local handling and spreading uniformly to 
proper grade, camber and super elevation, hand 
packing, rolling properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity 
power driven Road Roller and watering profusely 
for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding 
with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 per m2  including 
fuel, lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 155.00 155.00 Cum   
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25 Providing compacted sub-base base course with 
well graded metal of crushed well burnt p.j. / 1st 
class brick bats and sand (FM 0.8) with mixing 
proportion 2 : 1 having compacted thickness made 
as per specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade camber and 
super elevation, packing rolling properly with 8 to 
10 ton capacity power driven road roller and 
watering properly for compaction of 100% MDD 
(standard) blinding with sand including cost of fuel,  
lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 155.00 155.00 Cum   

26 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous 
carpeting with 12 mm down well graded shingles @ 
0.64 cum of shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total is 5.2% 
to 5.80%) heating at 1350c to 1550c and spread 
uniformly over 10 sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 
10 ton Roller compacted fully in proper grade and 
camber spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 
sqm etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

27 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 
sqm including heating bitumen up to 1760c to 
1880c and spreading etc. all complete (cost of 
bitumen included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

28 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand (FM 
2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm of 
road surface including supplying and spreading of 
0.09 cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating 
bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 degree Celsius 
and spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen 
included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

29 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of 
bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. supplying & 
spreding of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M 1.2) with heating 
bitumen upto176 degree celsius, surface rolling 
with 8 ton power driver roller etc.. all complect & 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

30 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) with 
1st class or picked bricks and filling the gaps with 
fine sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. cutting trenches, true to 
level and grade, removing earth, refilling and 
ramming the sides properly including cost of all 
materials and accepted by the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 500.00 RM   
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31 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per 
instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test 
bidder is bound for alternative sample, but payment 
will be given for only one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles 
test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon 
contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

32 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile 
PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 (The 
standard method for low strain integrity testing of 
pile) providing all relevent masterials, equipments, 
experts, labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation of results 
in standard forms etc. complete in all respects 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. [ Before 
commencing PIT test, Contractor shall submit 
method statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineers 
approved shall not relieve the Contractor of his 
rersponsibilities and obligations under contract 

                  

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of 
Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) 
pile tested 

43.00 31.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 138.00 Each   

33 Providing and maintenance one project profile 
signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to 
be placed at a suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the materials of the 
signboards and text layout to the Engineer for 
approval which will be positioned as directed by the 
Engineer andremoving the same on completion of 
the Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   
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34 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 450.56 657.40 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING 
WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  

(V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN 
STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT ATAIKULA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS 

(W)-CW-01-001). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-Type E  & F-

type 
Ansar D. 

TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, 

with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 
having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 
52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 
mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips conforming 
ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, 
making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer machine 
with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at least 
for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other charges etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding 
the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and 
binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 36.33 78.99 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 356.00 838.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   

iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   
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vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 10.25 19.71 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 201.00 378.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   

vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   
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ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   

i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   
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xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   
i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or 
deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what 
even is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC 
sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate 
tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 
and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively 
details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in 
position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects 
in all floors.  

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 
420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

42512.00 23520.00 50350.00 ####### 1100.00 15460.00 144832.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick length 
with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar (1:6) 
in superstructure including raking out joints, filling the 
interstices with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of sand, 
necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete (measurement to given as 250 mm width for one 
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brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half brick 
length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 30.50 47.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 providing bond with 
connected walls including, screening cleaning and soaking 
the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. complete in all 
respect in all heights as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 523.00 1643.61 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine made 
klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved quality in 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out 
joints, cutting the bricks to required size wherever necessary 
including high class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking 
the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing and 
screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 
7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete and accepted 
by the Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

200.00 150.00 182.50 170.00 0.00 44.60 747.10 Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof top with 
cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity of best local 
sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand 
of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm down well 
graded chips including breaking chips 12 mm down ga, 
screening, laying the concrete in alternate panels, compacting 
and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   
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days (in all floors.)  

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:6) 
having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface, 
finishing the corner and edges including washing of sand 
cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 1045.00 3602.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) with 
fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, surface of stair 
case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and 
finishing the corners and edges including washing of sand 
cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth 
wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement finishing 
including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 
7 days cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 210.00 410.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall tilles, 
irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with 
repective joint filler & binder including cutting, laying and hire 
charge of machine and finishing with care etc.including water, 
electricity and other charges complete all respect accepter by 
the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i.c. border & decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 250mmx400mm) 65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or 
design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar 
(1:4) base and raking out the joints with white cement 
including cutting, laying the tiles in proper way and finishing 
with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local made) on 
20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the 
joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and 
laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( 
RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 600x600mm 
size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) on 20mm thick 
cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/Cwhere required as per instruction of 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white marble 
stone  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 19mm 
thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, 
polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles making 
with  cement stone chips coarse sand (1:1.5:3) 300x300mm 
size (Local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
& raking out the joints with white cement & colored pigment 
i/c. cutting & laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care 
etc. all complete as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( Chowkat) 
for all floors with matured natural seasoned wood of required 
size including painting two coasts of coal tar to the surface in 
contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position etc. complete 
and accepted by the Engineer (all sizes of wood are 
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finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 38 x 6 
mm size having bifurcated ends to door and window frames 
with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. with the help of 
electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in chowkat if 
necessary etc. complete in all respect as per direction of 
engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having density 
400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf flush door for all 
floors for internal use made of well matured mechanical 
seasoned Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other approved 
wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon 
which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 
0.7 mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm 
vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary screws 
are pested on each side by mechanized process and 
provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. 
best quality 12 mm iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron 
tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single leaf 
door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 mm x 38 
mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 
mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and 
provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) 
Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron 
tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and 
finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  all 
complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer. with 
Chittagong Teak wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick seasoned solid wood 
door shutters, having closed joints and provided with best 
quality 6 Nos.100mm iron higes,2 (two) Nos.best quality 
12mm dia 300mm & 225mm long iron tower & socket bolts,2 
(two) Nos.heavy type brass handle & hatch bolt, hinged 
cleats, buffer blocks & finished with sand papering for all 
floors i/c polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
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Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden double leaf 
panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of sections 100 mm x 
38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 
38 mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, provided with 
best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best 
quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 
1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by 
sand papering, necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all 
floors and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes 
of wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window (RFL, 
Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, & other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as 
per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with 
Upvc plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 
Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 
mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Q 9.68 MM, 
150 mm long SStower bolts 2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by 
rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 
mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type 
round lock, carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, 
thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of 
different sizes fitted fixed with uPVC plastic doorframe 
weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 
64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 
Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS 
tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 Nos., G.I 
inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 
mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site and local carriage etc.complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm 
sizesolid) 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors as per 
the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association 
(AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 
kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm 
, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 
mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider (size 31.75 
mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 
mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all aluminium members (total 
weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to aluminium bronze/silver 
colour with a coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and 
density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories 
like sliding door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding door  
mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including 
sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm thick glass 
including  labour charge for fitting of accessories, making 
grooves and mending good damages, carriage, and 
electricity  complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( 
Bronze colour) 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding window as 
per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard specification ) 
BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 
75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 
16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 
1.5mm shutter bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick 
outer side (size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding 
fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 
34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members will be 
anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 
15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg per square cm 
etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding door key lock sliding door 
wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting 
fixing of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour charge for fitting of 
accessories making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as per drawing 
direction of the engineer 1500 mm x 1400 mm size (Bronze 
colour).  

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   
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c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite fixed doors 
/ window with fixed partition as per the U.S. Architectural 
Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 
mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 
75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top 
(size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick sliding fixed side (size 31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 
0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 
31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 
mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( 
size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top 
and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be 
anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less 
than 15 micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per square 
cm etc. including all accessories like sliding door key lock, 
sliding door wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door 
neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping 
provision for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge 
for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all respect as 
per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 
1500mm x 2100 mm. 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, partitions, 
windows and curtain wall distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted 
glass of approved quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing 
all necessary accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) including 
scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete for all 
floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of any 
design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size square bar steel 
section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) 
fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of synthetic 
enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete for all 
floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing 
with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. welding ribeting 
required size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   
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21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing 
with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia stainless steel 
pipes as  per approved design and shape i.c. welding 
ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall and 
ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified primer or 
sealer elapsing specified time for drying/recoating matt finish 
including cleaning and sand papering making the surface 
free from loose and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, 
scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint 
by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all complete in 
all floors accepted by Engineer.  

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   

23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved quality  and 
colour delivered from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container in all respect in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 1650.00 5458.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three coats with 
with one coats primer applied with brush i/c.cleaning, sand 
papering, finishing the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all 
floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in two 
coats with approved best quality and colour of synthetic 
enamel paint delivered from uthorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific brand 
thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming 
elapsing time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, 
oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing charges etc. 
all complete in all floors approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 400.00 1187.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen made) in 
approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-
charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen made) in 
approved quality complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic door 
shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary tools & 
accoricies all complect as per direction of engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   
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29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless steel 
(SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm thick 2.5” dia 
pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair railing of 
any standard height of any design and shape with 50 x 50 x 
6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and 
fitted and fixed by welding. Placing the pipes vertically @ 
125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in each steps) 150 mm embedded into 
the R.C.C tread of stair case after cutting grooves and 
mending good the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 
mm F.I. bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing painting etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Exposed area of 
railing will be considered for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any design 
and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit minimum 69 
mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia circular folding at 
ends, rolled in machine, locked together properly to form 
rolling shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with circular 
spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, containing best quality 
spring made in China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one 
end and the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the 
G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends with 
side guide channel (side channel consist of 50 x 100 x 6 mm 
M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, middle channel 
consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 
mm fixed to wall or column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. 
part by cement concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes 
(minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, 
finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded G.P. 
sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is again fitted 
to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 
6 mm and locking arrangement in both sides, painting two 
coats with approved colour and brand  of synthetic enamel 
paint over a coat of priming etc. complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of 
painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, Saraj 
India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & natural 
colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per 
required measurement & supplying necessary screws, nails 
stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   
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33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible gate of 
any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel placed 
@ 112 mm c/c vertically and connecting the same with each 
other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting 
required size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the same in 
possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. Tee rail 
made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm flatbar fixing with beam or 
floor including pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including 
enamel paint two coats with one coat of primer (approved 
colour ) all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain water down 
pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, greatting, morter (1:4) 
etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type M.S. 
gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm angle framing  
the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed 
vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the middle part covered with 
18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar 
placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing through the center as 
design i/c locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the outer 
frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded in R.C.C. or 
R.C. core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. 
cutting holes & mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. 
i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where necessary etc. all 
complete as per drawing, design & direction of the engineer. 
(rate is excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 19mm dia 
and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c cutting grooves in 
door shutter and frames, serews etc. all complete as per 
direction of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of Korea) 
hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all necessary tools & 
accoricies etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 points) in 
fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, supported by 
38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm embedded in R.C.C. 
work with cement concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c 
prointing of angle post, all complect as per direction of 
engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same with 
existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in both ways, 
supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. supply 
of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all complect as per 
direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   
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40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube (angle box) 
post (botom end blfurcated) made by thorough welding of 
two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle and vertically placing the 
post into C.C./ R.C.C foundation in/c cutting angle to 
required shape size in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 
mm thick M.S. plate etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. RCC piller, 
other structure, cutting jangale, cutting trees etc. & keep it in 
safe distance all complete as per direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless steel (SS) 
sliding  gate of any design & shape having (wall thickness 2 
mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 19mm dia SS pipe 
vertical member placed @100mm c/c by welding at top & 
bottom of  pipe frame, cutting the pipes in proper shape & 
size i/c. making semi clrcular band at the corners of the outer 
frame without damaging the pipe, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar 
with cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, 
mending the damages, making provision for minimum 0.61x 
1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & inner vertical 
members made with 19mm dia S.S pipe i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm 
wheel for smooth movement of the gate etc. all complete as 
per design, drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary wall of 
any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm tube (angle box 
made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm angle in by continuous 
welding) placed vertically @ 150mm C/C and welding the 
said vertically boxes with 2 no. horizontal 25 x25 x2mm 
angle boxes (angle box made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle 
in by continuous welding) pleasing at botom and another 
tope and again fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( 
with vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 nos. 
38x38x6mm angle in by continuous welding)  in wall up to 
150mm depth including fabricating, welding in each point 
and poolishing of necessary pigment over a coat of priming 
in/c cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop charges, 
carriage of the same, making holes for fitting the same, 
mending good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as 
per drawing and design etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   
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44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal (20x20mm) 
mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel wire i.c. G.I wire, 
screws, nails, welding, reveting and other accessories as 
required in/c. cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for fitting the 
same, mending good the damages by cement concrete 
(1:2:4) as per drawing and design etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S Boundary 
sliding  gate of any design & shape having 75mmx50mmx14 
SWG M.S box outer frame & inner frame & 3.5'' c/c and 
internal M.S box 50mmx 25mmx14 SWG horizental & 
vertical placed @1.5''c/c by welding at top and bottom of 
M.S Box frame, cutting the section in proper shape & size 
i/c. making necessary band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the box, covering middle of the gate as 
per design & drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  providing 6nos. 
huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the 
damages, making provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m 
pocket gate having its outer frame & inner vertical members 
made with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary locking 
arrangements i/c.providing 2x50x50x6mm M.S U Chanel rail 
& 100mm wheel( Japan/Korea, made) for smooth movement 
of the gate etc. all complete as per design, drawing & 
derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile sheet, Bangladesh 
made) having min weight 63-65 kg per bundle (2'-6'' width 
70-75 rft long) fitted and fixed on M.S. sections with J hook 
or wooden purling with screws, limpet, washers and putty 
etc. all complete as per direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized iron plain 
sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and fixed on MS 
sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, washers and putty 
etc. all complete as per direction of the engineers ( Coloured 
) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa work in roof 
truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel sections as per 
design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in position with bolts and 
nuts or rivets or welded and providing two coats of anti 
corroslve paint over a prime coat of red oxide paint etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having wall 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   
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thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary ancoring, 
concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, 
necessary welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of 
enamle painting with coat of primer etc. all complect as per 
design, drawing & instruction of engineer  

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having wall 
thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with necessary ancoring, 
concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, 
necessary welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of 
enamle painting with coat of primer etc. all complect as per 
design, drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick with 
veneered board laminated by mechanical hot press with a 
milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in 
natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm in grid suspended 
from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling 
by rowel plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. maintaining straight 
lines and desired finished level a bottom face with vertical 
wooden strut as required including making holes in slabs, or 
beams by electric drill machine and mending good the 
damages, if any, during execution of the work including cost 
of all materials, electricity, accessories, scaffoldings, labour 
for installation, screws, nails, etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design and accepted by the Engineer.  

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made with 
1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner member 
1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S sheet hinges 
with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic frame 
fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm 
L- sections, providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow 
section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO 
standrads fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. 
GI clamp. 4 Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI 
clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  mending 
good the damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect 
in all respect as per instruction of engineers. (With partition 
uPVC hollow section) 

30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of low 
density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard size 4' x 8'. 
Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 
kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, rubber, 
screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 
Nos. etc. including all accessories complete in all respect as 
per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     
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i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 26.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.50 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 x 20 
mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per design and 
drawing fitted and fixed in position including supply of 
screws, nails, drilling etc. and two coats of French polishing 
over a coat of priming etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of polishing and 
painting etc.) 

120.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 120.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on concrete 
surface with sandcement mortar mixed with specified 
admixture (supplied from authorized local agent or from 
manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture to 
specification requirements like physical properties, uniformity 
and equivalence in composition, performance 
requirements,delivered in sealed containers having and 
confirming plainly marked the proprietary name of the 
admixture type under this specification, net weight and or 
volume, manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in concrete etc.) 
under the strict accordance with manufacturer 
recommendations / instructions and providing safety 
provisions in all respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces all 
complete including cleaning the surface from dust, loose 
particles, remains of oil, grease etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth and 225 
mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the top having 125 
mm  thick  Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 
300 mm from the bottom over one layer of PVC sheet on top 
brick flat soling and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm 
height provided with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with 
cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand 
(F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, 
electricity, other charges all complect as per design, drawing 
direction of Engineers ( Reinforcement measerment given 
saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   
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58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and depth 
up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm thick chock wall 
in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick 
cement concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat 
soling . The surface having minimum 12mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with 
cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand 
(F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, 
electricity, other charges as per direction of the engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete (1:2:4)  
with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), coarse sand and 
picked jhama chips i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick 
flat soling at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks in 
/c cutting earth for preparation of bed and filling the 
interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, 
electricity, other charge as per direction of the enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 mm 
down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki from 1st 
class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at site, not being 
powdered in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in volume three 
days after slaking for using in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 
(brick chips : surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on 
the ground by making a suitable platform under proper 
polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater 
(1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain desirable 
consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating the 
same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain 
maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing 
with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 days providing 
polythene cover after each day work and cleaning etc. 
complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
 
 
(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED 
D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-

STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY 
POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT ATAIKULA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA 

UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-01). 
B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
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Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-

Type 
E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 

470 x 290mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 
kg by weight, made of Vitreous China & preparing the 
base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 29 cm, approved 
colour) pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh 
or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making holes 
wherever required and mending good the damages 
and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete with all 
necessary fittings & connection approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed 
porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, 
weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover & preparing the 
base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if 
necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect 
with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of 
engineer ( RAK Brand Jumeirah, approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved 
colour) glazed porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 
liter, 385x105x210 mm in size approximately 14kg by 
weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I 
bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing 
etc. complete with all necessary fittings and 
connection as per direction of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 
500 x 625 x 220 mm in size or above size, approx. 23 
kg by weight, including fitting, fixing the same in 
position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC 
waste water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 
750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with 
chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls 
and floors and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and 
mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4), 
etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 
mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & 
scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.(RAK brand, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in 
size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl 
urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by weight including fitting, fixing 
the same in position after making holes in walls and 
floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe with 
brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic 
connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass 
stop cock including mending good the damages with 
cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (RAK brand, approved 
clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel 
rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder 
including making holes in walls and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made 
in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard 
board at the back with all necessary fittings including 
making holes in walls & mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made 
in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard 
board at the back with all necessary fittings including 
making holes in walls & mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm 
size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with 
fancy C.P. brackets, screws and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 
150x150x126 mm size special colour special 
qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in walls with  
screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of 
approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of 
the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for 
ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    
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14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving 
type sink cock fixing in position with all material all 
complect as per direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed 
heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in 
position all complect as per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP 
piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per 
direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type 
stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. 
shower head only with all necessary hard ware & 
consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 
225x125x130 mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets in 
wall including cutting wall and mending good the 
damages  with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. 
complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for 
water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and 
other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer 
Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same 
with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

                  

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   
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21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special 
fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting 
trenches where necessary and fitting the same with 
earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats 
and making hole in floors and walls and consequent 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

                  

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such 
as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets 
etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 
6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such 
as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets 
etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 
6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant 
etc. complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

            0.00     

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
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c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel 

sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) 
size 450 X 1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I 
steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia 
PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 mm length) 
i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the 
damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic 
water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover 
top with locking arrangement and pad lock, inlet and 
outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm 
dia ball cock and fittings including over flow and 
100mm dia float valve, including supply of all 
materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying 
including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls 
of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of 
minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against the walls as per 
approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 
mm thick reinforced cement concrete flooring (1:2:4) 
with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick 
cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on 
floor and all around outside walls by 18" height at top 
including supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. 
Tees and providing 450 mm dia water sealed heavy 
type C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking 
arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, 
including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting 
and curing etc. complete up to required depth 
including necessary earth work in excavation and 
shoring, bailing out water and side filling including the 
cost of all materials, operations and incidental 
charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost 
of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   
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29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium 
and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work 
and 250 mm honey comb brick work with cement 
mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well 
curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. 
C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling 
the well up to the required depth with graded khoa 
and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  
Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work in 
excavation, side filling and bailing out water including 
cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate 
is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or 
P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges 
cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains 
in/cl. making holes in walls & floors and mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for 
concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting 
groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any means 
carefully without damaging the structure filling the 
grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per 
direction of engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   

33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                 

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 
mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm 
PVC pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   
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I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: 
Transportation of materials, equipments, tools and 
plants and boring rig to work site. Construction of 
derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning the site 
after completion of the work accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  
having wall  thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 
mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, capability to withstand 50 
kg/sqm & other equipments capable of drilling up to a 
depth 500 meter by water jet system through all sorts 
of strata, protection of caving by supplying necessary 
casing pipe. Collection of soil samples at every 3 
meter interval and at every change of  strata by 
preverses them in controlled environment for analysis 
and  laboratory test. Finally withdrawal of boring and 
casing piper etc. all complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: 
Supplying and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best 
quality uPVC pressure tube well pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, 
capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic 
pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position 
with all accessories, uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m 
with uPVC strainer of desired slot installing in or at 
mid depth of the most suitable water bearing strata. 
38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 1.52 m 
with M.S. welded flat bar on each side to prevent from 
rotation up to desired depth, fitting fixing the best 
quality No. 6 C.I. head hand-pump etc including the 
cost of solvent cement, socket adaptor, filling medium 
sand up to 18.00 m above strainer and the remaining 
portion with available soil from boring etc. complete as 
per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
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i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all 
necessary accessories etc complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall 
thickness 2.9 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m capability to 
withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having 
wall thickness 2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall 
thickness 2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the 
housing pipe of the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical 
information of the tube well as per instruction and 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the 
top pipe with sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 
1:2:4 as per direction of the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand 
and turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield 
confirmed by tests as per specification and accepted 
by the Engineer. Water sample must be taken from 3- 
separate aquifers from three tube well b( Wells upto 
200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 , Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil 
samples from a test bores up to 350 m depth 
collecting samples of water from the best suitable 
aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles having 
no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 
3 m interval and at each change of soil strata from the 
bores, arranging them in the cell of a box in an orderly 
manner. carrying out test of water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 
(3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) 
Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) Total 
hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed by test 
reports along with Bangladesh Standards of potable 
water and (12) Sieve analysis on soils throughout a 
bore, leading to ascertain the best suitable sustained 
aquifers, depths and slot sizes of strainer, types and 
dia of tube well for specific yield, thickness of 
shrouding around strainer, fineness modulus of 
shrouding materials, mechanical units (pumps, 
compressor) for testing and operation of the tube well, 
maintaining test bore functional till tube well 
installation, testing etc. is finished, finally filling and 
sealing the left over test bore permanently, including 
carrying water and soil samples under direct 
responsibility of Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, BUET 
or other reputed laboratory, approved by the authority, 
submitting the report and design details all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer and maintaining the 
mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory test 
results are found (if not, next test bore may be 
executed with the approval of concern S.E. / Design 
Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 
test bore x one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. 
test (each specimen 1.5 liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x 
One bore = 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. 
each)" 

                  

  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water 
Quality Standard according to Bangladesh 
Environment Conservation Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 
1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of Environment and 
Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on water or 
sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the above 
specified 12 (twelve) tests, may be carried out for 
public interest as per direction of the design engineer 
on actual payment including profit, VAT and all other 
charges. 
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i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE 
(100x200mm dia Shrouded) 

                  

1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all 
sorts of strata by reverse circulation or any other 
approved method (Method other than reverse 
circulation is to be applied only for wells deeper than 
152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to 
designed depth and collection of soil samples at every 
3 meter interval and at every change of formation 
including sinking and withdrawing necessary casing 
pipe and all necessary arrangements complete as per 
specification and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to 
bottom of the blind pipe and the rate is inclusive of the 
cost of extra depth of boring required for caving and 
siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working 
site as per standard practice and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of 
wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made 
with grade uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall 
thickness 7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod 
of approved design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   
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3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well 
fixtures such as expanded top or furnishing pipe, 
reducer, tube well pipes, strainer, blind pipe, pipe cap 
etc. fitting and fixing with best quality PVC solution, 
iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and placing in 
position with proper size M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter 
c/c in strainer portion including. blind pipe etc. 
complete as per standard practice and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air 
compressor and pump of suitable capacity by 
alternate surging and pumping until satisfactory yield, 
sand free water and the turbidity condition is reached 
using necessary quantity of calgon and conducting 
step draw down test before and after the development 
as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed 
turbine/submersible pump with supply of testing 
equipments for pressure/ velocity/ discharge etc. and 
all materials for 72 hours including yield drawn and 
recovery test etc. complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient 
quantity of bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain 
chlorinated water having 150 ppm free chlorine in the 
well complete as per standard specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of 
the shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by 
withdrawn selected soil or local clay free from any 
substances harmful to pipes and health as per 
standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best 
quality 150 mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") 
long one end blocked with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick 
M.S. plate and other end minimum 300 mm (1'-0") 
embedded in sanitary seal for protection of uPVC 
Housing Pipe as per standard specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   
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9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-
mersible water Pump Motor Set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 
standard  comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-
mersible motor having Insulation: Class F & 
Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 
400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC supply with 18.29 meter 
(60'-0'') column pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) with flange, 
gasket,Non-return valve, pressure gauge, 40 meter  
(131'-0'') long required marine cable in a single length 
etc complete in aIl respect manufactured by CE 
certified/UL listed countries   as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers.  

                  

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head 
:44-26 meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for 
submersible pump motor set manufactured according 
to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard ( 
Foreign made) & as per sample approved and 
accepted by the Engineers (3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM 
Centrifugal water Pump motor set monobloc type 
manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of 
following capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 
400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C having insulation: class F & 
protection:IP44 ( minimum) manufactured By CE /SE 
certified/ UL listed contries as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers  

                  

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 
liter/min, Head: 20-15 meter, suction & delivery: 
65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C 
Grade/ having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of 
visible light as per ISO 7686, Minium required strength 
25 Mpa conforming to BDS-1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for 
water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45 and 
other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured 
standards or ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same 
with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
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consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 
6000 mm each) 

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate 
valve with sealant etc. complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for 

supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in 
position different dia best quality G.I. pipe (NT or 
equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & 
accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. 
all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas 
Gas T & D co. Ltd. & direction of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   
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2 SFF position different dia one way brass stope cock 
(Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all 
respects as per specification of Bakarabad Gass 
company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as 
per direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-
STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 

FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY 
WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT ATAIKULA ZONAL 

OFFICE COMPLEX IN PABNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-001). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the 
switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and 
sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity 
conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB 
“E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of 
minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ 
beam/floor /roof, 16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 
8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted 
with two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat 
of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. 
including necessary cutting and mending good the damages 
complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per 
direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch 
board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS 
sheet made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. 
complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model 
and as per sample approved by the Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    
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3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light 
fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior 
quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove 
enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC 
wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of 
oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, 
brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm 
( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated 
flexibile FRcable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction 
of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-
9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical shaped 
polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of shade) 220 
mm ( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), frosted fancy glass 
over, brass holder, earth terminal, necessary wiring with 
2x0.4 sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR cable and 
polished brass base suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm dia G.I 
pipe post, complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: Crescent cat 
No. CG-14-G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting 
of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental 
golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass 
holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm 
standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. 
complete per sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-
B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor 
type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) 
complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated 
connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages as per direction of the 
Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               
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following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades 
canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super 
deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with 
four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed 
type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 
18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( 
M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. 
pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the 
pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 
2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 
20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 
609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  
etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from 
GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm 
(0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

              

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS 
rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    
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11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of 
depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out 
side and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push 
type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size 
for fixing of all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural 
bar of required size complet with suitable anchoring 
arrangment in wall/column and keeping provision for cable 
inlets and exits as required ( only front surface of this board 
will be considered for measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 
16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar 
and arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type 
lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing 
over anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete 
with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) 
having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, france 
made) cutting and mending good the damages as per 
instruction and sample approved by purchase document 
must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) or Hager 
(Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.                    

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal 
overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit 
relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original 
purchase document should be submitted before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 78.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager 
or approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 Each   
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15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared 
board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 
watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction 
of the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket 
fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / 
Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                   

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 60.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 10.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 56.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 100.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 570.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of 
each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary 
fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction 
of engineer(With code Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB 
Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –
core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive 
PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size 
such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. 
conduit in conduit in or out. The steel box should painted 
with two coats  of grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime 
coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor 
including necessary cutting and mending good the damages 
complete in conformity with the BN Building Code and as per 
direction the Engineers.  With cable manufactured by MS 
Paradise / BRB cable . 

                  

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum 
wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

140.00 120.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 460.00 RM   
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b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum 
wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

120.00 85.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 460.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5 mm. 

100.00 90.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 590.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.8mm. 

200.00 185.00 150.00 125.00 50.00 75.00 785.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

500.00 350.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1550.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

1250.00 1000.00 1320.00 750.00 560.00 450.00 5330.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having 
wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 80.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 270.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 300.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk.  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-

STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL 

WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY 
POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD 

FENCHINGAT POTIA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. 
URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-01). 

 
 

     
     
     

 Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

only.  

 

Signiture ofbidder with seal 



(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM 
ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 
SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHINGAT POTIA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, 
SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-001). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 

 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing 

actual physical work and during contract period and 
demobilization after completion of the Works under 
contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and 
clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area on 
and in the ground to an extent that all the events of 
works of the project can be executed smoothly in a 
working environment with a particular attention on 
safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile the 
end outcome to a place for disposal agreed by the 
Engineer, where, payments are to be based on 
ground area determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress of work 
under contract as a whole in all respects and 
approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark 
(BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, Property lines, 
existing ground level (EGL), formation ground level 
(FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), 
mean sea level (MSL), setting and marking all pillars, 
marker, pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced 
levels (RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the premise of work 
and finally all to be presented in black and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   

3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for 
foundation trenches including. layout, providing center 
lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, ramming and 
preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes and marking 
layout with chalk powder, providing necessary tools 
and plants, protecting and maintaining the trench dry 
etc., stacking, cleaning the excavated earth at a safe 
distance out of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to 
submit method statement of carrying out excavation 
work to the Engineer for approval.  However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the contractor of 
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his responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  
a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 

1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very 
soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi liquid 
state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all 
types of soil, compecting the base by 5 ton road roller 
maintaining proper camber & grade in/c. refilling 
(where necessary) and removing the excess soil to a 
safe distance as per drawing and direction of the 
Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth 
in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 m of 
the building site dry density of 90% with optium 
mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring 
watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting to a 
specified percentage each layer up to finished level 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches 
or where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 
150mm layers with carted earth carried by truck or 
any other means loading & unloding at both ends to 
be supplied at the contractor won cost i/c. leveling, 
watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all 
complect as per direction of engineers 

16000.00 10000.00 5000.00 4000.00 0.00 5000.00 40000.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick layer with 
8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. spreading, leveling, 
cambering, super elevation & watering etc. all 
complect as pr direction of engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 CUM   

8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with 
sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers including 
leveling, watering and compaction to achieve 
minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture 
content (Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer 
up to finished level as per design supplied by the 
design office only etc. all complete and accepted by 
the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 450.00 927.34 Cum   
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9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required 
depth and diameter with minimum 6 m long temporary 
steel casing, true to vertical, providing bentonite slurry 
and maintaining water level in the hole, washing the 
hole for at least 30 minutes, clean the bore-hole and 
make the bore- hole ready for placing steel cage and 
concreting including hire charge of rig set with winch 
machine, tripod stand, trimie pipe, cost of fuel, 
lubricant, mobilization, demobilization, maintenance, 
spares, stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, 
electricity and other charges all compete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor shall 
submit the method statement of cast-in-situ pile work 
including sequence of boring and casting, disposal of 
spoils, test result of materials to the Engineer for 
approval. However, Engineer’s approval shall not 
relieve the Contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under contract (i/c. removing mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 840.00 825.00 762.19 580.25 0.00 1097.00 4104.44 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete 
works with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 21 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) 
/ ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality coarse sand 
[Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 
mm down well graded crushed stone chips 
conforming to ASTM  C-33, including breaking chips, 
screening through proper sieves, making, placing re-
bar cage in position, placing and removing tri-pod as 
per requirement, pouring the concrete in bore-hole 
with the help of a trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie 
pipe immersed in concrete by at least 1 meter 
throughout the period of concreting, maintaining 
required slump etc. mixing the aggregates with 
standard mixer machine with hoper, casting in forms, 
all complete including water, electricity, testing of 
materials and concrete etc and other charges as per 
design, drawing etc all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding, welding and placing) 

137.95 135.38 125.38 95.30 0.00 174.92 668.93 Cum   
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11 Providing and making point welding at contact point of 
the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the 
main reinforcements by electric are welding for 
construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with 
highly oxidized electrodes making the points 
prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The rate 
is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, tools plants 
and  all equipment). 

40500.00 40120.00 39500.00 21500.00 0.00 65200.00 206820.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two sides of 
contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm length 
at the lap of main reinforfement in re- bar cage to be 
placed bin bore- hole where necessary by electric arc 
with highly oxidized electrodes making the joint 
prominent as per direction of the engineer( rate is 
inclusive of all materials labour tools plant and all 
equipment, cost of power etc. complete in all respect). 

155.15 148.50 132.00 120.50 0.00 210.00 766.15 RM   

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ 
board pile upto required length by any means and 
removing the dismantled materials such as concrete 
to a safe distance including scraps and removing 
concrete from steel / M/S. rods preparation and 
making platform where necessary, carrying all sorts of 
handing, stacking the same properly after clearing, 
leveling and dressing the situ and clearing the bed 
etc. complete as per direction of the eingineer in 
charge (Measurement will be given for the actual pile 
head volume to broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 21.00 46.73 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor 
with first class or picked jhama bricks including 
preparation of bed and filling the interstices with local 
sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet 
weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor 
below cement concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. 
all complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and 
plinth, filling the joints/interstices fully with mortar, 
racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks 
at least for 24 hours before use and curing at least for 
7 days etc. all complete including cost of water, 
electricity and other charges and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 15.25 14.55 8.32 0.98 24.50 95.55 Cum   
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17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named DURS BAN 
20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in 
required proportion For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 
liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified 
mixture (5 liters per square meter of soll surface by 
chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh sides 
and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth 
filling of floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 2.00 837.13 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips 
including breaking chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 days 
including the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete 
& accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement 
concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked 
jhama or stone chips in/cl.  breaking chips, screening, 
centering, shuttering, casting, curing and finished with 
a coat of bitumen including the supply of water, 
electricity and other charges and costs of tools and 
plants etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand 
(F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   

20 Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter 
with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 
1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c = 22 Mpa at 28 
days on standard cylinders as per standard practice of 
Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS 
EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type 
– I, best quality Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 20 mm down well graded 
stone chips conforming to ASTM C-33, making, 
placing shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing with standard mixer 
machine with hopper, fed by standard measuring 
boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, 
testing and other charges etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, 
foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   
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aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
21 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) 
/ ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 65.50 155.96 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 450.00 714.08 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 50.22 93.83 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 475.00 917.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 22.50 40.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 412.00 597.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   
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22 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or 
deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the 
ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after 
fracture and minimum total elongation at maximum 
force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design 
& drawing in concrete with straightening and cleaning 
rust. if any bending and binding in position with supply 
of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum 
fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 
Mpa minium elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

43500.00 33174.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 25500.00 160574.00 Kg   

23 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling soling, HBB 
etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or storing as per direction 
of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 300.00 Sqm   

24 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats i/c. 
cost of bricks and stacking in measuable sizes at site 
accepted by the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 180.00 180.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 180.00 180.00 cum   

25 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam base 
course with graded metal of crushed well burnt, 
picked jhama or first class bricks and bats having 
compacted thickness made as per specifications 
including local handling and spreading uniformly to 
proper grade, camber and super elevation, hand 
packing, rolling properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity 
power driven Road Roller and watering profusely for 
compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding with 
sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 per m2  including fuel, 
lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 155.00 155.00 Cum   

26 Providing compacted sub-base base course with well 
graded metal of crushed well burnt p.j. / 1st class 
brick bats and sand (FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 
: 1 having compacted thickness made as per 
specification including local handling, spreading 
uniformly to proper grade camber and super 
elevation, packing rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton 
capacity power driven road roller and watering 
properly for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) 
blinding with sand including cost of fuel,  lubricants, 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 155.00 155.00 Cum   
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spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers. 

27 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous 
carpeting with 12 mm down well graded shingles @ 
0.64 cum of shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total is 5.2% to 
5.80%) heating at 1350c to 1550c and spread 
uniformly over 10 sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 
ton Roller compacted fully in proper grade and 
camber spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 
sqm etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

28 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm 
including heating bitumen up to 1760c to 1880c and 
spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen included) 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

29 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand (FM 2.2) 
mixed with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm of road 
surface including supplying and spreading of 0.09 
cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating bitumen up 
to 176 degree to 190 degree Celsius and spreading 
etc. all complete (cost of bitumen included) accepted 
by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

30 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of bitumin 
per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. supplying & spreding 
of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M 1.2) with heating bitumen 
upto176 degree celsius, surface rolling with 8 ton 
power driver roller etc.. all complect & accepted by the 
Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 776.00 776.00 Sqm   

31 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) with 1st 
class or picked bricks and filling the gaps with fine 
sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. cutting trenches, true to level and 
grade, removing earth, refilling and ramming the sides 
properly including cost of all materials and accepted 
by the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 786.00 786.00 RM   

32 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET)/RUET as per 
instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test 
bidder is bound for alternative sample, but payment 
will be given for only one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles 
test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   
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viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon 
contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

33 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile PIT(pile 
integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 (The standard 
method for low strain integrity testing of pile) providing 
all relevent masterials, equipments, experts, labour, 
mobilization, demovilization, dataacquisition and 
analysis, preparation of results in standard forms etc. 
complete in all respects approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT test, 
Contractor shall submit method statement for 
conducting test to the Engineer for approval. 
However, Engineers approved shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his rersponsibilities and obligations 
under contract 

                  

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of 
Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) 
pile tested 

43.00 31.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 138.00 Each   

34 Providing and maintenance one project profile 
signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be 
placed at a suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the materials of the 
signboards and text layout to the Engineer for 
approval which will be positioned as directed by the 
Engineer andremoving the same on completion of the 
Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   

35 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 450.56 657.40 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 
CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHINGAT POTIA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE 
No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-01). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-Type E  & F-

type 
Ansar D. 

TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, 
making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard measuring 
boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, 
electricity, testing and other charges etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 36.33 78.99 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 356.00 838.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   

iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   
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vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 10.25 19.71 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 201.00 378.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   

vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   
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x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   
i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   
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i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 
460 Mpa minium elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 15460.00 139517.50 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick 
length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 
1.2)  mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking 
out joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning 
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before 
use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete 
(measurement to given as 250 mm width for one 
brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half 
brick length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 
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i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 30.50 47.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 
24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. 
complete in all respect in all heights as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 523.00 1643.61 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine 
made klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved 
quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), 
including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high 
class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing 
and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing 
at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other charges 
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.  
Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

120.00 56.25 82.50 70.00 0.00 44.60 373.35 Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof 
top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity 
of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked 
jhama 12  mm down well graded chips including 
breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the 
concrete in alternate panels, compacting and finishing 
the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days 
(in all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   
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6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and 
outer surface, finishing the corner and edges including 
washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and 
curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 1045.00 3602.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, 
beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, 
railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners 
and edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost 
of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete 
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and 
plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and 
corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 210.00 410.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall 

tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder 
including cutting, laying and hire charge of machine and 
finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the 
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Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & 
decor) 

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / 
or design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement including cutting, laying the tiles in proper 
way and finishing with care etc.including water, 
electricity and other charges complete all respect 
accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor 
tiles) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/Cwhere required as per instruction of Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white 
marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / 
wall over 19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c 
cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect 
as per instruction of engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles 
making with  cement stone chips coarse sand 
(1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the joints 
with white cement & colored pigment i/c. cutting & 
laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( 
Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural seasoned 
wood of required size including painting two coasts of 
coal tar to the surface in contact with wall, fitted and 
fixed in position etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer (all sizes of wood are finished.) 
Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 
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a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 
38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and 
window frames with royal plug. Necessary screws 
etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. 
cutting groove in chowkat if necessary etc. complete 
in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having 
density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf 
flush door for all floors for internal use made of well 
matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian 
timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm 
thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 
mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 
mm vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with 
necessary screws are pested on each side by 
mechanized process and provided with best quality 4 
Nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm 
iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete 
and accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden single leaf door shutters having top rail style 
of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 
mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints 
with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided 
with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) 
Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm 
long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy 
type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged 
cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and 
accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak 
wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick seasoned 
solid wood door shutters, having closed joints and 
provided with best quality 6 Nos.100mm iron higes,2 
(two) Nos.best quality 12mm dia 300mm & 225mm 
long iron tower & socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type 
brass handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks & finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
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14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail and 
styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm 
x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 
25 mm thick one side raised, provided with best 
quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best 
quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron 
tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type 
nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of 
wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window 
(RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, & other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc 
plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 
3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 
mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 
Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 
234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 
25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round 
lock, carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer.  

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 
1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as 
per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted 
fixed with uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 
kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. 
Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 
Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long 
SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 
Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 
76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS 
haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying the same 
to the site and local carriage etc.complete in all 
respect accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 
mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 
doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 
60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 
75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 
mm thick  shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 
0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider 
(size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm 
thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be 
anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and 
density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision  
for fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge for 
fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze 
colour) 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard 
specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 
1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm 
thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick 
shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm 
shutter bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick 
outer side (size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick 
sliding fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter 
lock (size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter 
lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum 
members will be anodized to aluminum bronze color 
with a coat not less than 15m microns in thickness 
and density of 4mg per square cm etc. i/c. all 
accessories like sliding door key lock sliding door 
wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door neoprene, bolts 
and nuts i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping 
provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories making 
grooves and mending damages, carriage & electricity 
complete in all respect as per drawing direction of the 

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   
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engineer 1500 mm x 1400 mm size (Bronze colour).  
c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 

fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 
1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 
0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 
33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick 
shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 
0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 
mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 
kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 
31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover 
(76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 
kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 
38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less 
than 15 micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding 
door key lock, sliding door wheel, sliding door 
mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision for fitting 5 mm 
thick glass including labour charge for fitting of 
accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion free 
5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality and 
shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) 
including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills 
of any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size 
square bar steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame 
of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting 
with two coats of synthetic enamel paint over a coat 
of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   
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21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. 
welding ribeting required size all complect as per 
instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia 
stainless steel pipes as  per approved design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect 
as per instruction of engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified 
primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and 
sand papering making the surface free from loose 
and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, 
scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying 
the paint by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding 
etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   

23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved 
quality and colour delivered from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container in all 
respect in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 1650.00 5458.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three 
coats with with one coats primer applied with brush 
i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing the surface etc. 
all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in 
two coats with approved best quality and colour of 
synthetic enamel paint delivered from uthorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, 
using specific brand thinner applied by 
brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming elapsing 
time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, 
oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with 
sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 400.00 1187.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of 
the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   
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28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic 
door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary 
tools & accoricies all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless 
steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm 
thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair 
railing of any standard height of any design and 
shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 
12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed by welding. 
Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread 
of stair case after cutting grooves and mending good 
the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered 
for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any 
design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit 
minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia 
circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked 
together properly to form rolling shutter, top of the 
shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 
22 BWG sheet, containing best quality spring made 
in China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and 
the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the 
G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at 
ends with side guide channel (side channel consist of 
50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. 
bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm 
M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or 
column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes 
(minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, 
finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded 
G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which 
is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing 
handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking 
arrangement in both sides, painting two coats with 
approved colour and brand  of synthetic enamel paint 
over a coat of priming etc. complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost 
of painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   
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32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, 
Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded 
& natural colour for door and window i/c cutting & 
fitting fixing as per required measurement & 
supplying necessary screws, nails stell clamp etc. 
complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible 
gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" 
channel placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and 
connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 
3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm 
M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm 
flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint 
two coats with one coat of primer (approved colour ) 
all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type 
M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm 
angle framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 
25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the 
middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed 
with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & 
verticaly, all passing through the center as design i/c 
locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the 
outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending 
good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, 
rlveting, welding as and where necessary etc. all 
complete as per drawing, design & direction of the 
engineer. (rate is excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 
19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c 
cutting grooves in door shutter and frames, serews 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   
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38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, 
supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. 
supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all 
complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same 
with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in 
both ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of 
angle post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle 
and vertically placing the post into C.C./ R.C.C 
foundation in/c cutting angle to required shape size 
in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 mm thick M.S. 
plate etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. RCC 
piller, other structure, cutting jangale, cutting trees 
etc. & keep it in safe distance all complete as per 
direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless 
steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
(wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 
19mm dia SS pipe vertical member placed @100mm 
c/c by welding at top & bottom of  pipe frame, cutting 
the pipes in proper shape & size i/c. making semi 
clrcular band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the pipe, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S 
sheet,  providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of 
CC core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in 
masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, 
making provision for minimum 0.61x 1.52m pocket 
gate having its outer frame & inner vertical members 
made with 19mm dia S.S pipe i/c.necessary locking 
arrangements i/c.providing 50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm 
wheel for smooth movement of the gate etc. all 
complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   
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43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary 
wall of any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm tube 
(angle box made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm angle in by 
continuous welding) placed vertically @ 150mm C/C 
and welding the said vertically boxes with 2 no. 
horizontal 25 x25 x2mm angle boxes (angle box 
made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle in by 
continuous welding) pleasing at botom and another 
tope and again fixed by welding the horizontal tube 
box. ( with vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made 
with 2 nos. 38x38x6mm angle in by continuous 
welding)  in wall up to 150mm depth including 
fabricating, welding in each point and poolishing of 
necessary pigment over a coat of priming in/c cost of 
electricity, tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage 
of the same, making holes for fitting the same, 
mending good the damages by cement concrete 
(1:2:4) as per drawing and design etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel 
wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, reveting and 
other accessories as required in/c. cost of electricity, 
tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage of the 
same, making holes for fitting the same, mending 
good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per 
drawing and design etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer frame & inner 
frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S box 50mmx 
25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical placed @1.5''c/c 
by welding at top and bottom of M.S Box frame, 
cutting the section in proper shape & size i/c. making 
necessary band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the box, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core 
pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry 
i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, making 
provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate 
having its outer frame & inner vertical members 
made with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 2x50x50x6mm 
M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm wheel( Japan/Korea, 
made) for smooth movement of the gate etc. all 
complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   
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46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile sheet, 
Bangladesh made) having min weight 63-65 kg per 
bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft long) fitted and fixed on 
M.S. sections with J hook or wooden purling with 
screws, limpet, washers and putty etc. all complete 
as per direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized 
iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and 
fixed on MS sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction 
of the engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa work 
in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel 
sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in 
position with bolts and nuts or rivets or welded and 
providing two coats of anti corroslve paint over a 
prime coat of red oxide paint etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section 
only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary 
ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 
1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, reviting, lifting, 
shifting, two coats of enamle painting with coat of 
primer etc. all complect as per design, drawing & 
instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe 
filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, 
reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of enamle painting 
with coat of primer etc. all complect as per design, 
drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick 
with veneered board laminated by mechanical hot 
press with a milk white PVC membrane with 
Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish at 
600 x 600 mm in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 
SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel 
plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. maintaining straight 
lines and desired finished level a bottom face with 
vertical wooden strut as required including making 
holes in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and 
mending good the damages, if any, during execution 
of the work including cost of all materials, electricity, 
accessories, scaffoldings, labour for installation, 

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   
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screws, nails, etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design and accepted by the Engineer.  

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made 
with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner 
member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S 
sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 
50x30x2 mm L- sections, providing partiation with 
156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall 
thickness 2.5 mm materials as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads 
fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI 
clamp. 4 Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI 
clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, 
carriage etc. complect in all respect as per instruction 
of engineers. (With partition uPVC hollow section) 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of 
low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard 
size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 
g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), 
sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 
4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including 
all accessories complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

                 

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 
x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per 
design and drawing fitted and fixed in position 
including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two 
coats of French polishing over a coat of priming etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on 
concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with 
specified admixture (supplied from authorized local 
agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS 
requirements, confirming current compliance of the 
admixture to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in 
composition, performance requirements,delivered in 
sealed containers having and confirming plainly 
marked the proprietary name of the admixture type 
under this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer recommendations / instructions and 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   
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providing safety provisions in all respect etc. on 
sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning 
the surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 
grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth 
and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the 
top having 125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement 
concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom 
over one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat soling 
and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height 
provided with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat 
cement finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 
232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all 
kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) 
consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, 
other charges all complect as per design, drawing 
direction of Engineers ( Reinforcement measerment 
given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and 
depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm 
thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) 
over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:6)  
over one layer of brick flat soling . The surface 
having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement 
(Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine 
sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of 
water, electricity, other charges as per direction of 
the engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), 
coarse sand and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking 
chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 
1st class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth for 
preparation of bed and filling the interestices with 
local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, 
electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    
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60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 
mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki 
from 1st class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at 
site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked 
in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for 
using in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : 
surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on the 
ground by making a suitable platform under proper 
polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with 
limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix 
attain desirable consistency. Laying the mix in proper 
slope, beating the same with standard ‘koppa’ for 
minimum 7 days to gain maximum consolidation, 
making ghoondy and neat finishing with lime Surki 
mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 days providing 
polythene cover after each day work and cleaning 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 

CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHINGAT POTIA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-01). 
B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 

Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 

    Office D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 

290mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by 
weight, made of Vitreous China & preparing the base of 
(RAK brand, Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) pan with 
cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary 
in all floors in/cl. making holes wherever required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing 
etc. complete with all necessary fittings & connection 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain 
Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, 
plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) 
and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. 
making holes wherever required and mending good the 
damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( RAK Brand Jumeirah, approved 
colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved colour) 
glazed porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 liter, 
385x105x210 mm in size approximately 14kg by weigh 
made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I bar 
clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and mending 
good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. 
complete with all necessary fittings and connection as per 
direction of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 500 x 
625 x 220 mm in size or above size, approx. 23 kg by 
weight, including fitting, fixing the same in position with 
heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water 
pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 750 mm in 
length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, 
bracket including making holes in walls and floors and 
fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good the 
damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, 
Contempo, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 mm in 
size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. 
all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.(RAK brand, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size 
European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, 
approx. 9.0 kg by weight including fitting, fixing the same 
in position after making holes in walls and floors, providing 
32 mm dia plastic waste pipe with brass coupling up to 
grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe with 
brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop cock including 
mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. 
all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(RAK brand, approved clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail 
(Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including 
making holes in walls and mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in 
Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board 
at the back with all necessary fittings including making 
holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in 
Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board 
at the back with all necessary fittings including making 
holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  
coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy 
C.P. brackets, screws and mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 
150x150x126 mm size special colour special qualitydepth 
along wall 155 mmfitted in walls with  screws etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of 
approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution 
of approved quality. Complete in all respect in all floors as 
per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type 
sink cock fixing in position with all material all complect as 
per direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
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15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy 
duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position 
all complect as per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP 
piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction 
of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop 
cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower 
head only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of 
engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 
225x125x130 mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets in 
wall including cutting wall and mending good the damages  
with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. complete in all 
respect as per direction of the Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water 
supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. 
as per BSTI approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards with all special fittings, such as 
bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, 
Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary 
and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in 
walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and walls 
and consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

                 

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special 
fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, 
Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches 
where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly 
rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and making 
hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

                 

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand 
min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer 
diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand 
min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand 
min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer 
diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand 
min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved 
and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste 
and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall 
thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, 
with all accessories such as Round grating/domed roof 
grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

23 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

24 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink 
with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 
X 1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel 
brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste 
pipe with brass coupling (750 mm length) i/n.making hole 
in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with cement 
morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water 
tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with 
locking arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe 
with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock 
and fittings including over flow and 100mm dia float valve, 
including supply of all materials etc. necessary to 
complete as per drawing, specification and direction of the 
Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   
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26 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including 
fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

27 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of 
brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of 
minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against the walls as per 
approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 mm 
thick reinforced cement concrete flooring (1:2:4) with 125 
mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster 
(1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor and all around 
outside walls by 18" height at top including supplying 
fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm 
dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C 
(1:2:4) top slab, including centering, shuttering, 
fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to 
required depth including necessary earth work in 
excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side filling 
including the cost of all materials, operations and 
incidental charges. etc. all complete as per type plan 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding 
and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

28 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and 
large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 
mm honey comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as 
per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% 
reinforcement up to the depth as per drawing with 450 mm 
dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover with 
locking arrangement, filling the well up to the required 
depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and 
fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary 
earth work in excavation, side filling and bailing out water 
including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

29 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or 
P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

30 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 
150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making 
holes in walls & floors and mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   
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31 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for 
concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove 
in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any means carefully without 
damaging the structure filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) 
after laying of pipe i/c. cost of scaffolding, finishing,cutting 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   

32 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick 
brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary 
earth work, side filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 
mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel 
and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement plaster with neat finishing 
etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

                 

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 
mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC 
pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: 
Transportation of materials, equipments, tools and plants 
and boring rig to work site. Construction of derrick and 
dismantling the same. Cleaning the site after completion 
of the work accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  
having wall  thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 
mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, capability to withstand 50 kg/sqm 
& other equipments capable of drilling up to a depth 500 
meter by water jet system through all sorts of strata, 
protection of caving by supplying necessary casing pipe. 
Collection of soil samples at every 3 meter interval and at 
every change of  strata by preverses them in controlled 
environment for analysis and  laboratory test. Finally 
withdrawal of boring and casing piper etc. all complete as 
per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   
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3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: 
Supplying and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best 
quality uPVC pressure tube well pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, 
capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic pressure of 
170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position with all 
accessories, uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m with uPVC 
strainer of desired slot installing in or at mid depth of the 
most suitable water bearing strata. 38 mm dia G.I. pipe of 
best quality of length 1.52 m with M.S. welded flat bar on 
each side to prevent from rotation up to desired depth, 
fitting fixing the best quality No. 6 C.I. head hand-pump 
etc including the cost of solvent cement, socket adaptor, 
filling medium sand up to 18.00 m above strainer and the 
remaining portion with available soil from boring etc. 
complete as per standard specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

                  

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all necessary 
accessories etc complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall thickness 
2.9 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m capability to withstand 50 
kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having wall 
thickness 2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall 
thickness 2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the housing 
pipe of the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical 
information of the tube well as per instruction and 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the top 
pipe with sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 1:2:4 as 
per direction of the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand and 
turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield confirmed by 
tests as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 
Water sample must be taken from 3- separate aquifers 
from three tube well b( Wells upto 200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil 
samples from a test bores up to 350 m depth collecting 
samples of water from the best suitable aquifer, filling in 
sterilized air-tight glass bottles having no air space inside; 
collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 3 m interval and at each 
change of soil strata from the bores, arranging them in the 
cell of a box in an orderly manner. carrying out test of 
water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) 
Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total 
alkalinity, (9) Total hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, 
followed by test reports along with Bangladesh Standards 
of potable water and (12) Sieve analysis on soils 
throughout a bore, leading to ascertain the best suitable 
sustained aquifers, depths and slot sizes of strainer, types 
and dia of tube well for specific yield, thickness of 
shrouding around strainer, fineness modulus of shrouding 
materials, mechanical units (pumps, compressor) for 
testing and operation of the tube well, maintaining test 
bore functional till tube well installation, testing etc. is 
finished, finally filling and sealing the left over test bore 
permanently, including carrying water and soil samples 
under direct responsibility of Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, 
BUET or other reputed laboratory, approved by the 
authority, submitting the report and design details all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer and maintaining 
the mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory test 
results are found (if not, next test bore may be executed 
with the approval of concern S.E. / Design Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 test 
bore x one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. test (each 
specimen 1.5 liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x 
One bore = 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. 
each)" 

                  

  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water 
Quality Standard according to Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 1997, under ECA 
1995 of Ministry of Environment and Forest. Therefore, 
additional test/ tests on water or sieve analysis of soil if 
required, other than the above specified 12 (twelve) tests, 
may be carried out for public interest as per direction of 
the design engineer on actual payment including profit, 
VAT and all other charges. 

                  

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE (100x200mm 
dia Shrouded) 
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1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all sorts 
of strata by reverse circulation or any other approved 
method (Method other than reverse circulation is to be 
applied only for wells deeper than 152 meter) for boring 
400 mm dia vertical hole up to designed depth and 
collection of soil samples at every 3 meter interval and at 
every change of formation including sinking and 
withdrawing necessary casing pipe and all necessary 
arrangements complete as per specification and accepted 
by the Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to bottom of the 
blind pipe and the rate is inclusive of the cost of extra 
depth of boring required for caving and siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working site 
as per standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of wall 
thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made with 
grade uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall 
thickness 7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod of 
approved design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well 
fixtures such as expanded top or furnishing pipe, reducer, 
tube well pipes, strainer, blind pipe, pipe cap etc. fitting 
and fixing with best quality PVC solution, iron screws and 
PVC tape, sockets and placing in position with proper size 
M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter c/c in strainer portion 
including. blind pipe etc. complete as per standard 
practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air 
compressor and pump of suitable capacity by alternate 
surging and pumping until satisfactory yield, sand free 
water and the turbidity condition is reached using 
necessary quantity of calgon and conducting step draw 
down test before and after the development as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed turbine/submersible 
pump with supply of testing equipments for pressure/ 
velocity/ discharge etc. and all materials for 72 hours 
including yield drawn and recovery test etc. complete as 
per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient 
quantity of bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain 
chlorinated water having 150 ppm free chlorine in the well 
complete as per standard specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of the 
shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by withdrawn 
selected soil or local clay free from any substances 
harmful to pipes and health as per standard specification 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best 
quality 150 mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") long 
one end blocked with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick M.S. plate 
and other end minimum 300 mm (1'-0") embedded in 
sanitary seal for protection of uPVC Housing Pipe as per 
standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-mersible 
water Pump Motor Set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard  
comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-mersible motor 
having Insulation: Class F & Protection: IP68(Minimum) , 
suitable for operation at 400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC 
supply with 18.29 meter (60'-0'') column pipe (AP1-5L, 
grade B) with flange, gasket,Non-return valve, pressure 
gauge, 40 meter  (131'-0'') long required marine cable in a 
single length etc complete in aIl respect manufactured by 
CE certified/UL listed countries   as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers.  

                  

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head :44-
26 meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for 
submersible pump motor set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard ( 
Foreign made) & as per sample approved and accepted 
by the Engineers (3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM 
Centrifugal water Pump motor set monobloc type 
manufactured according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & 
ISO 9001 standard of following capacity suitable for 
operation at 3- phase, 400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C having 
insulation: class F & protection:IP44 ( minimum) 
manufactured By CE /SE certified/ UL listed contries as 
per sample approved and accepted by the Engineers  

            0.00     

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 liter/min, 
Head: 20-15 meter, suction & delivery: 65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ 
having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as 
per ISO 7686, Minium required strength 25 Mpa 
conforming to BDS-1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply 
having specific gravity 1.35-1.45 and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufactured standards or 
ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special fittings, 
such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee 
Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where 
necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed 
and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole in 
floors and walls and consequent mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer 
(LENGTH 6000 mm each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 78.00 0.00 78.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 110.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve 
with sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
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3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick 
brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary 
earth work, side filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 
mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel 
and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement plaster with neat finishing 
etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for 

supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in 
position different dia best quality G.I. pipe (NT or 
equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & 
accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & back 
filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all 
complete in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T 
& D co. Ltd. & direction of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best 
quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as 
per specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as 
per direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM 

ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 
SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHINGAT POTIA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN NATORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB 

PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-01). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-
Type 

E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at 
the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm 
insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA 
earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC 
conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia 
having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 16SWG 
G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of different size 
such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. 
conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” 
no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two 
coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. 
including necessary cutting and mending good the damages 
complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as 
per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                  

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on 
switch board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped 
MS sheet made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring 
etc. complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by the 
Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    
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Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light 
fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior 
quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove 
enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm 
PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) 
of following model and as per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist 
of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with 
carrier, brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum 
dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , 
earth terinimal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm 
standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable etc.(except 
lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical shaped 
polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of shade) 220 
mm ( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), frosted fancy 
glass over, brass holder, earth terminal, necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR cable 
and polished brass base suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm 
dia G.I pipe post, complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: 
Crescent cat No. CG-14-G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative 
& ornamental golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 
110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal necessary wiring 
with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 
W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash 
SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor 
type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign 
made) complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC 
insulated connecting wire etc. l complete as required 
including cutting wall and mending good the damages as 
per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               
following sizes complete with required size down rod, 
blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring 
complete as per instruction of the Engineer. 
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1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen 
super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic 
with four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted 
on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 
76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent 
product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia 
G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole 
across the pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by 
soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads 
with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to 
plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below 
G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including necessary 
connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for 
maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) 
from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm 
(0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

              

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia 
MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in 
charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    
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11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal 
board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer 
paint on out side and enamel paint in inside surfaces 
having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal 
bridges of suitable size for fixing of all electrical contral 
devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size complet 
with suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column and 
keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( 
only front surface of this board will be considered for 
measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.10 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.55 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 
16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat 
bar and arrangement of cable / wire connection, English 
type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer 
pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure 
complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) 
having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages as 
per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) 
or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 
Nos.  

                  

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal 
overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic short 
circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made 
original purchase document should be submitted before 
installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 78.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared 
board including required length of PVC twing flexible 
cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as 
per direction of the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    
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16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch 
socket fixing in position with same size board and 
accessories etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                   

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 60.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 10.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 56.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 100.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 570.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having 
dia of each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all 
necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as 
per direction of engineer(With code Manufactured by 
M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single 
–core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) 
with green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) 
through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with 
necessary accessories viz bends, socket, jointing 
adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist of 
different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. conduit in or our. 
6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in or out. The steel 
box should painted with two coats  of grey synthetic 
enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide 
with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick R.C.C. 
wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary 
cutting and mending good the damages complete in 
conformity with the BN Building Code and as per 
direction the Engineers.  With cable manufactured by MS 
Paradise / BRB cable . 

                  

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 85.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 315.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 405.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   
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d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having 
wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having 
wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 125.00 225.00 156.00 50.00 100.00 956.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 90.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 270.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 65.00 195.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 
Tk. 

TTKTAKTk.  
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Bid Security 
Bank Guarantee 

 
Bank’s name, and address of issuing branch or office3 

 

Beneficiary:  ................................ name and address of the employer ............................................  

Date: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Bid Security No.: ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 

We have been informed that . . . . . name of the bidder. . . . .  (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has 
submitted to you its bid dated . . . . . . . . . (hereinafter called “the Bid”) for the execution of . . . . . . . . 
name of contract . . . . . . . under Invitation for Bids No. . . . . . . . . . (“the IFB”).  

Furthermore, we understand that, according to your conditions, bids must be supported by a bid 
guarantee. 

At the request of the Bidder, we  . . . . . name of bank. . . . .  hereby irrevocably undertake to pay you 
any sum or sums not exceeding in total an amount of . . . . . . . . . .amount in words . . . .  . . . . . (. . . . . . 
.amount in figures . . . . . . . )upon receipt by us of your first demand in writing accompanied by a written 
statement stating that the Bidder is in breach of its obligation(s) under the bid conditions, because the 
Bidder 

(a) has withdrawn its Bid during the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder in the Letter of 
Bid; or 

(b) does not accept the correction of errors in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders 
(hereinafter “the ITB”); or 

(c) having been notified of the acceptance of its Bid by the Employer during the period of bid 
validity, (i) fails or refuses to execute the Contract Agreement, or (ii) fails or refuses to furnish 
the performance security, in accordance with the ITB, or (iii) fails or refuses to furnish the 
domestic preference security, if required. 

This guarantee will expire (a) if the Bidder is the successful Bidder, upon our receipt of copies of the 
Contract Agreement signed by the Bidder and the Performance Security issued to you upon the 
instruction of the Bidder; and (b) if the Bidder is not the successful Bidder, upon the earlier of (i) our 
receipt of a copy your notification to the Bidder of the name of the successful Bidder, or (ii) 28 
daysafter the expiration of the Bidder’s bid. 

Consequently, any demand for payment under this guarantee must be received by us at the office on 
or before that date. 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . .Authorized signature(s)and bank’s seal (where appropriate). . . . . . . . . . 

-- Note -- 
In case of a joint venture, the bid security must be in the name of all partners to the joint venture that submits the 
bid.  

                                                
3 All italicized text is for use in preparing this form and shall be deleted from the final document. 
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Technical Proposal 
 
Personnel 
 
 
Form PER – 1: Proposed Personnel 
Bidder should provide the details of the proposed personnel and their experience record in the relevant 
Information Forms below for each candidate: 
 

1. Title of position* 

 Name  

2. Title of position* 

 Name  

3. Title of position* 

 Name  

4. Title of position* 

 Name  

5. Title of position* 

 Name  

etc. Title of position* 

 Name  

 
 
-- Note -- 
*As listed in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements). 
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Form PER – 2:  Resume of Proposed Personnel 
 
The Bidder shall provide all the information requested below. Use one form for each position. 
 

 
Position 

 

Personnel 
information 

Name  

 

Date of birth 

 Professional qualifications 

 

Present 
employment 

Name of employer 

 
 Address of employer 

 

 Telephone 

 

Contact (manager / personnel officer) 

 Fax 

 

E-mail 

 Job title 

 

Years with present employer 

 
 
Summarize professional experience in reverse chronological order. Indicate particular technical and 
managerial experience relevant to the project. 

From To Company, Project, Position and Relevant  
Technical and Management Experience 
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Equipment 
 
 
Form EQU: Equipment 
 
The Bidder shall provide adequate information and details to demonstrate clearly that it has the capability 
to meet the equipment requirementsindicated in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements), using the Forms 
below. A separate Form shall be prepared for each item of equipment listed, or for alternative equipment 
proposed by the Bidder. 
 
Type of Equipment 
 

Equipment 
Information 

Name of manufacturer 

 

 

Model and power rating 

 Capacity 

 

 

Year of manufacture 

Current 
Status 

Current location 

 

 

 Details of current commitments 

 

  

Source Indicate source of the equipment 

  Owned  Rented  Leased  Specially manufactured 

 
 
Omit the following information for equipment owned by the Bidder. 
 
Owner Name of owner 

 

 Address of owner 

 

  

 Telephone 

 

Contact name and title 

 Fax 

 

Telex 

Agreements Details of rental / lease / manufacture agreements specific to the project 
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 Site Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobilization Schedule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Construction Schedule 
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Bidder’s Qualification 
To establish its qualifications to perform the contract in accordance with Section 3 (Evaluation and 
Qualification Criteria) the Bidder shall provide the information requested in the corresponding 
Information Sheets included hereunder. 
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Form ELI – 1: Bidder’s Information Sheet 
 

Bidder’s Information 

Bidder’s legal name  

 

In case of a Joint Venture, 
legal name of each partner 

 

Bidder’s country of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s year of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s legal address in 
country of constitution 

 

Bidder’s authorized 
representative 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1.  In case of a single entity, articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with       
 ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2.  Authorization to represent the firm or Joint Venture named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In case of a Joint Venture, a letter of intent to form a Joint Venture or Joint Venture agreement, in accordance with ITB 4.1. 

 4. In case of a government-owned enterprise, any additional documents not covered under 1 above required to comply 
with ITB 4.5. 
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Form ELI - 2: Joint Venture Information Sheet 

Each member of the Joint Venture and Specialist Subcontractor must fill out this form separately. 

Joint Venture / Specialist Subcontractor Information 

Bidder’s legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
country of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
year of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal address in country of 
constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
authorized representative 
information 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1. Articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2. Authorization to represent the firm named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In the case of a government-owned enterprise, documents establishing legal and financial autonomy and compliance with 
commercial law, in accordance with ITB 4.5. 

 

A Specialist Subcontractor is a specialist enterprise engaged for highly specialized processes that 
cannot be provided by the main Contractor.
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Form LIT - 1: Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

Each Bidder must fill out this form if so required under Criterion 2.2 of Section 3 (Evaluation and 
Qualification Criteria) to describe any pending litigation or arbitration formally commenced against it.  

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the 
Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

 Choose one of the following: 

 No pending litigation and arbitration. 

 Below is a description of all pending litigation and arbitration involving the Bidder (or each Joint Venture member if Bidder 
is a Joint Venture). 

Year Matter in Dispute  
Value of 
Pending 

Claim in BDT 

Value of 
Pending 

Claim as a 
Percentage of 

Net Worth 
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Form FIN - 1: Historical Financial Performance  
 

Each Bidder must fill out this form. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Financial Data for Previous ___Years [BDT] 

Year 1:  Year 2:  Year ___:  

 
Information from Balance Sheet 

 
Total Assets (TA)    

Total Liabilities (TL)    

NetWorth  =TA – TL    

Current Assets (CA)    
Current Liabilities 
(CL)    
Working Capital = 
CA - CL    

    
Most Recent 
Working Capital  

To be obtained for most recent year and carried forward to 
FIN-3 Line 1; in case of Joint Ventures, to the corresponding 
Joint Venture Partner’s FIN-3. 

 
Information from Income Statement 

 
Total Revenues     
Profits Before 
Taxes    

Profits After Taxes    

 Attached are copies of financial statements (balance sheets including all related notes, and income statements) for the last _____ 
years, as indicated above, complying with the following conditions. 

 Unless otherwise required by Section 3 of the Bidding Document, all such documents reflect the financial situation of the legal 
entity or entities comprising the Bidder and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates. 

 Historical financial statements must be audited by a certified accountant. 

 Historical financial statements must be complete, including all notes to the financial statements. 

 Historical financial statements must correspond to accounting periods already completed and audited (no statements for 
partial periods shall be requested or accepted). 
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Form FIN - 2: Average Annual Construction Turnover 

Each Bidder must fill out this form.  

The information supplied should be the Annual Turnover of the Bidder or each member of a Joint Venture 
in terms of the amounts billed to clients for each year for work in progress or completed, converted to US 
dollars at the rate of exchange at the end of the period reported. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the 
Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 
 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Annual Turnover Data for the Last ____Years  (Construction only) 

Year Amount 
Currency 

Exchange  
Rate BDT 

    

    

    

 Average Annual Construction Turnover      
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Form FIN – 3:  Availability of Financial Resources 

Bidder must demonstrate sufficient financial resources, usually comprising of Working Capital supplemented 
by credit line statements or overdraft facilities and others to meet the Bidder’s financial requirements for 

(a) its current contract commitments, and 

(b) the subject contract. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Financial Resources 
No. Source of financing Amount (BDT) 

1 Working Capital (to be taken from FIN-1) 
 

2 Credit Linea 
 

3 Other Financial Resources 
 

 Total Available Financial Resources 
 

 
a To be substantiated by a letter from the bank issuing the line of credit. 
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Form FIN- 4:  Financial Resources Requirement 

Bidders (or each Joint Venture partner) should provide information on their current commitments on all 
contracts that have been awarded, or for which a letter of intent or acceptance has been received, or for 
contracts approaching completion, but for which an unqualified, full completion certificate has yet to be 
issued. 
 
In case of a JointVenture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Current Contract Commitments 

 

a Remaining outstanding contract values to be calculated from 28 days prior to the bid submission deadline (BDT 

equivalent based on the foreign exchange rate as of the same date). 

b Remaining contract period to be calculated from 28 days prior to bid submission deadline. 

  

No. Name of 
Contract 

Employer’s 
Contact 

(Address, Tel, 
Fax) 

Contract 
Completion Date 

Outstanding 
Contract  

Value 
(X)a 

Remaining 
Contract 
Period in 

months (Y)b 

Monthly Financial 
Resources Requirement 

(X / Y) 

1       

2       

3       

4       

Total Monthly Financial Requirements for Current Contract Commitments BDT …………………. 
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Form FIN - 5: Self-Assessment Tool for Bidder’s Compliance to Financial Resources (Criterion 
2.3.3 of Section 3) 
 
This form requires the same information submitted in Forms FIN-3 and FIN-4. All conditions of 
“Available Financial Resources Net of CCC ≥ Requirement for the Subject Contract” must be 
satisfied to qualify. 
 
Form FIN-5A: For Single Entities 

For Single 
Entities: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources from 
FIN – 3 

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available Financial 
Resources Net 

of CCC 
D = (B - C) 

Requirement 
for the Subject 

Contract 
(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 
[D must be 

greater than or 
equal to E] 

(F) 
 

_________ 
(Name of Bidder) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . ._ 

 
 

 
 
Form FIN-5B: For Joint Ventures 

For Joint 
Ventures: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources 
from FIN – 3  

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available 
Financial 

Resources Net 
of CCC 

D = (B - C) 

Requirement 

for the Subject 
Contract 

(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 

[D must be greater 
than or equal to E] 

(F) 
One Partner:      

 
____________ 

(Name of Partner) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

Each Partner:      

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 1) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 2) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 3) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

All partners  
combined 

 
∑ D = Sum of available financial resources net of 
current contract commitments for all partners  

 
∑ D = _______ 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 

- Note - 
Form FIN – 5 is made available for use by the bidder as a self-assessment tool, and by the employer as an evaluation work 
sheet, to determine compliance with the financial resources requirement as stated in 2.3.3. Failure to submit Form FIN-5 by 
the Bidder shall not lead to bid rejection. 
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Form EXP – 1:  Contracts of Similar Size and Nature 

Fill up one (1) form per contract. 

Contract of Similar Size and Nature 

Contract  No. . . . . . of . . . . . Contract Identification 

Award Date Completion Date 

Total Contract Amount BDT 

Completion Amount BDT 

If partner in a Joint Venture 
or subcontractor, specify 
participation of total 
contract amount 

Percent of Total Amount 

Employer’s Name 
Address 
Telephone/Fax Number 
E-mail 

 

Description of the similar work done by bidder in Accordance with Criterion 2.4.1 of 
Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) 

 
 
 
 

The similarity of the 
Bidder’s participation 
shall be based on the 
physical size, nature 
of works, complexity, 
methods, technology 
or other 
characteristics as 
described in Section 
6 (Employer’s 
Requirements) 
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Section 4- Bidding Forms  
(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-LOT-04) 
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Letter of Bid 
 
-Note- 

The bidder must accomplish the Letter of Bid on its letterhead clearly showing the bidder’s complete name and 
address.  

 

 Date:  ................................................  

 ICB/NCB No.:  ................................................  

 Invitation for Bid No.:  ................................................  
 
 
To: [. . .insert complete name of the employer . . .] 
 
 
We, the undersigned, declare that:  
 
(q) We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda 

issued in accordance with Instructions to Bidders (ITB) Clause 8. 
 
(r) We offer to execute in conformity with the Bidding Documents the following Works: [. . .insert 

narrative . . .] 
  

(s) The total price of our Bid, excluding any discounts offered in item (d) below is:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(t) The discounts offered and the methodology for their application are as follows:[. . .insert 

discounts and methodology for their application if any . . .]  
 
(u) Our bid shall be valid for a period of [. . .insert bid validity period as specified in ITB 18.1 of the BDS . 

. .] days from the date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with the Bidding 
Documents, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the 
expiration of that period. 

 
(v) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with the 

Bidding Document. 
 
(w) Our firm, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the Contract, have 

nationalities from eligible countriesin accordance with ITB 4.2.  
 

[amount of foreign currency in words], [amount in figures], and [amount of local currency in words], [amount 
in figures] 
 
The total bid price from the Summary of Bill of Quantities for admeasurement contracts or Activity Schedule 
for lump sum contracts should be entered by the bidder inside this box.Absence of the total bid price in the 
Letter of Bid may result in the rejection of the bid. 
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(x) We, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the contract, do not have any 
conflict of interest in accordance with ITB 4.3. 

 
(y) We are not participating, as a Bidder in more than one Bid in this bidding process in 

accordance with ITB 4.3(e), other than alternative offers submitted in accordance with ITB 
13. 

 
(z) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part 

of the contract, has not been declared ineligible by ADB, under the Employer’s country laws 
or official regulations or by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations 
Security Council. 

 
(aa) [We are not a government-owned enterprise] / [We are a government-owned enterprise but 

meet the requirements of ITB 4.5].4 
 
(bb) We have paid, or will pay the following commissions, gratuities, or fees with respect to the 

bidding process or execution of the Contract:5 
 

Name of Recipient Address Reason Amount 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   ..................... 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   .................... .
 
(cc) We understand that this Bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your 

notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract is 
prepared and executed. 

 
(dd) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated Bid or any other Bid 

that you may receive. 
 

(ee) We agree to permit ADB or its representative to inspect our accounts and records and other 
documents relating to the bid submission and to have them audited by auditors appointed by 
ADB. 
 

(ff) If our Bid is accepted, we commit to mobilizing key equipment and personnel in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements) and our technical 
proposal, or as otherwise agreed with the Employer. 

 

Name  .................................................................................................................................................  

In the capacity of  ................................................................................................................................  

Signed ................................................................................................................................................   

Duly authorized to sign the Bid for and on behalf of  ............................................................................  

Date  ...................................................................................................................................................   

                                                
4 Use one of the two options as appropriate. 
5 If none has been paid or is to be paid, indicate “None”. 
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Schedules 
 
 

Schedule of Payment Currencies 
 
For ...........................insert name of Section of the Works ...............................  
 

 

 A B C D 

Name of Payment 
Currency 

Amount of 
Currency 

Rate of 
Exchange 
to Local 
Currency 

Local Currency 
Equivalent 
C = A x B 

Percentage of 
 Net Bid Price (NBP) 

 100xC 
NBP 

Local Currency 
  
 

 
Taka  

 
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #1 
  
 

    

Foreign Currency #2 
  
 

    

Foreign Currency #3 
  
 

    

Net Bid Price     
 100.00 

Provisional Sums 
Expressed in Local 
Currency 

 1.00  
 

BID PRICE    
 

 

 
 

-- Note -- 

The rates of exchange shall be the selling rates 07 days prior to the deadline for submission of bids published by 
the source specified in BDS 15. 
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Table(s) of Adjustment Data: Not Applicable  
 

 
 

Table A - Local Currency 
 

Index 
Code 

Index 
Description Source of Index Base Value 

and Date 

Bidder’s 
Local Currency 

Amount 

Bidder’s 
Proposed 
Weighting 

(coefficient) 

 Nonadjustable — — — a:  (by Employer) 

b:  

c:   

d:    

e:    

   Total  1.00 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be entered by the bidder 
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Bill of Quantities  
(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-LOT-04) 

[Admeasurement Contract] 
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SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE (A) VERTICAL EXTENSION OF OFFICE BUILDING (1 FLOOR) AT 
JHENAIDAH PBS HQ COMPLEX (B) CONSTRICTION OF 2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING AT MAGURA PBS HQ 

COMPLEX (C)  CONSTRUCTION OF (i)3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING 
WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP 
HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 

SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT JHIKORGASA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN 
JESSORE & (D) CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING AT KUSHITA PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER PACKAGE 

NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-004).     

 
    

 Total Quoted Cost of Summary  
        

S.L. Description of works   Amount  

A 
Vertical extension of office building at Jhenaidah 
PBS HQ Complex    

B Construction of Rest House building at Mugra PBS    

C Construction of Jhikorgasa Zonal Office Complex    

D Construction of Office building at Kushita PBS    

Total =  

In word: Taka ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- only.  

Sigineture of bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF HEAD 
QUARTER OFFICE BUILDING (1- FLOOR, 3rd floor) AT JHENAIDAH PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER 
URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04).     

 
 

     
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     

i Sub structure      

ii Super structure      

b Sanitary works    

c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

only.  

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF HEAD QUARTER OFFICE BUILDING (1- FLOOR, 3rd floor) AT JHENAIDAH 
PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04).     
A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 

Sl. Description of works Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Rate 
in Tk.  

Amount in 
Tk. 

    
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing actual physical work and during contract period and demobilization after 

completion of the Works under contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area on and in the ground to 
an extent that all the events of works of the project can be executed smoothly in a working environment with a particular 
attention on safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed by the 
Engineer, where, payments are to be based on ground area determined by the Engineer and be proportionate to the 
percentage progress of work under contract as a whole in all respects and approved by the Engineer. 

780.60 Sqm   

2 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches including. layout, providing center lines, local bench-mark 
pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, providing 
necessary tools and plants, protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the excavated earth at a safe 
distance out of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to submit method 
statement of carrying out excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the 
contractor of his responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  

      

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed 
soil/soil of semi liquid state 

20.00 Cum   

3 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 m of the building site dry 
density of 90% with optium mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting to 
a specified percentage each layer up to finished level etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.00 Cum   

4 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches or where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers with 
carted earth carried by truck or any other means loading & unloding at both ends to be supplied at the contractor won cost 
i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per direction of engineers 

0.00 cum   

5 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers including leveling, watering 
and compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineers 

10.00 Cum   

6 Providing and making point welding at contact point of the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the main reinforcements 
by electric are welding for construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized electrodes making the points 
prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The rate is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, tools plants and  all 
equipment). 

3000.00 Point   

7 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor with first class or picked jhama bricks including preparation of bed and 
filling the interstices with local sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

22.00 Sqm   

8 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor below cement 
concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. all complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers.  

22.00 Sqm   
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9 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost of water, electricity and other charges and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

3.50 Cum   

10 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in required proportion For 
DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters per square meter of soll 
surface by chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh sides and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth filling of 
floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

22.00 Sqm   

11 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama chips including breaking chips, 
screening, mixing, laying, compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days including the supply of water, electricity and 
other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  5.25 Cum   

12 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  
breaking chips, screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and finished with a coat of bitumen including the supply of 
water, electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 1.00 Sqm   

13 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 
Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips 
and screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, 
electricity, testing and other charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

      

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 Sqm   
ci Column Below P.L 0.00 Cum   
cii Shuttering  0.00 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 0.00 Cum   

dii Shuttering  0.00 Sqm   
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14 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to Bangladesh 
standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield strength 
within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum total elongation at maximum force is 
16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and 
binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

0.00 Kg   

15 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test bidder in bound for alternative 
sample, but payment will be given for only one sample 

      

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) pile=2, Pile cap=1, Column=3, Floor & Slab=4 Nos. 3.00 sample   

16 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement finishing 
including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

30.11 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works     Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF HEAD QUARTER OFFICE BUILDING (1- FLOOR, 3rd floor) AT 
JHENAIDAH PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04).     
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

Sl. Description of works 
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
          

(i) (ii) iii iv v vi 
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 

having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity 
of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator machine and 
curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and 
its fabrication, placing and binding 

        

a COLUMN         
i Ground floor above PL 0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 16.86 Cum   

vi Shuttering 164.59 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel       

i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering  0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 3.30 Cum   

vi Shuttering 78.96 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam       
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i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 21.10 Cum   

vi Shuttering 241.39 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab       

i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 63.05 Cum   

vi Shuttering 624.53 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step       

i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 0.00 Cum   
iv Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 6.56 Cum   

vi Shuttering 125.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.       
i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 1.15 Cum   

vi Shuttering 22.50 sqm   
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2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even 
is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate 
tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum 
total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all 
respects in all floors.  

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

20520.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar 
(1:6) in superstructure including raking out joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks 
at least for 24 hours before use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete (measurement to given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half brick 
length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  0.00 Cum   
ii 1st floor 0.00 Cum   
iii 2nd floor & above 5.50 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 providing bond 
with connected walls including, screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
washing of sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. 
complete in all respect in all heights as per drawing, specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  0.00 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 0.00 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 740.00 Sqm   

5i Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine made klinker 
hard pressed facing bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, 
cutting the bricks to required size wherever necessary including high class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking 
the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

72.67 sqm   

5ii 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity of best 
local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm 
down well graded chips including breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in alternate panels, 
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

480.00 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface, 
finishing the corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  750.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 820.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 1850.00 sqm   
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7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, surface of 
stair case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners and edges including washing of 
sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor 120.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 150.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 650.00 sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, electricity and other charges 
etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

65.12 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work       

a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder including cutting, 
laying and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges complete all 
respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

      

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 250mmx400mm or more above size) 110.00 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 0.00 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design 
with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white cement including 
cutting, laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

96.00 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the 
joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. 
all complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

33.15 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) on 20mm thick 
cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying 
tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere required as per 
instruction of Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

446.09 sqm   

10 Supplying fitting and fixing of pavement/parking tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse sand (1:1.5:3) 
300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as 
per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

30.00 sqm   

11 Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 
19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

0.00 sqm   

12 SFF of vertical blinds made with glass fiber fabrics (foreign made) with supply of all materials(forign made) such as 
head rail( aluminium) end cap set, rod till, sigger ( stopper), runner, spacer (link), handling cord, ball chain, link 
chain, cord weight, weight plate, plastic washer, glass fiber fabrices and head cap set etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

40.50 sqm   

13 Supplying and making door frames with seasoned wood of required size including painting two coasts of coal tar to 
the surface in contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position and mending good the damages if any (all sizes of wood 
are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 
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a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.00 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 Cum   

14 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and window 
frames with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in 
chowkat if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

250.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf flush door 
for all floors for internal use made of well matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other 
approved wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total two Nos. 
of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically made of Burma Teak wood) 
with necessary screws are pested on each side by mechanized process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) 
Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

19.02 Sqm   

16 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single leaf 
door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm 
x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. 
heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

0.00 Sqm   

17 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden double leaf 
panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 
225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 
(two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type 
nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, necessary 
screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) 
with Chittagong Teak wood 

2.60 sqm   

18 Making groove in plaster on out side wall up to 38mmx 6 mm size i/c. scaffolding, cutting etc. complect as per 
drawing and acceptence by the Engineer 

850.00 RM   

19 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, & other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, 
Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 
mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, carrying the same to the 
site andlocal carriage etc. complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

25.15 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, 
thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with uPVC plastic 
doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm 
long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by 
rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special 
type round lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage etc.complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

5.00 Each   

21 Thai Alunium works       
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 
mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  shutter 
lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 
mm thick shutter divider (size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories like 
sliding door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including 
sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge for fitting of accessories, making 
grooves and mending good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted 
by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze colour) 

10.50 sqm   

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard specification ) 
BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 
16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm 
thick outer side (size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members will 
be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg per 
square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door 
neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories making grooves and mending damages, carriage & electricity complete 
in all respect as per drawing direction of the engineer.size up to 1500mmx1400mm (Bronze colour).  

60.64 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the U.S. 
Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 
0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 
31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 
mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding door key lock, 
sliding door wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 
1500mm x 2100 mm. 

2.00 Sqm   

22 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, partitions/windows distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted glass of 
approve quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

73.14 sqm   

23 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) including 
scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete for all floors.   

250.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size square bar 
steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

73.14 Sqm   
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25 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. welding 
ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 sqm   

26 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia stainless 
steel pipes as  per approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

0.00 Sqm   

27 Synthetic polyvinyl distempering to wall & ceiling 2 coats over a coat  of primer of sealer i/c. cleaning and same 
papering the surface and necessary  scaffolding etc. all complete in all floors. Approved best quality and colour 
Synthetic polyvinyl distempering from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to 
wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and sand papering making the surface free from loose and flaky 
materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint by brush/roller and 
necessary scaffolding etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

1950.00 Sqm   

28 Plastic emulsion paint of approved best quality and  colour delivered from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in two coats over lime putty of specified brand 
applied on primer or sealer elapsing specified time for drying/recoating including cleaning drying, making free from 
dirt, grease, wax, removing all chalked and scaled materials, fungus, mending good the surface defects, sand 
papering the surface and necessary scaffolding, spreading by brush/ roller/spray etc. all complete in all floors 
acceptedby the Engineer. 
Lime putty to be applied as per manufacturer instructions approved and accepted by the Engineer. ( only GM & 
Board Room) 

622.00 sqm,   

29 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved quality  and 
colour delivered from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container & cleaning the surface fully 
from grese, only substance old paints, lime wash, fungus etc. sand papering the surface before applying last & 2nd 
coat, complete i/c. cost of electricity, water & other changes as per direction of the Engineers.  

1250.00 Sqm   

30 French polishing to door frames and shutter three coats with with one coats primer applied with brush i/c.cleaning, 
sand papering, finishing the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

160.00 Sqm   

31 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in two coats with approved best quality and colour of synthetic 
enamel paint delivered from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming 
elapsing time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with 
sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and accepted 
by the Engineer..  

374.76 Sqm   

32 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 Each   

33 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen made) in approved quality complete in all respect in all floors 
as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

18.00 each   

34 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary tools & 
accoricies all complect as per direction of engineers 

18.00 each   

35 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm thick 2.5” 
dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 sqm   
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36 Manufacturing, supplying fitting and fixing stair railing of any standard heigh with square box (2 nos in each tread) 
made by thorough welding of 2 nos. 25x25x5mm M.S. angle to provide wood hand rail, engraving each box 150mm 
in the concrete by 50mm x 50mm x 6mm anchor plate at base welding 38mm x 6mm F.I bar in inclined plain with 
the top of the box to fit in the grooved rain by necessary welding including cutting grooves in concrete, mending 
good the damages with c.c. (1:2:4) applying 1st class painting / polish to hand rail, 2 coats of synthetic enamel 
paint of approved quality over a prime coat etc. finished in all respect for all floors (Exposed area of railing will be 
considered for measurement, rate is not excluding cost of hand rail). 

6.27 Sqm   

37 Supplying and making seasoned wooden hand rall of stair case etc. including necessary moulding with proper 
corner finishing as per desing, fitted and fixed in position in all floors etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineer in charge. With Ctg Teck wood.  

0.15 Cum   

38 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & natural 
colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required measurement & supplying necessary screws, 
nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

450.00 RM   

39 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel 
placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable locking arrangement, grease and finally 
placing the same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm 
flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats with 
one coat of primer (approved colour ) all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.54 Sqm   

40 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit minimum 69 
mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked together properly to form 
rolling shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, containing best quality 
spring made in China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and the other end nutted to shutter including fitting 
the G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends with side guide channel (side channel consist of 50 x 
100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 
x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by cement concrete (1:2:4) including 
cutting holes (minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to 
folded G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing handle 
with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking arrangement in both sides, painting two coats with approved colour and brand  
of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer. [Rate is 
excluding the cost of painting] 

0.00 Sqm   

41 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, greatting, 
morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

96.00 RM   

42 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm angle 
framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the middle part 
covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing through 
the center as design i/c locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and 
fixed with the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as 
and where necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the cost of 
paint). 

1.95 Sqm   

43 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c cutting 
grooves in door shutter and frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

10.00 each    

44 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all necessary tools & 
accoricies etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 Each   
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45 Supplying, fitting and fixing gypsum board ceiling of 12 mm thick board laminated by mechanical hot press with a 
milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm in grid 
suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. 
maintaining straight lines and desired finished level a bottom face with vertical wooden strut as required including 
making holes in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and mending good the damages, if any, during execution 
of the work including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, 
etc. all complete as per drawing, design and accepted by the Engineer. (Only Board room & G.M Room) 

0.00 Sqm   

46 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm 
L- sections, providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 
nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in all respect as per instruction of engineers. 
(With partition uPVC hollow section) 

42.50 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard size 4' x 8'. 
Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, 
rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including all accessories complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 10.58 sqm   
48 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per design 

and drawing fitted and fixed in position including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two coats of French 
polishing over a coat of priming etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
polishing and painting etc.) 

25.00 RM   

49 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm thick chock 
wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:4)  over one layer of 
brick flat soling . The surface having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back 
filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges as per direction 
of the engineers.  

20.50 RM   

50 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), coarse sand and 
picked jhama chips i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks 
in /c cutting earth for preparation of bed and filling the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

25.00 sqm    

51 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with specified 
admixture (supplied from authorized local agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture to specification requirements like physical properties, uniformity and 
equivalence in composition, performance requirements,delivered in sealed containers having and confirming plainly 
marked the proprietary name of the admixture type under this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non aggressiveness to environment and metals in concrete etc.) under 
the strict accordance with manufacturerrecommendations / instructions and providing safety provisions in all 
respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning the surface from dust, loose particles, remains 
of oil, grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

560.00 sqm   

52 Dismantling/Repair/Renovation items       
i Stripping of unserviceable plaster i/c. racking out joints, cleaning etc 852.00 sqm   
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ii Picking-up unserviceable patent stone from floor & dado 100.00 sqm   

iii Dismantling damage/unserviceable terraced (Lime concrete) roof i/c. beam, coloum, borga etc 300.00 sqm   

iv Dismantling damage/unserviceable brickl works of thickness 250 mm and above in cement or lime in foundation & 
superstructuret 

75.00 Cum   

v Dismantling damage/unserviceable brickl works of thickness 75/125 mm and above in cement or lime in foundation 
& superstructuret 

120.00 Sqm   

vi Dismintling R.C.C beam,lintel, column,drop wall, sun shade etc from any hight  75.00 Cum   

vii Recovery of bricks during dismantling brick works i/c. cleaning stacking or storing etc. all complect as per direction 
of engineer in charge 

10.00 Per 
thousand 

  

viii Cutting & polising old mosaic on floor with pumic stone and mosaic cutting machine etc 750.00 sqm   

ix Cutting & polising old mosaic on wall with pumic stone and mosaic cutting machine etc 75.00 sqm   

x Taking out and refitting wooden shutter after easing excluding cost of wood 50.00 sqm   

xi Renewing 3 mm glass panes in steel frame i/c. supply of glass 60.00 sqm   

xii Replacing 100 mm long brass hinge 36.00 Each   

xiii Replacing 150 mm long galvanised iron catch hook 110.00 each   

xiv Renewing french polishing: 2 coat 250.00 sqm   

xv renewing polyvinyl distempering:2 coats 600.00 sqm   

xvi Renewing synthetic enamel paint to door- window frame & shutter: 2 coats 500.00 sqm   

xvii Applying weather coat of arrroved brand and quality: 2 coats 750.00 sqm   

xviii Scrapping of old mosses from wall & ceiling 1500.00 sqm   

xix Renewing white washing: 2 coats 1200.00 sqm   

xx Replacing 50mm dia 200 mm long brass socket bolt 36.00 each   

xxi Repairing of steel grill/window frame and shutter/stair railing, verandah grill, rolling shutter excluding cost of steel 
materials 

86.00 sqm   

xxii M.S angle, T, Z- section, channel etc 200.00 kg   

xxiii 3/4'' dia G.I pipe used in repairing work 42.50 RM   
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xxiv Repair to major cracks ( structural & affecting aesthetic) R.C.C by RCC (1:1.5:3) stiching with 12 mm down brick 
chips & 50% sand (F.M.1.2) and 50% sand (F.M. 2.2) excluding cost of reinforcement etc. 

150.00 RM   

xxv Cleaning chocked up masonary drain 70.00 RM   
53 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki from 1st 

class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in volume three days after slaking for using in the mix) in the proportion 
7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain 
desirable consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days 
to gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 
days providing polythene cover after each day work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. 

46.75 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works     Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF HEAD QUARTER OFFICE BUILDING (1- FLOOR, 3rd floor) AT 
JHENAIDAH PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04).     

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 

          
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 "Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290 mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of 

Vitreous China & preparing the base of pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. 
making holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete with all necessary 
fittings & connection approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK ,Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) 
" 
. 

8.00 Each    

2 "Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat 
cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required 
and mending good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK brand, Jumeirah, 
approved colour) 
" 

5.00 Each   

3 "SFF European pattern RAK brand Asian W.T, Karla glazed porcelain low down, capacity 10 liter, 385x210x105 mm in size, 
approximately 16kg by weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection as per direction of 
the engineer  
 " 

8.00 each   

4i Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 660 x545 x 200 mm or above in size, approx. 29 kg by weight, including fitting, 
fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 
750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and floors and fitting with 
wooden blocks, screws and mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (RAK brand, Orient, Approved colour) 

12.00 Each    

4ii Supplying, fitting and fixing (RAK brand, Orient) Pedestal, 850x200x205 mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & 
scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(Approved colour) 

12.00 Each   

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by 
weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe 
with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop cock 
including mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. Wite 
colour 

12.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making holes in 
walls and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

16.00 Each    

7a Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in forigen) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

20.00 Each    

7b Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in forigin) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

4.00 each   
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8 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets, 
screws and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

20.00 Each    

9 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted 
in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

20.00 Each    

10 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all respect 
in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

4.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction 
of the Engineer-in- Charge.(Moving type Push) 

6.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink cock fixing in position with all material all complect as per direction of 
engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

30.00 each   

14 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 20.00 each   

15 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 36.00 each   

16 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 Each   

17 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray with brackets in wall including cutting wall and mending good the damages  with 
cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers 

26.00 Each    

18 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where 
necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and walls 
and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

      

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 92.25 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 120.00 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 63.20 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 110.00 RM   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-
nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

      

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   
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d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

20 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

92.50 RM   

21 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

70.00 RM   

22 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.       

a 40mm dia peet valve 4.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 6.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 6.00 Each   

23 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm 
fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 
mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

1.00 Each   

24 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over 
flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers 

4.00 Each   

25 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 35.50 RM   

26 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm 
R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor 
and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm 
dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, 
including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to required depth including necessary earth work 
in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side filling including the cost of all materials, operations and incidental charges. 
etc. all complete as per type plan approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 Each   

27 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey comb 
brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to the required 
depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work in 
excavation, side filling and bailing out water including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, design approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 Each   

28 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

24.00 Each   
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29 Supplying, fitting and fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains including making holes 
in walls and floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

24.00 Each   

30 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of G.I/ Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam 
etc. by any means carefully without damaging the structure and filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

665.00 RM   

31 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 8.00 Each   

32 Clearing silt from sock well up to 1.4 m dia 2.00 each   

33 Clearing sludges & night soil from septic tank removing to a safe place/ distances without affecting environment (100 user septic 
tank) 

2.00 each   

34 Clearing sludges & night soil from inspection pit 10.00 each   

  GAS CONNECTION       
35 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia 

best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & 
direction of engineers. 

      

a 12 mm N,D 60.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 45.00 RM   

36 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineer -in charge. 

      

a 12mmx6mm N.D 6.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.00 Each   

37 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per direction of the 
engineer-in-charge.  

105.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary      Tk. # 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF HEAD QUARTER OFFICE BUILDING (1- FLOOR, 3rd floor) AT JHENAIDAH 
PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04).     

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Total 

Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk.     
(i) (ii) iii iv v vi 
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and sheathed 
cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of 
minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 16SWG 
G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 
8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale 
paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch 
ceiling rose etc. including necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

        

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 178.00 Point   

b Fan Point 59.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch board. 55.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:        
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS sheet made 
bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 

  

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 100.00 Each    
3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:        

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior quality, 
ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal 
etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of following model and as per sample approved by the Engineer. 

  

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 32.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.   

b Bath room light. 15.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, brass 
holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

  

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or equlivent       
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c Providing & fixing concealed type spot light of following manufacturers consisting of 152.4 mm (6'') dia 228 mm(9'') long 
cylinderical powder coated aluminium shade brass holder,earth terminal,  necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC 
insulated flexibile FR cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

      

  Crescent Cat No. CML-111 OR Gloria cat No. GCF-371 OR Shwash cat. No. SCC-4/79 24.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental golden 
brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable 
etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the Engineer. 

30.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent   

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) complete 
with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting wall and mending 
good the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

4.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 51.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of   
Following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

  

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe)   
6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with four blade deluxe fan 8.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 18 
SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K England or equivalent product of Legrand/ABB/MEM)  

     

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 40.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 50.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 12.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 3.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 59.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 12.00 each   

8 Earthing       
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Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the pipe 
at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. 
(3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including 
necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

  

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 2.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  80.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe complete as 
per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

  

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 60.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out side 
and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size for fixing of 
all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column 
and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( only front surface of this board will be considered for 
measurement) 

1.25 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:       
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar and 
arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing over 
anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

  

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with porcelain 
insulator. 

1.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity with 
BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit release 
(legrand/Hager, france made) cutting and mending good the damages as per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

6.00 Each    

  6-way SDB       
  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.        

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal overcorrect and 
instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original purchase document should 
be submitted before installation) 

      

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 36.00 Each    

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 watt 
bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

28.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers       

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 10.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole approved) as per instruction of Engineer 5.00 each   
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c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 25.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 15.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 100.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 1000.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of each core in 
0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction of engineer(With code 
Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

  

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 
no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of grey 
synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick R.C.C. 
wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete in conformity with the BN 
Building Code and as per direction the Engineers.  
With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

      

a IC-4x16sq.mm cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall thickness 1.9 
mm. 

300.00 RM   

b IC-4x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 700.00 RM   

c IC-2x4sq.mm cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 950.00 RM   

d 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYM cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall thickness 
of 1.5 mm 

1200.00 RM   

e 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 400.00 rm   

20 4X50 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having wall thickness of 
2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

55.00 RM   

  Sub Total of electrical works     Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED REST 
HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION  AT MAGURA PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER 
URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

 
     
     
     

  Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

only.  

 

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION  AT MAGURA PBS 
HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing actual physical work and during contract period and demobilization after 

completion of the Works under contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area on and in the ground to 
an extent that all the events of works of the project can be executed smoothly in a working environment with a particular 
attention on safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed by the 
Engineer, where, payments are to be based on ground area determined by the Engineer and be proportionate to the 
percentage progress of work under contract as a whole in all respects and approved by the Engineer. 

350.54 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark (BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, Property lines, existing ground level 
(EGL), formation ground level (FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), mean sea level (MSL), setting and 
marking all pillars, marker, pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced levels (RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the premise of work and finally all to be presented in black and white. 

350.54 SQM   

3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches including. layout, providing center lines, local bench-mark 
pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, providing 
necessary tools and plants, protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the excavated earth at a safe 
distance out of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to submit method 
statement of carrying out excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the 
contractor of his responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  

      

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed 
soil/soil of semi liquid state 

75.00 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all types of soil, compecting the base by 5 ton road roller maintaining 
proper camber & grade in/c. refilling (where necessary) and removing the excess soil to a safe distance as per drawing and 
direction of the Engineer.  

50.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 m of the building site dry 
density of 90% with optium mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting to 
a specified percentage each layer up to finished level etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

75.00 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches or where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers with 
carted earth carried by truck or any other means loading & unloding at both ends to be supplied at the contractor won cost 
i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per direction of engineers 

100.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick layer with 8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. spreading, leveling, cambering, 
super elevation & watering etc. all complect as pr direction of engineer. (Road) 

100.00 CUM   
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8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers including leveling, watering 
and compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineers 

81.17 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required depth and diameter with minimum 6 m long temporary steel casing, true 
to vertical, providing bentonite slurry and maintaining water level in the hole, washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, clean 
the bore-hole and make the bore- hole ready for placing steel cage and concreting including hire charge of rig set with winch 
machine, tripod stand, trimie pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, demobilization, maintenance, spares, stand-byes, 
insurance coverage, water, electricity and other charges all compete approved and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor shall submit the method statement of cast-in-situ pile work including 
sequence of boring and casting, disposal of spoils, test result of materials to the Engineer for approval. However, Engineer’s 
approval shall not relieve the Contractor of his responsibilities and obligations under contract (i/c removing mud) 

      

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 317.07 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 RM   

10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete works with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having 
minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality coarse sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded 
crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-33, including breaking chips, screening through proper sieves, making, placing 
re-bar cage in position, placing and removing tri-pod as per requirement, pouring the concrete in bore-hole with the help of a 
trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe immersed in concrete by at least 1 meter throughout the period of concreting, 
maintaining required slump etc. mixing the aggregates with standard mixer machine with hoper, casting in forms, all 
complete including water, electricity, testing of materials and concrete etc and other charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding, welding and placing) 

52.50 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at contact point of the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding for construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the points prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The rate is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, tools 
plants and  all equipment). 

10250.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two sides of contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm length at the lap of 
main reinforfement in re- bar cage to be placed bin bore- hole where necessary by electric arc with highly oxidized 
electrodes making the joint prominent as per direction of the engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials labour tools plant and 
all equipment, cost of power etc. complete in all respect). 

21.50 RM   

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ board pile upto required length by any means and removing the 
dismantled materials such as concrete to a safe distance including scraps and removing concrete from steel / M/S. rods 
preparation and making platform where necessary, carrying all sorts of handing, stacking the same properly after clearing, 
leveling and dressing the situ and clearing the bed etc. complete as per direction of the eingineer in charge (Measurement 
will be given for the actual pile head volume to broken) 

2.65 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor with first class or picked jhama bricks including preparation of bed and 
filling the interstices with local sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

120.50 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor below cement 
concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. all complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers.  

120.50 Sqm   
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16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost of water, electricity and other charges and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

7.75 Cum   

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in required proportion For 
DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters per square meter of soll 
surface by chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh sides and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth filling of 
floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

120.50 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips including breaking chips, 
screening, mixing, laying, compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 days including the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete & accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  1.25 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  
breaking chips, screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and finished with a coat of bitumen including the supply of 
water, electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 10.50 Sqm   

20 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 
Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking 
chips and screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

      

ai Footing, pile cap 12.12 Cum   

aii Shuttering  40.10 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 10.31 cum   

bii Shuttering  93.77 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 3.00 Cum   

cii Shuttering  45.00 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 13.05 Cum   
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dii Shuttering  45.12 Sqm   

21 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to Bangladesh 
standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield strength 
within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum total elongation at maximum force is 
16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and 
binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

11500.00 Kg   

22 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling soling, HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or storing as per direction of Engineers 100.00 Sqm   

23 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in measuable sizes at site accepted by the 
Engineer 

      

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 cum   

24 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam base course with graded metal of crushed well burnt, picked jhama or first 
class bricks and bats having compacted thickness made as per specifications including local handling and spreading 
uniformly to proper grade, camber and super elevation, hand packing, rolling properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity power 
driven Road Roller and watering profusely for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 
per m2  including fuel, lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

75.00 Cum   

25 Providing compacted sub-base base course with well graded metal of crushed well burnt p.j. / 1st class brick bats and sand 
(FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 : 1 having compacted thickness made as per specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade camber and super elevation, packing rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity power 
driven road roller and watering properly for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding with sand including cost of fuel,  
lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineers. 

25.00 Cum   

26 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous carpeting with 12 mm down well graded shingles @ 0.64 cum of shingles 
mixed with 42 kg of heated bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c to 1550c and 
spread uniformly over 10 sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 ton Roller compacted fully in proper grade and camber 
spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 sqm etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

25.00 Sqm   

27 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm including heating bitumen up to 1760c to 1880c and spreading etc. all 
complete (cost of bitumen included) accepted by the Engineer. 

50.00 Sqm   

28 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand (FM 2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm of road surface including 
supplying and spreading of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 degree Celsius 
and spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen included) accepted by the Engineer. 

50.00 Sqm   

29 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. supplying & spreding of 0.09 cum of 
sand (F.M 1.2) with heating bitumen upto176 degree celsius, surface rolling with 8 ton power driver roller etc.. all complect & 
accepted by the Engineer 

50.00 Sqm   
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30 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) with 1st class or picked bricks and filling the gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. 
cutting trenches, true to level and grade, removing earth, refilling and ramming the sides properly including cost of all 
materials and accepted by the the Engineer 

100.00 RM   

31 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test bidder is bound for alternative 
sample, but payment will be given for only one sample 

      

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 sample   

iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ), Pile-1, Pile cap-1, Column-2 & slab-2  5.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles test 1.00 sample   

32 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 (The standard method for low strain 
integrity testing of pile) providing all relevent masterials, equipments, experts, labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation of results in standard forms etc. complete in all respects approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT test, Contractor shall submit method statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineers approved shall not relieve the Contractor of his rersponsibilities and obligations 
under contract 

      

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 1.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) pile tested 14.00 Each   

33 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer.  

41.5 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works     TK  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION  AT 
MAGURA PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
          

(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 

having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity 
of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator machine and 
curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and 
its fabrication, placing and binding 

        

a COLUMN         
i Ground floor above PL 7.08 Cum   

ii Shuttering 90.86 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  7.08 Cum   

iv Shuttering 90.86 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  2.01 Cum   

vi Shuttering 28.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel       
i Ground floor  2.50 Cum   

ii Shuttering 45.22 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 2.50 Cum   

iv Shuttering  45.22 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.45 Cum   
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vi Shuttering 20.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam       
i Ground floor  10.96 Cum   

ii Shuttering 96.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  10.96 Cum   

iv Shuttering 96.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  1.02 Cum   

vi Shuttering 24.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab       

i Ground floor  32.21 Cum   

ii Shuttering 250.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 32.21 Cum   

iv Shuttering 250.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  2.25 Cum   

vi Shuttering 35.12 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step       
i Ground floor  3.65 Cum   

ii Shuttering 88.00 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 3.65 Cum   

iv Shuttering 88.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.65 Cum   

vi Shuttering 88.00 sqm   
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vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.       

i Ground floor  1.01 Cum   

ii Shuttering 32.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 1.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering 32.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even 
is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate 
tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum 
total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all 
respects in all floors.  

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

11520.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar 
(1:6) in superstructure including raking out joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks 
at least for 24 hours before use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete (measurement to given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half brick 
length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  2.00 Cum   
ii 1st floor 0.50 Cum   
iii 2nd floor & above 0.25 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 providing bond 
with connected walls including, screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
washing of sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. 
complete in all respect in all heights as per drawing, specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  205.00 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 310.00 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 24.50 Sqm   
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iv Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine made klinker 
hard pressed facing bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, 
cutting the bricks to required size wherever necessary including high class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking 
the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

42.50 Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity of best 
local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm 
down well graded chips including breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in alternate panels, 
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

250.00 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface, 
finishing the corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  400.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 496.50 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 92.00 sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, surface of 
stair case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners and edges including washing of 
sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor 225.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 310.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 22.50 sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, electricity and other 
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

65.00 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work       
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick 

cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder including cutting, 
laying and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges complete all 
respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

      

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 250mmx400mm) 77.44 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 13.86 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design 
with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white cement including 
cutting, laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

94.00 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the 
joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. 
all complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

42.28 sqm   
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d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) on 20mm thick 
cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying 
tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere required as per 
instruction of Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

104.11 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 
19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

0.00 Sqm   

f Supplying fitting and fixing of Local made restic tiles  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 19mm thick 
cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of engineer 

30.50 sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse sand (1:1.5:3) 
300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the joints with white cement 
& colored pigment i/c. cutting & laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

20.25 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door frames with seasoned wood of required size including painting two coasts of coal tar to 
the surface in contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position and mending good the damages if any (all sizes of wood 
are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

      

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 0.00 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.62 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and window 
frames with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in 
chowkat if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

96.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf flush door 
for all floors for internal use made of well matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other 
approved wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total two Nos. 
of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically made of Burma Teak wood) 
with necessary screws are pested on each side by mechanized process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) 
Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

8.91 Sqm   

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single leaf 
door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm 
x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. 
heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.68 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden double leaf 
panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 
225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 
(two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type 
nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, necessary 
screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) 
with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 sqm   
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15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, & other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, 
Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 
mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, carrying the same to the 
site andlocal carriage etc. complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

40.39 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, 
thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with uPVC plastic 
doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm 
long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by 
rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special 
type round lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage etc.complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

8.00 Each   

17 Thai Aluminuium       

a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding composite window with mosquito mesh as per the U.S. 
Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 mm thick outer 
bottom (size 95.00 mm, 38 mm, 0.870 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 95.00 mm, 28.50 mm, 0.97kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 22 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 
mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side (size 95.00 mm, 19.50 mm, 0.738 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.2 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
mesh section (size 42.20 mm, 13.20 mm 0.460 kg/m), all aluminium members (total weight 12.79 kg) will be 
anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 micron in thickness  and density of 4 mg 
per square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door wheel, sliding door mohiar, 
sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision for fitting fiber mesh  including labour 
charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. size up to 1500mmx1400mm ( Bronze colour) 

43.68 sqm   

b Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the U.S. 
Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 
0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 
31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 
mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding door key lock, 
sliding door wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 
1500mm x 2100 mm. 

3.35 Sqm   
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c Supplying fitting and fixing of Aluminium swing door as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.8 mm thick wall frame size 101.60 mm. 44.45 mm. 83.21 mm). 
2.33 mm thick shutter size (54 mm, 46 mm), 0.99 mm thick door glass bit (size 16.54 mm. 14.49 mm 0.115 kg/m), 
2.5 mm thick clousure section (size 101.60 mm, 42.93 mm 1.2 mm), 106.60 mm clousure cover (0.45 kg/m), 4 mm 
thick floor bottom (size 101.60 mm. 12.70 mm 1 kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter bottom (size 82.6 mm, 43.99 mm, 0.60 
kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter top (size 51 mm, 43.99 mm, 1.88 kg/m) and 2.3 mm to 4.01 mm thick handle (size 
101.60 mm, 38.10 mm, 25.40 mm short, 1.35 kg/m) section of all aluminum members will be anodized to 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 micrones in thickness and density of 4 mg per square 
cm etc. including all accessories like swing  door clousure, swing door lock, swing door mohiar, labour charge, 
fabrication, fitting fixing in position, carriage and electricity charge i/c. supply fitting fixing of 8 mm thich reflecting 
glass & 25 mm dia SS Solid handle both side including neoprene sealant etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer. (Total weight min 43 kg/m2)  

7.16 Sqm   

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, partitions/windows distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted glass of 
approve quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

54.19 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) including 
scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete for all floors.   

96.50 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size square bar 
steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

61.81 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. welding 
ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia stainless 
steel pipes as  per approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

9.42 Sqm   

22a Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl distempering from authorized local agent of the manufacturer 
in a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified primer or sealer 
elapsing specified time for drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and sand papering making the surface 
free from loose and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying 
the paint by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

1050.00 Sqm   

22b Plastic emulsion paint of approved best quality and  colour delivered from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in two coats over lime putty of specified brand 
applied on primer or sealer elapsing specified time for drying/recoating including cleaning drying, making free from 
dirt, grease, wax, removing all chalked and scaled materials, fungus, mending good the surface defects, sand 
papering the surface and necessary scaffolding, spreading by brush/ roller/spray etc. all complete in all floors 
accepted by the Engineer.Lime putty to be applied as per manufacturer instructions approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. ( only Dining & Room No.01) 

196.00 Sqm   

23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved quality  and 
colour delivered from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container & cleaning the surface fully 
from grese, only substance old paints, lime wash, fungus etc. sand papering the surface before applying last & 2nd 
coat, complete i/c. cost of electricity, water & other changes as per direction of the engineer in charge  

855.00 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three coats with with one coats primer applied with brush i/c.cleaning, 
sand papering, finishing the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

78.00 Sqm   
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25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in two coats with approved best quality and colour of synthetic 
enamel paint delivered from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming 
elapsing time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with 
sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. 

196.00 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen made) in approved quality complete in all respect in all floors 
as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

4.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary tools & 
accoricies all complect as per direction of engineers 

9.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm thick 2.5” 
dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

17.92 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & natural 
colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required measurement & supplying necessary screws, 
nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

52.69 RM   

31 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel 
placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable locking arrangement, grease and finally 
placing the same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm 
flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats with 
one coat of primer (approved colour ) all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

4.14 Sqm   

32 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, greatting, 
morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

16.85 RM   

33 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm angle 
framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the middle part 
covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing through 
the center as design i/c locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and 
fixed with the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as 
and where necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the cost of 
paint). 

1.95 Sqm   

34 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c cutting 
grooves in door shutter and frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

4.00 each    

35 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all necessary tools & 
accoricies etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 

3.00 Each   

36 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per design 
and drawing fitted and fixed in position including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two coats of French 
polishing over a coat of priming etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
polishing and painting etc.) 

70.00 RM   
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37 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with specified 
admixture (supplied from authorized local agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture to specification requirements like physical properties, uniformity 
and equivalence in composition, performance requirements,delivered in sealed containers having and confirming 
plainly marked the proprietary name of the admixture type under this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non aggressiveness to environment and metals in concrete etc.) under 
the strict accordance with manufacturer recommendations / instructions and providing safety provisions in all 
respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning the surface from dust, loose particles, remains 
of oil, grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

175.00 Sqm   

38 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the top having 
125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom over one layer of PVC 
sheet on top brick flat soling and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height provided with 250 mm thick brick 
wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat 
cement finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, 
back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges all complect 
as per design, drawing direction of Engineers ( Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

10.00 RM   

38 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm thick 
chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer 
of brick flat soling . The surface having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back 
filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges as per direction 
of the engineers.  

25.50 RM   

40 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), coarse sand and 
picked jhama chips i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks 
in /c cutting earth for preparation of bed and filling the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

24.75 sqm    

41 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki from 1st 
class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in volume three days after slaking for using in the mix) in the proportion 
7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain 
desirable consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days 
to gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 
days providing polythene cover after each day work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. 

14.65 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works     Tk  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION  AT MAGURA PBS 
HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 

          
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290 mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of 

Vitreous China & preparing the base of pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. 
making holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete with all necessary 
fittings & connection approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK ,Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) 

1.0 Each    

2a Supplying, fitting & fixing  super quality european type glazed coloured Combi closet ( hydolic type, RAK brand, Metropolitan, 
approved colour), approx. 640x340x800 mm size, weight 45.7 kg weight, i/c. plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 
1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required and mending good the damage all 
complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer (an exclusive item, subject to approved by not less than SE) 

4.0 Each   

2b Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat 
cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required 
and mending good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK brand, Jumeirah, 
approved colour) 

0.0 Each   

3 SFF European pattern RAK brand Asian W.T, Karla glazed porcelain low down, capacity 10 liter, 385x210x105 mm in size, 
approximately 16kg by weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection as per direction of 
the engineer  

1.0 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 660 x545 x 200 mm or above in size, approx. 29 kg by weight, including fitting, 
fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 750 
mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and floors and fitting with 
wooden blocks, screws and mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (RAK brand, Orient, Approved colour) 

5.0 Each    

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing (RAK brand, Orient) Pedestal, 850x200x205 mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & 
scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(Approved colour) 

5.0 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 445 x 355 x 3300 mm in size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 10 kg by 
weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe 
with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop cock 
including mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
Approved colour,RAK 

0.0 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making holes in 
walls and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

6.0 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

6.0 Each    
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9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

4.0 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets, 
screws and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

4.0 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted 
in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

5.0 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose of approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

5.0 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction 
of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

4.0 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink cock fixing in position with all material all complect as per direction of 
engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

12.0 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 5.0 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 12.0 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

4.0 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray with brackets in wall including cutting wall and mending good the damages  with 
cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers 

6.0 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where 
necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and walls 
and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

      

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 30.0 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-
nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

      

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 RM   
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b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

60.0 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

45.0 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.       

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm 
fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 mm 
length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

1.0 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over 
flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers 

2.0 Each   

27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 30.0 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm 
R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor 
and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm 
dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, 
including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to required depth including necessary earth work 
in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side filling including the cost of all materials, operations and incidental charges. 
etc. all complete as per type plan approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 Each   
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29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey comb 
brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to the required 
depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work in 
excavation, side filling and bailing out water including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, design approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

10.0 Each   

31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making holes in walls 
& floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

10.0 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam 
etc. by any means carefully without damaging the structure filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

278.0 RM   

33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 5.0 Each   

32 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as per ISO 
7686, Minium required strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured standards or 
ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-
nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm each) 

      

i 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 RM   

ii 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 RM   

34 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve with sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer       

i 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 each   
ii 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 each   

35 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 each   

  GAS CONNECTION       
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36 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia 
best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & 
direction of engineer-in charge. 

      

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 RM   

37 SFF position different dia one way brass stope cock (Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineers. 

      

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 Each   

38 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per direction of the 
engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary      TK  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED REST HOUSE BUILDING WITH 3-STORIED FOUNDATION  AT 
MAGURA PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     

(i) (ii) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 ConcealedConduitwiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and 
sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” 
water grade of minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ 
beam/floor /roof, 16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted 
with two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including necessary cutting and mending good the damages 
complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the 
Engineer.With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

        

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 55.00 Point   

b Fan Point 14.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch board. 20.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 4.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:        
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS sheet 
made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as 
per sample approved by the Engineer 

  

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 10.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:        

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior 
quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, 
earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of following model and as per sample approved by the Engineer. 

  

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 22.00 Each   

Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.   
b Bath room light. 4.00 Each   
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SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, 
brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FR cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction 
of Engineer. 

  

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or equlivent       

c Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or equlivent 0.00 Each   

d Providing & fixing concealed type spot light of following manufacturers consisting of 152.4 mm (6'') dia 228 mm(9'') long 
cylinderical powder coated aluminium shade brass holder,earth terminal,  necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred 
PVC insulated flexibile FR cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

      

  Crescent Cat No. CML-111 OR Gloria cat No. GCF-371 OR Shwash cat. No. SCC-4/79 0.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental 
golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm 
standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the Engineer. 

12.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent   

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) 
complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

1.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 6.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of   
following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

  

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe)   

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with four blade deluxe fan 8.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 
18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

     

i 1- Gang switch 4.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 10.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 8.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 10.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 4.00 each   
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vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 4.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 14.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 each   

8 Earthing       
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the 
pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 
20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

  

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 1.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  25.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe complete 
as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

  

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 12.00 Each    
11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out 

side and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size 
for fixing of all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size complet with suitable anchoring 
arrangment in wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( only front surface of this board 
will be considered for measurement) 

0.25 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:       
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar and 
arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing over 
anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

  

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with 
porcelain insulator. 

1.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity 
with BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit 
release (legrand/Hager, france made) cutting and mending good the damages as per instruction and sample approved by 
purchase document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

2.00 Each    

  6-way SDB       

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.        

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal 
overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original 
purchase document should be submitted before installation) 
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a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 16.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or approved) 0.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or approved) 1.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 
watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

5.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

8.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per direction of Engineers       

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole approved) as per instruction of Engineer 20.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 each   

18 Providing & installation of following capacity electrically operated water heater containing inner  tank made of minimum 14 
SWG. Non- magnetic rust proof galvanized steel & Outer jacket / body made of minimum 22 SWG mild steel sheet & 
proper thermal insulation with automatic thermostatic switch with suitable wattage range of immersion heating element, 
on-off indicating lamp, inlet and outlet water connection pipe including fixing accessories all complete as required with 
adequate safety measures complete with required accessories and in conformity with codes and specification of 
international standards, suitable for use in tropicalized country like Bangladesh.  Model and sample to be approved by 
comptent authority. (Water Heater) 

      

a 15 gallon/Hr. (1250 watt) wall mounting type 4.00 Each   

19 Supply,  Installation,  Testing  &  commissioning  of  split  type  Air-cooler  comprising  condensing  and  evaporating  
units  having  following  cooling  capacity  based  on  indoor  temperature  27º-30ºC DB / 19.5º-22ºC WB  and  outdoor  
temperature  35º-40ºC DB  at  high  fan  speed  condition  suitable  for  installation  &  operation  in  tropicalised  country  
like  Bangladesh  &  as  per  detailed  specifications  &  standard  as  mentioned  below :  
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  (a). OUTDOOR  UNIT  /  CONDENSING  UNIT  
(i). Type : Compact  weather  proof  outdoor  type  condensing  unit 
(ii). Compressor : Hermitically  sealed  Reciprocating / Rotary  Compressor. 
(iii). Refrigerant : Internationaly  accepted  &  recommended  and  most  commonly  used  Gas(CFC free) 
(iv). Blower  Motor : Well  Balanced  type  direct  driven  centrifugal  type  blower  fan   
(v). Power  Supply :  
(i). 200-250 V,  Single  phase,  50 Hz.  AC  supply  [upto  30000 BTU/HR] 
(ii). 400-440 V  3-phase, 50 Hz.  AC  supply   [above 30000 BTU/HR ]  
(vi). Condensing  Pipe / coil : Made  of  copper 
(vii). EER :  
Minimum  10 [ EER = BTU/HR  /  WATT ] 

      

a Any brand manufactured or assembled in USA/EUcountries /Japan/Taiwan/Korea /Thailand/Malaysia approved/accepted 
by the Engineer in accordance with fulfillment of the above specifications and having relevent certificates as mentioned. 
Wall mountend typeCapacity : 22500 - 24000  BTU/HR   

3.00 each   

20 Telecommunication Cable 200.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of each 
core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction of 
engineer(With code Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

  

21 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –core (IC) PVC insulated & sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size such as 
4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two 
coats  of grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. 
on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete in 
conformity with the BN Building Code & as per direction the Engineers.  With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB 
cable . 

      

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.9 mm. 

30.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.9 mm. 

50.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.5mm. 

88.50 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 RM   
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h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 RM   

22a 4X25 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 RM   

22b 4X50 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works     Tk.  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-
STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING 
WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP 

TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, 
SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE 

YARD FENCHING JHIKORGASSA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN JESSORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB 
( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-04).. 

 
 

     
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

only.  

 

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 
CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING JHIKORGASSA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN JESSORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 
PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-04).. 
A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 

 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing 

actual physical work and during contract period and 
demobilization after completion of the Works under 
contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and 
clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area 
on and in the ground to an extent that all the events 
of works of the project can be executed smoothly in 
a working environment with a particular attention on 
safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile 
the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed by 
the Engineer, where, payments are to be based on 
ground area determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress of work 
under contract as a whole in all respects and 
approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark 
(BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, Property lines, 
existing ground level (EGL), formation ground level 
(FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), 
mean sea level (MSL), setting and marking all pillars, 
marker, pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced 
levels (RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the premise of 
work and finally all to be presented in black and 
white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for 
foundation trenches including. layout, providing 
center lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, 
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo 
spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, protecting and 
maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning 
the excavated earth at a safe distance out of the 
area enclosed by the layout etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer, subject to submit method 
statement of carrying out excavation work to the 
Engineer for approval.  However, Engineer’s 
approval shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  

                  

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up 
to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very 
soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi liquid 
state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all 
types of soil, compecting the base by 5 ton road 
roller maintaining proper camber & grade in/c. 
refilling (where necessary) and removing the excess 
soil to a safe distance as per drawing and direction 
of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth 
in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 m of 
the building site dry density of 90% with optium 
mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring 
watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting to a 
specified percentage each layer up to finished level 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches 
or where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 
150mm layers with carted earth carried by truck or 
any other means loading & unloding at both ends to 
be supplied at the contractor won cost i/c. leveling, 
watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all 
complect as per direction of engineers 

5000.00 4500.00 3500.00 2500.00 0.00 2500.00 18000.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick layer 
with 8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. spreading, 
leveling, cambering, super elevation & watering etc. 
all complect as pr direction of engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 270.00 270.00 CUM   
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8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with 
sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers 
including leveling, watering and compaction to 
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum 
moisture content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per design supplied 
by the design office only etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 300.00 777.34 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required 
depth and diameter with minimum 6 m long 
temporary steel casing, true to vertical, providing 
bentonite slurry and maintaining water level in the 
hole, washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, clean 
the bore-hole and make the bore- hole ready for 
placing steel cage and concreting including hire 
charge of rig set with winch machine, tripod stand, 
trimie pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, stand-byes, 
insurance coverage, water, electricity and other 
charges all compete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor 
shall submit the method statement of cast-in-situ pile 
work including sequence of boring and casting, 
disposal of spoils, test result of materials to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer’s approval 
shall not relieve the Contractor of his responsibilities 
and obligations under contract (i/c. removing mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 840.00 825.00 762.19 580.25 0.00 450.00 3457.44 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete 
works with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 21 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
coarse sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded 
crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-33, 
including breaking chips, screening through proper 
sieves, making, placing re-bar cage in position, 
placing and removing tri-pod as per requirement, 
pouring the concrete in bore-hole with the help of a 
trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe immersed in 
concrete by at least 1 meter throughout the period of 
concreting, maintaining required slump etc. mixing 
the aggregates with standard mixer machine with 
hoper, casting in forms, all complete including water, 
electricity, testing of materials and concrete etc and 
other charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding, welding 
and placing) 

137.95 135.38 125.38 95.30 0.00 77.50 571.51 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at contact point 
of the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the 
main reinforcements by electric are welding for 
construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with 
highly oxidized electrodes making the points 
prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The rate 
is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, tools 
plants and  all equipment). 

40500.00 40120.00 39500.00 21500.00 0.00 22500.00 164120.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two sides 
of contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm 
length at the lap of main reinforfement in re- bar 
cage to be placed bin bore- hole where necessary by 
electric arc with highly oxidized electrodes making 
the joint prominent as per direction of the engineer( 
rate is inclusive of all materials labour tools plant and 
all equipment, cost of power etc. complete in all 
respect). 

155.15 148.50 132.00 120.50 0.00 110.00 666.15 RM   
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13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ 
board pile upto required length by any means and 
removing the dismantled materials such as concrete 
to a safe distance including scraps and removing 
concrete from steel / M/S. rods preparation and 
making platform where necessary, carrying all sorts 
of handing, stacking the same properly after 
clearing, leveling and dressing the situ and clearing 
the bed etc. complete as per direction of the 
eingineer in charge (Measurement will be given for 
the actual pile head volume to broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 6.10 31.83 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor 
with first class or picked jhama bricks including 
preparation of bed and filling the interstices with local 
sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet 
weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor 
below cement concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. 
all complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and 
plinth, filling the joints/interstices fully with mortar, 
racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost of 
water, electricity and other charges and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 15.25 14.55 8.32 0.98 24.50 95.55 Cum   

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 
20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in 
required proportion For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 
19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified 
mixture (5 liters per square meter of soll surface by 
chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh sides 
and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth 
filling of floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 1.00 836.13 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips 
including breaking chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 days 
including the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all 
complete & accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

            0.00     
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a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement 
concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked 
jhama or stone chips in/cl.  breaking chips, 
screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and 
finished with a coat of bitumen including the supply 
of water, electricity and other charges and costs of 
tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  461160.62 

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand 
(F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   

20i Reinforced cement concrete works using steel 
shutter with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 22 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 
and 20 mm down well graded stone chips 
conforming to ASTM C-33, making, placing shutter in 
position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing with standard mixer machine with 
hopper, fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, 
foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
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20ii Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 
shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, 
making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard measuring 
boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, 
electricity, testing and other charges etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 60.50 150.96 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 450.00 714.08 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 50.22 93.83 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 475.00 917.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 22.50 40.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 412.00 597.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   
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21 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at 
least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all complect 
as per direction of consultant)  

43500.00 33174.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 15560.00 150634.00 Kg   

22 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling soling, 
HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or storing as per 
direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 Sqm   

23 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats i/c. 
cost of bricks and stacking in measuable sizes at site 
accepted by the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 180.00 180.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 180.00 180.00 cum   

24 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam base 
course with graded metal of crushed well burnt, 
picked jhama or first class bricks and bats having 
compacted thickness made as per specifications 
including local handling and spreading uniformly to 
proper grade, camber and super elevation, hand 
packing, rolling properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity 
power driven Road Roller and watering profusely for 
compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding with 
sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 per m2  including fuel, 
lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 67.50 67.50 Cum   
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25 Providing compacted sub-base base course with 
well graded metal of crushed well burnt p.j. / 1st 
class brick bats and sand (FM 0.8) with mixing 
proportion 2 : 1 having compacted thickness made 
as per specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade camber and 
super elevation, packing rolling properly with 8 to 10 
ton capacity power driven road roller and watering 
properly for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) 
blinding with sand including cost of fuel,  lubricants, 
spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 67.50 67.50 Cum   

26 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous 
carpeting with 12 mm down well graded shingles @ 
0.64 cum of shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total is 5.2% to 
5.80%) heating at 1350c to 1550c and spread 
uniformly over 10 sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 
ton Roller compacted fully in proper grade and 
camber spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 
sqm etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 Sqm   

27 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 
sqm including heating bitumen up to 1760c to 1880c 
and spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen 
included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 Sqm   

28 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand (FM 2.2) 
mixed with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm of road 
surface including supplying and spreading of 0.09 
cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating bitumen 
up to 176 degree to 190 degree Celsius and 
spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen 
included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 Sqm   

29 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of 
bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. supplying & 
spreding of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M 1.2) with heating 
bitumen upto176 degree celsius, surface rolling with 
8 ton power driver roller etc.. all complect & 
accepted by the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 Sqm   

30 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) with 
1st class or picked bricks and filling the gaps with 
fine sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. cutting trenches, true to 
level and grade, removing earth, refilling and 
ramming the sides properly including cost of all 
materials and accepted by the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 500.00 RM   
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31 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per 
instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test 
bidder is bound for alternative sample, but payment 
will be given for only one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles 
test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon 
contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

32 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile PIT(pile 
integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 (The standard 
method for low strain integrity testing of pile) 
providing all relevent masterials, equipments, 
experts, labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation of results 
in standard forms etc. complete in all respects 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. [ Before 
commencing PIT test, Contractor shall submit 
method statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineers 
approved shall not relieve the Contractor of his 
rersponsibilities and obligations under contract 

                  

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of 
Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) 
pile tested 

43.00 42.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 149.00 Each   

33 Providing and maintenance one project profile 
signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to 
be placed at a suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the materials of the 
signboards and text layout to the Engineer for 
approval which will be positioned as directed by the 
Engineer andremoving the same on completion of 
the Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   
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34 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 450.56 657.40 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 

CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING JHIKORGASSA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN JESSORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-04).. 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-Type E  & F-

type 
Ansar D. 

TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) 
/ ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     

i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 24.39 67.05 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 256.00 738.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   

iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   
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vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 7.26 16.72 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 159.00 336.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   
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vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   
i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   
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xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   

i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 
460 Mpa minium elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 10210.00 134267.50 kg   
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3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick 
length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  
mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking out 
joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and 
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use 
and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete (measurement to 
given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 
mm for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 20.50 37.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 
24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. complete 
in all respect in all heights as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 475.00 1595.61 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine 
made klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved 
quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), 
including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high 
class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing 
and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing 

120.00 56.25 82.50 70.00 0.00 110.00 438.75 Sqm   
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at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other charges 
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.  
Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof 
top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity 
of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked 
jhama 12  mm down well graded chips including breaking 
chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in 
alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top with 
neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and 
outer surface, finishing the corner and edges including 
washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and 
curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 978.00 3535.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, 
beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, 
railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners 
and edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   
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8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and 
plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and 
corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 168.00 368.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall 

tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder 
including cutting, laying and hire charge of machine and 
finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & 
decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / 
or design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement including cutting, laying the tiles in proper 
way and finishing with care etc.including water, 
electricity and other charges complete all respect 
accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) 
on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking 
out the joints with white cement and colored pigment 
i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing 
with care etc. all complete as per irection of the 
E/Cwhere required as per instruction of Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white 
marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / 
wall over 19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c 
cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   
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as per instruction of engineer 
10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles 

making with  cement stone chips coarse sand 
(1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the joints 
with white cement & colored pigment i/c. cutting & 
laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( 
Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural seasoned 
wood of required size including painting two coasts of 
coal tar to the surface in contact with wall, fitted and 
fixed in position etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer (all sizes of wood are finished.) 
Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

                  

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 
38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and 
window frames with royal plug. Necessary screws 
etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. 
cutting groove in chowkat if necessary etc. complete 
in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having 
density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf 
flush door for all floors for internal use made of well 
matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian 
timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm 
thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm 
horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm 
vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 
300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 
hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   
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14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single 
leaf door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 
mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom 
rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 
mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 
nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 
mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
and finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  
all complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick seasoned 
solid wood door shutters, having closed joints and 
provided with best quality 6 Nos.100mm iron higes,2 
(two) Nos.best quality 12mm dia 300mm & 225mm 
long iron tower & socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type 
brass handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks & finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden 
double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of 
sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm 
and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 25 mm 
thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 
nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 
mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
and finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  
all complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) 
with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window 
(RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, & other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc 
plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 
Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 
mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 
Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   
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234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 
25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage etc. 
complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 
1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm 
and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm 
SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 
Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner 
joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 
mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special type round 
lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage 
etc.complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 
( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors 

as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 
60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 
75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 
mm thick  shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 
0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider 
(size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm 
thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be 
anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and 
density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision  
for fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge for 
fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   
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all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze 
colour) 

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard 
specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm 
outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick 
outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter 
top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter 
bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side 
(size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 
34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members 
will be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat 
not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 
4mg per square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding 
door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, 
sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & 
keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting fixing 
of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour charge for fitting of 
accessories making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as per 
drawing direction of the engineer. size up to 1500 mm 
x 1400 mm (Bronze colour).  

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 
fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 
mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 
mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 mm, 26 
mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm 
thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 
57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick 
top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 12.297 
kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour 
with a coat not less than 15 micron in thickness and 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   
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density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for 
fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion free 
5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality and 
shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) 
including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of 
any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size 
square bar steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame 
of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting 
with two coats of synthetic enamel paint over a coat 
of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. 
welding ribeting required size all complect as per 
instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia 
stainless steel pipes as  per approved design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect 
as per instruction of engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified 
primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and 
sand papering making the surface free from loose 
and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping 
all chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint 
by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   
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23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved 
quality  and colour delivered from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container in all 
respect in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 1650.00 5458.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three 
coats with with one coats primer applied with brush 
i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing the surface etc. 
all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in 
two coats with approved best quality and colour of 
synthetic enamel paint delivered from uthorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, 
using specific brand thinner applied by 
brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming elapsing time 
for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or 
dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 400.00 1187.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen made) 
in approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic 
door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary 
tools & accoricies all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless 
steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm 
thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair 
railing of any standard height of any design and 
shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 
12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed by welding. 
Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread 
of stair case after cutting grooves and mending good 
the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   
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Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered 
for measurement) 

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any 
design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit 
minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia 
circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked 
together properly to form rolling shutter, top of the 
shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 22 
BWG sheet, containing best quality spring made in 
China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and 
the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the G.I. 
pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends 
with side guide channel (side channel consist of 50 x 
100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, 
middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. 
plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or column 
with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by cement 
concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 
25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, 
curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded G.P. 
sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is 
again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing handle 
with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking arrangement in 
both sides, painting two coats with approved colour 
and brand  of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of 
priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, 
Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded 
& natural colour for door and window i/c cutting & 
fitting fixing as per required measurement & supplying 
necessary screws, nails stell clamp etc. complete as 
per direction to the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible 
gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" 
channel placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and 
connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 
3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm 
M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm 
flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two 
coats with one coat of primer (approved colour ) all 
complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   
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34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type 
M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm 
angle framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 
mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the 
middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed 
with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & 
verticaly, all passing through the center as design i/c 
locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the 
outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded 
in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4)  
in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the 
damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, 
welding as and where necessary etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is 
excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 
19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c 
cutting grooves in door shutter and frames, serews 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, 
supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. 
supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all 
complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same 
with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in 
both ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of 
angle post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle 
and vertically placing the post into C.C./ R.C.C 
foundation in/c cutting angle to required shape size 
in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 mm thick M.S. 
plate etc. all complete as per direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   
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41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. RCC 
piller, other structure, cutting jangale, cutting trees 
etc. & keep it in safe distance all complete as per 
direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless 
steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
(wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 
19mm dia SS pipe vertical member placed @100mm 
c/c by welding at top & bottom of  pipe frame, cutting 
the pipes in proper shape & size i/c. making semi 
clrcular band at the corners of the outer frame without 
damaging the pipe, covering middle of the gate as per 
design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S sheet,  providing 
6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, 
mending the damages, making provision for minimum 
0.61x 1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & 
inner vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S pipe 
i/c.necessary locking arrangements i/c.providing 
50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per design, 
drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary 
wall of any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm tube 
(angle box made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm angle in by 
continuous welding) placed vertically @ 150mm C/C 
and welding the said vertically boxes with 2 no. 
horizontal 25 x25 x2mm angle boxes (angle box 
made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous 
welding) pleasing at botom and another tope and 
again fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 nos. 
38x38x6mm angle in by continuous welding)  in wall 
up to 150mm depth including fabricating, welding in 
each point and poolishing of necessary pigment over 
a coat of priming in/c cost of electricity, tools & plants, 
workshop charges, carriage of the same, making 
holes for fitting the same, mending good the damages 
by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   
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44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel 
wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, reveting and 
other accessories as required in/c. cost of electricity, 
tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage of the 
same, making holes for fitting the same, mending 
good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per 
drawing and design etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer frame & inner 
frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S box 50mmx 
25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical placed @1.5''c/c 
by welding at top and bottom of M.S Box frame, 
cutting the section in proper shape & size i/c. making 
necessary band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the box, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core 
pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry 
i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, making 
provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate 
having its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 2x50x50x6mm 
M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm wheel( Japan/Korea, 
made) for smooth movement of the gate etc. all 
complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile sheet, 
Bangladesh made) having min weight 63-65 kg per 
bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft long) fitted and fixed on 
M.S. sections with J hook or wooden purling with 
screws, limpet, washers and putty etc. all complete as 
per direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized 
iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and 
fixed on MS sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction of 
the engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa work 
in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel 
sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in 
position with bolts and nuts or rivets or welded and 
providing two coats of anti corroslve paint over a 
prime coat of red oxide paint etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary 
ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 
1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, reviting, lifting, 
shifting, two coats of enamle painting with coat of 
primer etc. all complect as per design, drawing & 
instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe 
filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, 
reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of enamle painting 
with coat of primer etc. all complect as per design, 
drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick with 
veneered board laminated by mechanical hot press 
with a milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-
bar frame in natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm 
in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply 
wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, 
nails etc. maintaining straight lines and desired 
finished level a bottom face with vertical wooden strut 
as required including making holes in slabs, or beams 
by electric drill machine and mending good the 
damages, if any, during execution of the work 
including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, 
scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. 
all complete as per drawing, design and accepted by 
the Engineer.  

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made 
with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner 
member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S 
sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   
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53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 
50x30x2 mm L- sections, providing partiation with 
156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall thickness 
2.5 mm materials as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing 
in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. 
inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. 
rivet making necessary grooves  mending good the 
damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in 
all respect as per instruction of engineers. (With 
partition uPVC hollow section) 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of 
low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard 
size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 
g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), 
sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 
4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including 
all accessories complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 
x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per 
design and drawing fitted and fixed in position 
including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two 
coats of French polishing over a coat of priming etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on 
concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with 
specified admixture (supplied from authorized local 
agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS 
requirements, confirming current compliance of the 
admixture to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in composition, 
performance requirements,delivered in sealed 
containers having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under this 
specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer recommendations / instructions and 
providing safety provisions in all respect etc. on 
sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning 
the surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   
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grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth 
and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the 
top having 125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement 
concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom 
over one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat soling 
and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height 
provided with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), 
curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of 
soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating 
and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges 
all complect as per design, drawing direction of 
Engineers ( Reinforcement measerment given 
saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and 
depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm 
thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) 
over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:6)  
over one layer of brick flat soling . The surface having 
minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement 
(Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine 
sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of 
water, electricity, other charges as per direction of the 
engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), 
coarse sand and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking 
chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st 
class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth for 
preparation of bed and filling the interestices with 
local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, 
electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    
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60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 
mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki 
from 1st class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at 
site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked 
in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for using 
in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground 
by making a suitable platform under proper polythene 
cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater 
(1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain desirable 
consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating 
the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days 
to gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing 
for 21 days providing polythene cover after each day 
work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 

GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING JHIKORGASSA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN JESSORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-04).. 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 

    Office D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290mm 

size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of 
Vitreous China & preparing the base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 
29 cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with 
wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making holes 
wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, 
fixing, finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings & 
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi 
closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat 
cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire 
mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect with all 
fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK Brand 
Jumeirah, approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved colour) glazed 
porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 liter, 385x105x210 mm in 
size approximately 14kg by weigh made of vitreous china and 
fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes 
required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing 
finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection 
as per direction of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 500 x 625 x 
220 mm in size or above size, approx. 23 kg by weight, including 
fitting, fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 
32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not 
exceeding 750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with 
chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and floors 
and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good the 
damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 mm in size, 
approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size 
European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 
kg by weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after 
making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic 
waste pipe with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia 
plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass 
stop cock including mending good the damages with cement 
mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (RAK brand, approved clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail 
(Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making 
holes in walls and mending good the damages etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  
coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. 
brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm 
size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted 
in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved 
quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of 
approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink 
cock fixing in position with all material all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
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15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty 
special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect 
as per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock 
( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( 
Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head 
only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 225x125x130 
mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets in wall including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) 
properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply 
having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches 
where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed 
and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and 
walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

            0.00     

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such 
as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-
nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting 
the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineers. 

                 

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and 
accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and 
accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                 

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink 
tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm 
fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P 
sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 
mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the 
damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   
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26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank 
(Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and 
plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over 
flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials 
etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting 
fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick 
work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm 
R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a 
brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm 
thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor 
and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including 
supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 
mm dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) 
top slab, including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and 
curing etc. complete up to required depth including necessary 
earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side 
filling including the cost of all materials, operations and incidental 
charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 
users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large 
sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey 
comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as 
per drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. 
manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to the 
required depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying 
and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary 
earth work in excavation, side filling and bailing out water 
including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) 
including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   
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31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 
mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making holes in walls & 
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of 
G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam 
etc. by any means carefully without damaging the structure filling 
the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of 
engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   

33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 
mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for 
single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: Transportation of 
materials, equipments, tools and plants and boring rig to work 
site. Construction of derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning 
the site after completion of the work accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  having wall  
thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 mm, weight 3.517 
kg/m, capability to withstand 50 kg/sqm & other equipments 
capable of drilling up to a depth 500 meter by water jet system 
through all sorts of strata, protection of caving by supplying 
necessary casing pipe. Collection of soil samples at every 3 
meter interval and at every change of  strata by preverses them 
in controlled environment for analysis and  laboratory test. Finally 
withdrawal of boring and casing piper etc. all complete as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   
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3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: Supplying 
and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best quality uPVC pressure 
tube well pipe having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 
2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic 
pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position with all 
accessories, uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m with uPVC strainer 
of desired slot installing in or at mid depth of the most suitable 
water bearing strata. 38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 
1.52 m with M.S. welded flat bar on each side to prevent from 
rotation up to desired depth, fitting fixing the best quality No. 6 
C.I. head hand-pump etc including the cost of solvent cement, 
socket adaptor, filling medium sand up to 18.00 m above strainer 
and the remaining portion with available soil from boring etc. 
complete as per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all necessary 
accessories etc complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall thickness 2.9 mm, 
weight 3.517 kg/m capability to withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic 
pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having wall thickness 
2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall thickness 
2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the housing pipe of 
the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical 
information of the tube well as per instruction and accepted by 
the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the top pipe with 
sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 1:2:4 as per direction of the 
Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand and 
turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield confirmed by tests as 
per specification and accepted by the Engineer. Water sample 
must be taken from 3- separate aquifers from three tube well b( 
Wells upto 200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil samples from 
a test bores up to 350 m depth collecting samples of water from 
the best suitable aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles 
having no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 3 
m interval and at each change of soil strata from the bores, 
arranging them in the cell of a box in an orderly manner. carrying 
out test of water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) 
Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) 
Total hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed by test 
reports along with Bangladesh Standards of potable water and 
(12) Sieve analysis on soils throughout a bore, leading to 
ascertain the best suitable sustained aquifers, depths and slot 
sizes of strainer, types and dia of tube well for specific yield, 
thickness of shrouding around strainer, fineness modulus of 
shrouding materials, mechanical units (pumps, compressor) for 
testing and operation of the tube well, maintaining test bore 
functional till tube well installation, testing etc. is finished, finally 
filling and sealing the left over test bore permanently, including 
carrying water and soil samples under direct responsibility of 
Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, BUET or other reputed laboratory, 
approved by the authority, submitting the report and design 
details all complete and accepted by the Engineer and 
maintaining the mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory 
test results are found (if not, next test bore may be executed with 
the approval of concern S.E. / Design Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 test bore x 
one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. test (each specimen 1.5 
liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x One bore 
= 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. each)" 

                  

  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water Quality 
Standard according to Bangladesh Environment Conservation 
Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on 
water or sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the above 
specified 12 (twelve) tests, may be carried out for public interest 
as per direction of the design engineer on actual payment 
including profit, VAT and all other charges. 

                  

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE (100x200mm dia 
Shrouded) 
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1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all sorts of strata 
by reverse circulation or any other approved method (Method 
other than reverse circulation is to be applied only for wells 
deeper than 152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to 
designed depth and collection of soil samples at every 3 meter 
interval and at every change of formation including sinking and 
withdrawing necessary casing pipe and all necessary 
arrangements complete as per specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to bottom of the blind 
pipe and the rate is inclusive of the cost of extra depth of boring 
required for caving and siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working site as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of wall 
thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made with grade 
uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall thickness 
7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod of approved 
design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well fixtures such 
as expanded top or furnishing pipe, reducer, tube well pipes, 
strainer, blind pipe, pipe cap etc. fitting and fixing with best 
quality PVC solution, iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and 
placing in position with proper size M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter 
c/c in strainer portion including. blind pipe etc. complete as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air 
compressor and pump of suitable capacity by alternate surging 
and pumping until satisfactory yield, sand free water and the 
turbidity condition is reached using necessary quantity of calgon 
and conducting step draw down test before and after the 
development as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed turbine/submersible pump 
with supply of testing equipments for pressure/ velocity/ 
discharge etc. and all materials for 72 hours including yield 
drawn and recovery test etc. complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient quantity of 
bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain chlorinated water 
having 150 ppm free chlorine in the well complete as per 
standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of the 
shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by withdrawn 
selected soil or local clay free from any substances harmful to 
pipes and health as per standard specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best quality 150 
mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") long one end blocked 
with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick M.S. plate and other end minimum 
300 mm (1'-0") embedded in sanitary seal for protection of uPVC 
Housing Pipe as per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-mersible water 
Pump Motor Set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard  comprising of 
2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-mersible motor having Insulation: Class 
F & Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 400 
/230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC supply with 18.29 meter (60'-0'') column 
pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) with flange, gasket,Non-return valve, 
pressure gauge, 40 meter  (131'-0'') long required marine cable 
in a single length etc complete in aIl respect manufactured by CE 
certified/UL listed countries   as per sample approved and 
accepted by the Engineers.  

                  

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head :44-26 
meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for submersible 
pump motor set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard ( Foreign 
made) & as per sample approved and accepted by the Engineers 
(3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM Centrifugal water 
Pump motor set monobloc type manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of following 
capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C 
having insulation: class F & protection:IP44 ( minimum) 
manufactured By CE /SE certified/ UL listed contries as per 
sample approved and accepted by the Engineers  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00           

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 liter/min, Head: 20-
15 meter, suction & delivery: 65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ 
having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as per 
ISO 7686, Minium required strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-
1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45 and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured standards or 
ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special fittings, such as 
bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts 
etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the 
same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats 
and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve with 
sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 
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mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying 

Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia 
best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary 
G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete 
in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & 
direction of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best 
quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  TK..  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM 

ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 
SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING JHIKORGASSA ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN JESSORE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-

01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-04).. 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at 
the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm 
insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA 
earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC 
conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia 
having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 16SWG 
G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of different size 
such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. 
conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” 
no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two 
coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. 
including necessary cutting and mending good the damages 
complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as 
per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on 
switch board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped 
MS sheet made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring 
etc. complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by the 
Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    
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3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube 
light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, 
superior quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel 
stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. 
mm PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern 
lamp) of following model and as per sample approved by 
the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist 
of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with 
carrier, brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum 
dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , 
earth terinimal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm 
standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable etc.(except 
lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical shaped 
polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of shade) 220 
mm ( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), frosted fancy 
glass over, brass holder, earth terminal, necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR 
cable and polished brass base suitable for fitting with 
38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling 
model: Crescent cat No. CG-14-G or Gloria cat No.: 
GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative 
& ornamental golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 
110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal necessary wiring 
with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 
W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash 
SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor 
type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign 
made) complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC 
insulated connecting wire etc. l complete as required 
including cutting wall and mending good the damages as 
per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   
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6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               

following sizes complete with required size down rod, 
blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring 
complete as per instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen 
super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic 
with four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted 
on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 
76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent 
product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia 
G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole 
across the pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by 
soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads 
with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to 
plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below 
G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including necessary 
connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for 
maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) 
from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
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Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 
12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the 
G.I. pipe complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-
Charge. 

              

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia 
MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in 
charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal 
board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer 
paint on out side and enamel paint in inside surfaces 
having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal 
bridges of suitable size for fixing of all electrical contral 
devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size complet 
with suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column and 
keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( 
only front surface of this board will be considered for 
measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:     4.00             
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 
16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat 
bar and arrangement of cable / wire connection, English 
type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer 
pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure 
complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) 
having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages as 
per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) 
or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 21.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                  

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 
Nos.  

                 

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal 
overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic short 
circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made 
original purchase document should be submitted before 
installation) 
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a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 78.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager 
or approved) 

0.00 0.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 7.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared 
board including required length of PVC twing flexible 
cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as 
per direction of the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch 
socket fixing in position with same size board and 
accessories etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                 

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 200.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 250.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 25.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 71.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 100.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 570.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having 
dia of each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all 
necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as 
per direction of engineer(With code Manufactured by 
M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) 
single –core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable 
(type BYM) with green/white BYA earth Continuity 
conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” 
water grade) with necessary accessories viz bends, 
socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull 
box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. 
conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of 
grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ 
floor including necessary cutting and mending good the 
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damages complete in conformity with the BN Building 
Code and as per direction the Engineers.  With cable 
manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 85.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 315.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 405.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having 
wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having 
wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

1250.00 1100.00 1225.00 1120.00 500.00 400.00 5595.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 80.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 270.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 180.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk. 
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE 
BUILDING CUM WAREHOUSE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION AT KUSHITA PBS HQ, 
UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

 
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      

ii Super structure      

b Sanitary works    

c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------only.  

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING CUM WAREHOUSE BUILDING WITH 6-
STORIED FOUNDATION AT KUSHITA PBS HQ, UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
Sl. Description of works Total 

Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing actual physical work and during contract period and 

demobilization after completion of the Works under contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project area on and in the 
ground to an extent that all the events of works of the project can be executed smoothly in a working environment 
with a particular attention on safety and security in all respects, and to stockpile the end outcome to a place for 
disposal agreed by the Engineer, where, payments are to be based on ground area determined by the Engineer 
and be proportionate to the percentage progress of work under contract as a whole in all respects and approved by 
the Engineer. 

780.60 Sqm   

2 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches including. layout, providing center lines, local 
bench-mark pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes and marking layout with chalk 
powder, providing necessary tools and plants, protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the 
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer, subject to submit method statement of carrying out excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  
However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the contractor of his responsibilities and obligations under the 
contract..  

      

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very 
soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi liquid state 

208.50 Cum   

3 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available within 90 m of the 
building site dry density of 90% with optium mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  
dressing & compacting to a specified percentage each layer up to finished level etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineers.  

208.50 Cum   

4 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches or where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers 
with carted earth carried by truck or any other means loading & unloding at both ends to be supplied at the 
contractor won cost i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

0.00 cum   

5 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers including leveling, 
watering and compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content (Modified proctor 
test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineers 

185.88 Cum   

6 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required depth and diameter with minimum 6 m long temporary steel 
casing, true to vertical, providing bentonite slurry and maintaining water level in the hole, washing the hole for at 
least 30 minutes, clean the bore-hole and make the bore- hole ready for placing steel cage and concreting 
including hire charge of rig set with winch machine, tripod stand, trimie pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, electricity and other charges all 
compete approved and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor shall submit the method statement of cast-in-situ pile work 
including sequence of boring and casting, disposal of spoils, test result of materials to the Engineer for approval. 
However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the Contractor of his responsibilities and obligations under contract 
(i/c. removing mud) 
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a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 1951.22 RM   

7 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete works with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 
having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on 
standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- 
CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality coarse sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-33, including breaking chips, 
screening through proper sieves, making, placing re-bar cage in position, placing and removing tri-pod as per 
requirement, pouring the concrete in bore-hole with the help of a trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe immersed 
in concrete by at least 1 meter throughout the period of concreting, maintaining required slump etc. mixing the 
aggregates with standard mixer machine with hoper, casting in forms, all complete including water, electricity, 
testing of materials and concrete etc and other charges as per design, drawing etc all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding, welding and placing) 

312.95 Cum   

8 Providing and making point welding at contact point of the spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding for construction of cast in situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized 
electrodes making the points prominent as per direction of the Engineer.( The rate is inclusive of cost of all 
materials, labour, tools plants and  all equipment). 

76820.00 Point   

9 Providing and making welding splice over two sides of contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm length at the 
lap of main reinforfement in re- bar cage to be placed bin bore- hole where necessary by electric arc with highly 
oxidized electrodes making the joint prominent as per direction of the engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials 
labour tools plant and all equipment, cost of power etc. complete in all respect). 

7660.00 RM of 
welding 

  

10 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ board pile upto required length by any means and removing the 
dismantled materials such as concrete to a safe distance including scraps and removing concrete from steel / M/S. 
rods preparation and making platform where necessary, carrying all sorts of handing, stacking the same properly 
after clearing, leveling and dressing the situ and clearing the bed etc. complete as per direction of the eingineer in 
charge (Measurement will be given for the actual pile head volume to broken) 

8.02 Cum   

11 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor with first class or picked jhama bricks including preparation of 
bed and filling the interstices with local sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

392.30 Sqm   

12 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor below 
cement concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. all complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers.  

392.30 Sqm   

13 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before 
use and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost of water, electricity and other charges and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 Cum   

14 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same with pure water in required 
proportion For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters per 
square meter of soll surface by chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh sides and bottom of the foundation 
trench and over pinth filling of floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

392.30 Sqm   

15 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama chips including 
breaking chips, screening, mixing, laying, compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days including the supply of 
water, electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  10.50 Cum   
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16 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone 
chips in/cl.  breaking chips, screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and finished with a coat of bitumen 
including the supply of water, electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 1.00 Sqm   

17 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 
having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity 
of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator machine and 
curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and 
its fabrication, placing and binding 

      

ai Footing, pile cap 31.28 Cum   

aii Shuttering  80.10 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 30.10 cum   

bii Shuttering  252.20 Sqm   
ci Column Below P.L 10.28 Cum   
cii Shuttering  48.20 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 53.13 Cum   

dii Shuttering  109.25 Sqm   

18 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even 
is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate 
tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum 
total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all 
respects. 

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa 
minium elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

55510.00 Kg   

19 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 (The standard method for 
low strain integrity testing of pile) providing all relevent masterials, equipments, experts, labour, mobilization, 
demovilization, dataacquisition and analysis, preparation of results in standard forms etc. complete in all respects 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT test, Contractor shall submit method statement 
for conducting test to the Engineer for approval. However, Engineers approved shall not relieve the Contractor of 
his rersponsibilities and obligations under contract 
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i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 1.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii beyond 100 km off  Dhaka to site  150.00 Per KM   

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) pile tested 52.00 Each   

20 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in test bidder in bound for 
alternative sample, but payment will be given for only one sample 

      

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  5.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time (OPC-1, PCC-1) 2.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 4.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) pile=1, Pile cap=1, Column=2, Floor & Slab=3 Nos. 7.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles test 1.00 sample   

21 Providing and maintenance one project profile signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a 
suitable place of the site including submission of proposals for the materials of the signboards and text layout to the 
Engineer for approval which will be positioned as directed by the Engineer andremoving the same on completion of 
the Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 Sqm   

22 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works     Tk  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING CUM WAREHOUSE BUILDING WITH 6-
STORIED FOUNDATION AT KUSHITA PBS HQ, UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

Sl. Description of works 
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
          

(i) (ii) iii iv v vi 
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 

having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity 
of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator machine and 
curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement 
and its fabrication, placing and binding 

        

a COLUMN         
i Ground floor above PL 11.07 Cum   

ii Shuttering 125.19 Sqm   

iii 1st floor & above 11.07 Cum   

iv Shuttering 125.19 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 2.10 Cum   

vi Shuttering 36.10 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel       

i Ground floor  1.50 Cum   

ii Shuttering 45.29 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 2.10 Cum   

iv Shuttering  60.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 0.30 Cum   

vi Shuttering 32.00 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam       
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i Ground floor  17.85 Cum   

ii Shuttering 145.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  17.85 Cum   

iv Shuttering 145.36 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 3.12 Cum   

vi Shuttering 42.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab       

i Ground floor  40.01 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 40.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering 325.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 2.62 Cum   

vi Shuttering 45.50 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step       

i Ground floor  4.75 Cum   

ii Shuttering 75.00 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.75 Cum   
iv Shuttering 75.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 4.75 Cum   

vi Shuttering 75.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.       
i Ground floor  1.05 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.35 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 1.05 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.34 Sqm   

v 2nd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 0.00 sqm   
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2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and what even 
is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate 
tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and minimum 
total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all 
respects in all floors.  

      

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

34782.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  
mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking out joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. 
all complete (measurement to given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half 
brick length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  3.33 Cum   
ii 1st floor 3.33 Cum   
iii 2nd floor & above 0.00 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 providing bond 
with connected walls including, screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
washing of sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. 
complete in all respect in all heights as per drawing, specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  325.66 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 472.50 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 0.00 Sqm   

4iv Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine made klinker 
hard pressed facing bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, 
cutting the bricks to required size wherever necessary including high class recessed pointing, cleaning and 
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, 
curing at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

65.00 sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity of best 
local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm 
down well graded chips including breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in alternate panels, 
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

480.00 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface, 
finishing the corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor  1600.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 1850.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 0.00 sqm   
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7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, surface of 
stair case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners and edges including washing of 
sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

      

i Ground floor 845.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 1025.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 0.00 sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, electricity and other 
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

65.12 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work       

a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder including cutting, 
laying and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges complete all 
respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

      

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 250mmx400mm or more above size) 148.50 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 33.15 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design 
with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white cement including 
cutting, laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

81.08 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the 
joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. 
all complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

38.50 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) on 20mm thick 
cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying 
tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere required as per 
instruction of Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

480.00 sqm   

10 Supplying fitting and fixing of pavement/parking tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse sand (1:1.5:3) 
300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as 
per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

25.00 sqm   

11 Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white marble stone  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 
19mm thick cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

25.50 sqm   

12 SFF of vertical blinds made with glass fiber fabrics (foreign made) with supply of all materials(forign made) such as 
head rail( aluminium) end cap set, rod till, sigger ( stopper), runner, spacer (link), handling cord, ball chain, link 
chain, cord weight, weight plate, plastic washer, glass fiber fabrices and head cap set etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

30.50 sqm   

13 Supplying and making door frames with seasoned wood of required size including painting two coasts of coal tar to 
the surface in contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position and mending good the damages if any (all sizes of wood 
are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

      

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 0.98 Cum   
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b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.27 Cum   

14 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and window 
frames with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in 
chowkat if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

270.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf flush door 
for all floors for internal use made of well matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other 
approved wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total two Nos. 
of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically made of Burma Teak wood) 
with necessary screws are pested on each side by mechanized process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) 
Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

45.00 Sqm   

16 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single leaf 
door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm 
x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. 
heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

13.68 Sqm   

17i Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden double leaf 
panel door shutters. Top rail and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 
225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 
(two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type 
nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, necessary 
screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) 
with Chittagong Teak wood 

7.81 sqm   

17ii Making groove in plaster on out side wall up to 38mmx 6 mm size i/c. scaffolding, cutting etc. complect as per 
drawing and acceptence by the Engineer 

850.00 RM   

18 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, & other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, 
Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 
mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, carrying the same to the 
site andlocal carriage etc. complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

55.33 RM   

19 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, 
thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with uPVC plastic 
doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm 
long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by 
rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS 
haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage etc.complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

10.00 Each   

20 Thai Alunium works       
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 
mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  shutter 
lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 
mm thick shutter divider (size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories like 
sliding door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including 
sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge for fitting of accessories, making 
grooves and mending good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze colour) 

11.50 sqm   

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard specification ) 
BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm 
& 16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm 
thick outer side (size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members will 
be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg per 
square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door 
neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories making grooves and mending damages, carriage & electricity complete 
in all respect as per drawing direction of the engineer (Bronze colour).  

84.16 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the U.S. 
Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 
0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 
31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 
mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding door key lock, 
sliding door wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 
Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

20.00 Sqm   

d Supplying fitting & fixing of Aluminium swing door as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.8 mm thick wall frame size 101.60 mm. 44.45 mm. 83.21 
mm). 2.33 mm thick shutter size (54 mm, 46 mm), 0.99 mm thick door glass bit (size 16.54 mm. 14.49 mm 0.115 
kg/m), 2.5 mm thick clousure section (size 101.60 mm, 42.93 mm 1.2 mm), 106.60 mm clousure cover (0.45 
kg/m), 4 mm thick floor bottom (size 101.60 mm. 12.70 mm 1 kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter bottom (size 82.6 mm, 
43.99 mm, 0.60 kg/m), 1.8 mm thick shutter top (size 51 mm, 43.99 mm, 1.88 kg/m) and 2.3 mm to 4.01 mm thick 
handle (size 101.60 mm, 38.10 mm, 25.40 mm short, 1.35 kg/m) section of all aluminum members will be anodized 
to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 micrones in thickness and density of 4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like swing  door clousure, swing door lock, swing door mohiar, labour 
charge, fabrication, fitting fixing in position, carriage and electricity charge i/c. supply fitting fixing of 8 mm thich 
reflecting glass & 25 mm dia SS Solid handle both side including neoprene sealant etc. complete in all respect as 

7.80 Sqm   
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per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. (Total weight min 43 kg/m2)  
21 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, partitions/windows distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted glass of 

approve quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

123.46 sqm   

22 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) including 
scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete for all floors.   

256.00 RM   

23 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size square bar 
steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (25mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

125.00 Sqm   

24 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. welding 
ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

8.80 sqm   

25 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia stainless 
steel pipes as  per approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

0.00 Sqm   

26i Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl distempering from authorized local agent of the manufacturer 
in a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified primer or sealer 
elapsing specified time for drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and sand papering making the surface 
free from loose and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying 
the paint by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

3250.00 Sqm   

26ii Plastic emulsion paint of approved best quality and  colour delivered from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in two coats over lime putty of specified brand 
applied on primer or sealer elapsing specified time for drying/recoating including cleaning drying, making free from 
dirt, grease, wax, removing all chalked and scaled materials, fungus, mending good the surface defects, sand 
papering the surface and necessary scaffolding, spreading by brush/ roller/spray etc. all complete in all floors 
accepted by the Engineer. 
Lime putty to be applied as per manufacturer instructions approved and accepted by the Engineer. ( only GM & 
Board Room) 

622.00 sqm,   

27 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved quality  and 
colour delivered from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container & cleaning the surface fully 
from grese, only substance old paints, lime wash, fungus etc. sand papering the surface before applying last & 2nd 
coat, complete i/c. cost of electricity, water & other changes as per direction of the Engineers.  

2850.00 Sqm   

28 French polishing to door frames and shutter three coats with with one coats primer applied with brush i/c.cleaning, 
sand papering, finishing the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

110.00 Sqm   

29 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in two coats with approved best quality and colour of synthetic 
enamel paint delivered from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming 
elapsing time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with 
sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and accepted 
by the Engineer.  

235.00 Sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 Each   

31 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen made) in approved quality complete in all respect in all floors 
as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

12.00 each   

32 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary tools & 
accoricies all complect as per direction of engineers 

20.00 each   
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33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm thick 2.5” 
dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

18.50 sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & natural 
colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required measurement & supplying necessary screws, 
nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

348.50 RM   

35 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel 
placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable locking arrangement, grease and 
finally placing the same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 
mm flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats 
with one coat of primer (approved colour ) all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.54 Sqm   

36 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit minimum 
69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked together properly to 
form rolling shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, containing best 
quality spring made in China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and the other end nutted to shutter including 
fitting the G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends with side guide channel (side channel consist of 
50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. plate 
with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by cement concrete (1:2:4) 
including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter 
fitted to folded G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, 
providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking arrangement in both sides, painting two coats with approved 
colour and brand  of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

13.68 Sqm   

37 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, greatting, 
morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

90.00 RM   

38 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm angle 
framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the middle part 
covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing through 
the center as design i/c locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and 
fixed with the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding 
as and where necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the cost of 
paint). 

1.95 Sqm   

39 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c cutting 
grooves in door shutter and frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

20.00 each    

40 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all necessary tools & 
accoricies etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 

4.00 Each   

41 Supplying, fitting and fixing gypsum board ceiling of 12 mm thick board laminated by mechanical hot press with a 
milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm in grid 
suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. 
maintaining straight lines and desired finished level a bottom face with vertical wooden strut as required including 
making holes in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and mending good the damages, if any, during execution 
of the work including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, 
etc. all complete as per drawing, design and accepted by the Engineer. (Only Board room & G.M Room) 

45.00 Sqm   
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42 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm 
L- sections, providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials as 
per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 
6 nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in all respect as per instruction of engineers. 
(With partition uPVC hollow section) 

36.00 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard size 4' x 
8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, 
rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including all accessories complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 10.58 sqm   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per design 
and drawing fitted and fixed in position including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two coats of French 
polishing over a coat of priming etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
polishing and painting etc.) 

25.00 RM   

45 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm thick 
chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:4)  over one 
layer of brick flat soling . The surface having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat 
cement finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of 
soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges as per 
direction of the engineers.  

75.00 RM   

46 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), coarse sand 
and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama 
bricks in /c cutting earth for preparation of bed and filling the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, 
dressing, curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, other charge as per direction of 
the enginner.  

32.06 sqm    

47 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with specified 
admixture (supplied from authorized local agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture to specification requirements like physical properties, uniformity 
and equivalence in composition, performance requirements,delivered in sealed containers having and confirming 
plainly marked the proprietary name of the admixture type under this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non aggressiveness to environment and metals in concrete etc.) under 
the strict accordance with manufacturerrecommendations / instructions and providing safety provisions in all 
respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning the surface from dust, loose particles, remains 
of oil, grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

750.00 sqm   

48 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki from 1st 
class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in volume three days after slaking for using in the mix) in the proportion 
7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain 
desirable consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days 
to gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 
days providing polythene cover after each day work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. 

42.83 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works     Tk  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING CUM WAREHOUSE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 
FOUNDATION AT KUSHITA PBS HQ, UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works 

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 

          
(i) (ii) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290 mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made 

of Vitreous China & preparing the base of pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors 
in/cl. making holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete with all 
necessary fittings & connection approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK ,Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) 

8.00 Each    

2a Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic 
seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK brand, 
Jumeirah, approved colour) 

2.00 Each   

2b Supplying, fitting & fixing  super quality european type glazed coloured Combi closet ( hydolic type, RAK brand, Metropolitan, 
approved colour), approx. 640x340x800 mm size, weight 45.7 kg weight, i/c. plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C 
( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required and mending good the damage 
all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer (an exclusive item, subject to approved by not less 
than SE) (1 in G.M Room & other in Board room) 

2.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern RAK brand Asian W.T, Karla glazed porcelain low down, capacity 10 liter, 385x210x105 mm in size, 
approximately 16kg by weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required 
and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection as per 
direction of the engineer  
 

8.00 each   

4i Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 660 x545 x 200 mm or above in size, approx. 29 kg by weight, including 
fitting, fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not 
exceeding 750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and floors 
and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (RAK brand, Orient, Approved colour) 

15.00 Each    

4ii Supplying, fitting and fixing (RAK brand, Orient) Pedestal, 850x200x205 mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug 
& scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(Approved colour) 

20.00 Each   

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by 
weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste 
pipe with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop 
cock including mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. Wite colour 

6.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making 
holes in walls and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

15.00 Each    

7a Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in forigen) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the 
back with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

15.00 Each    
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7b Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in forigin) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the 
back with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

3.00 each   

8 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. 
brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

15.00 Each    

9 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 
mmfitted in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

15.00 Each    

10 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

3.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge.(Moving type Push) 

4.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink cock (long) fixing in position with all material all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif, long) bib cock fixing in position all 
complect as per direction of engineer 

24.00 each   

14 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 16.00 each   

15 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 24.00 each   

16 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 Each   

17 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray with brackets in wall including cutting wall and mending good the damages  
with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers 

18.00 Each    

18 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and 
making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-Charge. 

      

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 70.00 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 96.00 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 52.00 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 100.00 RM   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, 
Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with 
holden bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

      

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 
kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   
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c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 
kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

3.50 RM   

20 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall 
thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories 
such as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm 
each). 

80.00 RM   

21 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

55.00 RM   

22 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.       

a 40mm dia peet valve 4.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 4.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 4.00 Each   

23 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 
mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling 
(750 mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

1.00 Each   

24 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including 
over flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification 
and direction of the Engineers 

4.00 Each   

25 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer 

35.50 RM   

26 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 
mm R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement 
concrete flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of 
walls on floor and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and 
providing 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick 
R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to required depth 
including necessary earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side filling including the cost of all materials, 
operations and incidental charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 Each   

27 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey 
comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth 
as per drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to 
the required depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including 
necessary earth work in excavation, side filling and bailing out water including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding 
and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 Each   
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28 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.00 Each   

29 Supplying, fitting and fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains including making 
holes in walls and floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

20.00 Each   

30 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of G.I/ Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, 
beam etc. by any means carefully without damaging the structure and filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. 
cost of scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

665.00 RM   

31 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, 
side filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) 
cement plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

      

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 8.00 Each   

  GAS CONNECTION       
32 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different 

dia best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors 
etc. & back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D 
co. Ltd. & direction of engineers. 

      

a 12 mm N,D 50.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 40.00 RM   

33 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineer -in charge. 

      

a 12mmx6mm N.D 6.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.00 Each   

34 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per direction of 
the engineer-in-charge.  

90.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary      Tk.  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING CUM WAREHOUSE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 
FOUNDATION AT KUSHITA PBS HQ, UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-04). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Total 

Qnty.  

Unit.  Rate in 
Tk.  

Amount 
in Tk. 

    
(i) (ii) iii iv v vi 
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and sheathed 
cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of 
minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 16SWG 
G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 
8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale 
paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch 
ceiling rose etc. including necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

        

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 Point   

b Fan Point 40.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch board. 40.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 15.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:        
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS sheet made 
bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 

  

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 70.00 Each    
3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:        

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior quality, 
ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal 
etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of following model and as per sample approved by the Engineer. 

  

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 28.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.   

b Bath room light. 12.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, brass 
holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

  

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or equlivent         
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c Providing & fixing concealed type spot light of following manufacturers consisting of 152.4 mm (6'') dia 228 mm(9'') long 
cylinderical powder coated aluminium shade brass holder,earth terminal,  necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC 
insulated flexibile FR cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

        

  Crescent Cat No. CML-111 OR Gloria cat No. GCF-371 OR Shwash cat. No. SCC-4/79 16.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental golden 
brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable 
etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the Engineer. 

20.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent   

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) complete 
with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting wall and mending 
good the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

3.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 36.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of   

following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

  

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe)   
6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with four blade deluxe fan 6.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 18 
SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K England or equivalent product of Legrand/ABB/MEM)  

     

i 1- Gang switch 20.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 22.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 28.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 30.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 40.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 10.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 45.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 10.00 each   

8 Earthing       
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the pipe 
at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. 
(3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including 
necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 
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i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 2.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  80.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe complete as 
per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

  

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 45.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out side 
and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size for fixing of 
all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column 
and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( only front surface of this board will be considered for 
measurement) 

0.85 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:       
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar and 
arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing over 
anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

  

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with porcelain 
insulator. 

1.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity with 
BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit release 
(legrand/Hager, france made) cutting and mending good the damages as per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

4.00 Each    

  6-way SDB       
  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.        

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal overcorrect and 
instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original purchase document should 
be submitted before installation) 

      

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 24.00 Each    

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 watt 
bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

8.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

20.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers       

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 10.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole approved) as per instruction of Engineer 5.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 25.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 15.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 100.00 each   
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18 Telecommunication Cable 800.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of each core in 
0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction of engineer(With code 
Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

  

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 
no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of grey 
synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick R.C.C. 
wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete in conformity with the BN 
Building Code and as per direction the Engineers.   
With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

      

a IC-4x16sq.mm cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall thickness 1.9 
mm. 

250.00 RM   

b IC-4x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 500.00 RM   

c IC-2x4sq.mm cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 750.00 RM   

d 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYM cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall thickness 
of 1.5 mm 

850.00 RM   

e 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 350.00 RM   

20 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

75.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works     Tk. 
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Bid Security 

Bank Guarantee 
 

Bank’s name, and address of issuing branch or office6 

 

Beneficiary:  ................................ name and address of the employer ............................................  

Date: .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
Bid Security No.: ................................................................................................................................................................................................  
 

We have been informed that . . . . . name of the bidder. . . . .  (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has submitted to you its bid dated . . . . . . . . . 
(hereinafter called “the Bid”) for the execution of . . . . . . . . name of contract . . . . . . . under Invitation for Bids No. . . . . . . . . . (“the IFB”).  

Furthermore, we understand that, according to your conditions, bids must be supported by a bid guarantee. 

At the request of the Bidder, we  . . . . . name of bank. . . . .  hereby irrevocably undertake to pay you any sum or sums not exceeding in total 
an amount of . . . . . . . . . .amount in words . . . .  . . . . . (. . . . . . .amount in figures . . . . . . . )upon receipt by us of your first demand in writing 
accompanied by a written statement stating that the Bidder is in breach of its obligation(s) under the bid conditions, because the Bidder 

(a) has withdrawn its Bid during the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder in the Letter of Bid; or 

(b) does not accept the correction of errors in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders (hereinafter “the ITB”); or 

(c) having been notified of the acceptance of its Bid by the Employer during the period of bid validity, (i) fails or refuses to execute the 
Contract Agreement, or (ii) fails or refuses to furnish the performance security, in accordance with the ITB, or (iii) fails or refuses to 
furnish the domestic preference security, if required. 

This guarantee will expire (a) if the Bidder is the successful Bidder, upon our receipt of copies of the Contract Agreement signed by the 
Bidder and the Performance Security issued to you upon the instruction of the Bidder; and (b) if the Bidder is not the successful Bidder, 
upon the earlier of (i) our receipt of a copy your notification to the Bidder of the name of the successful Bidder, or (ii) 28 daysafter the 
expiration of the Bidder’s bid. 

Consequently, any demand for payment under this guarantee must be received by us at the office on or before that date. 

 

                                                
6 All italicized text is for use in preparing this form and shall be deleted from the final document. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . .Authorized signature(s)and bank’s seal (where appropriate). . . . . . . . . . 

-- Note -- 
In case of a joint venture, the bid security must be in the name of all partners to the joint venture that submits the bid.  
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Technical Proposal 
 
Personnel 
 
 
Form PER – 1: Proposed Personnel 
Bidder should provide the details of the proposed personnel and their experience record in the relevant Information Forms below for each 
candidate: 
 

1. Title of position* 

 Name  

2. Title of position* 

 Name  

3. Title of position* 

 Name  

4. Title of position* 

 Name  

5. Title of position* 

 Name  

etc. Title of position* 

 Name  

 
 
-- Note -- 
*As listed in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements). 
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Form PER – 2:  Resume of Proposed Personnel 
 
The Bidder shall provide all the information requested below. Use one form for each position. 
 

 
Position 

 

Personnel 
information 

Name  

 

Date of birth 

 Professional qualifications 

 

Present 
employment 

Name of employer 

 
 Address of employer 

 

 Telephone 

 

Contact (manager / personnel officer) 

 Fax 

 

E-mail 

 Job title 

 

Years with present employer 

 
Summarize professional experience in reverse chronological order. Indicate particular technical and managerial experience relevant to the 
project. 

From To Company, Project, Position and Relevant  
Technical and Management Experience 
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Equipment 
 
 
Form EQU: Equipment 
 
The Bidder shall provide adequate information and details to demonstrate clearly that it has the capability to meet the equipment requirements 
indicated in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements), using the Forms below. A separate Form shall be prepared for each item of equipment listed, 
or for alternative equipment proposed by the Bidder. 
 

Type of Equipment 
 

Equipment 
Information 

Name of manufacturer 

 

 

Model and power rating 

 Capacity 

 

 

Year of manufacture 

Current 
Status 

Current location 

 

 

 Details of current commitments 

 

  

Source Indicate source of the equipment 

  Owned  Rented  Leased  Specially manufactured 

 
 
Omit the following information for equipment owned by the Bidder. 
 

Owner Name of owner 

 

 Address of owner 
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 Telephone 

 

Contact name and title 

 Fax 

 

Telex 

Agreements Details of rental / lease / manufacture agreements specific to the project 
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 Site Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobilization Schedule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Construction Schedule 
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Bidder’s Qualification 
To establish its qualifications to perform the contract in accordance with Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) the Bidder shall 
provide the information requested in the corresponding Information Sheets included hereunder. 
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Form ELI – 1: Bidder’s Information Sheet 
 

Bidder’s Information 

Bidder’s legal name  

 

In case of a Joint Venture, 
legal name of each partner 

 

Bidder’s country of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s year of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s legal address in 
country of constitution 

 

Bidder’s authorized 
representative 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 
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Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1.  In case of a single entity, articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with       
 ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2.  Authorization to represent the firm or Joint Venture named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In case of a Joint Venture, a letter of intent to form a Joint Venture or Joint Venture agreement, in accordance with ITB 4.1. 

 4. In case of a government-owned enterprise, any additional documents not covered under 1 above required to comply 
with ITB 4.5. 
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Form ELI - 2: Joint Venture Information Sheet 

Each member of the Joint Venture and Specialist Subcontractor must fill out this form separately. 

Joint Venture / Specialist Subcontractor Information 

Bidder’s legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
country of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
year of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal address in country of 
constitution 
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Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
authorized representative 
information 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1. Articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2. Authorization to represent the firm named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In the case of a government-owned enterprise, documents establishing legal and financial autonomy and compliance with 
commercial law, in accordance with ITB 4.5. 

 

A Specialist Subcontractor is a specialist enterprise engaged for highly specialized processes that cannot be provided by the main 
Contractor.
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Form LIT - 1: Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

Each Bidder must fill out this form if so required under Criterion 2.2 of Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) to describe any 
pending litigation or arbitration formally commenced against it.  

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

 Choose one of the following: 

 No pending litigation and arbitration. 

 Below is a description of all pending litigation and arbitration involving the Bidder (or each Joint Venture member if Bidder 
is a Joint Venture). 

Year Matter in Dispute  
Value of 
Pending 

Claim in BDT 

Value of 
Pending 

Claim as a 
Percentage of 

Net Worth 
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Form FIN - 1: Historical Financial Performance  
 

Each Bidder must fill out this form. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

 
Financial Data for Previous ___Years [BDT] 

Year 1:  Year 2:  Year ___:  

 
Information from Balance Sheet 

 
Total Assets (TA)    

Total Liabilities (TL)    

NetWorth  =TA – TL    

Current Assets (CA)    
Current Liabilities 
(CL)    
Working Capital = 
CA - CL    

    
Most Recent 
Working Capital  

To be obtained for most recent year and carried forward to 
FIN-3 Line 1; in case of Joint Ventures, to the corresponding 
Joint Venture Partner’s FIN-3. 

 
Information from Income Statement 

 
Total Revenues     
Profits Before 
Taxes    
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Profits After Taxes    

 Attached are copies of financial statements (balance sheets including all related notes, and income statements) for the last _____ 
years, as indicated above, complying with the following conditions. 

 Unless otherwise required by Section 3 of the Bidding Document, all such documents reflect the financial situation of the legal 
entity or entities comprising the Bidder and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates. 

 Historical financial statements must be audited by a certified accountant. 

 Historical financial statements must be complete, including all notes to the financial statements. 

 Historical financial statements must correspond to accounting periods already completed and audited (no statements for 
partial periods shall be requested or accepted). 
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Form FIN - 2: Average Annual Construction Turnover 

Each Bidder must fill out this form.  

The information supplied should be the Annual Turnover of the Bidder or each member of a Joint Venture in terms of the amounts billed to 
clients for each year for work in progress or completed, converted to US dollars at the rate of exchange at the end of the period reported. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 
 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Annual Turnover Data for the Last ____Years  (Construction only) 

Year Amount 
Currency 

Exchange  
Rate BDT 

    

    

    

 Average Annual Construction Turnover      
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Form FIN – 3:  Availability of Financial Resources 

Bidder must demonstrate sufficient financial resources, usually comprising of Working Capital supplemented by credit line statements or overdraft 
facilities and others to meet the Bidder’s financial requirements for 

(c) its current contract commitments, and 

(d) the subject contract. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Financial Resources 
No. Source of financing Amount (BDT) 

1 Working Capital (to be taken from FIN-1) 
 

2 Credit Linea 
 

3 Other Financial Resources 
 

 Total Available Financial Resources 
 

 
a To be substantiated by a letter from the bank issuing the line of credit. 
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Form FIN- 4:  Financial Resources Requirement 

Bidders (or each Joint Venture partner) should provide information on their current commitments on all contracts that have been awarded, or for 
which a letter of intent or acceptance has been received, or for contracts approaching completion, but for which an unqualified, full completion 
certificate has yet to be issued. 
 
In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Current Contract Commitments 
 

a Remaining outstanding contract 

values to be calculated from 28 
days prior to the bid submission 
deadline (BDT equivalent 
based on the foreign exchange 
rate as of the same date). 

b Remaining contract period 
to be calculated from 28 days 
prior to bid submission 
deadline. 

  

No. Name of 
Contract 

Employer’s 
Contact 

(Address, Tel, 
Fax) 

Contract 
Completion Date 

Outstanding 
Contract  

Value 
(X)a 

Remaining 
Contract 
Period in 

months (Y)b 

Monthly Financial 
Resources Requirement 

(X / Y) 

1       

2       

3       

4       

Total Monthly Financial Requirements for Current Contract Commitments BDT …………………. 
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Form FIN - 5: Self-Assessment Tool for Bidder’s Compliance to Financial Resources (Criterion 2.3.3 of Section 3) 
 
This form requires the same information submitted in Forms FIN-3 and FIN-4. All conditions of “Available Financial Resources Net of CCC 
≥ Requirement for the Subject Contract” must be satisfied to qualify. 
 
Form FIN-5A: For Single Entities 

For Single 
Entities: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources from 
FIN – 3 

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available Financial 
Resources Net 

of CCC 
D = (B - C) 

Requirement 
for the Subject 

Contract 
(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 
[D must be 

greater than or 
equal to E] 

(F) 
 

_________ 
(Name of Bidder) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . ._ 

 
 

 
 
Form FIN-5B: For Joint Ventures 

For Joint 
Ventures: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources 
from FIN – 3  

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available 
Financial 

Resources Net 
of CCC 

D = (B - C) 

Requirement 

for the Subject 
Contract 

(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 

[D must be greater 
than or equal to E] 

(F) 
One Partner:      

 
____________ 

(Name of Partner) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

Each Partner:      

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 1) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 2) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
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_____________ 

(Name of Partner 3) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

All partners  
combined 

 
∑ D = Sum of available financial resources net of 
current contract commitments for all partners  

 
∑ D = _______ 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 

- Note - 
Form FIN – 5 is made available for use by the bidder as a self-assessment tool, and by the employer as an evaluation work sheet, to determine compliance with the financial 
resources requirement as stated in 2.3.3. Failure to submit Form FIN-5 by the Bidder shall not lead to bid rejection. 
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Form EXP – 1:  Contracts of Similar Size and Nature 

Fill up one (1) form per contract. 

Contract of Similar Size and Nature 

Contract  No. . . . . . of . . . . . Contract Identification 

Award Date Completion Date 

Total Contract Amount BDT 

Completion Amount BDT 

If partner in a Joint Venture 
or subcontractor, specify 
participation of total 
contract amount 

Percent of Total Amount 

Employer’s Name 
Address 
Telephone/Fax Number 
E-mail 

 

Description of the similar work done by bidder in Accordance with Criterion 2.4.1 of 
Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) 
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The similarity of the 
Bidder’s participation 
shall be based on the 
physical size, nature 
of works, complexity, 
methods, technology 
or other 
characteristics as 
described in Section 
6 (Employer’s 
Requirements) 
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Section 4- Bidding Forms  
(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-Lot-05) 
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Letter of Bid 
 
-Note- 

The bidder must accomplish the Letter of Bid on its letterhead clearly showing the bidder’s complete name and 
address.  

 

 Date:  ................................................  

 ICB/NCB No.:  ................................................  

 Invitation for Bid No.:  ................................................  
 
 
To: [. . .insert complete name of the employer . . .] 
 
 
We, the undersigned, declare that:  
 
(gg) We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda 

issued in accordance with Instructions to Bidders (ITB) Clause 8. 
 
(hh) We offer to execute in conformity with the Bidding Documents the following Works: [. . .insert 

narrative . . .] 
  

(ii) The total price of our Bid, excluding any discounts offered in item (d) below is:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(jj) The discounts offered and the methodology for their application are as follows:[. . .insert 

discounts and methodology for their application if any . . .]  
 
(kk) Our bid shall be valid for a period of [. . .insert bid validity period as specified in ITB 18.1 of the BDS . 

. .] days from the date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with the Bidding 
Documents, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the 
expiration of that period. 

 
(ll) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with the 

Bidding Document. 
 
(mm) Our firm, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the Contract, have 

nationalities from eligible countriesin accordance with ITB 4.2.  
 

[amount of foreign currency in words], [amount in figures], and [amount of local currency in words], [amount 
in figures] 
 
The total bid price from the Summary of Bill of Quantities for admeasurement contracts or Activity Schedule 
for lump sum contracts should be entered by the bidder inside this box.Absence of the total bid price in the 
Letter of Bid may result in the rejection of the bid. 
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(nn) We, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the contract, do not have any 
conflict of interest in accordance with ITB 4.3. 

 
(oo) We are not participating, as a Bidder in more than one Bid in this bidding process in 

accordance with ITB 4.3(e), other than alternative offers submitted in accordance with ITB 
13. 

 
(pp) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part 

of the contract, has not been declared ineligible by ADB, under the Employer’s country laws 
or official regulations or by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations 
Security Council. 

 
(qq) [We are not a government-owned enterprise] / [We are a government-owned enterprise but 

meet the requirements of ITB 4.5].7 
 
(rr) We have paid, or will pay the following commissions, gratuities, or fees with respect to the 

bidding process or execution of the Contract:8 
 

Name of Recipient Address Reason Amount 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   ..................... 

 .......................................   ...................................... ..............................   .................... .
 
(ss) We understand that this Bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your 

notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract is 
prepared and executed. 

 
(tt) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated Bid or any other Bid 

that you may receive. 
 

(uu) We agree to permit ADB or its representative to inspect our accounts and records and other 
documents relating to the bid submission and to have them audited by auditors appointed by 
ADB. 
 

(vv) If our Bid is accepted, we commit to mobilizing key equipment and personnel in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements) and our technical 
proposal, or as otherwise agreed with the Employer. 

 

Name  .................................................................................................................................................  

In the capacity of  ................................................................................................................................  

Signed ................................................................................................................................................   

Duly authorized to sign the Bid for and on behalf of  ............................................................................  

Date  ...................................................................................................................................................   

                                                
7 Use one of the two options as appropriate. 
8 If none has been paid or is to be paid, indicate “None”. 
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Schedules 
 
 

Schedule of Payment Currencies 
 
For ...........................insert name of Section of the Works ...............................  
 

 

 A B C D 

Name of Payment 
Currency 

Amount of 
Currency 

Rate of 
Exchange 
to Local 
Currency 

Local Currency 
Equivalent 
C = A x B 

Percentage of 
 Net Bid Price (NBP) 

 100xC 
NBP 

Local Currency 
  
 

 
Taka  

 
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #1 
  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #2 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Foreign Currency #3 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Net Bid Price     
 100.00 

Provisional Sums 
Expressed in Local 
Currency 

 1.00  
 

BID PRICE    
 

 

 
 

-- Note -- 

The rates of exchange shall be the selling rates 07 days prior to the deadline for submission of bids published by 
the source specified in BDS 15. 
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Table(s) of Adjustment Data: Not Applicable  
 

 
 

Table A - Local Currency 
 

Index 
Code 

Index 
Description Source of Index Base Value 

and Date 

Bidder’s 
Local Currency 

Amount 

Bidder’s 
Proposed 
Weighting 

(coefficient) 

 Nonadjustable — — — a:  (by Employer) 

b:  

c:   

d:    

e:    

   Total  1.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be entered by the bidder 
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    Bill of Quantities  

(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-Lot-05) 
[Admeasurement Contract] 
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SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE (A) VERTICAL EXTENSION OF OFFICE BUILDIONG, C-TYPE, D-
TYPE & E-TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX  (B,C & D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF 
QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-
STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL 
WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT (B)TLALMOHAN ZONAL 
OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA (C) GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL (D) BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE 
COMPLEX IN PATUKHALI UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-
CW-01-05).     

 
     

 Total Quoted Cost of Summary  

     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

A 
Vertical Extension of office, C, D & E-type 
building at Patuakhali PBS HQ Complex     

B 
Construction of Lalmohan Zonal Office 
Complex     

C 
Construction of Gornodi Zonal Office 
Complex     

D 
Construction of Bauphal Zonal Office 
Complex     

Total =  

In word: Taka ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- only.  

Sigineture of Bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF (i) 2nd 
FLOOR OF  OFFICE BUILDING (II) 1st FLOOR OF C-TYPE BUILDING (iii) 1st FLOOR OF D-TYPE 
BUILDING & (iv) 1st FLOOR OF E- TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER 

URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-005). 

 
 

     
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      

b Sanitary works    

c Electrical works     
Total =  

In word : Taka----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   only.  

 

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF (i) 2nd FLOOR OF  OFFICE BUILDING (II) 1st FLOOR OF C-TYPE BUILDING 
(iii) 1st FLOOR OF D-TYPE BUILDING & (iv) 1st FLOOR OF E- TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE 

No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-05). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
  Sl. Description of works Qnty. 

Total 
Qnty. 

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk. 

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.   Office C-Type D-
Type 

E-type 

(i) (ii) iii  (iv)  (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix) 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing actual physical work 

and during contract period and demobilization after completion of the 
Works under contract accepted by Engineer. 

This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, 
dressing the project area on and in the ground to an extent that all the 
events of works of the project can be executed smoothly in a working 

environment with a particular attention on safety and security in all 
respects, and to stockpile the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed 

by the Engineer, where, payments are to be based on ground area 
determined by the Engineer and be proportionate to the percentage 

progress of work under contract as a whole in all respects and approved 
by the Engineer. 

780.60 315.80 463.80 297.39 1857.59 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark (BM) at site from 
nearby BM pillar, Property lines, existing ground level (EGL), formation 
ground level (FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), mean 

sea level (MSL), setting and marking all pillars, marker, pegs etc. 
showing and maintaining reduced levels (RL’s) including  locating, 

establishing, protecting all public utilities within the premise of work and 
finally all to be presented in black and white. 

780.60 315.80 463.80 297.39 1857.59 SQM   

3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches 
including. layout, providing center lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, 

ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes and marking 
layout with chalk powder, providing necessary tools and plants, 

protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the 
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the layout 
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to submit method 

statement of carrying out excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  
However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the contractor of his 

responsibilities and obligations under the contract.. 

        

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 1.5 m depth 
&minium 10 m lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi 

liquid state 

100.00 15.00 20.00 70.56 205.56 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all types of soil, 
compecting the base by 5 ton road roller maintaining proper camber & 

grade in/c. refilling (where necessary) and removing the excess soil to a 
safe distance as per drawing and direction of the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
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5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth in 150 mm layer with 
earth available within 90 m of the building site dry density of 90% with 
optium mosture content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring watering, 

leveling,  dressing & compacting to a specified percentage each layer up 
to finished level etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

100.00 15.00 20.00 70.56 205.56 Cum   

6 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 
0.8 in 150mm layers including leveling, watering and compaction to 
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content 

(Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as per 
design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and accepted 

by the Engineers 

39.00 10.00 15.00 67.98 131.98 Cum   

7 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor with first class or 
picked jhama bricks including preparation of bed and filling the interstices 

with local sand, leveling etc. complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

100.00 10.00 15.00 110.00 235.00 Sqm   

8 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one 
kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor below cement concrete reinforced 

concrete slab etc. all complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

100.00 10.00 15.00 110.00 235.00 Sqm   

9 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the joints/interstices fully with 
mortar, racking out the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 

24 hours before use and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete 
including cost of water, electricity and other charges and accepted by the 

Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

10.00 2.25 1.00 56.00 2.12 Cum   

10 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing 
the same with pure water in required proportion For DURSDAN 20EC 1 

LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters 
per square meter of soll surface by chemical sprayer or by any other 

means to teh sides and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth 
filling of floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

100.00 15.00 1.50 110.00 226.50 Sqm   

11 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) 
& picked jhama chips including breaking chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 days including the supply of 
water, electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc. all 

complete & accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

        

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) 12.50 5.65 6.12 10.25 34.52 Cum   

12 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement concrete with cement, 
sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  breaking chips, 

screening, centering, shuttering, casting, curing and finished with a coat 
of bitumen including the supply of water, electricity and other charges 

and costs of tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

        

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone 
chips 

18.50 3.50 8.85 15.27 46.12 Sqm   
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13 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with minimum 
cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, 
and satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days 

on standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-
C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 
1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama brick chips conforming 
ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and screening, making, placing 

shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-
tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 

compacting by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate 

is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and 
binding 

        

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

aii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.86 3.86 cum   

bii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 90.00 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

cii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 10.25 5.58 5.42 14.27 35.52 Cum   

dii Shuttering 45.00 38.90 46.25 122.67 252.82 Sqm   

14 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed bar 
produced and marked according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 

8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to 
yield strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after 

fracture and minimum total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 

straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in position 
with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

        

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 420/400 
Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 

complect as per direction of consultant) 

2510.00 1560.00 600.00 3800.00 8470.00 Kg   
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15 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per instruction of consultant. If 
any sample fail in test bidder is bound for alternative sample, but 

payment will be given for only one sample 

        

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 16.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 sample   

iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 sample   

16 Providing and maintenance one project profile signboards of the size not 
exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a suitable place of the site including 

submission of proposals for the materials of the signboards and text 
layout to the Engineer for approval which will be positioned as directed by 

the Engineer andremoving the same on completion of the Works or as 
instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 sqm   

17 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 
150mm below ground level with neat cement finishing including finishing 
the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete as 

per direction of the Engineer. 

200 75.00 78.00 96.00 449.00 Sqm   

 Sub Total for Civil works       Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF (i) 2nd FLOOR OF  OFFICE BUILDING (II) 1st FLOOR OF C-TYPE BUILDING (iii) 
1st FLOOR OF D-TYPE BUILDING & (iv) 1st FLOOR OF E- TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-

01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-005). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

    Sl. Description of works Qnty.  
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office C-type D-Type E-type       

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)   (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, with 

minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand 
(F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips and 
screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining 
true to plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 days, 
removing centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, 
testing and other charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

                

a COLUMN               
i Ground floor above PL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  11.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.35 Cum   

vi Shuttering 185.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 2.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.03 Cum   

vii Shuttering 33.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.65 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel               
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   
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ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 1.10 2.52 2.50 6.12 Cum   

iv Shuttering  0.00 30.12 45.26 43.12 118.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 0.25 0.50 0.65 5.25 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 16.00 22.00 16.50 120.60 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 33.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.00 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam               
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 5.82 5.82 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 96.00 96.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  0.00 7.02 13.22 1.50 21.74 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 78.50 120.00 36.00 234.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 2.15 3.10 0.00 29.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 33.16 46.00 0.00 231.16 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.12 Cum   

vii Shuttering 56.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab               

i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 15.46 15.46 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 136.00 136.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 24.98 32.12 2.65 59.75 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 204.00 248.00 65.00 517.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  60.50 1.96 1.66 0.00 64.12 Cum   

vi Shuttering 512.00 25.15 30.00 0.00 567.15 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 5.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.25 Cum   

vii Shuttering 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 125.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step               
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 4.25 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 91.00 Sqm   
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iii 1st floor 0.00 3.65 4.25 4.25 12.15 Cum   
iv Shuttering 0.00 110.00 91.00 91.00 292.00 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 3.65 4.25 0.00 12.55 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 110.00 91.00 0.00 293.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.65 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 92.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.               
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 1.12 1.12 2.24 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 33.00 30.25 63.25 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.00 1.10 1.12 1.12 3.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 25.00 33.00 30.25 88.25 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  2.00 0.00 1.15 0.00 3.15 Cum   

vi Shuttering 46.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or deformed 
bar produced and marked according to Bangladesh standard 
with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield strength within 
allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 
21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength 
fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture 
and minimum total elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in 
position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all respects in 
all floors.  

              

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 
420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

25580.00 9200.00 11283.00 8250.00 54313.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick length with 
first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar (1:6) in 
superstructure including raking out joints, filling the interstices 
with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours 
before use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete (measurement to given as 250 
mm width for one brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a 
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half brick length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

i Ground floor  5.50 4.12 3.76 46.55 59.93 Cum   
ii 1st floor 1.00 88.65 89.35 2.50 181.50 Cum   
iii 2nd floor & above 3.00 20.00 7.62 0.00 30.62 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 providing bond with 
connected walls including, screening cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least for 7 days 
and supplying of all materials etc. complete in all respect in all 
heights as per drawing, specification and direction of the 
Engineers. Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

              

i Ground floor  20.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 37.00 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 30.00 10.00 15.00 55.93 110.93 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 657.00 52.04 70.92 0.00 779.96 Sqm   

iv Providing brick works for 200 x 100 mm facing in superstructure 
with 200 x 100 x 50 mm machine made klinker hard pressed 
facing bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high class recessed 
pointing, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours 
before use and washing and screening of sand, necessary 
scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. (100x200mm face 
should be placed for facing). Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof top with 
cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity of best local sand 
(F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm down well graded 
chips including breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the 
concrete in alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top with 
neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

460.50 160.00 200.00 190.00 1010.50 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:6) having 
with fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface, finishing the 
corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface, 
scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity 
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

              

i Ground floor  1450.00 455.00 875.00 852.00 3632.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 1625.00 596.00 877.00 860.00 3958.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 2275.00 70.00 899.00 125.00 3369.00 sqm   
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7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) with fresh 
cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, surface of stair case, 
sunshades, cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing 
the corners and edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

              

i Ground floor 850.00 156.00 365.00 330.00 1701.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 910.00 210.00 365.00 400.00 1885.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor & above 1020.00 63.20 411.00 100.00 1594.20 sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth wall 
upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement finishing including 
finishing the edges and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as 
per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 
etc.  

125.00 62.50 45.00 42.15 274.65 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work               
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall tilles, 

irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with repective 
joint filler & binder including cutting, laying and hire charge of 
machine and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

              

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 250mmx400mm) 220.63 94.42 208.27 96.65 619.97 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 33.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.15 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design 
with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting, 
laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc.including 
water, electricity and other charges complete all respect 
accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

120.12 128.09 145.00 78.00 471.21 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with 
white cement and colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

65.00 20.44 501.85 224.00 811.29 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 600x600mm size 
(forign made, miror polish floor tiles) on 20mm thick cement 
mortar (1:3) base and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of the 

460.50 346.00 0.00 0.00 806.50 sqm   
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E/Cwhere required as per instruction of Engineer (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick black/white marble 
stone  of approved quality & size on floor / wall over 19mm thick 
cment sand morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing 
etc.all complect as per instruction of engineer 

30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles making with  
cement stone chips coarse sand (1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size 
(Local made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking 
out the joints with white cement & colored pigment i/c. cutting & 
laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all complete 
as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

30.00 26.34 25.50 25.50 107.34 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door frames with seasoned wood of 
required size including painting two coasts of coal tar to the 
surface in contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position and 
mending good the damages if any (all sizes of wood are 
finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

              

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.05 0.56 1.15 1.15 3.91 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood.(G.M & Board room) 0.30 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 38 x 6 mm 
size having bifurcated ends to door and window frames with 
royal plug. Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric drill 
hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in chowkat if necessary etc. 
complete in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

304.00 136.00 360.00 180.00 980.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having density 400 
kg/cum solid particle board single leaf flush door for all floors for 
internal use made of well matured mechanical seasoned Rubber 
(Malaysian timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm thick 
veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally 
made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically made of Burma 
Teak wood) with necessary screws are pested on each side by 
mechanized process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 300 mm and 
225 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy 
type nickel plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

52.42 21.14 42.28 21.15 136.99 Sqm   

14 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural 
seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single leaf door shutters 
having top rail style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 
mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints 
with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided with best 
quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 
mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 
(two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt 

13.68 0.00 9.11 4.55 27.34 Sqm   
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hinged cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by 
the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

15 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, natural 
seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden double leaf panel door 
shutters. Top rail and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock 
rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. paneling 
25 mm thick one side raised, provided with best quality 6 nos. 
100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 
mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. 
heavy type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, necessary screws 
etc.  all complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of wood are finished) with 
Chittagong Teak wood 

7.81 2.60 0.00 0.00 10.41 sqm   

16 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window (RFL, 
Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, & other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door 
frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 Nos. SS hings by min 
64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 
25.4 mm SS screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 
Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm 
x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS 
Haspbolt, special type round lock, carrying the same to the site 
andlocal carriage etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer.  

50.30 20.12 40.24 20.12 130.78 RM   

17 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door shutter(RFL, 
Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-
2.2 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. 
SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm 
long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm 
long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 Nos., 
G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 
mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site and local carriage etc.complete in 
all respect accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm size 
solid) 

10.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 26.00 Each   

18 Thai Aluminuium               
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding composite 
window with mosquito mesh as per the U.S. Architectural 
Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 95.00 mm, 
38 mm, 0.870 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 95.00 mm, 
28.50 mm, 0.97kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 22 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom 
(size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side 
(size 95.00 mm, 19.50 mm, 0.738 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter 
lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.2 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick mesh 
section (size 42.20 mm, 13.20 mm 0.460 kg/m), all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.79 kg) will be anodized to aluminium 
bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 micron in 
thickness  and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door wheel, sliding 
door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts including 
sealants, keeping provision for fitting fiber mesh  including labour 
charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all respect 
as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.( Bronze colour) 

0.00 38.45 0.00 0.00 38.45 sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association 
(AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm 
thick shutter divider (size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 
1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per square cm etc. 
including all accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and 
nuts including sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm thick 
glass including  labour charge for fitting of accessories, making 
grooves and mending good damages, carriage, and electricity  
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze colour) 

16.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.51 sqm   
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c Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding window as per 
the u.s architectural (AAMA standard specification ) BTA/FU-
Wang sections) having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 
32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick 
shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom 
(size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side (size 75.50mm 
19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm 
thick shutter lock (size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick 
inter lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum 
members will be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat 
not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg per 
square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding door key lock 
sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door neoprene, bolts 
and nuts i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping provision of 
fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour charge for fitting of 
accessories making grooves and mending damages, carriage & 
electricity complete in all respect as per drawing direction of the 
engineer. size up to 1400mmx1500mm (Bronze colour).  

138.01 0.00 83.64 36.80 258.45 sqm   

d Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite fixed doors / 
window with fixed partition as per the U.S. Architectural 
Aluminium Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 
32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 
mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 
mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 
31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 
34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover 
(size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve 
cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve 
cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick 
top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per square cm etc. 
including all accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision for fitting 5 mm thick glass 
including labour charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves 
and mending good damages, carriage, and electricity complete 
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.Size 
up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

26.64 1.67 6.65 2.00 36.96 Sqm   
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19 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions/windows distrotion free 5mm thick Tinted glass of 
approve quality and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per drawing and 
direction of the eingineer  

181.16 40.12 90.29 38.80 350.37 sqm   

20 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of sunshade 
or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) including scaffolding, curing 
at least for 7 days etc. all complete for all floors.   

410.00 150.52 278.00 198.00 1036.52 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of any 
design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size square bar steel 
section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) 
fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of synthetic enamel 
paint over a coat of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

181.16 80.45 121.51 54.41 437.53 Sqm   

22 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with 
M.S section  per design and shape i.c. welding ribeting required 
size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 15.10 36.58 5.34 57.02 sqm   

23 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha railing with 
2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia stainless steel pipes as  
per approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting required 
size all complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

24 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in 
a sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a 
coat  of brand specified primer or sealer elapsing specified time 
for drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and sand 
papering making the surface free from loose and flaky materials, 
dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all chalked and sealed 
materials, applying the paint by brush/roller and necessary 
scaffolding etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

4850.00 1026.98 1412.00 950.00 8238.98 Sqm   

25 Plastic emulsion paint of approved best quality and  colour 
delivered from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a 
sealed container, applying to wall and ceiling in two coats over 
lime putty of specified brand applied on primer or sealer elapsing 
specified time for drying/recoating including cleaning drying, 
making free from dirt, grease, wax, removing all chalked and 
scaled materials, fungus, mending good the surface defects, 
sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding, spreading 
by brush/ roller/spray etc. all complete in all floors accepted by 
the Engineer. 
Lime putty to be applied as per manufacturer instructions 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. ( only GM & Board 
Room) 

682.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 882.00 Sqm   
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26 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured instructions 3 
coats of weather coat of approved quality  and colour delivered 
from authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed 
container & cleaning the surface fully from grese, only substance 
old paints, lime wash, fungus etc. sand papering the surface 
before applying last & 2nd coat, complete i/c. cost of electricity, 
water & other changes as per direction of the engineer in charge  

1560.00 692.00 525.00 450.00 3227.00 Sqm   

27 French polishing to door frames and shutter three coats with with 
one coats primer applied with brush i/c.cleaning, sand papering, 
finishing the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

300.00 51.10 150.00 125.36 626.46 Sqm   

28 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in two coats 
with approved best quality and colour of synthetic enamel paint 
delivered from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in a 
sealed container, having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, 
flexible, using specific brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray 
over a coat of priming elapsing time for drying including surface 
cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and 
polishing with sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, 
testing charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer.  

510.00 250.00 285.00 210.00 1255.00 Sqm   

29 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mortice lock (Forigen made) in 
approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

4.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 13.00 Each   

30 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen made) in 
approved quality complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

36.00 8.00 20.00 8.00 72.00 each   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic door shock 
absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary tools & accoricies all 
complect as per direction of engineers 

36.00 12.00 20.00 8.00 76.00 each   

32 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless steel (SS) 
stair railing of standard height with 2 mm thick 2.5” dia pipe for 
hand-rail as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

25.25 15.83 26.12 16.50 83.70 sqm   

33 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair railing of any 
standard height of any design and shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm 
M.S. plate at the base of 12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed 
by welding. Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread of stair 
case after cutting grooves and mending good the damages with 
C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. bar on the top of G.I. pipe to 
provide 50 mm dia G.I. pipe hand rail of any design including 
polishing painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered for 
measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, Saraj India) 
aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & natural colour for door 
and window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required 
measurement & supplying necessary screws, nails stell clamp 

450.00 76.50 150.00 90.00 766.50 RM   
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etc. complete as per direction to the Engineers. 
35 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible gate of 

any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel placed @ 
112 mm c/c vertically and connecting the same with each other 
by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable locking 
arrangement, grease and finally placing the same in possition in 
between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 
nos 50x 6 mm flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats with 
one coat of primer (approved colour ) all complete as per 
direction of  Engineers. 

26.80 4.76 8.23 8.23 48.02 Sqm   

36 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain water down 
pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, greatting, morter (1:4) etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge.  

126.86 45.50 96.50 75.60 344.46 RM   

37 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type M.S. gate of 
any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm angle framing  the top & 
bottom parts providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 
mm c/c and the middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and 
fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all 
passing through the center as design i/c locking arrangement on 
3mm thick M.S plate providing 38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted 
and fixed with the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4)  
in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the damages finishing, 
curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where necessary 
etc. all complete as per drawing, design & direction of the engineer. 
(rate is excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 7.80 Sqm   

38 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 19mm dia and 
to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c cutting grooves in door 
shutter and frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction of 
engineers.  

22.00 5.00 4.00 20.00 51.00 each    

39 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of Korea) 
hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all necessary tools & 
accoricies etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 

4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 14.00 Each   

40 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick with veneered 
board laminated by mechanical hot press with a milk white PVC 
membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish 
at 600 x 600 mm in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG 
double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, 
nails etc. maintaining straight lines and desired finished level a 
bottom face with vertical wooden strut as required including 
making holes in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and 
mending good the damages, if any, during execution of the work 
including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, 
scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. all 
complete as per drawing, design and accepted by the Engineer.  

80.09 6.00 0.00 0.00 86.09 sqm   
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41 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made with 
1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner member 1''x1/4'' F.I 
bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' 
M.S angle chowkat 

4.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 12.00 Sqm   

42 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic frame 
fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm L- 
sections, providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow 
section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads 
fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 
Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. rivet 
making necessary grooves  mending good the damages, 
finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in all respect as per 
instruction of engineers. (With partition uPVC hollow section) 

55.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55.00 Each   

43 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of low density 
free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard size 4' x 8'. Physical 
properties: density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, 
providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" 
hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. 
including all accessories complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

              

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 x 20 mm) 
for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per design and drawing 
fitted and fixed in position including supply of screws, nails, 
drilling etc. and two coats of French polishing over a coat of 
priming etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

155.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 RM   

45 Dismantling/Repair/Renovation items               

i Stripping of unserviceable plaster i/c. racking out joints, cleaning 
etc 

852.00 225.00 275.00 300.00 1652.00 sqm   

ii Picking-up unserviceable patent stone from floor & dado 100.00 55.00 60.00 62.00 277.00 sqm   

iii Dismantling damage/unserviceable terraced (Lime concrete) roof 
i/c. beam, coloum, borga etc 

300.00 129.00 165.00 188.00 782.00 sqm   

iv Dismantling damage/unserviceable brickl works of thickness 250 
mm and above in cement or lime in foundation & superstructuret 

75.00 30.00 32.00 36.00 173.00 Cum   

v Dismantling damage/unserviceable brickl works of thickness 
75/125 mm and above in cement or lime in foundation & 
superstructuret 

120.00 70.00 75.00 79.00 344.00 Sqm   

vi Dismintling R.C.C beam,lintel, column,drop wall, sun shade etc 
from any hight  

75.00 30.00 50.00 62.00 217.00 Cum   
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vii Recovery of bricks during dismantling brick works i/c. cleaning 
stacking or storing etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 
in charge 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Per 
thousand 

  

viii Cutting & polising old mosaic on floor with pumic stone and 
mosaic cutting machine etc 

750.00 200.00 250.00 275.00 1475.00 sqm   

ix Cutting & polising old mosaic on wall with pumic stone and 
mosaic cutting machine etc 

75.00 25.00 30.00 45.00 175.00 sqm   

x Taking out and refitting wooden shutter after easing excluding 
cost of wood 

50.00 45.00 50.00 50.00 195.00 sqm   

xi Renewing 3 mm glass panes in steel frame i/c. supply of glass 60.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 135.00 sqm   

xii Replacing 100 mm long brass hinge 36.00 25.00 28.00 30.00 119.00 Each   

xiii Replacing 150 mm long galvanised iron catch hook 110.00 65.00 75.00 72.00 322.00 each   

xiv Renewing french polishing: 2 coat 250.00 120.00 135.00 200.00 705.00 sqm   

xv renewing polyvinyl distempering:2 coats 400.00 250.00 300.00 350.00 1300.00 sqm   

xvi Renewing synthetic enamel paint to door- window frame & 
shutter: 2 coats 

500.00 120.00 125.00 200.00 945.00 sqm   

xvii Applying weather coat of arrroved brand and quality: 2 coats 750.00 350.00 400.00 425.00 1925.00 sqm   

xviii Scrapping of old mosses from wall & ceiling 1500.00 450.00 500.00 600.00 3050.00 sqm   

xix Renewing white washing: 2 coats 1200.00 350.00 450.00 500.00 2500.00 sqm   

xx Replacing 50mm dia 200 mm long brass socket bolt 36.00 22.00 26.00 26.00 110.00 each   

xxi Repairing of steel grill/window frame and shutter/stair railing, 
verandah grill, rolling shutter excluding cost of steel materials 

86.00 30.00 32.00 40.00 188.00 sqm   

xxii M.S angle, T, Z- section, channel etc 200.00 100.00 125.00 130.00 555.00 kg   

xxiii 3/4'' dia G.I pipe used in repairing work 42.50 30.00 35.00 40.00 147.50 RM   

xiv Repair to major cracks ( structural & affecting aesthetic) R.C.C 
by RCC (1:1.5:3) stiching with 12 mm down brick chips & 50% 
sand (F.M.1.2) and 50% sand (F.M. 2.2) excluding cost of 
reinforcement etc. 

250.00 150.00 125.00 72.00 597.00 RM   
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xv Cleaning chocked up masonary drain 110.00 130.00 142.00 152.00 534.00 RM   
46 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on concrete 

surface with sandcement mortar mixed with specified admixture 
(supplied from authorized local agent or from manufacturer 
comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, confirming current 
compliance of the admixture to specification requirements like 
physical properties, uniformity and equivalence in composition, 
performance requirements,delivered in sealed containers having 
and confirming plainly marked the proprietary name of the 
admixture type under this specification, net weight and or 
volume, manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in concrete etc.) 
under the strict accordance with manufacturer 
recommendations / instructions and providing safety provisions 
in all respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces all complete including 
cleaning the surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 
grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

400.00 350.00 378.00 416.00 1544.00 Sqm   

47 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth and 225 
mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the top having 125 mm  
thick  Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm 
from the bottom over one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat 
soling and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height 
provided with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement (Conforming 
to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds 
of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and 
dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges all complect as 
per design, drawing direction of Engineers ( Reinforcement 
measerment given saperatly) 

100.00 2.00 2.50 3.00 107.50 RM   

48 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and depth up to 
300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm thick chock wall in cement 
and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement 
concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat soling . The 
surface having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement (Conforming 
to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds 
of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and 
dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges as per direction 
of the engineers.  

86.56 48.20 56.25 50.26 241.27 RM   

49 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete (1:2:4)  with 
cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), coarse sand and picked 
jhama chips i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling at 
bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth 
for preparation of bed and filling the interestices with local sand 
(F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing at least for 7 days etc. 

48.92 33.50 42.85 40.00 165.27 sqm    
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all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, other charge as per 
direction of the enginner.  

50 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 mm down 
graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki from 1st class bricks 
and lime (stone lime brought at site, not being powdered in open 
air and to be slaked in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for using in the mix) 
in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : lime) including 
preparation of the mix on the ground by making a suitable 
platform under proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice 
daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain 
desirable consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating 
the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain 
maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing with 
lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 days providing 
polythene cover after each day work and cleaning etc. complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 

46.75 18.69 25.24 20.56 111.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works             Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF (i) 1st FLOOR OF  OFFICE BUILDING (II) 1st FLOOR OF C-TYPE BUILDING (iii) 1st FLOOR OF D-TYPE BUILDING & (iv) 
1st FLOOR OF E- TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-01). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 
    Office C-

type 
D-

Type 
E-type       

(i) (ii) iii   (iv)   (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290 mm size long pan with foot-

rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of Vitreous China & preparing the base of pan with 
cement mortar (1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making holes 
wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete 
with all necessary fittings & connection approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK 
,Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) 

8.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 15.00 Each    

2a Supplying, fitting & fixing  super quality european type glazed coloured Combi closet ( 
hydolic type, RAK brand, Metropolitan, approved colour), approx. 640x340x800 mm size, 
weight 45.7 kg weight, i/c. plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with 
net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required and mending 
good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer 
(an exclusive item, subject to approved by not less than SE) 

2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Each   

2b Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm 
in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with 
net wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required and mending 
good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( 
RAK brand, Jumeirah, approved colour) 

3.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 11.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern RAK brand Asian W.T, Karla glazed porcelain low down, capacity 10 
liter, 385x210x105 mm in size, approximately 16kg by weigh made of vitreous china and 
fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and mending good the 
damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection 
as per direction of the engineer  

8.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 15.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 660 x545 x 200 mm or above in size, 
approx. 29 kg by weight, including fitting, fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. 
brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 750 mm in 
length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls 
and floors and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good the damages with 
cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. (RAK brand, 
Orient, Approved colour) 

20.00 6.00 12.00 6.00 44.00 Each    

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing (RAK brand, Orient) Pedestal, 850x200x205 mm in size, 
approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer.(Approved colour) 

20.00 6.00 12.00 6.00 44.00 Each   
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6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 445 x 355 x 3300 mm in size European type glazed vitreous 
standing bowl urinal, approx. 10 kg by weight including fitting, fixing the same in position 
after making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe with brass 
coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm 
dia brass stop cock including mending good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. Approved colour,RAK 

9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with 
C.P. holder including making holes in walls and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

20.00 6.00 12.00 6.00 44.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm 
thickness with hard board at the back with all necessary fittings including making holes in 
walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

20.00 4.00 8.00 6.00 38.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm 
thickness with hard board at the back with all necessary fittings including making holes in 
walls & mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

4.00 2.00 4.00 0.00 10.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 
5mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

24.00 6.00 16.00 9.00 55.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm size special colour special 
qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all 
floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

20.00 4.00 8.00 6.00 38.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling 
with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- 
Charge. 

4.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 20.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of approved quality. complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 15.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink cock fixing in position with all 
material all complect as per direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 8.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) 
bib cock fixing in position all complect as per direction of engineer 

32.00 18.00 26.00 18.00 94.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in 
position as per direction of engineer 

20.00 7.00 18.00 6.00 51.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 36.00 7.00 28.00 18.00 89.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head only with all necessary hard 
ware & consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray with brackets in wall including cutting wall 
and mending good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. complete in all 
respect as per direction of the Engineers 

24.00 8.00 16.00 6.00 54.00 Each    
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20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all special fittings, 
such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in 
walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

        0.00     

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 110.00 36.25 42.00 36.00 224.25 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 90.00 30.00 50.00 42.00 212.00 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 95.00 22.00 42.00 35.00 194.00 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 150.00 35.50 78.50 50.00 314.00 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary 
and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and making 
hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

        0.00     

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 
kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.00 2.00 3.50 2.00 17.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 
kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.00 2.00 3.50 2.00 17.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 
kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.00 2.00 3.50 2.00 17.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 
kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

10.00 2.00 3.50 2.00 17.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having 
specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, 
fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories 
such as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by 
the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

236.00 150.00 110.00 180.00 676.00 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and ventilation pipe having 
specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, 
fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets, bends, with all accessories 
such as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by 
the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

200.00 120.00 100.00 170.00 590.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

              

a 40mm dia peet valve 3.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 13.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 3.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 13.00 Each   
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c 20mm dia peet valve 3.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 13.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink tray 
Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I 
steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling 
(750 mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with cement 
morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer. 

1.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 8.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing 
preper cover top with locking arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges 
and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over flow and 100mm dia 
float valve, including supply of all materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers 

4.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 10.00 Each   

27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting fixing etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer 

36.50 30.00 20.50 20.50 107.50 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) 
having a lining of minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan 
over a brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete flooring (1:2:4) with 
125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides 
of walls on floor and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including supplying fitting 
and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type C.I. 
manhole cover with locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top 
slab, including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to 
required depth including necessary earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out water 
and side filling including the cost of all materials, operations and incidental charges. etc. all 
complete as per type plan approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost 
of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large sizes) with 250 mm thick 
solid brick work and 250 mm honey comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design 
over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per drawing with 450 
mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the 
well up to the required depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and fabricating 
M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work in excavation, side filling and 
bailing out water including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, design 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) including making holes in 
walls and floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

30.00 12.00 18.00 12.00 72.00 Each   

31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps 
or in drains in/cl. making holes in walls & floors and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

30.00 12.00 18.00 12.00 72.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall 
by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any means carefully without damaging the 
structure filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of scaffolding, 
finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

750.00 165.00 565.00 440.00 1920.00 RM   
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33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) 
including necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick 
(1:3:6) base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement plaster with 
neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

              

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C 
pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

8.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 27.00 Each   

  GAS CONNECTION               
34 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, 

fitting & fixing in position different dia best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all 
necessary G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & back filling the 
trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas 
Gas T & D co. Ltd. & direction of engineers. 

              

a 12 mm N,D 60.00 25.00 40.00 30.00 155.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 50.00 25.00 30.00 25.00 130.00 RM   

35 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best quality and heavy type) etc. all 
complete in all respects as per specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineers. 

              

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 12.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each   

36 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per specification of bakarabad Gass 
company ltd. And as per direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

110.00 50.00 70.00 55.00 285.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary              Tk.  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE VERTICAL EXTENSION OF (i) 1st FLOOR OF  OFFICE BUILDING (II) 1st FLOOR OF C-TYPE 
BUILDING (iii) 1st FLOOR OF D-TYPE BUILDING & (iv) 1st FLOOR OF E- TYPE BUILDING AT PATUAKHALI PBS HQ COMPLEX UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No.:URIDS(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO.:URIDS(W)-CW-01-01). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  Total 

Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office C-type D-Type E-Type 
(i) (ii) iii   (iv)   vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the switch 
boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and sheathed cable 
(type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity conductior (ECC) through 
PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 
25mm dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 16SWG G.P sheet 
switch board and pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 
1no. conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. 
conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should 
painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat 
of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. 
PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including 
necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete as 
required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper made) in 
conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 200.00 52.00 140.00 96.00 488.00 Point   

b Fan Point 60.00 10.00 36.00 24.00 130.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch 
board. 

55.00 14.00 30.00 20.00 119.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 22.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 33.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:          0.00     
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting consisting of 
half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS sheet made 
bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. complete (including 
Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 

        0.00 

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 100.00 30.00 56.00 38.00 224.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:          0.00     
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Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light fitting 
consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior quality, ballast, 
starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove enameled base, necessary 
wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c 
Eastern lamp) of following model and as per sample approved by 
the Engineer. 

        0.00 

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 40.00 10.00 60.00 40.00 150.00 Each   

Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.           
b Bath room light. 10.00 6.00 12.00 8.00 36.00 Each   

SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of 
oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, brass 
holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( minium 
total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, necessary wiring 
with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FR cable 
etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

          

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or 
equlivent 

              

c Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' or 
equlivent 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Each   

d Providing & fixing concealed type spot light of following 
manufacturers consisting of 152.4 mm (6'') dia 228 mm(9'') long 
cylinderical powder coated aluminium shade brass holder,earth 
terminal,  necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC 
insulated flexibile FR cable etc.(except lamp) all complect as 
direction of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CML-111 OR Gloria cat No. GCF-371 OR 
Shwash cat. No. SCC-4/79 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 11” 
dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental golden brass 
edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal 
necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable etc.compatible 
for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 12.00 8.00 42.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B Ring 
or equlivent 

          

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type wall 
mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) complete with 
standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l 
complete as required including cutting wall and mending good the 
damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

4.00 2.00 6.00 4.00 16.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 51.00 5.00 30.00 20.00 106.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of           
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following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades 
canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

          

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super 
deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

          

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with four 
blade deluxe fan 

8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed type 
following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 18 SWG 
galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K 
MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

             

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 5.00 12.00 8.00 50.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 12.00 12.00 8.00 62.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 10.00 36.00 24.00 102.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 40.00 12.00 48.00 32.00 132.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 50.00 5.00 30.00 20.00 105.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 12.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 23.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 2.00 6.00 4.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 59.00 8.00 30.00 20.00 117.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 12.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 23.00 each   

8 Earthing               
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. pipe 
(Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the pipe at 305 
mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 
SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia 
G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below 
G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including necessary connecting 
copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth 
resistance within 1 ohm. 

          

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from GL & 
lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 250.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm (0.5”) dia 
G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe complete as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

          

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod as 
per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 

60.00 10.00 30.00 20.00 120.00 Each    
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11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of depth 
228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out side and 
enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push type locking 
arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size for fixing of all 
electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size 
complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column and 
keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as required ( only front 
surface of this board will be considered for measurement) 

1.25 0.25 0.50 0.30 2.30 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:               
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 16WG M.S 
board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar and arrangement of 
cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with 
two coats gray hammer pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on 
prepared board. 

          

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 150 
sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with porcelain 
insulator. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG m s 
sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity with BNBC 
including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over current and 
instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages as per 
instruction and sample approved by purchase document must be 
submitted from legrand (Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) 
before installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 2.00 6.00 4.00 15.00 Each    

  6-way SDB               

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.                

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single pole 
miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal overcorrect and 
instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase provision 
(Legrand/Hager, France made original purchase document should 
be submitted before installation) 

              

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 42.00 16.00 48.00 32.00 138.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared board 
including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 watt bulb, 
brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 23.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket fixing 
in position with same size board and accessories etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

30.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 58.00 Each    
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17 SFF of following type lamp as per direction of Engineers               

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 40.00 30.00 6.00 4.00 80.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole approved) as 
per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 20.00 5.00 4.00 49.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 100.00 50.00 6.00 4.00 160.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 30.00 26.00 6.00 4.00 66.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 20.00 18.00 30.00 20.00 88.00 each   

18 Providing & installation of following capacity electrically operated 
water heater containing inner  tank made of minimum 14 SWG. 
Non- magnetic rust proof galvanized steel & Outer jacket / body 
made of minimum 22 SWG mild steel sheet & proper thermal 
insulation with automatic thermostatic switch with suitable wattage 
range of immersion heating element, on-off indicating lamp, inlet 
and outlet water connection pipe including fixing accessories all 
complete as required with adequate safety measures complete with 
required accessories and in conformity with codes and specification 
of international standards, suitable for use in tropicalized country 
like Bangladesh.  Model and sample to be approved by comptent 
authority. (Water Heater) 

              

a 15 gallon/Hr. (1250 watt) wall mounting type 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supply,  Installation,  Testing  &  commissioning  of  split  type  Air-
cooler  comprising  condensing  and  evaporating  units  having  
following  cooling  capacity  based  on  indoor  temperature  27º-
30ºC DB / 19.5º-22ºC WB  and  outdoor  temperature  35º-40ºC DB  
at  high  fan  speed  condition  suitable  for  installation  &  
operation  in  tropicalised  country  like  Bangladesh  &  as  per  
detailed  specifications  &  standard  as  mentioned  below :  

              

  (a). OUTDOOR  UNIT  /  CONDENSING  UNIT  
(i). Type : Compact  weather  proof  outdoor  type  condensing  unit 
(ii). Compressor : Hermitically  sealed  Reciprocating / Rotary  
Compressor. 
(iii). Refrigerant : Internationaly  accepted  &  recommended  and  
most  commonly  used  Gas(CFC free) 
(iv). Blower  Motor : Well  Balanced  type  direct  driven  centrifugal  
type  blower  fan   
(v). Power  Supply :  
(i). 200-250 V,  Single  phase,  50 Hz.  AC  supply  [upto  30000 
BTU/HR] 
(ii). 400-440 V  3-phase, 50 Hz.  AC  supply   [above 30000 
BTU/HR ]  
(vi). Condensing  Pipe / coil : Made  of  copper 
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(vii). EER : Minimum  10 [ EER = BTU/HR  /  WATT ] 
 

a Any brand manufactured or assembled in USA/EUcountries 
/Japan/Taiwan/Korea /Thailand/Malaysia approved/accepted by the 
Engineer in accordance with fulfillment of the above specifications 
and having relevent certificates as mentioned. Wall mountend 
typeCapacity : 22500 - 24000  BTU/HR   

3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 each   

20 Telecommunication Cable 500.00 175.00 200.00 225.00 1100.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & sheathed 
twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of each core in 
0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone 
point all complect as per direction of engineer(With code 
Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

          

21 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –core 
(IC) PVC insulated & sheathed cable (type BYM) with green/white 
BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit 
(Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary accessories viz bends, 
socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box consist 
of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. conduit in or our. 
6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in or out. The steel box should 
painted with two coats  of grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime 
coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover 
etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including 
necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete in 
conformity with the BN Building Code & as per direction the 
Engineers.  With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

                

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.9 mm. 

156.00 110.00 125.00 100.00 491.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.9 mm. 

200.00 150.00 120.00 110.00 580.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

95.00 110.00 100.00 100.00 405.00 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 1.5mm. 

110.00 80.00 85.00 80.00 355.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

200.00 110.00 180.00 175.00 665.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall thickness 
of 1.5 mm 

750.00 650.00 475.00 360.00 2235.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall thickness 
of 1.5 mm 

2250.00 1195.00 1450.00 1425.00 6320.00 RM   
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h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 200.00 125.00 150.00 100.00 575.00 RM   

22 4X50 sq,mm NYFGbY with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE through 
PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having wall thickness of 2.5 
mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 75.00 85.00 98.00 358.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works             Tk. 
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-

STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE 

WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, 
SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE 
YARD FENCHING AT LALMOHAN ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

 
 

     
     
     

 Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

only.  

 

Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-
STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY 
POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT LALMOHAN ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA 
UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before 

commencing actual physical work and 
during contract period and 
demobilization after completion of the 
Works under contract accepted by 
Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey 
cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, 
dressing the project area on and in the 
ground to an extent that all the events of 
works of the project can be executed 
smoothly in a working environment with 
a particular attention on safety and 
security in all respects, and to stockpile 
the end outcome to a place for disposal 
agreed by the Engineer, where, 
payments are to be based on ground 
area determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress 
of work under contract as a whole in all 
respects and approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm 21.00 46279.80 

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD 
Bench-Mark (BM) at site from nearby 
BM pillar, Property lines, existing ground 
level (EGL), formation ground level 
(FGL), highest flood levels (HFL), plinth 
levels (PL), mean sea level (MSL), 
setting and marking all pillars, marker, 
pegs etc. showing and maintaining 
reduced levels (RL’s) including  locating, 
establishing, protecting all public utilities 
within the premise of work and finally all 
to be presented in black and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM 4.00 8815.20 
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of 
soil for foundation trenches including. 
layout, providing center lines, local 
bench-mark pillars, leveling, ramming 
and preparing the base, fixing bamboo 
spikes and marking layout with chalk 
powder, providing necessary tools and 
plants, protecting and maintaining the 
trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the 
excavated earth at a safe distance out of 
the area enclosed by the layout etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer, 
subject to submit method statement of 
carrying out excavation work to the 
Engineer for approval.  However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the 
contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under the contract..  

                    

a Earth work in excavation in foundation 
trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 
m lead. In very soft/saturated/organic 
clayed soil/soil of semi liquid state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 300.00 960.02 Cum 166.00 159363.32 

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm 
depth and all types of soil, compecting 
the base by 5 ton road roller maintaining 
proper camber & grade in/c. refilling 
(where necessary) and removing the 
excess soil to a safe distance as per 
drawing and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 710.00 710.00 Sqm 54.00 38340.00 

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  
and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth 
available within 90 m of the building site 
dry density of 90% with optium mosture 
content ( modified proctor test) i/c. 
carring watering, leveling,  dressing & 
compacting to a specified percentage 
each layer up to finished level etc. all 
complete as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 300.00 960.02 Cum 114.00 109442.28 

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in 
foundation trenches or where necceary 
and plinth with pure earth in 150mm 
layers with carted earth carried by truck 
or any other means loading & unloding 
at both ends to be supplied at the 
contractor won cost i/c. leveling, 
watering and consoliding i/c. local 

5500.00 2000.00 2000.00 1000.00 0.00 1000.00 11500.00 cum 284.25 3268875.00 
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carriage etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineers 

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm 
thick layer with 8-10 Ton power driven 
roller in/c. spreading, leveling, 
cambering, super elevation & watering 
etc. all complect as pr direction of 
engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 1000.00 CUM 364.00 364000.00 

8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and 
plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 
150mm layers including leveling, 
watering and compaction to achieve 
minimum dry density of 90% with 
optimum moisture content (Modified 
proctor test) by ramming each layer up 
to finished level as per design supplied 
by the design office only etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 450.00 927.34 Cum 602.00 558258.68 

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to 
the required depth and diameter with 
minimum 6 m long temporary steel 
casing, true to vertical, providing 
bentonite slurry and maintaining water 
level in the hole, washing the hole for at 
least 30 minutes, clean the bore-hole 
and make the bore- hole ready for 
placing steel cage and concreting 
including hire charge of rig set with 
winch machine, tripod stand, trimie pipe, 
cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, 
stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, 
electricity and other charges all compete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
Before commencing boring operation 
Contractor shall submit the method 
statement of cast-in-situ pile work 
including sequence of boring and 
casting, disposal of spoils, test result of 
materials to the Engineer for approval. 
However, Engineer’s approval shall not 
relieve the Contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under 
contract (i/c. removing mud) 

                    

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 840.00 825.00 762.19 580.25 0.00 0.00 3007.44 RM 680.00 2045059.20 
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b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM 717.60 0.00 

10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement 
concrete works with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 
having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on 
standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- 
CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 
Type – I, best quality coarse sand 
[Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well 
graded crushed stone chips conforming 
to ASTM  C-33, including breaking chips, 
screening through proper sieves, 
making, placing re-bar cage in position, 
placing and removing tri-pod as per 
requirement, pouring the concrete in 
bore-hole with the help of a trimie pipe, 
maintaining the trimie pipe immersed in 
concrete by at least 1 meter throughout 
the period of concreting, maintaining 
required slump etc. mixing the 
aggregates with standard mixer machine 
with hoper, casting in forms, all complete 
including water, electricity, testing of 
materials and concrete etc and other 
charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, 
binding, welding and placing) 

137.95 135.38 125.38 95.30 0.00 0.00 494.01 Cum 11578.00 5719647.78 

11 Providing and making point welding at 
contact point of the spiral binders at 
reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding 
for construction of cast in situ board pile 
carefully with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the points prominent as per 
direction of the Engineer.( The rate is 
inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, 
tools plants and  all equipment). 

40500.00 40120.00 39500.00 21500.00 0.00 0.00 141620.00 Point 3.90 552318.00 
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12 Providing and making welding splice 
over two sides of contact point by 
welding of minimum 300 mm length at 
the lap of main reinforfement in re- bar 
cage to be placed bin bore- hole where 
necessary by electric arc with highly 
oxidized electrodes making the joint 
prominent as per direction of the 
engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials 
labour tools plant and all equipment, 
cost of power etc. complete in all 
respect). 

155.15 148.50 132.00 120.50 0.00 0.00 556.15 RM 472.83 262964.40 

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened 
cast in situ board pile upto required 
length by any means and removing the 
dismantled materials such as concrete to 
a safe distance including scraps and 
removing concrete from steel / M/S. rods 
preparation and making platform where 
necessary, carrying all sorts of handing, 
stacking the same properly after 
clearing, leveling and dressing the situ 
and clearing the bed etc. complete as 
per direction of the eingineer in charge 
(Measurement will be given for the 
actual pile head volume to broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 0.00 25.73 Cum 3603.00 92705.19 

14 One layer of brick flat soling in 
foundation or in floor with first class or 
picked jhama bricks including 
preparation of bed and filling the 
interstices with local sand, leveling etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm 355.00 627079.10 

15 Supplying and laying of single layer 
polythene sheet weighing one kilogram 
per 6.5 square meter in floor below 
cement concrete reinforced concrete 
slab etc. all complete in all respect as 
per direction of the Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm 34.00 51558.28 

16 Brick works with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar 
(1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, 
racking out the joints, cleaning and 
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours 
before use and curing at least for 7 days 
etc. all complete including cost of water, 
electricity and other charges and 

31.95 15.25 14.55 8.32 0.98 24.50 95.55 Cum 5327.00 508994.85 
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accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  
DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same 
with pure water in required proportion 
For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters 
of pure water and spraying the 
emulsified mixture (5 liters per square 
meter of soll surface by chemical 
sprayer or by any other means to teh 
sides and bottom of the foundation 
trench and over pinth filling of floor bed 
as per direction of the engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 1.00 836.13 Sqm 204.00 170570.52 

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or 
floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & 
picked jhama chips including breaking 
chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 
7 days including the supply of water, 
electricity and other charges and costs 
of tools and plants etc. all complete & 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                   

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or 
floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum 6319.00 461160.62 

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in 
cement concrete with cement, sand 
(F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone 
chips in/cl.  breaking chips, screening, 
centering, shuttering, casting, curing and 
finished with a coat of bitumen including 
the supply of water, electricity and other 
charges and costs of tools and plants 
etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                    

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH 
Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm 1174.00 50482.00 
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20 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
steel shutter with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c = 22 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming 
to BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 
N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2 and 20 mm down well graded 
stone chips conforming to ASTM C-33, 
making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing with 
standard mixer machine with hopper, fed 
by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine 
and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. ( Rate is 
excluding the cost of reinforcement and 
its fabrication).  

                    

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade 
beam, foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum 10203.00 1535551.50 

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm 354.00 160078.80 
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21 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming 
to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 
N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
sand [50% quantity of best local sand 
(F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2] and 20 mm down well graded 
picked jhama brick chips conforming 
ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips 
and screening, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight 
properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard 
measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and 
curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of reinforcement and 
its fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 60.50 150.96 Cum 7319.00 1104876.24 

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 450.00 714.08 Sqm 354.00 252784.32 

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 50.22 93.83 cum 7319.00 686741.77 

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 475.00 917.86 Sqm 413.00 379076.18 

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 24.50 42.65 Cum 7420.00 316463.00 

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 450.00 635.38 Sqm 412.00 261776.56 

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum 7319.00 766226.11 

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm 459.00 151396.56 
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22 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 
400 ribbed or deformed bar produced 
and marked according to Bangladesh 
standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 
418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per 
BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 
21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile 
strength fu to yield strength fy, shall be 
at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 
8% repenctively details as per design & 
drawing in concrete with straightening 
and cleaning rust. if any bending and 
binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                    

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar 
with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& 
tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa 
minium elongation16% all complect as 
per direction of consultant)  

43500.00 33174.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 17520.00 152594.00 Kg 85.00 12970490.00 

23 Recovery of brick bats during 
dismantling soling, HBB etc. i/c. 
cleaning, stacking or storing as per 
direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.00 80.00 Sqm 114.93 9194.40 

24 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks 
or bats i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in 
measuable sizes at site accepted by the 
Engineer 

                    

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 142.00 142.00 cum 3068.00 435656.00 

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 142.00 142.00 cum 3172.00 450424.00 

25 Labour for compacted water bound 
Macadam base course with graded 
metal of crushed well burnt, picked 
jhama or first class bricks and bats 
having compacted thickness made as 
per specifications including local 
handling and spreading uniformly to 
proper grade, camber and super 
elevation, hand packing, rolling properly 
with 8  to 10 ton capacity power driven 
Road Roller and watering profusely for 
compaction of 100% MDD (standard) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 106.50 106.50 Cum 613.00 65284.50 
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blinding with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 
per m2  including fuel, lubricants, 
spares, maintenance, driver etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

26 Providing compacted sub-base base 
course with well graded metal of crushed 
well burnt p.j. / 1st class brick bats and 
sand (FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 : 
1 having compacted thickness made as 
per specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade 
camber and super elevation, packing 
rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity 
power driven road roller and watering 
properly for compaction of 100% MDD 
(standard) blinding with sand including 
cost of fuel,  lubricants, spares, 
maintenance, driver etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 106.50 106.50 Cum 3379.00 359863.50 

27 50 mm thick compacted premixed 
bituminous carpeting with 12 mm down 
well graded shingles @ 0.64 cum of 
shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of 
total is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c 
to 1550c and spread uniformly over 10 
sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 ton 
Roller compacted fully in proper grade 
and camber spreading 0.12 cum sand 
(F.M. 1.50) on 10 sqm etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 710.00 710.00 Sqm 1046.00 742660.00 

28 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of 
bitumen per 10 sqm including heating 
bitumen up to 1760c to 1880c and 
spreading etc. all complete (cost of 
bitumen included) accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 710.00 710.00 Sqm 87.00 61770.00 

29 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet 
sand (FM 2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of 
bitumen per 10 sqm of road surface 
including supplying and spreading of 
0.09 cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including 
heating bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 
degree Celsius and spreading etc. all 
complete (cost of bitumen included) 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 710.00 710.00 Sqm 186.00 132060.00 
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30 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 
kg of bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road 
surface i.c. supplying & spreding of 0.09 
cum of sand (F.M 1.2) with heating 
bitumen upto176 degree celsius, surface 
rolling with 8 ton power driver roller etc.. 
all complect & accepted by the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 710.00 710.00 Sqm 104.00 73840.00 

31 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the 
road) with 1st class or picked bricks and 
filling the gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) 
i/c. cutting trenches, true to level and 
grade, removing earth, refilling and 
ramming the sides properly including 
cost of all materials and accepted by the 
the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 600.00 600.00 RM 93.00 55800.00 

32 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as 
per instruction of consultant. If any 
sample fail in test bidder is bound for 
alternative sample, but payment will be 
given for only one sample 

                    

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & 
eleongation  

4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample 2483.00 49660.00 

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample 3220.00 32200.00 

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting 
time 

2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample 15813.22 126505.76 

iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & 
salt content 

2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample 5319.58 53195.80 

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample 3659.00 102452.00 

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & 
los angles test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample 7579.89 37899.45 

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & 
carbon contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample 4200.00 16800.00 

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample 13852.41 27704.82 

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample 37768.80 113306.40 
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33 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of 
pile PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM 
D5882 (The standard method for low 
strain integrity testing of pile) providing 
all relevent masterials, equipments, 
experts, labour, mobilization, 
demovilization, dataacquisition and 
analysis, preparation of results in 
standard forms etc. complete in all 
respects approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT test, 
Contractor shall submit method 
statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineers approved shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his rersponsibilities and 
obligations under contract 

                    

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 
250 km of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 
12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

24021.00 96084.00 

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 
12(twelve) pile tested 

43.00 42.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 149.00 Each 1201.00 178949.00 

34 Providing and maintenance one project 
profile signboards of the size not 
exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a 
suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the 
materials of the signboards and text 
layout to the Engineer for approval which 
will be positioned as directed by the 
Engineer andremoving the same on 
completion of the Works or as instructed 
by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm 207.00 5175.00 

35 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster 
(1:4) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm 
below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 450.56 657.40 Sqm 246.00 16170.40 

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 

CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT LALMOHAN ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 

    Office D-Type E  & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to 
mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, 
and satisfying a specified compressive strength 
f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 
(32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best 
quality sand [50% quantity of best local sand 
(F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or 
coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm 
down well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking chips 
and screening, making, placing shutter in 
position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard 
measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting 
by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 
days, removing centering-shuttering including 
cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and 
binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 24.39 67.05 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 256.00 738.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   
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iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 7.26 16.72 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 159.00 336.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   
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v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   

vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   

i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   
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vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   
i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked 
according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of 
ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at 
maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details 
as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending 
and binding in position with supply of G. I wires 
etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  
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a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at 
least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 
complect as per direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 10210.00 134267.50 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half 
brick length with first class bricks in cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2)  mortar (1:6) in superstructure 
including raking out joints, filling the interstices 
with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete (measurement to given as 
250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm 
for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 20.50 37.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints 
curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all 
materials etc. complete in all respect in all 
heights as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-11/A-
M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 475.00 1595.61 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   
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vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm 
machine made klinker hard pressed facing bricks 
of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, cutting 
the bricks to required size wherever necessary 
including high class recessed pointing, cleaning 
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours 
before use and washing and screening of sand, 
necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days 
for all floors up to 4th floor including cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer.  
Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

120.00 56.25 82.50 70.00 0.00 110.00 438.75 Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / 
roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% 
quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
(F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm down well 
graded chips including breaking chips 12 mm down 
ga, screening, laying the concrete in alternate 
panels, compacting and finishing the top with neat 
cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both 
inner-and outer surface, finishing the corner and 
edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted 
by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 978.00 3535.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, 
beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, 
railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the 
corners and edges including washing of sand 
cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing at least 
for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and other 
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
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drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete 
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 168.00 368.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed 

wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with 
on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) 
base and raking out the joints with repective joint 
filler & binder including cutting, laying and hire 
charge of machine and finishing with care 
etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  
& / or design with on 20mm thick cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out the 
joints with white cement including cutting, laying 
the tiles in proper way and finishing with care 
etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   
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complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm 
size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor 
tiles) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere 
required as per instruction of Engineer (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick 
black/white marble stone  of approved quality & 
size on floor / wall over 19mm thick cment sand 
morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, 
polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking 
tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse 
sand (1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 
20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking 
out the joints with white cement & colored 
pigment i/c. cutting & laying tiles in proper way & 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( 
Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural 
seasoned wood of required size including 
painting two coasts of coal tar to the surface in 
contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer (all sizes 
of wood are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

                  

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 
150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to 
door and window frames with royal plug. 
Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric 
drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in chowkat 
if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per 
direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   
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13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and 
having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board 
single leaf flush door for all floors for internal use 
made of well matured mechanical seasoned 
Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other approved 
wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm 
around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total 
two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally 
made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically 
made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 
100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm 
iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden single leaf door shutters having top rail 
style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 
mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. 
Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden 
peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm 
dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong 
Teak wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick 
seasoned solid wood door shutters, having 
closed joints and provided with best quality 6 
Nos.100mm iron higes,2 (two) Nos.best quality 
12mm dia 300mm & 225mm long iron tower & 
socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type brass handle 
& hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer blocks & 
finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
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14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail 
and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 
125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 
mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, 
provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 
mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks and finished by sand papering, necessary 
screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes 
of wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or 
window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45, & other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted and 
fixed with Upvc plastic door frame weighing 5.82 
kg/sm with at least 3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 
Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long 
rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Q 9.68 MM, 
150 mm long SStower bolts 2 Nos. 146 mm SS 
handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 234.95 mm x 
127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 
1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer.  

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic 
door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 
1.35 - 1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted fixed with uPVC 
plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 
mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 
25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long 
SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by 
rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm 
clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS 
haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying the 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   
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same to the site and local carriage etc.complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 
mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

17 Thai Alunium works                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 

doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 
mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm, 0.665 
kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider (size 31.75 
mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick 
spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will 
be anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour 
with a coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  
and density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including 
all accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding 
door whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door 
neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, 
keeping provision  for fitting 5mm thick glass 
including  labour charge for fitting of accessories, 
making grooves and mending good damages, 
carriage, and electricity  complete in all respect 
as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze 
colour) 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   
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b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA 
standard specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) 
having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 
32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 
16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 
26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom (size 
60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side (size 
75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter 
lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all 
aluminum members will be anodized to 
aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 
15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg per 
square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding 
door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, 
sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. 
sealants & keeping position i/c keeping provision 
of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour 
charge for fitting of accessories making grooves 
and mending damages, carriage & electricity 
complete in all respect as per drawing direction 
of the engineer. size up to 1500 mm x 1400 mm 
(Bronze colour).  

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 
fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per 
the U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification 
having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 
mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top 
(size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 
kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 
mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer 
side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 mm, 26 mm, 
0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 
1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 
31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve 
cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 
mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side 
(size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 12.297 kg) will 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   
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be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour with 
a coat not less than 15 micron in thickness and 
density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding 
door wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door 
neoprene, bolts and nuts including sealants, 
keeping provision for fitting 5 mm thick glass 
including labour charge for fitting of accessories, 
making grooves and mending good damages, 
carriage, and electricity complete in all respect as 
per drawing and accepted by the Engineer.Size 
up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion 
free 5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality 
and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the 
edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar 
(1:2) including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh 
grills of any design made with solid 12 
mmx12mm size square bar steel section@ 4.5'' 
c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) 
fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming etc. 
complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with M.S section  per design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all 
complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm 
& 20 mm dia stainless steel pipes as  per 
approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting 
required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic 
polyvinyl distempering from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a 
coat  of brand specified primer or sealer elapsing 
specified time for drying/recoating matt finish 

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   
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including cleaning and sand papering making the 
surface free from loose and flaky materials, dirt, 
grease, wax, polish, scraping all chalked and 
sealed materials, applying the paint by 
brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

23 On exterior surface applying as per 
manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather 
coat of approved quality  and colour delivered 
from authorized local agent of the manufacturer 
in a sealed container in all respect in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 1650.00 5458.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter 
three coats with with one coats primer applied 
with brush i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing 
the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters 
in two coats with approved best quality and 
colour of synthetic enamel paint delivered from 
uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in a 
sealed container, having highly water resistant, 
high bondibilty, flexible, using specific brand 
thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over a coat 
of priming elapsing time for drying including 
surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, 
smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 400.00 1187.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock 
(Forigen made) in approved quality complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality 
magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary 
all necessary tools & accoricies all complect as 
per direction of engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard 
height with 2 mm thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail 
as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   
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30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe 
stair railing of any standard height of any design 
and shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the 
base of 12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed 
by welding. Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 
mm c/c (1 Nos. in each steps) 150 mm 
embedded into the R.C.C tread of stair case after 
cutting grooves and mending good the damages 
with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. bar on the 
top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. pipe 
hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be 
considered for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of 
any design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. 
sheet unit minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm 
and 12 mm dia circular folding at ends, rolled in 
machine, locked together properly to form rolling 
shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with circular 
spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, containing 
best quality spring made in China, nutted with 38 
mm G.I. pipe at one end and the other end 
nutted to shutter including fitting the G.I. pipe 
again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends 
with side guide channel (side channel consist of 
50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm 
F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 
6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to 
wall or column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. 
part by cement concrete (1:2:4) including cutting 
holes (minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the 
damages, finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter 
fitted to folded G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in 
two layers), which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 
mm angle, providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 
mm and locking arrangement in both sides, 
painting two coats with approved colour and 
brand  of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of 
priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by 
the Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of 
painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen 
made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with 
Pvc sheaded & natural colour for door and 
window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required 
measurement & supplying necessary screws, 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   
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nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to 
the Engineers. 

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
collapsible gate of any design and shape made 
of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel placed @ 112 mm c/c 
vertically and connecting the same with each 
other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling 
handles in both size, suitable locking 
arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 
mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 
mm flatbar fixing with beam or floor including 
pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including 
enamel paint two coats with one coat of primer 
(approved colour ) all complete as per direction 
of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect 
in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-
charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary 
type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 
6 mm angle framing  the top & bottom parts 
providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 
150 mm c/c and the middle part covered with 
18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm 
F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing 
through the center as design i/c locking 
arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with 
the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & 
mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. 
fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where 
necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design 
& direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the 
cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy 
type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp 
bolt in /c cutting grooves in door shutter and 
frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction 
of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    
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37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both 
ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing 
of angle post, all complect as per direction of 
engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the 
same with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 
150mm c/c in both ways, supported by 
38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm embedded 
in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. supply 
of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all 
complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. 
angle and vertically placing the post into C.C./ 
R.C.C foundation in/c cutting angle to required 
shape size in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 
mm thick M.S. plate etc. all complete as per 
direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. 
RCC piller, other structure, cutting jangale, 
cutting trees etc. & keep it in safe distance all 
complete as per direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing 
Stainless steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & 
shape having (wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  
pipe outer frame & 19mm dia SS pipe vertical 
member placed @100mm c/c by welding at top & 
bottom of  pipe frame, cutting the pipes in proper 
shape & size i/c. making semi clrcular band at 
the corners of the outer frame without damaging 
the pipe, covering middle of the gate as per 
design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC 
core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in 
masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, 
making provision for minimum 0.61x 1.52m 
pocket gate having its outer frame & inner 
vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S pipe 
i/c.necessary locking arrangements i/c.providing 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   
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50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per 
design, drawing & derection of engineer 

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in 
boundary wall of any design and shape with 
19mm x 2mm tube (angle box made with 2 nos. 
19x19x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
placed vertically @ 150mm C/C and welding the 
said vertically boxes with 2 no. horizontal 25 x25 
x2mm angle boxes (angle box made with 2 nos. 
25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
pleasing at botom and another tope and again 
fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 
nos. 38x38x6mm angle in by continuous welding)  
in wall up to 150mm depth including fabricating, 
welding in each point and poolishing of 
necessary pigment over a coat of priming in/c 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG 
steel wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, 
reveting and other accessories as required in/c. 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   
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45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape 
having 75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer 
frame & inner frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S 
box 50mmx 25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical 
placed @1.5''c/c by welding at top and bottom of 
M.S Box frame, cutting the section in proper 
shape & size i/c. making necessary band at the 
corners of the outer frame without damaging the 
box, covering middle of the gate as per design & 
drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  providing 6nos. 
huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting 
holes, mending the damages, making provision 
for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate having 
its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 
2x50x50x6mm M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm 
wheel( Japan/Korea, made) for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per 
design, drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
corrugated galvanized iron sheet (Industiral 
profile sheet, Bangladesh made) having min 
weight 63-65 kg per bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft 
long) fitted and fixed on M.S. sections with J 
hook or wooden purling with screws, limpet, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per 
direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
galvanized iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm 
lap fitted and fixed on MS sections with 
galvanized bolts and nuts, washers and putty etc. 
all complete as per direction of the engineers ( 
Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa 
work in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild 
steel sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and 
fixing in position with bolts and nuts or rivets or 
welded and providing two coats of anti corroslve 
paint over a prime coat of red oxide paint etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section 
only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   
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49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of 
pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary 
welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of 
enamle painting with coat of primer etc. all 
complect as per design, drawing & instruction of 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position 
with necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c 
inside of pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, 
necessary welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two 
coats of enamle painting with coat of primer etc. 
all complect as per design, drawing & instruction 
of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick 
with veneered board laminated by mechanical 
hot press with a milk white PVC membrane with 
Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish 
at 600 x 600 mm in grid suspended from ceiling 
by 12 SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by 
rowel plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. maintaining 
straight lines and desired finished level a bottom 
face with vertical wooden strut as required 
including making holes in slabs, or beams by 
electric drill machine and mending good the 
damages, if any, during execution of the work 
including cost of all materials, electricity, 
accessories, scaffoldings, labour for installation, 
screws, nails, etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design and accepted by the Engineer.  

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter 
made with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame 
, inner member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 
SWG M.S sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S 
angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 
50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm L- sections, 
providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow 
section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials 
as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or  
ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing in brick 
wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. inner 
joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. 
rivet making necessary grooves  mending good 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   
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the damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. 
complect in all respect as per instruction of 
engineers. (With partition uPVC hollow section) 

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made 
of low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having 
standard size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 
0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing 
new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, rubber, 
screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" 
handle 2 Nos. etc. including all accessories 
complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door 
shutter 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 
x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails 
as per design and drawing fitted and fixed in 
position including supply of screws, nails, drilling 
etc. and two coats of French polishing over a 
coat of priming etc. all complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or 
on concrete surface with sandcement mortar 
mixed with specified admixture (supplied from 
authorized local agent or from manufacturer 
comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture 
to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in 
composition, performance 
requirements,delivered in sealed containers 
having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under this 
specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer 
recommendations / instructions and providing 
safety provisions in all respect etc. on sound, firm 
surfaces all complete including cleaning the 
surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 
grease etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   
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57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average 
depth and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 
mm at the top having 125 mm  thick  
Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 
300 mm from the bottom over one layer of PVC 
sheet on top brick flat soling and the side slopes 
of the remaining 300 mm height provided with 
250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), 
curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all 
kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) 
consolidating and dressing, cost of water, 
electricity, other charges all complect as per 
design, drawing direction of Engineers ( 
Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width 
and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 
125 mm thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement 
concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat 
soling . The surface having minimum 12mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat 
cement finishing with cement (Conforming to 
BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c 
excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine 
sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost 
of water, electricity, other charges as per 
direction of the engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to 
BDS 232 ), coarse sand and picked jhama chips 
i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling 
at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks in 
/c cutting earth for preparation of bed and filling 
the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c 
finishing, dressing, curing at least for 7 days etc. 
all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, other 
charge as per direction of the enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing 
with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips 
(Khoa), surki from 1st class bricks and lime 
(stone lime brought at site, not being powdered 
in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in 
volume three days after slaking for using in the 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   
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mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the 
ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice 
daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until 
the mix attain desirable consistency. Laying the 
mix in proper slope, beating the same with 
standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain 
maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and 
curing for 21 days providing polythene cover 
after each day work and cleaning etc. complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
 
(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 

CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT LALMOHAN ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 

PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 

    Office D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 

540 x 470 x 290mm size long pan with foot-rest, 
approx. 16 kg by weight, made of Vitreous China 
& preparing the base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 
29 cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar 
(1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all 
floors in/cl. making holes wherever required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, 
finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings 
& connection approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    
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2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed 
porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in 
size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover & 
preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net 
wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making 
holes wherever required and mending good the 
damage all complect with all fitting etc. all 
complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK 
Brand Jumeirah, approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, 
approved colour) glazed porcelain low down, 
capacity appx. 10 liter, 385x105x210 mm in size 
approximately 14kg by weigh made of vitreous 
china and fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel 
plugs making holes required and mending good 
the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. 
complete with all necessary fittings and 
connection as per direction of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 34.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash 
Basin, 500 x 625 x 220 mm in size or above size, 
approx. 23 kg by weight, including fitting, fixing 
the same in position with heavy type C.I. 
brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with 
brass coupling (not exceeding 750 mm in 
length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain 
plug, bracket including making holes in walls and 
floors and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and 
mending good the damages with cement mortar 
(1:4), etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 
695x215x220 mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by 
weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK 
brand, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm 
in size European type glazed vitreous standing 
bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by weight including 
fitting, fixing the same in position after making 
holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia 
plastic waste pipe with brass coupling up to 
grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection 
pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop 
cock including mending good the damages with 
cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (RAK brand, 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   
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approved clour) 
7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. 

Towel rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with 
C.P. holder including making holes in walls and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8a Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror 
(Made in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm 
thickness with hard board at the back with all 
necessary fittings including making holes in walls 
& mending good the damages etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

8b Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror 
(Made in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm 
thickness with hard board at the back with all 
necessary fittings including making holes in walls 
& mending good the damages etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

9 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 
600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 
5mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets, screws 
and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

10 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 
150x150x126 mm size special colour special 
qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in walls 
with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all 
floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  
of approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  
screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as 
per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for 
ablution of approved quality. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P 
moving type sink cock fixing in position with all 
material all complect as per direction of engineer 
( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

14 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP 
concealed heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) 
bib cock fixing in position all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

15 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy 
duty CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in 
position as per direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   
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16 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle 
type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

17 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. 
shower head only with all necessary hard ware & 
consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect 
as per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

18 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 
225x125x130 mm in size (RAK brand) with 
brackets in wall including cutting wall and 
mending good the damages  with cement mortar 
(1:4) properly etc. complete in all respect as per 
direction of the Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe 
for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards with all special fittings, such as bends, 
elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, 
Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where 
necessary and fitting the same with earth duly 
rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and 
making hole in floors and walls and consequent 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

            0.00     

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. 
including cutting trenches where necessary and 
fitting the same with earth duly rammed and 
fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole 
in floors and walls and consequent mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

                  

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, 
outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, 
can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, 
outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, 
outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, 
can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, 
outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, 
can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

21i Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC 
soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as 
Round grating/domed roof grating bands, 
sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

120.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 371.13 RM   

21ii Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC 
soil, waste and ventilation pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as 
Round grating/domed roof grating bands, 
sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

60.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 260.00 RM   

22 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with 
sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

                  

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

23 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless 
steel sink with sink tray 
Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 
1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel 
brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia 
PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 mm 
length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   
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mending good the damages with cement morter 
(1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

24 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity 
plastic water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing 
preper cover top with locking arrangement and 
pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and 
plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and 
fittings including over flow and 100mm dia float 
valve, including supply of all materials etc. 
necessary to complete as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

25 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying 
including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

26 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with 
walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having 
a lining of minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against 
the walls as per approved type plan over a brick 
flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement 
concrete flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls 
in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) 
with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor and all 
around outside walls by 18" height at top 
including supplying fitting and fixing of two 
R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm dia water 
sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick 
R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, including centering, 
shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. 
complete up to required depth including 
necessary earth work in excavation and shoring, 
bailing out water and side filling including the 
cost of all materials, operations and incidental 
charges. etc. all complete as per type plan 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
including cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   
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27 Construction of soak well of different sizes 
(medium and large sizes) with 250 mm thick 
solid brick work and 250 mm honey comb brick 
work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement 
up to the depth as per drawing with 450 mm dia 
water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole cover 
with locking arrangement, filling the well up to 
the required depth with graded khoa and sand 
including supplying and fabricating M.S.  Rod, 
casting, curing including necessary earth work in 
excavation, side filling and bailing out water 
including cost of all materials etc. all complete as 
per drawing, design approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

28 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC 
traps or P/Trap) including making holes in walls 
and floors and mending good the damages etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

29 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with 
hinges cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or 
in drains in/cl. making holes in walls & floors and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

30 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost 
for concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by 
cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any 
means carefully without damaging the structure 
filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of 
pipe i/c. cost of scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. 
all complete as per direction of engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   

31 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 
mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) 
including necessary earth work, side filling and 
one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) 
base concrete for making invert channel and 12 
mm thick (1:2) cement plaster with neat finishing 
etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, 
average 825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C 
pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   
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I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: 
Transportation of materials, equipments, tools 
and plants and boring rig to work site. 
Construction of derrick and dismantling the 
same. Cleaning the site after completion of the 
work accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I 
PIPE  having wall  thickness 2.9 mm out side 
diameater 47.8 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, 
capability to withstand 50 kg/sqm & other 
equipments capable of drilling up to a depth 500 
meter by water jet system through all sorts of 
strata, protection of caving by supplying 
necessary casing pipe. Collection of soil samples 
at every 3 meter interval and at every change of  
strata by preverses them in controlled 
environment for analysis and  laboratory test. 
Finally withdrawal of boring and casing piper etc. 
all complete as per specification and accepted 
by the Engineer. 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation 
well: Supplying and lowering of 40/38 mm inside 
dia best quality uPVC pressure tube well pipe 
having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 
2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, capability to withstand a 
minimum hydrostatic pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. 
fitted and fixed in position with all accessories, 
uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m with uPVC 
strainer of desired slot installing in or at mid 
depth of the most suitable water bearing strata. 
38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 1.52 
m with M.S. welded flat bar on each side to 
prevent from rotation up to desired depth, fitting 
fixing the best quality No. 6 C.I. head hand-pump 
etc including the cost of solvent cement, socket 
adaptor, filling medium sand up to 18.00 m 
above strainer and the remaining portion with 
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available soil from boring etc. complete as per 
standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all 
necessary accessories etc complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall 
thickness 2.9 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m capability 
to withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe 
having wall thickness 2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having 
wall thickness 2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the 
housing pipe of the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing 
technical information of the tube well as per 
instruction and accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around 
the top pipe with sanitary seal of concrete of 
propotion 1:2:4 as per direction of the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain 
sand and turbidity free water at a satisfactory 
yield confirmed by tests as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. Water sample must 
be taken from 3- separate aquifers from three 
tube well b( Wells upto 200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, 
soil samples from a test bores up to 350 m depth 
collecting samples of water from the best 
suitable aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass 
bottles having no air space inside; collecting soil 
(sand, solids etc) at 3 m interval and at each 
change of soil strata from the bores, arranging 
them in the cell of a box in an orderly manner. 
carrying out test of water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) 
Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) Iron, (6) Manganese, 
(7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) Total 
hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed 
by test reports along with Bangladesh Standards 
of potable water and (12) Sieve analysis on soils 
throughout a bore, leading to ascertain the best 
suitable sustained aquifers, depths and slot sizes 
of strainer, types and dia of tube well for specific 
yield, thickness of shrouding around strainer, 
fineness modulus of shrouding materials, 
mechanical units (pumps, compressor) for 
testing and operation of the tube well, 
maintaining test bore functional till tube well 
installation, testing etc. is finished, finally filling 
and sealing the left over test bore permanently, 
including carrying water and soil samples under 
direct responsibility of Engineer-in-charge to 
BRTC, BUET or other reputed laboratory, 
approved by the authority, submitting the report 
and design details all complete and accepted by 
the Engineer and maintaining the mobilized tools 
and plant at site till satisfactory test results are 
found (if not, next test bore may be executed 
with the approval of concern S.E. / Design 
Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of 
test x 1 test bore x one set sample (3 specimen) 
= 11  Nos. test (each specimen 1.5 liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one 
test x One bore = 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 
kg dry wt. each)" 
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  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable 
water Quality Standard according to Bangladesh 
Environment Conservation Rules-12 (Schedule-
3), 1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest. Therefore, additional 
test/ tests on water or sieve analysis of soil if 
required, other than the above specified 12 
(twelve) tests, may be carried out for public 
interest as per direction of the design engineer 
on actual payment including profit, VAT and all 
other charges. 

                  

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE 
(100x200mm dia Shrouded) 

                  

1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through 
all sorts of strata by reverse circulation or any 
other approved method (Method other than 
reverse circulation is to be applied only for wells 
deeper than 152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia 
vertical hole up to designed depth and collection 
of soil samples at every 3 meter interval and at 
every change of formation including sinking and 
withdrawing necessary casing pipe and all 
necessary arrangements complete as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to 
bottom of the blind pipe and the rate is inclusive 
of the cost of extra depth of boring required for 
caving and siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at 
working site as per standard practice and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand 
trap of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   
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iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design 
made with grade uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 
to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC 
Reducer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of 
wall thickness 7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. 
rod of approved design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube 
well fixtures such as expanded top or furnishing 
pipe, reducer, tube well pipes, strainer, blind 
pipe, pipe cap etc. fitting and fixing with best 
quality PVC solution, iron screws and PVC tape, 
sockets and placing in position with proper size 
M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter c/c in strainer 
portion including. blind pipe etc. complete as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

4 Complete development of the tube well by 
suitable air compressor and pump of suitable 
capacity by alternate surging and pumping until 
satisfactory yield, sand free water and the 
turbidity condition is reached using necessary 
quantity of calgon and conducting step draw 
down test before and after the development as 
per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed 
turbine/submersible pump with supply of testing 
equipments for pressure/ velocity/ discharge etc. 
and all materials for 72 hours including yield 
drawn and recovery test etc. complete as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of 
sufficient quantity of bleaching powder (33% 
strength) to obtain chlorinated water having 150 
ppm free chlorine in the well complete as per 
standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from 
top of the shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary 
seal by withdrawn selected soil or local clay free 
from any substances harmful to pipes and health 
as per standard specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing 
best quality 150 mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 
m (3'-4") long one end blocked with 200 mm dia 
4 mm thick M.S. plate and other end minimum 
300 mm (1'-0") embedded in sanitary seal for 
protection of uPVC Housing Pipe as per 
standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-
mersible water Pump Motor Set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 
9001 standard  comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 
Phase sub-mersible motor having Insulation: 
Class F & Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable 
for operation at 400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC 
supply with 18.29 meter (60'-0'') column pipe 
(AP1-5L, grade B) with flange, gasket,Non-return 
valve, pressure gauge, 40 meter  (131'-0'') long 
required marine cable in a single length etc 
complete in aIl respect manufactured by CE 
certified/UL listed countries   as per sample 
approved and accepted by the Engineers.  

            0.00     

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 
IGPH.Head :44-26 meter, Column pipe :80.00 
mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for 
submersible pump motor set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 
9001 standard ( Foreign made) & as per sample 
approved and accepted by the Engineers (3C-6 
sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM 
Centrifugal water Pump motor set monobloc type 
manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 
standard of following capacity suitable for 
operation at 3- phase, 400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C 
having insulation: class F & protection:IP44 ( 
minimum) manufactured By CE /SE certified/ UL 
listed contries as per sample approved and 
accepted by the Engineers  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00     0.00     

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 
liter/min, Head: 20-15 meter, suction & delivery: 
65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   
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1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe 
-C Grade/ having density 1350kg/cum opacity 
0.2% of visible light as per ISO 7686, Minium 
required strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-
1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having 
specific gravity 1.35-1.45 and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. 
as per BSTI approved manufactured standards 
or ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. 
including cutting trenches where necessary and 
fitting the same with earth duly rammed and 
fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole 
in floors and walls and consequent mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm 
each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate 
valve with sealant etc. complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 
mm thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) 
including necessary earth work, side filling and 
one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) 
base concrete for making invert channel and 12 
mm thick (1:2) cement plaster with neat finishing 
etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
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1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House 
line for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting 
& fixing in position different dia best quality G.I. 
pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary 
G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls 
& floors etc. & back filling the trenches, reatoring 
walls & floors etc. all complete in all respect as 
per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & 
direction of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope 
cock (Best quality and heavy type) etc. all 
complete in all respects as per specification of 
Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as 
per specification of bakarabad Gass company 
ltd. And as per direction of the engineer-in-
charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM 16.00 3280.00 

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-
STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED 

FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY 
WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT LALMOHAN ZONAL 

OFFICE COMPLEX IN BHOLA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-
Type 

E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vi vii viii ix x xi xii 
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the 
switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and 
sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity 
conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB 
“E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of 
minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ 
beam/floor /roof, 16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 
8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted 
with two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. 
PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including 
necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete as 
required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper made) in 
conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the Engineer. 
With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch 
board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS 
sheet made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. 
complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model 
and as per sample approved by the Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    
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3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light 
fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior 
quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove 
enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC 
wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of 
oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, 
brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( 
minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated 
flexibile FRcable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of 
Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' 
or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical shaped 
polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of shade) 220 mm 
( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), frosted fancy glass over, 
brass holder, earth terminal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 
sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR cable and polished 
brass base suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, 
complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: Crescent cat No. CG-14-
G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 
11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental 
golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass 
holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm 
standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete 
per sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B 
Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type 
wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) 
complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated 
connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages as per direction of the 
Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               
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following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades 
canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super 
deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with 
four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed 
type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 
18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K 
MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. 
pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the 
pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 
nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 20 
mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 
609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  
etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from 
GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm 
(0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

             

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod 
as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 

38.00 30.00 36.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 122.00 Each    
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11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of 
depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out 
side and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push 
type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size for 
fixing of all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar 
of required size complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in 
wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as 
required ( only front surface of this board will be considered 
for measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 
16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar 
and arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type lock, 
2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing over 
anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 
150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with 
porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG 
m s sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity with 
BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over 
current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit 
release (legrand/Hager, france made) cutting and mending 
good the damages as per instruction and sample approved by 
purchase document must be submitted from legrand 
(Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.                    

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single 
pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal overcorrect 
and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase 
provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original purchase 
document should be submitted before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 78.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

0.00 0.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 7.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared 
board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 
watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of 
the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    
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16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket 
fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / 
Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                   

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 200.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 250.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 25.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 71.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 180.00 170.00 250.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 800.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of 
each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, 
fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction of 
engineer(With code Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB 
Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –
core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG 
G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 
1 no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of grey 
synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red 
oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick R.C.C. 
wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary cutting 
and mending good the damages complete in conformity with 
the BN Building Code and as per direction the Engineers.  
With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

                    

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum 
wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 85.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 315.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum 
wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 405.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   
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d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 125.00 225.00 156.00 50.00 100.00 956.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having 
wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 80.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 270.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 62.50 62.50 62.50 187.50 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk.  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-

STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL 
WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, 

MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING 
AT GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS 

(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

 
 

     
     
     

 Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure     
ii Super structure     
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- only.  

 

Signiture of Bidder with seal 
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 
GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 
PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before 

commencing actual physical work and during 
contract period and demobilization after 
completion of the Works under contract 
accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning 
and clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the 
project area on and in the ground to an extent 
that all the events of works of the project can 
be executed smoothly in a working 
environment with a particular attention on 
safety and security in all respects, and to 
stockpile the end outcome to a place for 
disposal agreed by the Engineer, where, 
payments are to be based on ground area 
determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress of 
work under contract as a whole in all respects 
and approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-
Mark (BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, 
Property lines, existing ground level (EGL), 
formation ground level (FGL), highest flood 
levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), mean sea level 
(MSL), setting and marking all pillars, marker, 
pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced 
levels (RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the premise 
of work and finally all to be presented in black 
and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for 
foundation trenches including. layout, providing 
center lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, 
ramming and preparing the base, fixing 
bamboo spikes and marking layout with chalk 
powder, providing necessary tools and plants, 
protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., 
stacking, cleaning the excavated earth at a 
safe distance out of the area enclosed by the 
layout etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer, subject to submit method statement 
of carrying out excavation work to the Engineer 
for approval.  However, Engineer’s approval 
shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the 
contract..  

                  

a Earth work in excavation in foundation 
trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m 
lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed 
soil/soil of semi liquid state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth 
and all types of soil, compecting the base by 5 
ton road roller maintaining proper camber & 
grade in/c. refilling (where necessary) and 
removing the excess soil to a safe distance as 
per drawing and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.00 780.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and 
plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available 
within 90 m of the building site dry density of 
90% with optium mosture content ( modified 
proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  
dressing & compacting to a specified 
percentage each layer up to finished level etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation 
trenches or where necceary and plinth with 
pure earth in 150mm layers with carted earth 
carried by truck or any other means loading & 
unloding at both ends to be supplied at the 
contractor won cost i/c. leveling, watering and 
consoliding i/c. local carriage etc. all complect 
as per direction of engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 475.00 475.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick 
layer with 8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. 
spreading, leveling, cambering, super elevation 
& watering etc. all complect as pr direction of 
engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 450.00 450.00 CUM   
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8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth 
with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm 
layers including leveling, watering and 
compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 
90% with optimum moisture content (Modified 
proctor test) by ramming each layer up to 
finished level as per design supplied by the 
design office only etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 450.00 927.34 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the 
required depth and diameter with minimum 6 m 
long temporary steel casing, true to vertical, 
providing bentonite slurry and maintaining 
water level in the hole, washing the hole for at 
least 30 minutes, clean the bore-hole and 
make the bore- hole ready for placing steel 
cage and concreting including hire charge of 
rig set with winch machine, tripod stand, trimie 
pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, stand-
byes, insurance coverage, water, electricity 
and other charges all compete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation 
Contractor shall submit the method statement 
of cast-in-situ pile work including sequence of 
boring and casting, disposal of spoils, test 
result of materials to the Engineer for approval. 
However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve 
the Contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under contract (i/c. removing mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 974.40 957.00 884.14 673.09 0.00 0.00 3488.63 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement 
concrete works with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having minimum 
f'cr = 26 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days 
on standard cylinders as per standard practice 
of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 
52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
coarse sand [Sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded 
crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-
33, including breaking chips, screening through 
proper sieves, making, placing re-bar cage in 
position, placing and removing tri-pod as per 
requirement, pouring the concrete in bore-hole 
with the help of a trimie pipe, maintaining the 
trimie pipe immersed in concrete by at least 1 
meter throughout the period of concreting, 
maintaining required slump etc. mixing the 
aggregates with standard mixer machine with 
hoper, casting in forms, all complete including 
water, electricity, testing of materials and 
concrete etc and other charges as per design, 
drawing etc all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement 
and its fabrication, binding, welding and 
placing) 

160.02 157.04 145.44 111.00 0.00 0.00 573.50 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at contact 
point of the spiral binders at reasonable 
intervals with the main reinforcements by 
electric are welding for construction of cast in 
situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized 
electrodes making the points prominent as per 
direction of the Engineer.( The rate is inclusive 
of cost of all materials, labour, tools plants and  
all equipment). 

46980.00 46500.00 43520.00 22560.00 0.00 0.00 159560.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two 
sides of contact point by welding of minimum 
300 mm length at the lap of main reinforfement 
in re- bar cage to be placed bin bore- hole 
where necessary by electric arc with highly 
oxidized electrodes making the joint prominent 
as per direction of the engineer( rate is 
inclusive of all materials labour tools plant and 
all equipment, cost of power etc. complete in 

179.97 172.26 144.00 140.00 0.00 0.00 636.23 RM   
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all respect). 
13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in 

situ board pile upto required length by any 
means and removing the dismantled materials 
such as concrete to a safe distance including 
scraps and removing concrete from steel / 
M/S. rods preparation and making platform 
where necessary, carrying all sorts of handing, 
stacking the same properly after clearing, 
leveling and dressing the situ and clearing the 
bed etc. complete as per direction of the 
eingineer in charge (Measurement will be 
given for the actual pile head volume to 
broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 0.00 25.73 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in 
floor with first class or picked jhama bricks 
including preparation of bed and filling the 
interstices with local sand, leveling etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene 
sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square 
meter in floor below cement concrete 
reinforced concrete slab etc. all complete in all 
respect as per direction of the Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement 
sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in 
foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking out 
the joints, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete including cost 
of water, electricity and other charges and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-
M) 

31.95 16.55 14.55 8.32 2.98 30.50 104.85 Cum   

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS 
BAN 20 EC and mixing the same with pure 
water in required proportion For DURSDAN 
20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and 
spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters per 
square meter of soll surface by chemical 
sprayer or by any other means to teh sides and 
bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth 
filling of floor bed as per direction of the 
engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 2.50 837.63 Sqm   
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18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor 
with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama 
chips including breaking chips, screening, 
mixing, laying, compacting to levels & curing 
for at least 7 days including the supply of 
water, electricity and other charges and costs 
of tools and plants etc. all complete & accepted 
by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

            0.00     

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor 
with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement 
concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and 
picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  breaking 
chips, screening, centering, shuttering, casting, 
curing and finished with a coat of bitumen 
including the supply of water, electricity and 
other charges and costs of tools and plants 
etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet 
sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   

20i Reinforced cement concrete works using steel 
shutter with minimum cement content relates 
to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 27 
Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c = 22 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality Sylhet sand 
or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 20 
mm down well graded stone chips conforming 
to ASTM C-33, making, placing shutter in 
position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing with standard 
mixer machine with hopper, fed by standard 
measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting 
by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 
days, removing centering-shuttering including 
cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding 
the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication).  
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ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, 
foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   

20ii Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 
24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days 
on standard cylinders as per standard practice 
of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 
52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality 
sand [50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 
1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse 
sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down 
well graded picked jhama brick chips 
conforming ASTM  C-33 including breaking 
chips and screening, making, placing shutter in 
position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  
mixer machine with hoper fed by standard 
measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting 
by vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 
days, removing centering-shuttering including 
cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding 
the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 67.66 158.12 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 516.22 780.30 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 52.22 95.83 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 501.00 943.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 26.50 44.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 463.00 648.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   
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dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   

21 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked 
according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of 
ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at 
maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively 
details as per design & drawing in concrete 
with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of 
G. I wires etc. complete in all respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength 
(fu) at least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 
complect as per direction of consultant)  

47500.00 37150.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 16726.00 159776.00 Kg   

22 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling 
soling, HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or 
storing as per direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 300.00 Sqm   

23 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats 
i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in measuable 
sizes at site accepted by the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 156.00 156.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 156.00 156.00 cum   

24 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam 
base course with graded metal of crushed well 
burnt, picked jhama or first class bricks and 
bats having compacted thickness made as per 
specifications including local handling and 
spreading uniformly to proper grade, camber 
and super elevation, hand packing, rolling 
properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity power driven 
Road Roller and watering profusely for 
compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding 
with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 per m2  
including fuel, lubricants, spares, maintenance, 
driver etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 117.00 117.00 Cum   
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25 Providing compacted sub-base base course 
with well graded metal of crushed well burnt 
p.j. / 1st class brick bats and sand (FM 0.8) 
with mixing proportion 2 : 1 having compacted 
thickness made as per specification including 
local handling, spreading uniformly to proper 
grade camber and super elevation, packing 
rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity power 
driven road roller and watering properly for 
compaction of 100% MDD (standard) blinding 
with sand including cost of fuel,  lubricants, 
spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 117.00 117.00 Cum   

26 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous 
carpeting with 12 mm down well graded 
shingles @ 0.64 cum of shingles mixed with 42 
kg of heated bitumen (bitumen content % by 
wt. of total is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c 
to 1550c and spread uniformly over 10 sqm of 
surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 ton Roller 
compacted fully in proper grade and camber 
spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 
sqm etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.00 780.00 Sqm   

27 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 
10 sqm including heating bitumen up to 1760c 
to 1880c and spreading etc. all complete (cost 
of bitumen included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.00 780.00 Sqm   

28 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand 
(FM 2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 
10 sqm of road surface including supplying and 
spreading of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) 
including heating bitumen up to 176 degree to 
190 degree Celsius and spreading etc. all 
complete (cost of bitumen included) accepted 
by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.00 780.00 Sqm   

29 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of 
bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface i.c. 
supplying & spreding of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M 
1.2) with heating bitumen upto176 degree 
celsius, surface rolling with 8 ton power driver 
roller etc.. all complect & accepted by the 
Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 780.00 780.00 Sqm   
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30 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) 
with 1st class or picked bricks and filling the 
gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. cutting 
trenches, true to level and grade, removing 
earth, refilling and ramming the sides properly 
including cost of all materials and accepted by 
the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 820.00 820.00 RM   

31 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per 
instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in 
test bidder is bound for alternative sample, but 
payment will be given for only one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt 

content 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los 
angles test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon 
contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

32 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile 
PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM D5882 
(The standard method for low strain integrity 
testing of pile) providing all relevent masterials, 
equipments, experts, labour, mobilization, 
demovilization, dataacquisition and analysis, 
preparation of results in standard forms etc. 
complete in all respects approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. [ Before 
commencing PIT test, Contractor shall submit 
method statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, Engineers 
approved shall not relieve the Contractor of his 
rersponsibilities and obligations under contract 

                  

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km 
of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 
12(twelve) pile tested 

43.00 42.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 149.00 Each   
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33 Providing and maintenance one project profile 
signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 
m, to be placed at a suitable place of the site 
including submission of proposals for the 
materials of the signboards and text layout to 
the Engineer for approval which will be 
positioned as directed by the Engineer 
andremoving the same on completion of the 
Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   

34 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to 
dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below 
ground level with neat cement finishing 
including finishing the edges and corners and 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 420.52 627.36 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
 

(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING 
WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  
(V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN 
STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS 
(W)-CW-01-005). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
rate in Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-Type E  & F-

type 
Ansar D. 

TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
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1 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 
24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS 
EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of 
best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing in 
standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by 
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and 
other charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, placing 
and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 38.12 80.78 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 316.00 798.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   

iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   
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b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 10.21 19.67 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 210.00 387.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   

vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   
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i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   
i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   

i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   
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iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked 
according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of 
ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at 
maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively 
details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending 
and binding in position with supply of G. I wires 
etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at 
least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 
complect as per direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 12210.00 136267.50 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half 
brick length with first class bricks in cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar (1:6) in superstructure 
including raking out joints, filling the interstices 
with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete (measurement to given as 
250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm 
for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-
M) 
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i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 20.50 37.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints 
curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all 
materials etc. complete in all respect in all 
heights as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-11/A-
M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 664.50 1785.11 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm 
machine made klinker hard pressed facing 
bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, 
cutting the bricks to required size wherever 
necessary including high class recessed 
pointing, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least 
for 24 hours before use and washing and 
screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing 
at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other 
charges etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

120.00 56.25 82.50 70.00 0.00 76.16 404.91 Sqm   
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5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / 
roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand 
(50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 
50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm 
down well graded chips including breaking chips 12 
mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in 
alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top 
with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in 
all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both 
inner-and outer surface, finishing the corner and 
edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 1329.00 3886.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. 
columns, beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, 
cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and 
finishing the corners and edges including washing 
of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing 
at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   
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8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 
etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 168.00 368.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed 

wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with 
on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) 
base and raking out the joints with repective joint 
filler & binder including cutting, laying and hire 
charge of machine and finishing with care 
etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M)( rate i/c. border & decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of 
colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out 
the joints with white cement including cutting, 
laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with 
care etc.including water, electricity and other 
charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 
mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor 
tiles) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere 
required as per instruction of Engineer (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   
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e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick 
black/white marble stone  of approved quality & 
size on floor / wall over 19mm thick cment sand 
morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, 
polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking 
tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse 
sand (1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 
20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking 
out the joints with white cement & colored 
pigment i/c. cutting & laying tiles in proper way & 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames 
( Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural 
seasoned wood of required size including 
painting two coasts of coal tar to the surface in 
contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer (all 
sizes of wood are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi 
wood. 

                  

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 
150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to 
door and window frames with royal plug. 
Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric 
drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in chowkat 
if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per 
direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and 
having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board 
single leaf flush door for all floors for internal use 
made of well matured mechanical seasoned 
Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other approved 
wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm 
around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total 
two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally 
made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically 
made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 
100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm 
iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower 
and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   
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plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden single leaf door shutters having top rail 
style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 
mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. 
Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden 
peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm 
dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong 
Teak wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick 
seasoned solid wood door shutters, having 
closed joints and provided with best quality 6 
Nos.100mm iron higes,2 (two) Nos.best quality 
12mm dia 300mm & 225mm long iron tower & 
socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type brass 
handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
& finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail 
and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 
125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 
mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, 
provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 
mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All 
sizes of wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak 
wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   
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15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or 
window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45, & other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes 
fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door frame 
weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 Nos. SS 
hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 
12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 
2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI 
inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 
mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, 
special type round lock, carrying the same to the 
site andlocal carriage etc. complete in all 
respect accepted by the Engineer.  

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic 
door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 
with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 
3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 
Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm 
long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle 
by rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 
mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 
no SS haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying 
the same to the site and local carriage 
etc.complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
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a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 
doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 
mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 
33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 
mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side 
(31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter 
divider (size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm 
to 1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 
19.72 kg) will be anodized to aluminium 
bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like 
sliding door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding 
door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and 
nuts including sealants, keeping provision  for 
fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge 
for fitting of accessories, making grooves and 
mending good damages, carriage, and 
electricity  complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 
mm x 2100 ( Bronze colour) 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA 
standard specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) 
having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 
32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 
16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 
26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom (size 
60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side (size 
75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter 
lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all 
aluminum members will be anodized to 
aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 
15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg 
per square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like 

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   
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sliding door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding 
mohair, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping 
provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories 
making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as 
per drawing direction of the engineer. size up to 
1500 mm x 1400 mm (Bronze colour).  

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum 
composite fixed doors / window with fixed 
partition as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 
mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side 
(size 31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom 
cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( 
size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 
mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium members 
(total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not 
less than 15 micron in thickness and density of 4 
mg per square cm etc. including all accessories 
like sliding door key lock, sliding door wheel, 
sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts 
and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour 
charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves 
and mending good damages, carriage, and 
electricity complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 
1500mm x 2100 mm. 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   
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18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion 
free 5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality 
and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the 
edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar 
(1:2) including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh 
grills of any design made with solid 12 
mmx12mm size square bar steel section@ 4.5'' 
c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) 
fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming 
etc. complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with M.S section  per design 
and shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all 
complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm 
& 20 mm dia stainless steel pipes as  per 
approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting 
required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic 
polyvinyl distempering from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a 
coat  of brand specified primer or sealer 
elapsing specified time for drying/recoating matt 
finish including cleaning and sand papering 
making the surface free from loose and flaky 
materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all 
chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint 
by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   

23 On exterior surface applying as per 
manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather 
coat of approved quality  and colour delivered 
from authorized local agent of the manufacturer 
in a sealed container in all respect in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 2250.00 6058.62 Sqm   
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24 French polishing to door frames and shutter 
three coats with with one coats primer applied 
with brush i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing 
the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and 
shutters in two coats with approved best quality 
and colour of synthetic enamel paint delivered 
from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in 
a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific 
brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over 
a coat of priming elapsing time for drying 
including surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, 
smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 412.00 1199.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock 
(Forigen made) in approved quality complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality 
magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary 
all necessary tools & accoricies all complect as 
per direction of engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard 
height with 2 mm thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail 
as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe 
stair railing of any standard height of any design 
and shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the 
base of 12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed 
by welding. Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 
mm c/c (1 Nos. in each steps) 150 mm 
embedded into the R.C.C tread of stair case 
after cutting grooves and mending good the 
damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia 
G.I. pipe hand rail of any design including 
polishing painting etc. all complete and accepted 
by the Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be 
considered for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   
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31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of 
any design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. 
sheet unit minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm 
and 12 mm dia circular folding at ends, rolled in 
machine, locked together properly to form rolling 
shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with 
circular spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, 
containing best quality spring made in China, 
nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and the 
other end nutted to shutter including fitting the 
G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at 
ends with side guide channel (side channel 
consist of 50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 
19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 
150 mm x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 
mm fixed to wall or column with clamps 
embedded in R.C.C. part by cement concrete 
(1:2:4) including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 25 
mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, 
curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded 
G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), 
which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, 
providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and 
locking arrangement in both sides, painting two 
coats with approved colour and brand  of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen 
made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with 
Pvc sheaded & natural colour for door and 
window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required 
measurement & supplying necessary screws, 
nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to 
the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
collapsible gate of any design and shape made 
of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel placed @ 112 mm c/c 
vertically and connecting the same with each 
other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling 
handles in both size, suitable locking 
arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 
mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 
mm flatbar fixing with beam or floor including 
pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   
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enamel paint two coats with one coat of primer 
(approved colour ) all complete as per direction 
of  Engineers. 

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC 
rain water down pipe fixing in position with MS 
clamp, greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary 
type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 
6 mm angle framing  the top & bottom parts 
providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 
150 mm c/c and the middle part covered with 
18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm 
F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing 
through the center as design i/c locking 
arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with 
the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & 
mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. 
i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where 
necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design 
& direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the 
cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy 
type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp 
bolt in /c cutting grooves in door shutter and 
frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction 
of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made 
of Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both 
ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing 
of angle post, all complect as per direction of 
engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the 
same with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 
150mm c/c in both ways, supported by 
38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) 
i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   
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post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 
40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. 

tube (angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) 
made by thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 
mm M.S. angle and vertically placing the post 
into C.C./ R.C.C foundation in/c cutting angle to 
required shape size in/c cover in the top of the 
post with 6 mm thick M.S. plate etc. all complete 
as per direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. 
RCC piller, other structure, cutting jangale, 
cutting trees etc. & keep it in safe distance all 
complete as per direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing 
Stainless steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & 
shape having (wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  
pipe outer frame & 19mm dia SS pipe vertical 
member placed @100mm c/c by welding at top 
& bottom of  pipe frame, cutting the pipes in 
proper shape & size i/c. making semi clrcular 
band at the corners of the outer frame without 
damaging the pipe, covering middle of the gate 
as per design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S 
sheet,  providing 6nos. huskle domney with 
RCC of CC core pillar with cement concrete 
(1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the 
damages, making provision for minimum 0.61x 
1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & 
inner vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S 
pipe i/c.necessary locking arrangements 
i/c.providing 50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for 
smooth movement of the gate etc. all complete 
as per design, drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in 
boundary wall of any design and shape with 
19mm x 2mm tube (angle box made with 2 nos. 
19x19x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
placed vertically @ 150mm C/C and welding the 
said vertically boxes with 2 no. horizontal 25 x25 
x2mm angle boxes (angle box made with 2 nos. 
25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
pleasing at botom and another tope and again 
fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 
nos. 38x38x6mm angle in by continuous 
welding)  in wall up to 150mm depth including 
fabricating, welding in each point and poolishing 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   
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of necessary pigment over a coat of priming in/c 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG 
steel wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, 
reveting and other accessories as required in/c. 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape 
having 75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer 
frame & inner frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S 
box 50mmx 25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical 
placed @1.5''c/c by welding at top and bottom of 
M.S Box frame, cutting the section in proper 
shape & size i/c. making necessary band at the 
corners of the outer frame without damaging the 
box, covering middle of the gate as per design & 
drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  providing 6nos. 
huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting 
holes, mending the damages, making provision 
for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate having 
its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 
2x50x50x6mm M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm 
wheel( Japan/Korea, made) for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per 
design, drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
corrugated galvanized iron sheet (Industiral 
profile sheet, Bangladesh made) having min 
weight 63-65 kg per bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft 
long) fitted and fixed on M.S. sections with J 
hook or wooden purling with screws, limpet, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per 
direction of the engineer in charge. 
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i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
galvanized iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm 
lap fitted and fixed on MS sections with 
galvanized bolts and nuts, washers and putty 
etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa 
work in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild 
steel sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and 
fixing in position with bolts and nuts or rivets or 
welded and providing two coats of anti corroslve 
paint over a prime coat of red oxide paint etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section 
only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of 
pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary 
welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of 
enamle painting with coat of primer etc. all 
complect as per design, drawing & instruction of 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position 
with necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c 
inside of pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, 
necessary welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two 
coats of enamle painting with coat of primer etc. 
all complect as per design, drawing & instruction 
of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm 
thick with veneered board laminated by 
mechanical hot press with a milk white PVC 
membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in 
natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm in grid 
suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply 
wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, 
hooks, nails etc. maintaining straight lines and 
desired finished level a bottom face with vertical 
wooden strut as required including making holes 
in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and 
mending good the damages, if any, during 
execution of the work including cost of all 
materials, electricity, accessories, scaffoldings, 

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   
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labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. all 
complete as per drawing, design and accepted 
by the Engineer.  

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter 
made with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame 
, inner member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 
SWG M.S sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S 
angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in 
plastic frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 
50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm L- sections, 
providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow 
section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials 
as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards 
or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing in 
brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 
Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI 
clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, 
carriage etc. complect in all respect as per 
instruction of engineers. (With partition uPVC 
hollow section) 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made 
of low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having 
standard size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: 
density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, 
providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, 
rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 
Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including all 
accessories complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door 
shutter 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 
x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain 
rails as per design and drawing fitted and fixed 
in position including supply of screws, nails, 
drilling etc. and two coats of French polishing 
over a coat of priming etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or 
on concrete surface with sandcement mortar 
mixed with specified admixture (supplied from 
authorized local agent or from manufacturer 
comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   
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to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in 
composition, performance 
requirements,delivered in sealed containers 
having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under 
this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer recommendations / instructions 
and providing safety provisions in all respect etc. 
on sound, firm surfaces all complete including 
cleaning the surface from dust, loose particles, 
remains of oil, grease etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average 
depth and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 
mm at the top having 125 mm  thick  
Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 
300 mm from the bottom over one layer of PVC 
sheet on top brick flat soling and the side slopes 
of the remaining 300 mm height provided with 
250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), 
curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all 
kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) 
consolidating and dressing, cost of water, 
electricity, other charges all complect as per 
design, drawing direction of Engineers ( 
Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width 
and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 
125 mm thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement 
concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat 
soling . The surface having minimum 12mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and 
neat cement finishing with cement (Conforming 
to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c 
excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with 
fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, 
cost of water, electricity, other charges as per 
direction of the engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   
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59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to 
BDS 232 ), coarse sand and picked jhama chips 
i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling 
at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks 
in /c cutting earth for preparation of bed and 
filling the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) 
in/c finishing, dressing, curing at least for 7 days 
etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, 
other charge as per direction of the enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing 
with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips 
(Khoa), surki from 1st class bricks and lime 
(stone lime brought at site, not being powdered 
in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in 
volume three days after slaking for using in the 
mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the 
ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice 
daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days 
until the mix attain desirable consistency. Laying 
the mix in proper slope, beating the same with 
standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain 
maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and 
curing for 21 days providing polythene cover 
after each day work and cleaning etc. complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED 
D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-

STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY 
POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL 

UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 
B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 

Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount 
in Tk. 

    Office D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 

470 x 290mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 
16 kg by weight, made of Vitreous China & 
preparing the base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 29 
cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar (1:4) 
& with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors 
in/cl. making holes wherever required and mending 
good the damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. 
complete with all necessary fittings & connection 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed 
porcelain Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, 
weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover & preparing the 
base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if 
necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all 
complect with all fitting etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( RAK Brand Jumeirah, 
approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved 
colour) glazed porcelain low down, capacity appx. 
10 liter, 385x105x210 mm in size approximately 
14kg by weigh made of vitreous china and fixing in 
wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes 
required and mending good the damages and fitting, 
fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary 
fittings and connection as per direction of the 
engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 34.00 each   
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4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 
500 x 625 x 220 mm in size or above size, approx. 
23 kg by weight, including fitting, fixing the same in 
position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia 
PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not 
exceeding 750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin 
waste with chain plug, bracket including making 
holes in walls and floors and fitting with wooden 
blocks, screws and mending good the damages with 
cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 
mm in size, approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug 
& scraw etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer.(RAK brand, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in 
size European type glazed vitreous standing bowl 
urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by weight including fitting, 
fixing the same in position after making holes in 
walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste 
pipe with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 
mm dia plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 
12 mm dia brass stop cock including mending good 
the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(RAK brand, approved clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel 
rail (Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder 
including making holes in walls and mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror 
(Made in Japan) 450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness 
with hard board at the back with all necessary 
fittings including making holes in walls & mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror 
(Made in Japan) 600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness 
with hard board at the back with all necessary 
fittings including making holes in walls & mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   
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10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 
600x125mm size  coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm 
thickness with fancy C.P. brackets, screws and 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 
150x150x126 mm size special colour special 
qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in walls with  
screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of 
approved quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws 
etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for 
ablution of approved quality. complete in all respect 
in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- 
Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving 
type sink cock fixing in position with all material all 
complect as per direction of engineer ( 
Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed 
heavy duty special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing 
in position all complect as per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty 
CP piller cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as 
per direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle 
type stop cock ( Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. 
shower head only with all necessary hard ware & 
consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 
225x125x130 mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets 
in wall including cutting wall and mending good the 
damages  with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. 
complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for 
water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and 
other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactureer 
Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, 
reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. 
including cutting trenches where necessary and 
fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in 
walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and 
walls and consequent mending good the damages 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-
Charge. 

                  

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special 
fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting 
trenches where necessary and fitting the same with 
earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

                  

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, 
outer diameter min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, 
outer diameter min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, 
outer diameter min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, 
outer diameter min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can 
withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards 
or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories 
such as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, 
sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, 
waste and ventilation pipe having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm, and other 
physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties 
etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards 
or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories 
such as Round grating/domed roof grating bands, 
sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with 
sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel 
sink with sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand 
made) size 450 X 1050 mm fitted & fixing with heavy 
type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 
40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 
mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  
mending good the damages with cement morter 
(1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic 
water tank (Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover 
top with locking arrangement and pad lock, inlet and 
outlet pipe with flanges and plug, jum nuts and 
40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over flow 
and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all 
materials etc. necessary to complete as per 
drawing, specification and direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   
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27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying 
including fitting fixing etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with 
walls of brick work in cement mortar (1:6) having a 
lining of minimum 125 mm R.C.C cast against the 
walls as per approved type plan over a brick flat 
soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition 
and 12 mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to 
insides of walls on floor and all around outside walls 
by 18" height at top including supplying fitting and 
fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm dia 
water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick 
R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, including centering, 
shuttering, fabricating, casting and curing etc. 
complete up to required depth including necessary 
earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out 
water and side filling including the cost of all 
materials, operations and incidental charges. etc. all 
complete as per type plan approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium 
and large sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work 
and 250 mm honey comb brick work with cement 
mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. (1:2:4) well 
curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. 
C.I. manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling 
the well up to the required depth with graded khoa 
and sand including supplying and fabricating M.S.  
Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth work 
in excavation, side filling and bailing out water 
including cost of all materials etc. all complete as 
per drawing, design approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Rate is including cost of reinforcement 
and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 
users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps 
or P/Trap) including making holes in walls and floors 
and mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   
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31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges 
cover 150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains 
in/cl. making holes in walls & floors and mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for 
concealing of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting 
groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. by any means 
carefully without damaging the structure filling the 
grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost 
of scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as 
per direction of engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   

33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 
825 mm for single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 
400 mm PVC pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: 
Transportation of materials, equipments, tools and 
plants and boring rig to work site. Construction of 
derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning the site 
after completion of the work accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I 
PIPE  having wall  thickness 2.9 mm out side 
diameater 47.8 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, capability to 
withstand 50 kg/sqm & other equipments capable of 
drilling up to a depth 500 meter by water jet system 
through all sorts of strata, protection of caving by 
supplying necessary casing pipe. Collection of soil 
samples at every 3 meter interval and at every 
change of  strata by preverses them in controlled 
environment for analysis and  laboratory test. Finally 
withdrawal of boring and casing piper etc. all 
complete as per specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: 
Supplying and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best 
quality uPVC pressure tube well pipe having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, 
capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic 
pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in 
position with all accessories, uPVC sand trap of 
length 3.00m with uPVC strainer of desired slot 
installing in or at mid depth of the most suitable 
water bearing strata. 38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best 
quality of length 1.52 m with M.S. welded flat bar on 
each side to prevent from rotation up to desired 
depth, fitting fixing the best quality No. 6 C.I. head 
hand-pump etc including the cost of solvent cement, 
socket adaptor, filling medium sand up to 18.00 m 
above strainer and the remaining portion with 
available soil from boring etc. complete as per 
standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all 
necessary accessories etc complete and accepted 
by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall 
thickness 2.9 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m capability to 
withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having 
wall thickness 2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall 
thickness 2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the 
housing pipe of the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing 
technical information of the tube well as per 
instruction and accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   
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viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the 
top pipe with sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 
1:2:4 as per direction of the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain 
sand and turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield 
confirmed by tests as per specification and accepted 
by the Engineer. Water sample must be taken from 
3- separate aquifers from three tube well b( Wells 
upto 200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil 
samples from a test bores up to 350 m depth 
collecting samples of water from the best suitable 
aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles 
having no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, 
solids etc) at 3 m interval and at each change of soil 
strata from the bores, arranging them in the cell of a 
box in an orderly manner. carrying out test of water 
for (1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) 
Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total 
alkalinity, (9) Total hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) 
Turbidity, followed by test reports along with 
Bangladesh Standards of potable water and (12) 
Sieve analysis on soils throughout a bore, leading to 
ascertain the best suitable sustained aquifers, 
depths and slot sizes of strainer, types and dia of 
tube well for specific yield, thickness of shrouding 
around strainer, fineness modulus of shrouding 
materials, mechanical units (pumps, compressor) for 
testing and operation of the tube well, maintaining 
test bore functional till tube well installation, testing 
etc. is finished, finally filling and sealing the left over 
test bore permanently, including carrying water and 
soil samples under direct responsibility of Engineer-
in-charge to BRTC, BUET or other reputed 
laboratory, approved by the authority, submitting the 
report and design details all complete and accepted 
by the Engineer and maintaining the mobilized tools 
and plant at site till satisfactory test results are found 
(if not, next test bore may be executed with the 
approval of concern S.E. / Design Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 
1 test bore x one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  
Nos. test (each specimen 1.5 liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test 
x One bore = 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry 
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wt. each)" 
  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water 

Quality Standard according to Bangladesh 
Environment Conservation Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 
1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of Environment 
and Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on water 
or sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the 
above specified 12 (twelve) tests, may be carried 
out for public interest as per direction of the design 
engineer on actual payment including profit, VAT 
and all other charges. 

                  

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE 
(100x200mm dia Shrouded) 

                  

1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all 
sorts of strata by reverse circulation or any other 
approved method (Method other than reverse 
circulation is to be applied only for wells deeper than 
152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to 
designed depth and collection of soil samples at 
every 3 meter interval and at every change of 
formation including sinking and withdrawing 
necessary casing pipe and all necessary 
arrangements complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Measurement will be 
allowed from G.L. to bottom of the blind pipe and the 
rate is inclusive of the cost of extra depth of boring 
required for caving and siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working 
site as per standard practice and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap 
of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   
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iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made 
with grade uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 
mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall 
thickness 7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod 
of approved design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well 
fixtures such as expanded top or furnishing pipe, 
reducer, tube well pipes, strainer, blind pipe, pipe 
cap etc. fitting and fixing with best quality PVC 
solution, iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and 
placing in position with proper size M.S. centralizer 
@ 3.0 meter c/c in strainer portion including. blind 
pipe etc. complete as per standard practice and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable 
air compressor and pump of suitable capacity by 
alternate surging and pumping until satisfactory 
yield, sand free water and the turbidity condition is 
reached using necessary quantity of calgon and 
conducting step draw down test before and after the 
development as per specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

                  

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed 
turbine/submersible pump with supply of testing 
equipments for pressure/ velocity/ discharge etc. 
and all materials for 72 hours including yield drawn 
and recovery test etc. complete as per specification 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient 
quantity of bleaching powder (33% strength) to 
obtain chlorinated water having 150 ppm free 
chlorine in the well complete as per standard 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top 
of the shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by 
withdrawn selected soil or local clay free from any 
substances harmful to pipes and health as per 
standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best 
quality 150 mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-
4") long one end blocked with 200 mm dia 4 mm 
thick M.S. plate and other end minimum 300 mm (1'-
0") embedded in sanitary seal for protection of 
uPVC Housing Pipe as per standard specification 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-
mersible water Pump Motor Set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 
9001 standard  comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 Phase 
sub-mersible motor having Insulation: Class F & 
Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 
400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC supply with 18.29 
meter (60'-0'') column pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) with 
flange, gasket,Non-return valve, pressure gauge, 40 
meter  (131'-0'') long required marine cable in a 
single length etc complete in aIl respect 
manufactured by CE certified/UL listed countries   
as per sample approved and accepted by the 
Engineers.  

                  

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 
IGPH.Head :44-26 meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm 
dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for 
submersible pump motor set manufactured 
according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 
9001 standard ( Foreign made) & as per sample 
approved and accepted by the Engineers (3C-6 
sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM 
Centrifugal water Pump motor set monobloc type 
manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of 
following capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 
400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C having insulation: class F & 
protection:IP44 ( minimum) manufactured By CE 
/SE certified/ UL listed contries as per sample 
approved and accepted by the Engineers  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00           

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 
liter/min, Head: 20-15 meter, suction & delivery: 
65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   
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1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C 
Grade/ having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of 
visible light as per ISO 7686, Minium required 
strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-
1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45 and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufactured standards or 
ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special 
fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting 
trenches where necessary and fitting the same with 
earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 
6000 mm each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate 
valve with sealant etc. complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm 
thick brick work in cement mortar (1:4) including 
necessary earth work, side filling and one layer brick 
flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base concrete for 
making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

                  

a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
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1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line 
for supplying Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & 
fixing in position different dia best quality G.I. pipe 
(NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. 
fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors 
etc. & back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & 
floors etc. all complete in all respect as per 
specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & direction 
of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock 
(Best quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all 
respects as per specification of Bakarabad Gass 
company Ltd. And as per direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as 
per specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. 
And as per direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(C) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 
GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT GORNODI ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN BARISAL UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 
PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk.     Office D-
Type 

E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points 
looping at the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 
2X1 5sq.mm insulated and sheathed cable (type 
BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity conductior 
(ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB 
“E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia having wall 
thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 
16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. 
conduit in or out, 6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 
8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. 
conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with 
two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a 
prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm 
thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps 
piano switch ceiling rose etc. including necessary 
cutting and mending good the damages complete 
as required (all electrical contacts shall be 
brass/copper made) in conformity with the BNB 
code and as per direction the Engineer.With cable 
manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control 
switch on switch board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
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Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light 
fitting consisting of half round glass shade 
rectangular shaped MS sheet made bracket, 
brass holder, necessary wiring etc. complete 
(including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following 
model and as per sample approved by the 
Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -
173DT-740 

50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent 
tube light fitting consisting of designed acrylic 
sheet cover, superior quality, ballast, starter, 
holder,18WG sheet steel stove enameled base, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, 
earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by 
the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or 
equlivent. 

            

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following 
manufacturers consist of oxidized or golden or 
chromium plated brass with carrier, brass holder, 
tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( 
minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth 
terinimal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm 
standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable 
etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of 
Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash 
SCB-35, TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical 
shaped polished brass made body of min. dia ( 
top of shade) 220 mm ( min. total height of fitting 
470 mm), frosted fancy glass over, brass holder, 
earth terminal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 
sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR cable 
and polished brass base suitable for fitting with 
38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, complete ( i/c. lamp) 
of folling model: Crescent cat No. CG-14-G or 
Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   
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4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with 
decorative & ornamental golden brass edge ( 
minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, 
earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm 
standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL 
etc. complete per sample approved by the 
Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or 
Sawash SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. 
capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic 
body foreign made) complete with standard wall 
louver shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire 
etc. l complete as required including cutting wall 
and mending good the damages as per direction 
of the Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan 
of 

              

following sizes complete with required size down 
rod, blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC 
wiring complete as per instruction of the 
Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super 
Deluxe/Citizen super deluxe/SKS Habib Super 
deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super 
classic with four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket 
mounted on required size 18 SWG galvanized 
plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K 
MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   
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viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. 
(1.5") dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 
mm. dia hole across the pipe at 305 mm. interval 
securedly bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 
SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 
20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run 
at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to 
main board to be earthed including necessary 
connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. 
complete for maintaining earth resistance within 
1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm 
(42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 
mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 
12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, 
fixing, the G.I. pipe complete as per direction of 
the Engineer-in-Charge. 

              

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 
5/8” dia MS rod as per sample approved by the 
Engineer-in charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG 
metal board of depth 228 mm duly painted with 
gray hammer paint on out side and enamel paint 
in inside surfaces having built in push type 
locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable 
size for fixing of all electrical contral devices i/c. 
earth & neutural bar of required size complet with 
suitable anchoring arrangment in wall/column 
and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits 
as required ( only front surface of this board will 
be considered for measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar 
assembled in 16WG M.S board complete with 
electrolytic copper flat bar and arrangement of 
cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 nos. 
tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing 
over anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 
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a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & 
cross section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size 
enclosure complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board 
made of 18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door 
complete in conformity with BNBC including 
following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over 
current and instantaneous electromagnetic short 
circuit release (legrand/Hager, france made) 
cutting and mending good the damages as per 
instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand 
(Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before 
installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A 
mps x 6 Nos.  

                  

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt 
grade single pole miniature circuit Braker 
SPMCB with thermal overcorrect and 
instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit 
relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France made 
original purchase document should be submitted 
before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 56.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 130.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on 
prepared board including required length of PVC 
twing flexible cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten 
holder etc. complete as per direction of the 
Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  
Switch socket fixing in position with same size 
board and accessories etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / 
Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof 
Engineers 

                  

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   
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b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( 
samole approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 200.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 250.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 25.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 71.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 100.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 570.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC 
insulated & sheathed twisted pair 
telecommunication cable having dia of each core 
in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary 
fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect as per 
direction of engineer(With code Manufactured by 
M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 
9s) single –core (IC) PVC insulated and 
sheathed cable (type BYM) with green/white 
BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with 
necessary accessories viz bends, socket, jointing 
adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. 
conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in 
conduit in or out. The steel box should painted 
with two coats  of grey synthetic enamel paint 
over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide with 
3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick 
R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including 
necessary cutting and mending good the 
damages complete in conformity with the BN 
Building Code and as per direction the 
Engineers.  With cable manufactured by MS 
Paradise / BRB cable . 

                  

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm 
BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 
40mm having minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 85.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 315.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm 
BYA ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 
40mm having minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 405.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm 
having minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   
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minimum wall thickness 1.5mm. 

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm 
having minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm 
BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner 
dia 16 mm having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm 
BYA ECC wire through PVC pipe of minium inner 
dia 16 mm having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 125.00 225.00 156.00 50.00 100.00 956.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm 
BYA ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium 
inner dia 50 mm having wall thickness of 2.5 mm 
(Under ground cable 

100.00 85.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 275.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner 
dia 40 mm having wall thickness of 2.5 mm 
(Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 180.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk. # 
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-

STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL 
WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, 

MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING 
AT BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PATUAKHALI  UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. 

URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

 
 

     
     
     

 Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     
i Sub structure      
ii Super structure      
b Sanitary works    
c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- only.  

 

Signiture of Bidder with seal 
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 
GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, 
MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PATUAKHALI  UNDER 
URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before 

commencing actual physical work and 
during contract period and demobilization 
after completion of the Works under 
contract accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey 
cleaning and clearing, cutting or filling, 
dressing the project area on and in the 
ground to an extent that all the events of 
works of the project can be executed 
smoothly in a working environment with a 
particular attention on safety and security 
in all respects, and to stockpile the end 
outcome to a place for disposal agreed by 
the Engineer, where, payments are to be 
based on ground area determined by the 
Engineer and be proportionate to the 
percentage progress of work under 
contract as a whole in all respects and 
approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD 
Bench-Mark (BM) at site from nearby BM 
pillar, Property lines, existing ground level 
(EGL), formation ground level (FGL), 
highest flood levels (HFL), plinth levels 
(PL), mean sea level (MSL), setting and 
marking all pillars, marker, pegs etc. 
showing and maintaining reduced levels 
(RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the 
premise of work and finally all to be 
presented in black and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil 
for foundation trenches including. layout, 
providing center lines, local bench-mark 
pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing 
the base, fixing bamboo spikes and 
marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, 
protecting and maintaining the trench dry 
etc., stacking, cleaning the excavated 
earth at a safe distance out of the area 
enclosed by the layout etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer, subject to 
submit method statement of carrying out 
excavation work to the Engineer for 
approval.  However, Engineer’s approval 
shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the 
contract..  

                  

a Earth work in excavation in foundation 
trenches up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m 
lead. In very soft/saturated/organic clayed 
soil/soil of semi liquid state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 256.00 916.02 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm 
depth and all types of soil, compecting the 
base by 5 ton road roller maintaining 
proper camber & grade in/c. refilling 
(where necessary) and removing the 
excess soil to a safe distance as per 
drawing and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 425.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  
and plinth in 150 mm layer with earth 
available within 90 m of the building site 
dry density of 90% with optium mosture 
content ( modified proctor test) i/c. carring 
watering, leveling,  dressing & compacting 
to a specified percentage each layer up to 
finished level etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 256.00 916.02 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in 
foundation trenches or where necceary 
and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers 
with carted earth carried by truck or any 
other means loading & unloding at both 
ends to be supplied at the contractor won 
cost i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding 
i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineers 

3000.00 2000.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 7000.00 cum   
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7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm 
thick layer with 8-10 Ton power driven 
roller in/c. spreading, leveling, cambering, 
super elevation & watering etc. all 
complect as pr direction of engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 300.00 CUM   

8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and 
plinth with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 
150mm layers including leveling, watering 
and compaction to achieve minimum dry 
density of 90% with optimum moisture 
content (Modified proctor test) by ramming 
each layer up to finished level as per 
design supplied by the design office only 
etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 300.00 777.34 Cum   

9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the 
required depth and diameter with 
minimum 6 m long temporary steel casing, 
true to vertical, providing bentonite slurry 
and maintaining water level in the hole, 
washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, 
clean the bore-hole and make the bore- 
hole ready for placing steel cage and 
concreting including hire charge of rig set 
with winch machine, tripod stand, trimie 
pipe, cost of fuel, lubricant, mobilization, 
demobilization, maintenance, spares, 
stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, 
electricity and other charges all compete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation 
Contractor shall submit the method 
statement of cast-in-situ pile work 
including sequence of boring and casting, 
disposal of spoils, test result of materials 
to the Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under contract (rate 
i/c.removing mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 840.00 825.00 762.19 580.25 0.00 914.63 3922.07 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement 
concrete works with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 
having minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on 
standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- 
CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 
Type – I, best quality coarse sand [Sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well graded 
crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  
C-33, including breaking chips, screening 
through proper sieves, making, placing re-
bar cage in position, placing and removing 
tri-pod as per requirement, pouring the 
concrete in bore-hole with the help of a 
trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe 
immersed in concrete by at least 1 meter 
throughout the period of concreting, 
maintaining required slump etc. mixing the 
aggregates with standard mixer machine 
with hoper, casting in forms, all complete 
including water, electricity, testing of 
materials and concrete etc and other 
charges as per design, drawing etc all 
complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding, 
welding and placing) 

137.95 135.38 125.38 95.30 0.00 145.76 639.77 Cum   

11 Providing and making point welding at 
contact point of the spiral binders at 
reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding for 
construction of cast in situ board pile 
carefully with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the points prominent as per 
direction of the Engineer.( The rate is 
inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, 
tools plants and  all equipment). 

40500.00 40120.00 39500.00 21500.00 0.00 46580.00 188200.00 Point   
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12 Providing and making welding splice over 
two sides of contact point by welding of 
minimum 300 mm length at the lap of 
main reinforfement in re- bar cage to be 
placed bin bore- hole where necessary by 
electric arc with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the joint prominent as per direction 
of the engineer( rate is inclusive of all 
materials labour tools plant and all 
equipment, cost of power etc. complete in 
all respect). 

155.15 148.50 132.00 120.50 0.00 172.00 728.15 RM   

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened 
cast in situ board pile upto required length 
by any means and removing the 
dismantled materials such as concrete to 
a safe distance including scraps and 
removing concrete from steel / M/S. rods 
preparation and making platform where 
necessary, carrying all sorts of handing, 
stacking the same properly after clearing, 
leveling and dressing the situ and clearing 
the bed etc. complete as per direction of 
the eingineer in charge (Measurement will 
be given for the actual pile head volume to 
broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 8.96 34.69 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation 
or in floor with first class or picked jhama 
bricks including preparation of bed and 
filling the interstices with local sand, 
leveling etc. complete and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 750.00 1766.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer 
polythene sheet weighing one kilogram 
per 6.5 square meter in floor below 
cement concrete reinforced concrete slab 
etc. all complete in all respect as per 
direction of the Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar 
(1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking 
out the joints, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete 
including cost of water, electricity and 
other charges and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 15.25 14.55 8.32 2.98 36.50 109.55 Cum   
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17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  
DURS BAN 20 EC and mixing the same 
with pure water in required proportion For 
DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure 
water and spraying the emulsified mixture 
(5 liters per square meter of soll surface 
by chemical sprayer or by any other 
means to teh sides and bottom of the 
foundation trench and over pinth filling of 
floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 2.50 837.63 Sqm   

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or 
floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & 
picked jhama chips including breaking 
chips, screening, mixing, laying, 
compacting to levels & curing for at least 7 
days including the supply of water, 
electricity and other charges and costs of 
tools and plants etc. all complete & 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or 
floor with cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in 
cement concrete with cement, sand (F.M. 
1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips in/cl.  
breaking chips, screening, centering, 
shuttering, casting, curing and finished 
with a coat of bitumen including the supply 
of water, electricity and other charges and 
costs of tools and plants etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH 
Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) & Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   
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20i Reinforced cement concrete works using 
steel shutter with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c = 22 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality Sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2 and 20 mm down well graded stone 
chips conforming to ASTM C-33, making, 
placing shutter in position and maintaining 
true to plumb, making shutter water-tight 
properly, placing reinforcement in position; 
mixing with standard mixer machine with 
hopper, fed by standard measuring boxes, 
casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, 
removing centering-shuttering including 
cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. ( Rate is 
excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade 
beam, foundation beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
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20ii Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement 
content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a 
specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as 
per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to 
BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / 
ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) 
and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse 
sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm 
down well graded picked jhama brick 
chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, 
placing shutter in position and maintaining 
true to plumb, making shutter water-tight 
properly, placing reinforcement in position; 
mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, 
casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, 
removing centering-shuttering including 
cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 40.68 131.14 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 400.00 664.08 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 45.62 89.23 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 410.00 852.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 16.98 35.13 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 378.00 563.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   
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21 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 
400 ribbed or deformed bar produced and 
marked according to Bangladesh standard 
with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 
MPa and what even is the yield strength 
within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio 
of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and 
minimum elongation after fracture and 
minimum total elongation at maximum 
force is 16% & 8% repenctively details as 
per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with 
supply of G. I wire etc. complete in all 
respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar 
with minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile 
strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

43500.00 33174.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 22500.00 157574.00 Kg   

22 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling 
soling, HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or 
storing as per direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 Sqm   

23 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or 
bats i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in 
measuable sizes at site accepted by the 
Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.00 85.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.00 85.00 cum   

24 Labour for compacted water bound 
Macadam base course with graded metal 
of crushed well burnt, picked jhama or first 
class bricks and bats having compacted 
thickness made as per specifications 
including local handling and spreading 
uniformly to proper grade, camber and 
super elevation, hand packing, rolling 
properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity power 
driven Road Roller and watering profusely 
for compaction of 100% MDD (standard) 
blinding with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 m3 
per m2  including fuel, lubricants, spares, 
maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 63.75 63.75 Cum   
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accepted by the Engineer. 
25 Providing compacted sub-base base 

course with well graded metal of crushed 
well burnt p.j. / 1st class brick bats and 
sand (FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 : 1 
having compacted thickness made as per 
specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade 
camber and super elevation, packing 
rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity 
power driven road roller and watering 
properly for compaction of 100% MDD 
(standard) blinding with sand including 
cost of fuel,  lubricants, spares, 
maintenance, driver etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 63.75 63.75 Cum   

26 50 mm thick compacted premixed 
bituminous carpeting with 12 mm down 
well graded shingles @ 0.64 cum of 
shingles mixed with 42 kg of heated 
bitumen (bitumen content % by wt. of total 
is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c to 
1550c and spread uniformly over 10 sqm 
of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 ton Roller 
compacted fully in proper grade and 
camber spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 
1.50) on 10 sqm etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 425.00 Sqm   

27 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen 
per 10 sqm including heating bitumen up 
to 1760c to 1880c and spreading etc. all 
complete (cost of bitumen included) 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 425.00 Sqm   

28 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet 
sand (FM 2.2) mixed with @ 7.32 kg of 
bitumen per 10 sqm of road surface 
including supplying and spreading of 0.09 
cum of sand (F.M. 0.80) including heating 
bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 degree 
Celsius and spreading etc. all complete 
(cost of bitumen included) accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 425.00 Sqm   

29 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 
kg of bitumin per 10 sqm. Of road surface 
i.c. supplying & spreding of 0.09 cum of 
sand (F.M 1.2) with heating bitumen 
upto176 degree celsius, surface rolling 
with 8 ton power driver roller etc.. all 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 425.00 Sqm   
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complect & accepted by the Engineer 
30 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the 

road) with 1st class or picked bricks and 
filling the gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) 
i/c. cutting trenches, true to level and 
grade, removing earth, refilling and 
ramming the sides properly including cost 
of all materials and accepted by the the 
Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 476.50 476.50 RM   

31 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as 
per instruction of consultant. If any sample 
fail in test bidder is bound for alternative 
sample, but payment will be given for only 
one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & 
eleongation  

4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt 

content 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & 
los angles test 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & 
carbon contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

32 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of 
pile PIT(pile integrity test) as per ASTM 
D5882 (The standard method for low 
strain integrity testing of pile) providing all 
relevent masterials, equipments, experts, 
labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation 
of results in standard forms etc. complete 
in all respects approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT 
test, Contractor shall submit method 
statement for conducting test to the 
Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineers approved shall not relieve the 
Contractor of his rersponsibilities and 
obligations under contract 
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i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 
km of Dhaka to site and PIT Test on 12 
piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 
12(twelve) pile tested 

43.00 42.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 149.00 Each   

33 Providing and maintenance one project 
profile signboards of the size not 
exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a 
suitable place of the site including 
submission of proposals for the materials 
of the signboards and text layout to the 
Engineer for approval which will be 
positioned as directed by the Engineer 
andremoving the same on completion of 
the Works or as instructed by the 
Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   

34 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) 
to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below 
ground level with neat cement finishing 
including finishing the edges and corners 
and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 680.00 886.84 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- 
TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED 

GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PATUAKHALI  UNDER URIDS; 

RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
amount 
in Tk. 

    Office D-Type E  & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using 

wooden shutter, with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 
24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS 
EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of 
best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing in 
standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by 
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and 
other charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, placing 
and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     

i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 24.39 67.05 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 256.00 738.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   

iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   
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v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 7.26 16.72 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 159.00 336.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   
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vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   
i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   

vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   
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xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   
i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked 
according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of 
ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at 
maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively 
details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending 
and binding in position with supply of G. I wires 
etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at 
least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 
complect as per direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 10210.00 134267.50 kg   
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3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half 
brick length with first class bricks in cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2)  mortar (1:6) in superstructure 
including raking out joints, filling the interstices 
with mortar, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete (measurement to given as 
250 mm width for one brick length and 375 mm 
for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-
M) 

                  

i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 16.75 33.52 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing of 
sand,  scaffolding, staging racking out joints 
curing at least for 7 days and supplying of all 
materials etc. complete in all respect in all 
heights as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers. Cement: CEM-11/A-
M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 412.52 1533.13 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   
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vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm 
machine made klinker hard pressed facing 
bricks of approved quality in cement sand (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:4), including racking out joints, 
cutting the bricks to required size wherever 
necessary including high class recessed 
pointing, cleaning and soaking the bricks at least 
for 24 hours before use and washing and 
screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing 
at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other 
charges etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.  Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

120.00 56.25 82.50 70.00 0.00 35.50 364.25 Sqm   

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / 
roof top with cement, best quality coarse sand 
(50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 
50% quantity of sylhet sand or coarse sand of 
equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked jhama 12  mm 
down well graded chips including breaking chips 12 
mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in 
alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top 
with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in 
all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 200.00 1162.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both 
inner-and outer surface, finishing the corner and 
edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 825.00 3382.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
plaster (1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. 
columns, beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, 
cornices, railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and 
finishing the corners and edges including washing 
of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and curing 
at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
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CEM-II/A-M) 

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 592.00 1613.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado 
and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with 
neat cement finishing including finishing the edges 
and corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of 
water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete in all respect as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 
etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 150.00 350.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed 

wall tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with 
on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) 
base and raking out the joints with repective joint 
filler & binder including cutting, laying and hire 
charge of machine and finishing with care 
etc.including water, electricity and other charges 
complete all respect accepter by the Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of 
colour  & / or design with on 20mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out 
the joints with white cement including cutting, 
laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with 
care etc.including water, electricity and other 
charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C. 400x400 
mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   
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d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor 
tiles) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base 
and raking out the joints with white cement and 
colored pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/Cwhere 
required as per instruction of Engineer (Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick 
black/white marble stone  of approved quality & 
size on floor / wall over 19mm thick cment sand 
morter (1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, 
polishing etc.all complect as per instruction of 
engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking 
tiles making with  cement stone chips coarse 
sand (1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 
20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking 
out the joints with white cement & colored 
pigment i/c. cutting & laying tiles in proper way & 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames 
( Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural 
seasoned wood of required size including 
painting two coasts of coal tar to the surface in 
contact with wall, fitted and fixed in position etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer (all 
sizes of wood are finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi 
wood. 

                  

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 
150 x 38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to 
door and window frames with royal plug. 
Necessary screws etc. with the help of electric 
drill hammer drill in /c. cutting groove in chowkat 
if necessary etc. complete in all respect as per 
direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   
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13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and 
having density 400 kg/cum solid particle board 
single leaf flush door for all floors for internal use 
made of well matured mechanical seasoned 
Rubber (Malaysian timber) or other approved 
wooden frame having finished size 35 x 50 mm 
around upon which 1.2 mm thick veneer (total 
two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm horizontally 
made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm vertically 
made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 
100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm 
iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower 
and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   

14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden single leaf door shutters having top rail 
style of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 
mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. 
Closed joints with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden 
peg and provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm 
dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong 
Teak wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick 
seasoned solid wood door shutters, having 
closed joints and provided with best quality 6 
Nos.100mm iron higes,2 (two) Nos.best quality 
12mm dia 300mm & 225mm long iron tower & 
socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy type brass 
handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
& finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
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14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail 
and styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 
125 mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 
mm. paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, 
provided with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron 
hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 
mm and 200 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All 
sizes of wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak 
wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or 
window (RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific 
gravity 1.35-1.45, & other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes 
fitted and fixed with Upvc plastic door frame 
weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 Nos. SS 
hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 
12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 
2 Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI 
inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 
mmx 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, 
special type round lock, carrying the same to the 
site andlocal carriage etc. complete in all 
respect accepted by the Engineer.  

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic 
door shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific 
gravity 1.35 - 1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 
with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 
3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 
Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm 
long SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle 
by rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 
mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 
no SS haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying 
the same to the site and local carriage 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   
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etc.complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. ( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

17 Thai Alunium works                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 

doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer 
bottom (size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 
mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 
33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 
mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side 
(31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter 
divider (size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm 
to 1.5 mm thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) 
sections all aluminium members (total weight 
19.72 kg) will be anodized to aluminium 
bronze/silver colour with a coat not less than 15 
microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like 
sliding door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding 
door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and 
nuts including sealants, keeping provision  for 
fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge 
for fitting of accessories, making grooves and 
mending good damages, carriage, and 
electricity  complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 
mm x 2100 ( Bronze colour) 

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   
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b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA 
standard specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) 
having 1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 
32mm ) 1.5mm thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 
16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter top (size 33mm, 
26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter bottom (size 
60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side (size 
75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter 
lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all 
aluminum members will be anodized to 
aluminum bronze color with a coat not less than 
15m microns in thickness and density of 4mg 
per square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like 
sliding door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding 
mohair, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c keeping 
provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories 
making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as 
per drawing direction of the engineer. size up to 
1500 mm x 1400 mm (Bronze colour).  

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum 
composite fixed doors / window with fixed 
partition as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 mm, 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 
mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side 
(size 31 mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom 
cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( 
size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 
mm thick top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium members 
(total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   
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less than 15 micron in thickness and density of 4 
mg per square cm etc. including all accessories 
like sliding door key lock, sliding door wheel, 
sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts 
and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour 
charge for fitting of accessories, making grooves 
and mending good damages, carriage, and 
electricity complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 
Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion 
free 5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality 
and shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the 
edge of sunshade or cornice with cement mortar 
(1:2) including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 
days etc. all complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh 
grills of any design made with solid 12 
mmx12mm size square bar steel section@ 4.5'' 
c/c with Outer frame of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) 
fabricating, welding, painting with two coats of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming 
etc. complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with M.S section  per design 
and shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all 
complect as per instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of 
verandha railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm 
& 20 mm dia stainless steel pipes as  per 
approved design and shape i.c. welding ribeting 
required size all complect as per instruction of 
engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic 
polyvinyl distempering from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
applying to wall and ceiling in  2 coats over a 
coat  of brand specified primer or sealer 
elapsing specified time for drying/recoating matt 
finish including cleaning and sand papering 
making the surface free from loose and flaky 
materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all 
chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint 

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   
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by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

23 On exterior surface applying as per 
manufactured instructions 3 coats of weather 
coat of approved quality  and colour delivered 
from authorized local agent of the manufacturer 
in a sealed container in all respect in all floors 
and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 1650.00 5458.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter 
three coats with with one coats primer applied 
with brush i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing 
the surface etc. all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and 
shutters in two coats with approved best quality 
and colour of synthetic enamel paint delivered 
from uthorized local agent of the manufacturer in 
a sealed container, having highly water 
resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, using specific 
brand thinner applied by brass/roller/spray over 
a coat of priming elapsing time for drying 
including surface cleaning from dust, oil or dirt, 
smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 400.00 1187.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock 
(Forigen made) in approved quality complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality 
magnetic door shock absorber i/c. all necessary 
all necessary tools & accoricies all complect as 
per direction of engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
stainless steel (SS) stair railing of standard 
height with 2 mm thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail 
as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   
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30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe 
stair railing of any standard height of any design 
and shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the 
base of 12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed 
by welding. Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 
mm c/c (1 Nos. in each steps) 150 mm 
embedded into the R.C.C tread of stair case 
after cutting grooves and mending good the 
damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia 
G.I. pipe hand rail of any design including 
polishing painting etc. all complete and accepted 
by the Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be 
considered for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of 
any design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. 
sheet unit minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm 
and 12 mm dia circular folding at ends, rolled in 
machine, locked together properly to form rolling 
shutter, top of the shutter to be fitted with 
circular spring box made of 22 BWG sheet, 
containing best quality spring made in China, 
nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and the 
other end nutted to shutter including fitting the 
G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at 
ends with side guide channel (side channel 
consist of 50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 
19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 
150 mm x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 
mm fixed to wall or column with clamps 
embedded in R.C.C. part by cement concrete 
(1:2:4) including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 25 
mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, 
curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded 
G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), 
which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, 
providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and 
locking arrangement in both sides, painting two 
coats with approved colour and brand  of 
synthetic enamel paint over a coat of priming 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen 
made, Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with 
Pvc sheaded & natural colour for door and 
window i/c cutting & fitting fixing as per required 
measurement & supplying necessary screws, 
nails stell clamp etc. complete as per direction to 
the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   
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33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
collapsible gate of any design and shape made 
of 1" x 1" x 1/8" channel placed @ 112 mm c/c 
vertically and connecting the same with each 
other by  20 mm x 3mm ms flatbar including 
welding, ribeting required size wheels, polling 
handles in both size, suitable locking 
arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 
mm M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 
mm flatbar fixing with beam or floor including 
pouring R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including 
enamel paint two coats with one coat of primer 
(approved colour ) all complete as per direction 
of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC 
rain water down pipe fixing in position with MS 
clamp, greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary 
type M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 
6 mm angle framing  the top & bottom parts 
providing with 25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 
150 mm c/c and the middle part covered with 
18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm 
F.I bar placed horizontally & verticaly, all passing 
through the center as design i/c locking 
arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with 
the outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & 
mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. 
i/c. fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where 
necessary etc. all complete as per drawing, design 
& direction of the engineer. (rate is excluding the 
cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy 
type 19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp 
bolt in /c cutting grooves in door shutter and 
frames, serews etc. all complete as per direction 
of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made 
of Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   
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38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both 
ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing 
of angle post, all complect as per direction of 
engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the 
same with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 
150mm c/c in both ways, supported by 
38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) 
i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle 
post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. 
tube (angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) 
made by thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 
mm M.S. angle and vertically placing the post 
into C.C./ R.C.C foundation in/c cutting angle to 
required shape size in/c cover in the top of the 
post with 6 mm thick M.S. plate etc. all complete 
as per direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. 
RCC piller, other structure, cutting jangale, 
cutting trees etc. & keep it in safe distance all 
complete as per direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing 
Stainless steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & 
shape having (wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  
pipe outer frame & 19mm dia SS pipe vertical 
member placed @100mm c/c by welding at top 
& bottom of  pipe frame, cutting the pipes in 
proper shape & size i/c. making semi clrcular 
band at the corners of the outer frame without 
damaging the pipe, covering middle of the gate 
as per design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S 
sheet,  providing 6nos. huskle domney with 
RCC of CC core pillar with cement concrete 
(1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the 
damages, making provision for minimum 0.61x 
1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & 
inner vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S 
pipe i/c.necessary locking arrangements 
i/c.providing 50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for 
smooth movement of the gate etc. all complete 
as per design, drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   
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43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in 
boundary wall of any design and shape with 
19mm x 2mm tube (angle box made with 2 nos. 
19x19x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
placed vertically @ 150mm C/C and welding the 
said vertically boxes with 2 no. horizontal 25 x25 
x2mm angle boxes (angle box made with 2 nos. 
25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous welding) 
pleasing at botom and another tope and again 
fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 
nos. 38x38x6mm angle in by continuous 
welding)  in wall up to 150mm depth including 
fabricating, welding in each point and poolishing 
of necessary pigment over a coat of priming in/c 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG 
steel wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, 
reveting and other accessories as required in/c. 
cost of electricity, tools & plants, workshop 
charges, carriage of the same, making holes for 
fitting the same, mending good the damages by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and 
design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape 
having 75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer 
frame & inner frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S 
box 50mmx 25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical 
placed @1.5''c/c by welding at top and bottom of 
M.S Box frame, cutting the section in proper 
shape & size i/c. making necessary band at the 
corners of the outer frame without damaging the 
box, covering middle of the gate as per design & 
drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  providing 6nos. 
huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting 
holes, mending the damages, making provision 
for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate having 
its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   
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2x50x50x6mm M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm 
wheel( Japan/Korea, made) for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per 
design, drawing & derection of engineer 

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
corrugated galvanized iron sheet (Industiral 
profile sheet, Bangladesh made) having min 
weight 63-65 kg per bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft 
long) fitted and fixed on M.S. sections with J 
hook or wooden purling with screws, limpet, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per 
direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick 
galvanized iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm 
lap fitted and fixed on MS sections with 
galvanized bolts and nuts, washers and putty 
etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa 
work in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild 
steel sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and 
fixing in position with bolts and nuts or rivets or 
welded and providing two coats of anti corroslve 
paint over a prime coat of red oxide paint etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section 
only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of 
pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary 
welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of 
enamle painting with coat of primer etc. all 
complect as per design, drawing & instruction of 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe 
having wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position 
with necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c 
inside of pipe filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, 
necessary welding, reviting, lifting, shifting, two 
coats of enamle painting with coat of primer etc. 
all complect as per design, drawing & instruction 
of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   
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51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm 
thick with veneered board laminated by 
mechanical hot press with a milk white PVC 
membrane with Aluminium T-bar frame in 
natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm in grid 
suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply 
wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, 
hooks, nails etc. maintaining straight lines and 
desired finished level a bottom face with vertical 
wooden strut as required including making holes 
in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and 
mending good the damages, if any, during 
execution of the work including cost of all 
materials, electricity, accessories, scaffoldings, 
labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. all 
complete as per drawing, design and accepted 
by the Engineer.  

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter 
made with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame 
, inner member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 
SWG M.S sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S 
angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in 
plastic frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 
50X40X2mm / 50x30x2 mm L- sections, 
providing partiation with 156x25 mm upvc hollow 
section having wall thickness 2.5 mm materials 
as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards 
or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing in 
brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 
Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI 
clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, 
carriage etc. complect in all respect as per 
instruction of engineers. (With partition uPVC 
hollow section) 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made 
of low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having 
standard size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: 
density: 0.55-0.68 g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, 
providing new sash (4"), sliding glass bead, 
rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 4" tower bolt 2 
Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including all 
accessories complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door 
shutter 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   
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55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 
x 25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain 
rails as per design and drawing fitted and fixed 
in position including supply of screws, nails, 
drilling etc. and two coats of French polishing 
over a coat of priming etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the 
cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or 
on concrete surface with sandcement mortar 
mixed with specified admixture (supplied from 
authorized local agent or from manufacturer 
comply with ASTM/BS/IS requirements, 
confirming current compliance of the admixture 
to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in 
composition, performance 
requirements,delivered in sealed containers 
having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under 
this specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer 
recommendations / instructions and providing 
safety provisions in all respect etc. on sound, 
firm surfaces all complete including cleaning the 
surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 
grease etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average 
depth and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 
mm at the top having 125 mm  thick  
Reinforcement cement concret 1;2;4 curb up to 
300 mm from the bottom over one layer of PVC 
sheet on top brick flat soling and the side slopes 
of the remaining 300 mm height provided with 
250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement 
sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement 
finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), 
curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all 
kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) 
consolidating and dressing, cost of water, 
electricity, other charges all complect as per 
design, drawing direction of Engineers ( 
Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   
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58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width 
and depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 
125 mm thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement 
concrete base (1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat 
soling . The surface having minimum 12mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and 
neat cement finishing with cement (Conforming 
to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days in/c 
excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with 
fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, 
cost of water, electricity, other charges as per 
direction of the engineers.  

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to 
BDS 232 ), coarse sand and picked jhama chips 
i/c. breaking chips and one layer brick flat soling 
at bottom with 1st class or picked jhama bricks 
in /c cutting earth for preparation of bed and 
filling the interestices with local sand (F.M. 0.8) 
in/c finishing, dressing, curing at least for 7 days 
etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, electricity, 
other charge as per direction of the enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing 
with 20 mm down graded first class brick chips 
(Khoa), surki from 1st class bricks and lime 
(stone lime brought at site, not being powdered 
in open air and to be slaked in presence of 
engineer-in-charge and to be measured in 
volume three days after slaking for using in the 
mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the 
ground by making a suitable platform under 
proper polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice 
daily with limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days 
until the mix attain desirable consistency. Laying 
the mix in proper slope, beating the same with 
standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain 
maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and 
curing for 21 days providing polythene cover 
after each day work and cleaning etc. complete 
in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 

BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM 
ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 

SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PATUAKHALI  UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-
CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 

    Office D-
Type 

E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290mm 

size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of 
Vitreous China & preparing the base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 
29 cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with 
wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making holes 
wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting, 
fixing, finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings & 
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi 
closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat 
cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire 
mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect with all 
fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK Brand 
Jumeirah, approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved colour) glazed 
porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 liter, 385x105x210 mm in 
size approximately 14kg by weigh made of vitreous china and 
fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes 
required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing 
finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and connection 
as per direction of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 34.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 500 x 625 x 
220 mm in size or above size, approx. 23 kg by weight, including 
fitting, fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 
32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not 
exceeding 750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with 
chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and floors 
and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good the 
damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete approved 
and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 mm in size, 
approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, 
approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size 
European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 
kg by weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after 
making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic 
waste pipe with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia 
plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass 
stop cock including mending good the damages with cement 
mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (RAK brand, approved clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail 
(Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making 
holes in walls and mending good the damages etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  
coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. 
brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm 
size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted 
in walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved 
quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of 
approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink 
cock fixing in position with all material all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
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15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty 
special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect 
as per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock 
( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( 
Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head 
only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 225x125x130 
mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets in wall including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) 
properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply 
having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing 
sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches 
where necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed 
and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and 
walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

            0.00     

21 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

22 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such 
as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-
nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting 
the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden 
bats and making hole in floors and walls and consequent 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineers. 

            0.00     

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

23 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and 
accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

24 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round 
grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and 
accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

25 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink 
tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm 
fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P 
sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 
mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the 
damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   

27 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank 
(Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and 
plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over 
flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials 
etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

28 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting 
fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   
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29 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick 
work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm 
R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a 
brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm 
thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor 
and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including 
supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 
mm dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) 
top slab, including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and 
curing etc. complete up to required depth including necessary 
earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side 
filling including the cost of all materials, operations and incidental 
charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 
users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

30 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large 
sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey 
comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as 
per drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. 
manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to the 
required depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying 
and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary 
earth work in excavation, side filling and bailing out water 
including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and 
placing) For 100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

31 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) 
including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

32 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 
mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making holes in walls & 
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

33 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of 
G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam 
etc. by any means carefully without damaging the structure filling 
the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of 
scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of 
engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   
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34 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 
mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for 
single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

6.0 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL             0.00     

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: Transportation of 
materials, equipments, tools and plants and boring rig to work 
site. Construction of derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning 
the site after completion of the work accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  having wall  
thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 mm, weight 3.517 
kg/m, capability to withstand 50 kg/sqm & other equipments 
capable of drilling up to a depth 500 meter by water jet system 
through all sorts of strata, protection of caving by supplying 
necessary casing pipe. Collection of soil samples at every 3 
meter interval and at every change of  strata by preverses them 
in controlled environment for analysis and  laboratory test. Finally 
withdrawal of boring and casing piper etc. all complete as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   
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3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: Supplying 
and lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best quality uPVC pressure 
tube well pipe having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 
2.5 mm - 3.0 mm, capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic 
pressure of 170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position with all 
accessories, uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m with uPVC strainer 
of desired slot installing in or at mid depth of the most suitable 
water bearing strata. 38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 
1.52 m with M.S. welded flat bar on each side to prevent from 
rotation up to desired depth, fitting fixing the best quality No. 6 
C.I. head hand-pump etc including the cost of solvent cement, 
socket adaptor, filling medium sand up to 18.00 m above strainer 
and the remaining portion with available soil from boring etc. 
complete as per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

            0.00     

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all necessary 
accessories etc complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall thickness 2.9 mm, 
weight 3.517 kg/m capability to withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic 
pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having wall thickness 
2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall thickness 
2.5-3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the housing pipe of 
the deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical 
information of the tube well as per instruction and accepted by 
the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the top pipe with 
sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 1:2:4 as per direction of the 
Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand and 
turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield confirmed by tests as 
per specification and accepted by the Engineer. Water sample 
must be taken from 3- separate aquifers from three tube well b( 
Wells upto 200 meter depth) 

                 

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil samples from 
a test bores up to 350 m depth collecting samples of water from 
the best suitable aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles 
having no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 3 
m interval and at each change of soil strata from the bores, 
arranging them in the cell of a box in an orderly manner. carrying 
out test of water for (1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) 
Iron, (6) Manganese, (7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) 
Total hardness, (10) Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed by test 
reports along with Bangladesh Standards of potable water and 
(12) Sieve analysis on soils throughout a bore, leading to 
ascertain the best suitable sustained aquifers, depths and slot 
sizes of strainer, types and dia of tube well for specific yield, 
thickness of shrouding around strainer, fineness modulus of 
shrouding materials, mechanical units (pumps, compressor) for 
testing and operation of the tube well, maintaining test bore 
functional till tube well installation, testing etc. is finished, finally 
filling and sealing the left over test bore permanently, including 
carrying water and soil samples under direct responsibility of 
Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, BUET or other reputed laboratory, 
approved by the authority, submitting the report and design 
details all complete and accepted by the Engineer and 
maintaining the mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory 
test results are found (if not, next test bore may be executed with 
the approval of concern S.E. / Design Office) 

                 

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 test bore x 
one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. test (each specimen 1.5 
liter of water) 

                 

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x One bore 
= 9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. each)" 

                 

  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water Quality 
Standard according to Bangladesh Environment Conservation 
Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on 
water or sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the above 
specified 12 (twelve) tests, may be carried out for public interest 
as per direction of the design engineer on actual payment 
including profit, VAT and all other charges. 

                 

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE (100x200mm dia 
Shrouded) 
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1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all sorts of strata 
by reverse circulation or any other approved method (Method 
other than reverse circulation is to be applied only for wells 
deeper than 152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to 
designed depth and collection of soil samples at every 3 meter 
interval and at every change of formation including sinking and 
withdrawing necessary casing pipe and all necessary 
arrangements complete as per specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to bottom of the blind 
pipe and the rate is inclusive of the cost of extra depth of boring 
required for caving and siltation) 

                 

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working site as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of wall 
thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made with grade 
uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall thickness 
7.8 mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod of approved 
design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well fixtures such 
as expanded top or furnishing pipe, reducer, tube well pipes, 
strainer, blind pipe, pipe cap etc. fitting and fixing with best 
quality PVC solution, iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and 
placing in position with proper size M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter 
c/c in strainer portion including. blind pipe etc. complete as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air 
compressor and pump of suitable capacity by alternate surging 
and pumping until satisfactory yield, sand free water and the 
turbidity condition is reached using necessary quantity of calgon 
and conducting step draw down test before and after the 
development as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                 

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed turbine/submersible pump 
with supply of testing equipments for pressure/ velocity/ 
discharge etc. and all materials for 72 hours including yield 
drawn and recovery test etc. complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient quantity of 
bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain chlorinated water 
having 150 ppm free chlorine in the well complete as per 
standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of the 
shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by withdrawn 
selected soil or local clay free from any substances harmful to 
pipes and health as per standard specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best quality 150 
mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") long one end blocked 
with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick M.S. plate and other end minimum 
300 mm (1'-0") embedded in sanitary seal for protection of uPVC 
Housing Pipe as per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-mersible water 
Pump Motor Set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard  comprising of 
2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-mersible motor having Insulation: Class 
F & Protection: IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 400 
/230± 5% volt, 50 Hz AC supply with 18.29 meter (60'-0'') column 
pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) with flange, gasket,Non-return valve, 
pressure gauge, 40 meter  (131'-0'') long required marine cable 
in a single length etc complete in aIl respect manufactured by CE 
certified/UL listed countries   as per sample approved and 
accepted by the Engineers.  

                 

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head :44-26 
meter, Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for submersible 
pump motor set manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard ( Foreign 
made) & as per sample approved and accepted by the Engineers 
(3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM Centrifugal water 
Pump motor set monobloc type manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of following 
capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C 
having insulation: class F & protection:IP44 ( minimum) 
manufactured By CE /SE certified/ UL listed contries as per 
sample approved and accepted by the Engineers  

           

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 liter/min, Head: 20-
15 meter, suction & delivery: 65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                  

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ 
having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as per 
ISO 7686, Minium required strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-
1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45 and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured standards or 
ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special fittings, such as 
bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts 
etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the 
same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats 
and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm each) 

                 

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve with 
sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

                 

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 
mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
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a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                  
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying 

Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia 
best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary 
G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & 
back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete 
in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & 
direction of engineer-in charge. 

                 

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best 
quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineers. 

                 

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(D) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM 
ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 
SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT BAUPHAL ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN PATUAKHALI  UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-
CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-005). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping 
at the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm 
insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA 
earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 
25mm dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm 
including all accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor 
/roof, 16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist 
of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in 
or out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box 
should painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale 
paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each 
with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 
5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including necessary 
cutting and mending good the damages complete as 
required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper 
made) in conformity with the BNB code and as per 
direction the Engineer.With cable manufactured by M/S. 
Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on 
switch board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular 
shaped MS sheet made bracket, brass holder, 
necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 
100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-
740 

50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    
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3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube 
light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, 
superior quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet 
steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 
2x0.4 sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete 
(i/c Eastern lamp) of following model and as per 
sample approved by the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers 
consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass 
with carrier, brass holder, tinted glass shed of 
minimum dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of 
fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, necessary wiring with 
2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable 
etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical 
shaped polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of 
shade) 220 mm ( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), 
frosted fancy glass over, brass holder, earth terminal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standed PVC 
insulted flexible FR cable and polished brass base 
suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, 
complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: Crescent cat No. 
CG-14-G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with 
decorative & ornamental golden brass edge ( minium 
hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal 
necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable 
etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per 
sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash 
SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. 
capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body 
foreign made) complete with standard wall louver 
shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete 
as required including cutting wall and mending good 
the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 
mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
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Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               
following sizes complete with required size down rod, 
blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring 
complete as per instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen 
super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic 
with four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted 
on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board 
of 76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or 
equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") 
dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia 
hole across the pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly 
bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC 
earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia 
G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. 
(2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, 
nuts,  etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance 
within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm 
(42.5ft) from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 
12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the 
G.I. pipe complete as per direction of the Engineers. 
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10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia 
MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in 
charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal 
board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer 
paint on out side and enamel paint in inside surfaces 
having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal 
bridges of suitable size for fixing of all electrical contral 
devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size 
complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in 
wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and 
exits as required ( only front surface of this board will 
be considered for measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled 
in 16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper 
flat bar and arrangement of cable / wire connection, 
English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray 
hammer pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on 
prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure 
complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB 
(6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages 
as per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand 
(Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before 
installation the Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 
Nos.  

                  

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with 
thermal overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic 
short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France 
made original purchase document should be submitted 
before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 78.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   
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c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager 
or approved) 

0.00 0.00 32.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 35.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on 
prepared board including required length of PVC twing 
flexible cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch 
socket fixing in position with same size board and 
accessories etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof 
Engineers 

                  

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 200.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 250.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 25.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 71.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 100.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 570.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having 
dia of each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all 
necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect 
as per direction of engineer(With code Manufactured 
by M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) 
single –core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable 
(type BYM) with green/white BYA earth Continuity 
conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” 
water grade) with necessary accessories viz bends, 
socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull 
box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. 
conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of 
grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ 
floor including necessary cutting and mending good 
the damages complete in conformity with the BN 
Building Code and as per direction the Engineers.  
With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable 
. 
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a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 85.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 315.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 405.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

1100.00 1050.00 1225.00 540.00 500.00 200.00 4615.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 
mm having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground 
cable 

100.00 88.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 278.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 180.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk.  
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Bid Security 
Bank Guarantee 

 
Bank’s name, and address of issuing branch or office9 

 

Beneficiary:  ................................name and address of the employer ............................................  

Date: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Bid Security No.: ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 

We have been informed that . . . . . name of the bidder. . . . .  (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has 
submitted to you its bid dated . . . . . . . . . (hereinafter called “the Bid”) for the execution of . . . . . . . . 
name of contract . . . . . . . under Invitation for Bids No. . . . . . . . . . (“the IFB”).  

Furthermore, we understand that, according to your conditions, bids must be supported by a bid 
guarantee. 

At the request of the Bidder, we  . . . . . name of bank. . . . .  hereby irrevocably undertake to pay you 
any sum or sums not exceeding in total an amount of . . . . . . . . . .amount in words . . . .  . . . . . (. . . . . . 
.amount in figures . . . . . . . )upon receipt by us of your first demand in writing accompanied by a written 
statement stating that the Bidder is in breach of its obligation(s) under the bid conditions, because the 
Bidder 

(a) has withdrawn its Bid during the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder in the Letter of 
Bid; or 

(b) does not accept the correction of errors in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders 
(hereinafter “the ITB”); or 

(c) having been notified of the acceptance of its Bid by the Employer during the period of bid 
validity, (i) fails or refuses to execute the Contract Agreement, or (ii) fails or refuses to furnish 
the performance security, in accordance with the ITB, or (iii) fails or refuses to furnish the 
domestic preference security, if required. 

This guarantee will expire (a) if the Bidder is the successful Bidder, upon our receipt of copies of the 
Contract Agreement signed by the Bidder and the Performance Security issued to you upon the 
instruction of the Bidder; and (b) if the Bidder is not the successful Bidder, upon the earlier of (i) our 
receipt of a copy your notification to the Bidder of the name of the successful Bidder, or (ii) 28 
daysafter the expiration of the Bidder’s bid. 

Consequently, any demand for payment under this guarantee must be received by us at the office on 
or before that date. 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . .Authorized signature(s)and bank’s seal (where appropriate). . . . . . . . . . 

-- Note -- 
In case of a joint venture, the bid security must be in the name of all partners to the joint venture that submits the 
bid.  

                                                
9 All italicized text is for use in preparing this form and shall be deleted from the final document. 
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Technical Proposal 
 
Personnel 
 
 
Form PER – 1: Proposed Personnel 
Bidder should provide the details of the proposed personnel and their experience record in the relevant 
Information Forms below for each candidate: 
 

1. Title of position* 

 Name  

2. Title of position* 

 Name  

3. Title of position* 

 Name  

4. Title of position* 

 Name  

5. Title of position* 

 Name  

etc. Title of position* 

 Name  

 
 
-- Note -- 
*As listed in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements). 
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Form PER – 2:  Resume of Proposed Personnel 
 
The Bidder shall provide all the information requested below. Use one form for each position. 
 

 
Position 

 

Personnel 
information 

Name  

 

Date of birth 

 Professional qualifications 

 

Present 
employment 

Name of employer 

 
 Address of employer 

 

 Telephone 

 

Contact (manager / personnel officer) 

 Fax 

 

E-mail 

 Job title 

 

Years with present employer 

 
 
Summarize professional experience in reverse chronological order. Indicate particular technical and 
managerial experience relevant to the project. 

From To Company, Project, Position and Relevant  
Technical and Management Experience 
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Equipment 
 
 
Form EQU: Equipment 
 
The Bidder shall provide adequate information and details to demonstrate clearly that it has the capability 
to meet the equipment requirements indicated in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements), using the Forms 
below. A separate Form shall be prepared for each item of equipment listed, or for alternative equipment 
proposed by the Bidder. 
 
Type of Equipment 
 

Equipment 
Information 

Name of manufacturer 

 

 

Model and power rating 

 Capacity 

 

 

Year of manufacture 

Current 
Status 

Current location 

 

 

 Details of current commitments 

 

  

Source Indicate source of the equipment 

  Owned  Rented  Leased  Specially manufactured 

 
 
Omit the following information for equipment owned by the Bidder. 
 
Owner Name of owner 

 

 Address of owner 

 

  

 Telephone 

 

Contact name and title 

 Fax 

 

Telex 

Agreements Details of rental / lease / manufacture agreements specific to the project 
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 Site Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobilization Schedule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Construction Schedule 
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Bidder’s Qualification 
To establish its qualifications to perform the contract in accordance with Section 3 (Evaluation and 
Qualification Criteria) the Bidder shall provide the information requested in the corresponding 
Information Sheets included hereunder. 
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Form ELI – 1: Bidder’s Information Sheet 
 

Bidder’s Information 

Bidder’s legal name  

 

In case of a Joint Venture, 
legal name of each partner 

 

Bidder’s country of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s year of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s legal address in 
country of constitution 

 

Bidder’s authorized 
representative 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1.  In case of a single entity, articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with       
 ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2.  Authorization to represent the firm or Joint Venture named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In case of a Joint Venture, a letter of intent to form a Joint Venture or Joint Venture agreement, in accordance with ITB 4.1. 

 4. In case of a government-owned enterprise, any additional documents not covered under 1 above required to comply 
with ITB 4.5. 
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Form ELI - 2: Joint Venture Information Sheet 

Each member of the Joint Venture and Specialist Subcontractor must fill out this form separately. 

Joint Venture / Specialist Subcontractor Information 

Bidder’s legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
country of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
year of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal address in country of 
constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
authorized representative 
information 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1. Articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2. Authorization to represent the firm named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In the case of a government-owned enterprise, documents establishing legal and financial autonomy and compliance with 
commercial law, in accordance with ITB 4.5. 

 

A Specialist Subcontractor is a specialist enterprise engaged for highly specialized processes that 
cannot be provided by the main Contractor.
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Form LIT - 1: Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

Each Bidder must fill out this form if so required under Criterion 2.2 of Section 3 (Evaluation and 
Qualification Criteria) to describe any pending litigation or arbitration formally commenced against it.  

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the 
Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

 Choose one of the following: 

 No pending litigation and arbitration. 

 Below is a description of all pending litigation and arbitration involving the Bidder (or each Joint Venture member if Bidder 
is a Joint Venture). 

Year Matter in Dispute  
Value of 
Pending 

Claim in BDT 

Value of 
Pending 

Claim as a 
Percentage of 

Net Worth 
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Form FIN - 1: Historical Financial Performance  
 

Each Bidder must fill out this form. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

 
Financial Data for Previous ___Years [BDT] 

Year 1:  Year 2:  Year ___:  

 
Information from Balance Sheet 

 
Total Assets (TA)    

Total Liabilities (TL)    

NetWorth  =TA – TL    

Current Assets (CA)    
Current Liabilities 
(CL)    
Working Capital = 
CA - CL    

    
Most Recent 
Working Capital  

To be obtained for most recent year and carried forward to 
FIN-3 Line 1; in case of Joint Ventures, to the corresponding 
Joint Venture Partner’s FIN-3. 

 
Information from Income Statement 

 
Total Revenues     
Profits Before 
Taxes    

Profits After Taxes    

 Attached are copies of financial statements (balance sheets including all related notes, and income statements) for the last _____ 
years, as indicated above, complying with the following conditions. 

 Unless otherwise required by Section 3 of the Bidding Document, all such documents reflect the financial situation of the legal 
entity or entities comprising the Bidder and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates. 

 Historical financial statements must be audited by a certified accountant. 

 Historical financial statements must be complete, including all notes to the financial statements. 

 Historical financial statements must correspond to accounting periods already completed and audited (no statements for 
partial periods shall be requested or accepted). 
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Form FIN - 2: Average Annual Construction Turnover 

Each Bidder must fill out this form.  

The information supplied should be the Annual Turnover of the Bidder or each member of a Joint Venture 
in terms of the amounts billed to clients for each year for work in progress or completed, converted to US 
dollars at the rate of exchange at the end of the period reported. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the 
Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 
 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Annual Turnover Data for the Last ____Years  (Construction only) 

Year Amount 
Currency 

Exchange  
Rate BDT 

    

    

    

 Average Annual Construction Turnover      
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Form FIN – 3:  Availability of Financial Resources 

Bidder must demonstrate sufficient financial resources, usually comprising of Working Capital supplemented 
by credit line statements or overdraft facilities and others to meet the Bidder’s financial requirements for 

(e) its current contract commitments, and 

(f) the subject contract. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Financial Resources 
No. Source of financing Amount (BDT) 

1 Working Capital (to be taken from FIN-1) 
 

2 Credit Linea 
 

3 Other Financial Resources 
 

 Total Available Financial Resources 
 

 
a To be substantiated by a letter from the bank issuing the line of credit. 
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Form FIN- 4:  Financial Resources Requirement 

Bidders (or each Joint Venture partner) should provide information on their current commitments on all 
contracts that have been awarded, or for which a letter of intent or acceptance has been received, or for 
contracts approaching completion, but for which an unqualified, full completion certificate has yet to be 
issued. 
 
In case of a JointVenture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint 
Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Current Contract Commitments 

 

a Remaining outstanding contract values to be calculated from 28 days prior to the bid submission deadline (BDT 

equivalent based on the foreign exchange rate as of the same date). 

b Remaining contract period to be calculated from 28 days prior to bid submission deadline. 

  

No. Name of 
Contract 

Employer’s 
Contact 

(Address, Tel, 
Fax) 

Contract 
Completion Date 

Outstanding 
Contract  

Value 
(X)a 

Remaining 
Contract 
Period in 

months (Y)b 

Monthly Financial 
Resources Requirement 

(X / Y) 

1       

2       

3       

4       

Total Monthly Financial Requirements for Current Contract Commitments BDT …………………. 
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Form FIN - 5: Self-Assessment Tool for Bidder’s Compliance to Financial Resources (Criterion 
2.3.3 of Section 3) 
 
This form requires the same information submitted in Forms FIN-3 and FIN-4. All conditions of 
“Available Financial Resources Net of CCC ≥ Requirement for the Subject Contract” must be 
satisfied to qualify. 
 
Form FIN-5A: For Single Entities 

For Single 
Entities: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources from 
FIN – 3 

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available Financial 
Resources Net 

of CCC 
D = (B - C) 

Requirement 
for the Subject 

Contract 
(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 
[D must be 

greater than or 
equal to E] 

(F) 
 

_________ 
(Name of Bidder) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . ._ 

 
 

 
 
Form FIN-5B: For Joint Ventures 

For Joint 
Ventures: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources 
from FIN – 3  

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available 
Financial 

Resources Net 
of CCC 

D = (B - C) 

Requirement 

for the Subject 
Contract 

(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 

[D must be greater 
than or equal to E] 

(F) 
One Partner:      

 
____________ 

(Name of Partner) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

Each Partner:      

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 1) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 2) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 3) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

All partners  
combined 

 
∑ D = Sum of available financial resources net of 
current contract commitments for all partners  

 
∑ D = _______ 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 

- Note - 
Form FIN – 5 is made available for use by the bidder as a self-assessment tool, and by the employer as an evaluation work 
sheet, to determine compliance with the financial resources requirement as stated in 2.3.3. Failure to submit Form FIN-5 by 
the Bidder shall not lead to bid rejection. 
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Form EXP – 1:  Contracts of Similar Size and Nature 

Fill up one (1) form per contract. 

Contract of Similar Size and Nature 

Contract  No. . . . . . of . . . . . Contract Identification 

Award Date Completion Date 

Total Contract Amount BDT 

Completion Amount BDT 

If partner in a Joint Venture 
or subcontractor, specify 
participation of total 
contract amount 

Percent of Total Amount 

Employer’s Name 
Address 
Telephone/Fax Number 
E-mail 

 

Description of the similar work done by bidder in Accordance with Criterion 2.4.1 of 
Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) 

 
 
 
 

The similarity of the 
Bidder’s participation 
shall be based on the 
physical size, nature 
of works, complexity, 
methods, technology 
or other 
characteristics as 
described in Section 
6 (Employer’s 
Requirements) 
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Section 4- Bidding Forms  
(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-LOT-06) 
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Letter of Bid 
 
-Note- 

The bidder must accomplish the Letter of Bid on its letterhead clearly showing the bidder’s complete name and address.  

 

 Date:  ................................................. 

 ICB/NCB No.:  ................................................. 

 Invitation for Bid No.:  ................................................. 
 
 
To: [. . .insert complete name of the employer . . .] 
 
 
We, the undersigned, declare that:  
 
(ww) We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda 

issued in accordance with Instructions to Bidders (ITB) Clause 8. 
 
(xx) We offer to execute in conformity with the Bidding Documents the following Works: [. . .insert 

narrative . . .] 
  

(yy) The total price of our Bid, excluding any discounts offered in item (d) below is:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(zz) The discounts offered and the methodology for their application are as follows:[. . .insert discounts 

and methodology for their application if any . . .]  
 
(aaa) Our bid shall be valid for a period of [. . .insert bid validity period as specified in ITB 18.1 of the BDS . . .] 

days from the date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with the Bidding 
Documents, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the 
expiration of that period. 

 
(bbb) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with the 

Bidding Document. 
 
(ccc) Our firm, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the Contract, have 

nationalities from eligible countriesin accordance with ITB 4.2.  
 

[amount of foreign currency in words], [amount in figures], and [amount of local currency in words], [amount 
in figures] 
 
The total bid price from the Summary of Bill of Quantities for admeasurement contracts or Activity Schedule 
for lump sum contracts should be entered by the bidder inside this box.Absence of the total bid price in the 
Letter of Bid may result in the rejection of the bid. 
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(ddd) We, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of the contract, do not have any 
conflict of interest in accordance with ITB 4.3. 

 
(eee) We are not participating, as a Bidder in more than one Bid in this bidding process in 

accordance with ITB 4.3(e), other than alternative offers submitted in accordance with ITB 13. 
 
(fff) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries, including any Subcontractors or Suppliers for any part of 

the contract, has not been declared ineligible by ADB, under the Employer’s country laws or 
official regulations or by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations Security 
Council. 

 
(ggg) [We are not a government-owned enterprise] / [We are a government-owned enterprise but 

meet the requirements of ITB 4.5].1 
 
(hhh) We have paid, or will pay the following commissions, gratuities, or fees with respect to the 

bidding process or execution of the Contract:2 
 

Name of Recipient Address Reason Amount 

........................................  ......................................   ..............................   .....................

........................................  ......................................   ..............................   .....................
 
(iii) We understand that this Bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your 

notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract is 
prepared and executed. 

 
(jjj) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated Bid or any other Bid that 

you may receive. 
 

(kkk) We agree to permit ADB or its representative to inspect our accounts and records and other 
documents relating to the bid submission and to have them audited by auditors appointed by 
ADB. 
 

(lll) If our Bid is accepted, we commit to mobilizing key equipment and personnel in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements) and our technical 
proposal, or as otherwise agreed with the Employer. 

 

Name .................................................................................................................................................. 

In the capacity of ................................................................................................................................. 

Signed  ................................................................................................................................................  

Duly authorized to sign the Bid for and on behalf of  ............................................................................. 

Date  ...................................................................................................................................................  

                                                
1 Use one of the two options as appropriate. 
2 If none has been paid or is to be paid, indicate “None”. 
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Schedules 
 
 

Schedule of Payment Currencies 
 
For ...........................insert name of Section of the Works ................................  
 

 

 A B C D 

Name of Payment 
Currency 

Amount of 
Currency 

Rate of 
Exchange 
to Local 
Currency 

Local Currency 
Equivalent 
C = A x B 

Percentage of 
 Net Bid Price (NBP) 

 100xC 
NBP 

Local Currency 
  
 

 
Taka  

  

Foreign Currency #1 
  
 

    

Foreign Currency #2 
  
 

    

Foreign Currency #3 
  
 

    

Net Bid Price     
 100.00 

Provisional Sums 
Expressed in Local 
Currency 

 1.00  
 

BID PRICE    
 

 

 
 

-- Note -- 

The rates of exchange shall be the selling rates 07 days prior to the deadline for submission of bids published by the 
source specified in BDS 15. 
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Table(s) of Adjustment Data: Not Applicable  
 

 
 

Table A - Local Currency 
 

Index 
Code 

Index 
Description Source of Index Base Value 

and Date 

Bidder’s 
Local Currency 

Amount 

Bidder’s 
Proposed 
Weighting 

(coefficient) 

 Nonadjustable — — — a:  (by Employer) 

b:  

c:   

d:    

e:    

   Total  1.00 

 
 
 

To be entered by the bidder 
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Bill of Quantities 

(For Sub-package No.: URIDS(W)-CW-01-LOT-06) 
[Admeasurement Contract] 
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SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE (A) CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 
5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE 
BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR 
BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, 
SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT 
SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN KHULNA (B) REPAIR & RENOVATION WORKS AT KHULNA CENTRAL 
WAREHOUSE UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006).     

     
 Total Quoted Cost of Summary  

     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

A 
Construction of Shener Bazar Zonal Office 
Complex     

B 
Repair & Renovation works at Khulna Central 
Warehouse     

Total =  

In word: Taka -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------only.  

Siginiture of Bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED 
OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-
STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 
6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL 
WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, 
MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING 
AT SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. 
URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

 
 

     
     
     

  Quoted Cost of Summary  
     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     

i Sub structure     

ii Super structure     

b Sanitary works    

c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Signiture of Bidder with seal 
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE BUILDING 
WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR 
BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE 
SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-
01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 

 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  
Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-Type E & F-
type 

Ansar D.TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii viii ix x xi xii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before commencing actual 

physical work and during contract period and demobilization 
after completion of the Works under contract accepted by 
Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and clearing, 
cutting or filling, dressing the project area on and in the 
ground to an extent that all the events of works of the project 
can be executed smoothly in a working environment with a 
particular attention on safety and security in all respects, and 
to stockpile the end outcome to a place for disposal agreed 
by the Engineer, where, payments are to be based on ground 
area determined by the Engineer and be proportionate to the 
percentage progress of work under contract as a whole in all 
respects and approved by the Engineer. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-Mark (BM) at 
site from nearby BM pillar, Property lines, existing ground 
level (EGL), formation ground level (FGL), highest flood 
levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), mean sea level (MSL), setting 
and marking all pillars, marker, pegs etc. showing and 
maintaining reduced levels (RL’s) including  locating, 
establishing, protecting all public utilities within the premise of 
work and finally all to be presented in black and white. 

365.00 463.80 450.00 175.00 50.00 700.00 2203.80 SQM   

3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation 
trenches including. layout, providing center lines, local bench-
mark pillars, leveling, ramming and preparing the base, fixing 
bamboo spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, protecting and 
maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the 
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed 
by the layout etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer, 
subject to submit method statement of carrying out 
excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under the contract..  
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a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches up to 1.5 m 
depth &minium 10 m lead. In very soft/saturated/organic 
clayed soil/soil of semi liquid state 

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth and all types of 
soil, compecting the base by 5 ton road roller maintaining 
proper camber & grade in/c. refilling (where necessary) and 
removing the excess soil to a safe distance as per drawing 
and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 875.00 875.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and plinth in 150 
mm layer with earth available within 90 m of the building site 
dry density of 90% with optium mosture content ( modified 
proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  dressing & 
compacting to a specified percentage each layer up to 
finished level etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineers.  

156.00 182.50 165.75 140.77 15.00 275.50 935.52 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation trenches or 
where necceary and plinth with pure earth in 150mm layers 
with carted earth carried by truck or any other means loading 
& unloding at both ends to be supplied at the contractor won 
cost i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding i/c. local carriage 
etc. all complect as per direction of engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 475.00 475.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick layer with 8-10 
Ton power driven roller in/c. spreading, leveling, cambering, 
super elevation & watering etc. all complect as pr direction of 
engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 525.00 525.00 CUM   

8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand 
having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm layers including leveling, 
watering and compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 
90% with optimum moisture content (Modified proctor test) by 
ramming each layer up to finished level as per design 
supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers 

147.30 130.00 120.00 75.54 4.50 525.00 1002.34 Cum   
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9 Boring/drilling for cast in situ pile up to the required depth and 
diameter with minimum 6 m long temporary steel casing, true 
to vertical, providing bentonite slurry and maintaining water 
level in the hole, washing the hole for at least 30 minutes, 
clean the bore-hole and make the bore- hole ready for 
placing steel cage and concreting including hire charge of rig 
set with winch machine, tripod stand, trimie pipe, cost of fuel, 
lubricant, mobilization, demobilization, maintenance, spares, 
stand-byes, insurance coverage, water, electricity and other 
charges all compete approved and accepted by the Engineer.  
Before commencing boring operation Contractor shall submit 
the method statement of cast-in-situ pile work including 
sequence of boring and casting, disposal of spoils, test result 
of materials to the Engineer for approval. However, 
Engineer’s approval shall not relieve the Contractor of his 
responsibilities and obligations under contract (i/c. removing 
mud) 

                  

a 450 mm dia up to 20 m depth 634.14 536.58 609.75 463.15 0.00 1259.14 3502.76 RM   

b Additional rmeter beyond 20 m depth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

10 Cast in situ pile with reinforced cement concrete works with 
minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1 : 1.5 : 3 having 
minimum f'cr = 26 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c = 21 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 
N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality coarse sand [Sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M.2.2], 20 mm down well 
graded crushed stone chips conforming to ASTM  C-33, 
including breaking chips, screening through proper sieves, 
making, placing re-bar cage in position, placing and removing 
tri-pod as per requirement, pouring the concrete in bore-hole 
with the help of a trimie pipe, maintaining the trimie pipe 
immersed in concrete by at least 1 meter throughout the 
period of concreting, maintaining required slump etc. mixing 
the aggregates with standard mixer machine with hoper, 
casting in forms, all complete including water, electricity, 
testing of materials and concrete etc and other charges as 
per design, drawing etc all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, binding, welding and placing) 

105.33 88.30 100.33 76.24 0.00 200.66 570.86 Cum   
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11 Providing and making point welding at contact point of the 
spiral binders at reasonable intervals with the main 
reinforcements by electric are welding for construction of cast 
in situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized electrodes 
making the points prominent as per direction of the 
Engineer.( The rate is inclusive of cost of all materials, labour, 
tools plants and  all equipment). 

46980.00 46500.00 43520.00 22560.00 0.00 72500.00 232060.00 Point   

12 Providing and making welding splice over two sides of 
contact point by welding of minimum 300 mm length at the 
lap of main reinforfement in re- bar cage to be placed bin 
bore- hole where necessary by electric arc with highly 
oxidized electrodes making the joint prominent as per 
direction of the engineer( rate is inclusive of all materials 
labour tools plant and all equipment, cost of power etc. 
complete in all respect). 

179.97 172.26 144.00 140.00 0.00 210.00 846.23 RM   

13 Labour for breaking head of hardened cast in situ board pile 
upto required length by any means and removing the 
dismantled materials such as concrete to a safe distance 
including scraps and removing concrete from steel / M/S. 
rods preparation and making platform where necessary, 
carrying all sorts of handing, stacking the same properly after 
clearing, leveling and dressing the situ and clearing the bed 
etc. complete as per direction of the eingineer in charge 
(Measurement will be given for the actual pile head volume to 
broken) 

6.89 6.79 6.50 5.55 0.00 10.75 36.48 Cum   

14 One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in floor with first 
class or picked jhama bricks including preparation of bed and 
filling the interstices with local sand, leveling etc. complete 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 850.00 1866.42 Sqm   

15 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing 
one kilogram per 6.5 square meter in floor below cement 
concrete reinforced concrete slab etc. all complete in all 
respect as per direction of the Engineers.  

305.00 266.40 262.36 170.50 12.16 500.00 1516.42 Sqm   

16 Brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. of 
sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in foundation and plinth, filling the 
joints/interstices fully with mortar, racking out the joints, 
cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before 
use and curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete including 
cost of water, electricity and other charges and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

31.95 15.25 14.55 10.32 2.25 42.50 116.82 Cum   

17 Supplying antitermite chemicals named  DURS BAN 20 EC 
and mixing the same with pure water in required proportion 
For DURSDAN 20EC 1 LTI. In 19 liters of pure water and 
spraying the emulsified mixture (5 liters per square meter of 
soll surface by chemical sprayer or by any other means to teh 

305.00 200.10 190.50 139.53 0.00 2.50 837.63 Sqm   
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sides and bottom of the foundation trench and over pinth 
filling of floor bed as per direction of the engineers. 

18 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, 
sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips including breaking 
chips, screening, mixing, laying, compacting to levels & 
curing for at least 7 days including the supply of water, 
electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants 
etc. all complete & accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

            0.00     

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with cement, 
sand (F.M. 1.2)  

10.63 12.50 11.75 16.95 0.65 20.50 72.98 Cum   

19 Damp proof course (DPC) (1:1.5:3) in cement concrete with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) and picked jhama or stone chips 
in/cl.  breaking chips, screening, centering, shuttering, 
casting, curing and finished with a coat of bitumen including 
the supply of water, electricity and other charges and costs of 
tools and plants etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

a 75 mm or 3'' thick DPC (1:1.5:3) WITH Sylhet sand (F.M 2.2) 
& Stone chips 

12.00 8.50 7.75 3.75 1.00 10.00 43.00 Sqm   

20 Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter with 
minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having 
minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c = 22 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 
N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality Sylhet sand or coarse 
sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 20 mm down well graded 
stone chips conforming to ASTM C-33, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; 
mixing with standard mixer machine with hopper, fed by 
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by 
vibrator machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing 
and other charges etc. all complete approved and accepted 
by the Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement 
and its fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, foundation 
beam etc 

150.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.50 Cum   

aii Shuttering  452.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 452.20 Sqm   
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21 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden shutter, 
with minimum cement content relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 
having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified 
compressive strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM 
& cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 
N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of 
best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of Sylhet sand or 
coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well 
graded picked jhama brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 
including breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; 
mixing in standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by standard 
measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-
shuttering including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 32.37 30.54 25.50 2.05 67.66 158.12 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 82.96 80.12 89.00 12.00 516.22 780.30 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 15.32 14.56 11.63 2.10 52.22 95.83 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 157.79 155.20 117.87 12.00 501.00 943.86 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 5.68 5.52 4.95 2.00 26.50 44.65 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 52.10 49.78 69.50 14.00 463.00 648.38 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 36.81 22.55 21.55 18.28 2.25 3.25 104.69 Cum   

dii Shuttering  156.92 46.25 42.25 40.92 10.00 33.50 329.84 Sqm   

22 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or 
deformed bar produced and marked according to Bangladesh 
standard with minium yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy 
not exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield strength 
within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 
sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at maximum force 
is 16% & 8% repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending 
and binding in position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete 
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in all respects. 
a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum fy = 

420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength (fu) at least 460 Mpa minium 
elongation16% all complect as per direction of consultant)  

47500.00 37150.00 31750.00 24400.00 2250.00 26725.00 169775.00 Kg   

23 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling soling, HBB etc. i/c. 
cleaning, stacking or storing as per direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 350.00 Sqm   

24 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats i/c. cost of 
bricks and stacking in measuable sizes at site accepted by 
the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 175.00 175.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 175.00 175.00 cum   

25 Labour for compacted water bound Macadam base course 
with graded metal of crushed well burnt, picked jhama or first 
class bricks and bats having compacted thickness made as 
per specifications including local handling and spreading 
uniformly to proper grade, camber and super elevation, hand 
packing, rolling properly with 8  to 10 ton capacity power 
driven Road Roller and watering profusely for compaction of 
100% MDD (standard) blinding with sand (F.M. 0.80) @ 12 
m3 per m2  including fuel, lubricants, spares, maintenance, 
driver etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 123.75 123.75 Cum   

26 Providing compacted sub-base base course with well graded 
metal of crushed well burnt p.j. / 1st class brick bats and sand 
(FM 0.8) with mixing proportion 2 : 1 having compacted 
thickness made as per specification including local handling, 
spreading uniformly to proper grade camber and super 
elevation, packing rolling properly with 8 to 10 ton capacity 
power driven road roller and watering properly for compaction 
of 100% MDD (standard) blinding with sand including cost of 
fuel,  lubricants, spares, maintenance, driver etc. all complete 
and accepted by the Engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 123.75 123.75 Cum   

27 50 mm thick compacted premixed bituminous carpeting with 
12 mm down well graded shingles @ 0.64 cum of shingles 
mixed with 42 kg of heated bitumen (bitumen content % by 
wt. of total is 5.2% to 5.80%) heating at 1350c to 1550c and 
spread uniformly over 10 sqm of surface. Rolled with 8 to 10 
ton Roller compacted fully in proper grade and camber 
spreading 0.12 cum sand (F.M. 1.50) on 10 sqm etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 875.00 875.00 Sqm   
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28 Providing tack coat @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm 
including heating bitumen up to 1760c to 1880c and 
spreading etc. all complete (cost of bitumen included) 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 875.00 875.00 Sqm   

29 Providing seal coat with 4 cft of Sylhet sand (FM 2.2) mixed 
with @ 7.32 kg of bitumen per 10 sqm of road surface 
including supplying and spreading of 0.09 cum of sand (F.M. 
0.80) including heating bitumen up to 176 degree to 190 
degree Celsius and spreading etc. all complete (cost of 
bitumen included) accepted by the Engineer. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 875.00 875.00 Sqm   

30 Providing bitumenous painting with 4.54 kg of bitumin per 10 
sqm. Of road surface i.c. supplying & spreding of 0.09 cum of 
sand (F.M 1.2) with heating bitumen upto176 degree celsius, 
surface rolling with 8 ton power driver roller etc.. all complect 
& accepted by the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 875.00 875.00 Sqm   

31 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) with 1st class 
or picked bricks and filling the gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) 
i/c. cutting trenches, true to level and grade, removing earth, 
refilling and ramming the sides properly including cost of all 
materials and accepted by the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1020.00 1020.00 RM   

32 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per instruction of 
consultant. If any sample fail in test bidder is bound for 
alternative sample, but payment will be given for only one 
sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 20.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt content 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 28.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los angles test 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon contained 
{60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   
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33 Conducting low stain dynamic testing of pile PIT(pile integrity 
test) as per ASTM D5882 (The standard method for low 
strain integrity testing of pile) providing all relevent masterials, 
equipments, experts, labour, mobilization, demovilization, 
dataacquisition and analysis, preparation of results in 
standard forms etc. complete in all respects approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. [ Before commencing PIT test, 
Contractor shall submit method statement for conducting test 
to the Engineer for approval. However, Engineers approved 
shall not relieve the Contractor of his rersponsibilities and 
obligations under contract 

                  

i Mobilization & demobilizationm within 250 km of Dhaka to 
site and PIT Test on 12 piles 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 upto 
1st 

12pile 

  

ii For PIT Test of each additional pile after 12(twelve) pile 
tested 

43.00 42.00 38.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 149.00 Each   

34 Providing and maintenance one project profile signboards of 
the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, to be placed at a suitable 
place of the site including submission of proposals for the 
materials of the signboards and text layout to the Engineer for 
approval which will be positioned as directed by the Engineer 
andremoving the same on completion of the Works or as 
instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   

35 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and plinth 
wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat cement 
finishing including finishing the edges and corners and curing 
at least for 7 days etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer.  

52.52 48.50 47.26 36.56 22.00 420.52 627.36 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 
CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( 
PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office D-Type E  & F-

type 
Ansar D. 

TUBE 
Well 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per 
standard practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & 
cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 
to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand 
[50% quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked 
jhama brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to plumb, 
making shutter water-tight properly, placing 
reinforcement in position; mixing in standard  mixer 
machine with hoper fed by standard measuring 
boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing 
centering-shuttering including cost of water, 
electricity, testing and other charges etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its 
fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 20.50 7.25 8.78 5.13 1.00 38.12 80.78 Cum   

ii Shuttering 230.42 85.00 99.82 55.12 12.00 316.00 798.36 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  18.54 6.75 8.78 5.13 0.00 0.00 39.20 Cum   
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iv Shuttering 212.00 80.00 99.82 55.12 0.00 0.00 446.94 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  18.54 6.75 7.02 0.90 0.00 0.00 33.21 Cum   

vi Shuttering 212.00 80.00 69.75 22.00 0.00 0.00 383.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  3.71 1.50 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.23 Cum   

vii Shuttering 45.00 22.50 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 7.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 69.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.75 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 8.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 81.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.58 sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.45 10.21 19.67 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 8.50 210.00 387.26 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 2.50 1.49 0.00 0.00 9.01 Cum   

iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 43.12 30.29 0.00 0.00 168.76 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  3.85 1.52 2.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 7.73 Cum   

vi Shuttering 66.10 37.25 38.00 18.52 0.00 0.00 159.87 sqm   

vii 3rd floor  0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

viii Shuttering 10.00 12.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor  0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 44.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 44.50 sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  25.85 14.25 13.25 9.02 1.75 2.25 66.37 Cum   

ii Shuttering 160.00 135.25 130.30 88.95 20.00 70.00 604.50 Sqm   

iii 1st floor  24.52 14.00 13.25 9.02 0.00 0.00 60.79 Cum   

iv Shuttering 152.00 126.00 130.25 88.95 0.00 0.00 497.20 Sqm   
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v 2nd floor  24.52 14.00 9.94 1.00 0.00 0.00 49.46 Cum   

vi Shuttering 152.00 126.00 97.68 26.75 0.00 0.00 402.43 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  1.92 2.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.86 Cum   

vii Shuttering 30.00 36.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 163.68 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 9.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.94 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 97.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 97.68 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 10.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.19 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  40.10 19.55 33.52 18.93 2.67 3.50 118.27 Cum   

ii Shuttering 325.48 140.62 245.11 160.62 26.13 40.00 937.96 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 37.82 18.99 33.52 18.93 0.00 0.00 109.26 Cum   

iv Shuttering 310.00 139.50 245.11 160.62 0.00 0.00 855.23 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  37.82 18.99 26.81 4.06 0.00 0.00 87.68 Cum   

vi Shuttering 310.00 139.50 197.50 56.10 0.00 0.00 703.10 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 3.10 1.96 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.87 Cum   

vii Shuttering 40.00 21.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.50 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 26.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.81 cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 28.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.97 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   

i Ground floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

ii Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

iv Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  4.65 4.25 4.25 3.62 0.00 0.00 16.77 Cum   

vi Shuttering 92.00 91.00 91.00 74.50 0.00 0.00 348.50 sqm   

vi 3rd floor & above 4.65 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 Cum   
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vii Shuttering 92.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 183.00 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 91.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   
i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.50 1.10 5.84 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 10.00 25.00 151.20 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.00 1.10 5.34 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 30.25 32.45 0.00 25.00 141.20 Sqm   

v 2nd floor  0.75 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Cum   

vi Shuttering 20.00 33.50 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 81.75 sqm   

vi 3rd floor  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

vii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

ix 4th floor & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

x Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 sqm   

xi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Cum   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 28.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.25 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed 
or deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total 
elongation at maximum force is 16% & 8% 
repenctively details as per design & drawing in 
concrete with straightening and cleaning rust. if any 
bending and binding in position with supply of G. I 
wires etc. complete in all respects in all floors.  
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a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 
460 Mpa minium elongation16% all complect as per 
direction of consultant)  

41512.50 21120.00 48435.00 11890.00 1100.00 12210.00 136267.50 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick 
length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 
1.2)  mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking 
out joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning 
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before 
use and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, 
curing at least for 7 days etc. all complete 
(measurement to given as 250 mm width for one 
brick length and 375 mm for one brick and a half 
brick length) and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  12.93 1.00 1.34 1.00 0.50 20.50 37.27 Cum   
ii 1st floor 12.93 0.45 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 14.05 Cum   
iii 2nd floor  12.93 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.00 13.81 Cum   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 Cum   

4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 
cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least 
for 24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. 
complete in all respect in all heights as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  265.00 300.00 390.00 139.46 26.15 664.50 1785.11 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 344.00 300.00 390.00 306.65 0.00 0.00 1340.65 Sqm   

iii 2nd floor  340.00 300.00 300.00 33.50 0.00 0.00 973.50 Sqm   

iv 3rd floor 72.00 42.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 414.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine 
made klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved 
quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), 

120.00 110.00 105.00 70.00 0.00 76.16 481.16 Sqm   
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including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high 
class recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking the 
bricks at least for 24 hours before use and washing 
and screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing 
at least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor 
including cost of water, electricity and other charges 
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.  
Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof 
top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity 
of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked 
jhama 12  mm down well graded chips including 
breaking chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the 
concrete in alternate panels, compacting and finishing 
the top with neat cement and curing at least for 7 days 
(in all floors.)  

480.00 156.00 190.00 110.00 26.15 250.00 1212.15 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and 
outer surface, finishing the corner and edges including 
washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and 
curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  600.12 645.00 852.00 410.00 50.18 1329.00 3886.30 sqm   

ii 1st floor 810.54 645.00 860.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 3195.54 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  800.00 645.00 750.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 2305.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 252.00 100.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1102.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:4) with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, 
beams, surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, 
railings, drop wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners 
and edges including washing of sand cleaning the 
surface, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost 
of water, electricity and other charges etc. all complete 
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 190.00 330.00 165.12 26.15 698.00 1719.27 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 190.00 330.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 1069.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  330.00 190.00 250.00 33.56 0.00 0.00 803.56 sqm   
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iv 3rd floor 62.00 36.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 348.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and 
plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and 
corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 42.15 22.30 21.00 168.00 368.45 Sqm   

9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall 

tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder 
including cutting, laying and hire charge of machine and 
finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & 
decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 145.22 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 560.34 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 22.50 40.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 233.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & 
/ or design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 
1.2) mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with 
white cement including cutting, laying the tiles in 
proper way and finishing with care etc.including 
water, electricity and other charges complete all 
respect accepter by the Engineer (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 210.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 641.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way 
and finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun 
Power/ Star) (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 516.00 145.09 0.00 0.00 1362.09 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor 
tiles) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way 
and finishing with care etc. all complete as per 
irection of the E/Cwhere required as per instruction 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   
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of Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 
e Supplying fitting and fixing of 16 mm thick 

black/white marble stone  of approved quality & size 
on floor / wall over 19mm thick cment sand morter 
(1:2) i/c cutting, granding, finishing, polishing etc.all 
complect as per instruction of engineer 

25.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.50 Sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles 
making with  cement stone chips coarse sand 
(1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the 
joints with white cement & colored pigment i/c. 
cutting & laying tiles in proper way & finishing with 
care etc. all complete as per irection of the E/C 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 15.50 22.15 0.00 0.00 79.49 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( 
Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural 
seasoned wood of required size including painting 
two coasts of coal tar to the surface in contact with 
wall, fitted and fixed in position etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer (all sizes of wood are 
finished.) Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

                  

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.10 2.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 5.80 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 
38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and 
window frames with royal plug. Necessary screws 
etc. with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. 
cutting groove in chowkat if necessary etc. complete 
in all respect as per direction of engineers.  

216.00 240.00 480.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 1042.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having 
density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf 
flush door for all floors for internal use made of well 
matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian 
timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm 
thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 
mm horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 
mm vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with 
necessary screws are pested on each side by 
mechanized process and provided with best quality 
4 Nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 
mm iron dia 300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower 
and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel 
plated handles, hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 48.00 120.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 217.12 Sqm   
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14a Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden single leaf door shutters having top rail style 
of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 
mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints 
with 25 mm x12 mm size wooden peg and provided 
with best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) 
Nos. best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm 
long iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy 
type nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged 
cleats, buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and 
accepted by the Engineer. with Chittagong Teak 
wood 

2.28 6.83 27.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.43 Sqm   

14b Supplying, fitting and fixing 38mm thick seasoned 
solid wood door shutters, having closed joints and 
provided with best quality 6 Nos.100mm iron higes,2 
(two) Nos.best quality 12mm dia 300mm & 225mm 
long iron tower & socket bolts,2 (two) Nos.heavy 
type brass handle & hatch bolt, hinged cleats, buffer 
blocks & finished with sand papering for all floors i/c 
polishing ( All sizes of wood are finished ), with 
Chapalish/TeakChambal wood.    

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

14c Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well 
matured, natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) 
wooden double leaf panel door shutters. Top rail and 
styles of sections 100 mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 
mm x 38 mm and bottom rail 225 mm x 38 mm. 
paneling 25 mm thick one side raised, provided with 
best quality 6 nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. 
best quality 12 mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long 
iron tower and socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type 
nickel plated handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, 
buffer blocks and finished by sand papering, 
necessary screws etc.  all complete  in all floors and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Double leaf. All sizes of 
wood are finished) with Chittagong Teak wood 

6.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window 
(RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, & other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc 
plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 
3 Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 
3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 

90.54 96.95 120.73 24.23 0.00 0.00 332.45 RM   
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Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 
234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 
25 mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round 
lock, carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage 
etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer.  

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 
1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as 
per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted 
fixed with uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 
kg/m2 with at least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. 
Ø 3.17 mm and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 
Nos. 25.4 mm SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long 
SS tower bolts 2 Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 
Nos., G.I inner joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 
76.2 mm x 57.15 mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS 
haspbolt,special type round lock, carrying the same 
to the site and local carriage etc.complete in all 
respect accepted by the Engineer. ( 760 
mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

18.00 6.00 24.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding 

doors as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 
60 mm, 24 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 
75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
sliding fixed side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 
mm thick  shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 
0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 
32.10 mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider 
(size 31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm 
thick spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all 
aluminium members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be 
anodized to aluminium bronze/silver colour with a 
coat not less than 15 microns in thickness  and 
density of  4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
whee , sliding door  mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision  

10.00 35.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.50 sqm   
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for fitting 5mm thick glass including  labour charge 
for fitting of accessories, making grooves and 
mending good damages, carriage, and electricity  
complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted 
by the Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( 
Bronze colour) 

b Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard 
specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 
1.5mm outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm 
thick outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick 
shutter top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm 
shutter bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick 
outer side (size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick 
sliding fixed (size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter 
lock (size 49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick 
inter lock (xize 34.40mm 32.10mm) section all 
aluminum members will be anodized to aluminum 
bronze color with a coat not less than 15m microns 
in thickness and density of 4mg per square cm etc. 
i/c. all accessories like sliding door key lock sliding 
door wheel, sliding mohair, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & keeping position i/c 
keeping provision of fitting fixing of 5mm thick glass 
in/cl.labour charge for fitting of accessories making 
grooves and mending damages, carriage & 
electricity complete in all respect as per drawing 
direction of the engineer. size up to 1500 mm x 1400 
mm (Bronze colour).  

80.66 66.98 200.00 41.77 3.50 6.50 399.41 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 
fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 
1.2 mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 
0.695 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 
26.80 mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 
33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick 
shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 
1.2 mm thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 
0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 
mm, 26 mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock 
(size 49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 
kg/m) 1.2 mm thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 
31.78 mm, 0.313 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover 
(76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
grouve cover ( size 57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 

46.50 6.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 60.50 Sqm   
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kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick top and side (size 76.20 
mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 12.297 kg) will be anodized 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less 
than 15 micron in thickness and density of 4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding 
door key lock, sliding door wheel, sliding door 
mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision for fitting 5 mm 
thick glass including labour charge for fitting of 
accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion free 
5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality and 
shade i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary 
accessories etc. complete in all respect as per 
drawing and direction of the eingineer  

150.17 107.98 251.00 43.77 3.50 7.50 563.92 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) 
including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. 
all complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 310.00 127.80 0.00 312.00 1235.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills 
of any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size 
square bar steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame 
of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting 
with two coats of synthetic enamel paint over a coat 
of priming etc. complete for all floors.  

80.66 82.50 210.00 64.03 3.50 5.00 445.69 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. 
welding ribeting required size all complect as per 
instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 60.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 115.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia 
stainless steel pipes as  per approved design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect 
as per instruction of engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified 
primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and 
sand papering making the surface free from loose 
and flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, 

2680.00 1275.00 2083.00 775.80 25.60 890.00 7729.40 Sqm   
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scraping all chalked and sealed materials, applying 
the paint by brush/roller and necessary scaffolding 
etc. all complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved 
quality  and colour delivered from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container in all 
respect in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 1210.00 572.50 26.12 2250.00 6058.62 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three 
coats with with one coats primer applied with brush 
i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing the surface etc. 
all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 175.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 442.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in 
two coats with approved best quality and colour of 
synthetic enamel paint delivered from uthorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, 
flexible, using specific brand thinner applied by 
brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming elapsing 
time for drying including surface cleaning from dust, 
oil or dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with 
sand paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 356.00 153.66 0.00 412.00 1199.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality in doors shutters etc. 
complete in all respect in all floors as per direction of 
the Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 44.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic 
door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary 
tools & accoricies all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

20.00 15.00 20.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 63.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless 
steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm 
thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 30.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 94.54 sqm   
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30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair 
railing of any standard height of any design and 
shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 
12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed by welding. 
Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread 
of stair case after cutting grooves and mending good 
the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered 
for measurement) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any 
design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit 
minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm 
dia circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked 
together properly to form rolling shutter, top of the 
shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 
22 BWG sheet, containing best quality spring made 
in China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and 
the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the 
G.I. pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at 
ends with side guide channel (side channel consist 
of 50 x 100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm 
F.I. bar, middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 
mm M.S. plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or 
column with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by 
cement concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes 
(minimum 3 x 25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, 
finishing, curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to 
folded G.P. sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), 
which is again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, 
providing handle with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking 
arrangement in both sides, painting two coats with 
approved colour and brand  of synthetic enamel 
paint over a coat of priming etc. complete in all 
respect accepted by the Engineer. [Rate is excluding 
the cost of painting] 

9.71 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 46.34 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, 
Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded 
& natural colour for door and window i/c cutting & 
fitting fixing as per required measurement & 
supplying necessary screws, nails stell clamp etc. 
complete as per direction to the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 165.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 511.00 RM   
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33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing 
collapsible gate of any design and shape made of 1" 
x 1" x 1/8" channel placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically 
and connecting the same with each other by  20 mm 
x 3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm 
M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm 
flatbar fixing with beam or floor including pouring 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint 
two coats with one coat of primer (approved colour ) 
all complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

19.20 8.23   7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 156.00 46.50 20.00 0.00 372.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type 
M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm 
angle framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 
25x6 mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and 
the middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and 
fixed with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & 
verticaly, all passing through the center as design i/c 
locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the 
outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being 
embedded in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement 
concrete (1:2:4)  in masonry i/c. cutting holes & 
mending good the damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. 
fabrication, rlveting, welding as and where necessary 
etc. all complete as per drawing, design & direction of 
the engineer. (rate is excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 1.95 3.58 0.00 0.00 9.43 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 
19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c 
cutting grooves in door shutter and frames, serews 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 46.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 
points) in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, 
supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm 
embedded in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. 
supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all 
complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 181.50 181.50 Sqm   
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39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same 
with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in 
both ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle 
post (300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with 
cement concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c 
prointing of angle post, all complect as per direction 
of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 150.00 RM   

40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle 
and vertically placing the post into C.C./ R.C.C 
foundation in/c cutting angle to required shape size 
in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 mm thick M.S. 
plate etc. all complete as per direction of the 
engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 65.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. 
RCC piller, other structure, cutting jangale, cutting 
trees etc. & keep it in safe distance all complete as 
per direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless 
steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
(wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 
19mm dia SS pipe vertical member placed @100mm 
c/c by welding at top & bottom of  pipe frame, cutting 
the pipes in proper shape & size i/c. making semi 
clrcular band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the pipe, covering middle of the 
gate as per design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S 
sheet,  providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of 
CC core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in 
masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, 
making provision for minimum 0.61x 1.52m pocket 
gate having its outer frame & inner vertical members 
made with 19mm dia S.S pipe i/c.necessary locking 
arrangements i/c.providing 50x6mm M.S rail & 
50mm wheel for smooth movement of the gate etc. 
all complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.10 17.10 Sqm   
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43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary 
wall of any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm 
tube (angle box made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm 
angle in by continuous welding) placed vertically @ 
150mm C/C and welding the said vertically boxes 
with 2 no. horizontal 25 x25 x2mm angle boxes 
(angle box made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle in 
by continuous welding) pleasing at botom and 
another tope and again fixed by welding the 
horizontal tube box. ( with vertically 38x38x6mm 
angle box made with 2 nos. 38x38x6mm angle in by 
continuous welding)  in wall up to 150mm depth 
including fabricating, welding in each point and 
poolishing of necessary pigment over a coat of 
priming in/c cost of electricity, tools & plants, 
workshop charges, carriage of the same, making 
holes for fitting the same, mending good the 
damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing 
and design etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.31 39.31 sqm   

44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel 
wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, reveting and 
other accessories as required in/c. cost of electricity, 
tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage of the 
same, making holes for fitting the same, mending 
good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as 
per drawing and design etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 310.00 310.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer frame & inner 
frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S box 50mmx 
25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical placed 
@1.5''c/c by welding at top and bottom of M.S Box 
frame, cutting the section in proper shape & size i/c. 
making necessary band at the corners of the outer 
frame without damaging the box, covering middle of 
the gate as per design & drawing with 16 SWG 
sheet,  providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of 
CC core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in 
masonry i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, 
making provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket 
gate having its outer frame & inner vertical members 
made with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box 
i/c.necessary locking arrangements i/c.providing 
2x50x50x6mm M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm wheel( 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.39 19.39 Sqm   
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Japan/Korea, made) for smooth movement of the 
gate etc. all complete as per design, drawing & 
derection of engineer 

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile sheet, 
Bangladesh made) having min weight 63-65 kg per 
bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft long) fitted and fixed on 
M.S. sections with J hook or wooden purling with 
screws, limpet, washers and putty etc. all complete 
as per direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized 
iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and 
fixed on MS sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction 
of the engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa 
work in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel 
sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in 
position with bolts and nuts or rivets or welded and 
providing two coats of anti corroslve paint over a 
prime coat of red oxide paint etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section 
only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary 
ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 
1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, reviting, lifting, 
shifting, two coats of enamle painting with coat of 
primer etc. all complect as per design, drawing & 
instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe 
filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, 
reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of enamle painting 
with coat of primer etc. all complect as per design, 
drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 178.05 178.05 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick 
with veneered board laminated by mechanical hot 
press with a milk white PVC membrane with 
Aluminium T-bar frame in natural anodized finish at 
600 x 600 mm in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 
SWG double ply wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel 
plug, screws, hooks, nails etc. maintaining straight 

80.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.09 sqm   
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lines and desired finished level a bottom face with 
vertical wooden strut as required including making 
holes in slabs, or beams by electric drill machine and 
mending good the damages, if any, during execution 
of the work including cost of all materials, electricity, 
accessories, scaffoldings, labour for installation, 
screws, nails, etc. all complete as per drawing, 
design and accepted by the Engineer.  

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made 
with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner 
member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S 
sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 
50x30x2 mm L- sections, providing partiation with 
156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall 
thickness 2.5 mm materials as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads 
fitting & fixing in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI 
clamp. 4 Nos. inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI 
clamp, 16Nos. rivet making necessary grooves  
mending good the damages, finishing, curing, 
carriage etc. complect in all respect as per 
instruction of engineers. (With partition uPVC hollow 
section) 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of 
low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard 
size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 
g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), 
sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 
4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including 
all accessories complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer. 

            0.00     

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 
25 x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as 
per design and drawing fitted and fixed in position 
including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two 
coats of French polishing over a coat of priming etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   
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56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on 
concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with 
specified admixture (supplied from authorized local 
agent or from manufacturer comply with 
ASTM/BS/IS requirements, confirming current 
compliance of the admixture to specification 
requirements like physical properties, uniformity and 
equivalence in composition, performance 
requirements,delivered in sealed containers having 
and confirming plainly marked the proprietary name 
of the admixture type under this specification, net 
weight and or volume, manufacturing and expiry 
date, shelve life, non aggressiveness to environment 
and metals in concrete etc.) under the strict 
accordance with manufacturer 
recommendations / instructions and providing safety 
provisions in all respect etc. on sound, firm surfaces 
all complete including cleaning the surface from 
dust, loose particles, remains of oil, grease etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

350.00 182.00 336.00 120.00 33.50 250.00 1271.50 Sqm   

57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth 
and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the 
top having 125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement 
concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom 
over one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat soling 
and the side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height 
provided with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and 
(F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick 
cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat 
cement finishing with cement (Conforming to BDS 
232), curing at least for 7 days in/c excavation in all 
kinds of soil, back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) 
consolidating and dressing, cost of water, electricity, 
other charges all complect as per design, drawing 
direction of Engineers ( Reinforcement measerment 
given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 110.00 130.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and 
depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm 
thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar 
(1:6) over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base 
(1:2:6)  over one layer of brick flat soling . The 
surface having minimum 12mm thick cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing 
with cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at 
least for 7 days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, 
back filling with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating 

62.50 42.50 50.26 40.12 20.00 25.00 240.38 RM   
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and dressing, cost of water, electricity, other charges 
as per direction of the engineers.  

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), 
coarse sand and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking 
chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 
1st class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth 
for preparation of bed and filling the interestices with 
local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing 
at least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of 
water, electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

45.00 36.00 40.00 27.28 12.50 30.00 190.78 sqm    

60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 
mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki 
from 1st class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at 
site, not being powdered in open air and to be 
slaked in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for 
using in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : 
surki : lime) including preparation of the mix on the 
ground by making a suitable platform under proper 
polythene cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with 
limewater (1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix 
attain desirable consistency. Laying the mix in 
proper slope, beating the same with standard 
‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to gain maximum 
consolidation, making ghoondy and neat finishing 
with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing for 21 days 
providing polythene cover after each day work and 
cleaning etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. 

31.94 15.15 21.65 14.50 0.00 0.00 83.24 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED D- TYPE 
BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-STORIED GARRAGE 

CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY POST, MASTER 
DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB 

( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 
B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 
    Office D-

Type 
E & F-
type 

Ansar D. 
TUBE 

Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 290mm 

size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, made of 
Vitreous China & preparing the base of (RAK brand, Asian W.C 29 
cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar (1:4) & with wire 
mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damages and fitting, fixing, 
finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings & connection 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain Combi 
closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic seat cover 
& preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net wire mesh if 
necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever required and 
mending good the damage all complect with all fitting etc. all 
complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK Brand Jumeirah, 
approved colour) 

4.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 12.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved colour) glazed 
porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 liter, 385x105x210 mm in 
size approximately 14kg by weigh made of vitreous china and fixing 
in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs making holes required and 
mending good the damages and fitting, fixing finishing etc. 
complete with all necessary fittings and connection as per direction 
of the engineer  

8.0 3.00 20.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 35.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 500 x 625 x 220 
mm in size or above size, approx. 23 kg by weight, including fitting, 
fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. brackets, 32 mm dia 
PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling (not exceeding 750 mm 
in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste with chain plug, bracket 
including making holes in walls and floors and fitting with wooden 
blocks, screws and mending good the damages with cement mortar 
(1:4), etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer.(RAK brand, Contempo, approved colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 mm in size, 
approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, approved 
colour) 

12.0 9.00 36.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 58.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size European 
type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 kg by weight 
including fitting, fixing the same in position after making holes in 
walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic waste pipe with brass 
coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia plastic connection pipe 
with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass stop cock including mending 
good the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. (RAK brand, approved 
clour) 

6.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail (Approved) 
of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including making holes in walls 
and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineers. 

12.0 8.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back with 
all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

6.0 6.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back with 
all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & mending 
good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

6.0 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  
coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. 
brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all complete 
as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.0 9.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 mm 
size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 mmfitted in 
walls with  screws etc. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer. 

12.0 9.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 49.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved 
quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all respect 
in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 6.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of 
approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.0 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink cock 
fixing in position with all material all complect as per direction of 
engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.0 3.00 12.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   
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15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty 
special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect as 
per direction of engineer 

24.0 15.00 48.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 99.00 each   

16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller cock ( 
Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of engineer 

12.0 9.00 36.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock ( 
Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.0 16.00 36.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 88.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head only 
with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( Nazma/Satter/Sarif) 
all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 225x125x130 mm 
in size (RAK brand) with brackets in wall including cutting wall and 
mending good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) properly etc. 
complete in all respect as per direction of the Engineers 

12.0 9.00 36.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water supply 
having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, chemical, 
thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards with all 
special fittings, such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, 
Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where 
necessary and fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in 
walls with holden bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

            0.00     

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.3 42.00 72.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 185.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.0 30.00 84.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 184.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.0 32.00 70.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 156.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.5 50.50 100.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 232.10 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, such as 
bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts 
etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the 
same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats 
and making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

            0.00     

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   
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c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter min 
26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic 
pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.0 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 
4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.0 48.25 150.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 301.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 3.4- 
4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or 
ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with 
sockets, bends, with all accessories such as Round grating/domed 
roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved and accepted by the 
Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.0 40.00 140.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 240.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 21.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.0 3.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with sink 
tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 mm fitted 
& fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia C.P sink cock, 
40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling (750 mm length) 
i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending good the damages with 
cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer. 

1.0 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank 
(Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges and 
plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings including over 
flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply of all materials 
etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, specification and 
direction of the Engineers 

2.0 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   
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27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting 
fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

30.0 18.60 20.50 20.00 0.00 0.00 89.10 RM   

28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick work 
in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm R.C.C 
cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a brick flat 
soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete flooring (1:2:4) 
with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm thick cement plaster 
(1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor and all around outside 
walls by 18" height at top including supplying fitting and fixing of two 
R.C.C. Tees and providing 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type 
C.I. manhole cover with locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 
mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) top slab, including centering, shuttering, 
fabricating, casting and curing etc. complete up to required depth 
including necessary earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing 
out water and side filling including the cost of all materials, 
operations and incidental charges. etc. all complete as per type 
plan approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including 
cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 
100 users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large 
sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey comb 
brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over R.C.C. 
(1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth as per 
drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. manhole 
cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to the required 
depth with graded khoa and sand including supplying and 
fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including necessary earth 
work in excavation, side filling and bailing out water including cost 
of all materials etc. all complete as per drawing, design approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 
users 

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) 
including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the 
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 150x150 
mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making holes in walls & 
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per 
direction of the Engineer.  

20.0 9.00 36.00 16.00 2.00 0.00 83.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing of 
G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, beam etc. 
by any means carefully without damaging the structure filling the 
grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe i/c. cost of scaffolding, 
finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per direction of engineer 

278.0 362.00 540.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 1505.00 RM   
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33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for 
single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

6.0 6.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 24.00 Each   

A OBSERVATION WELL                   

I Mobilization for test boring or observation well: Transportation of 
materials, equipments, tools and plants and boring rig to work site. 
Construction of derrick and dismantling the same. Cleaning the site 
after completion of the work accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Per 
set 

  

2 Boring by using 100 mm mm diaheavy type G.I PIPE  having wall  
thickness 2.9 mm out side diameater 47.8 mm, weight 3.517 kg/m, 
capability to withstand 50 kg/sqm & other equipments capable of 
drilling up to a depth 500 meter by water jet system through all 
sorts of strata, protection of caving by supplying necessary casing 
pipe. Collection of soil samples at every 3 meter interval and at 
every change of  strata by preverses them in controlled 
environment for analysis and  laboratory test. Finally withdrawal of 
boring and casing piper etc. all complete as per specification and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

ii From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

3 Installation of tube-well fixture for observation well: Supplying and 
lowering of 40/38 mm inside dia best quality uPVC pressure tube 
well pipe having specific gravity 1.35 - 1.45, wall thickness 2.5 mm - 
3.0 mm, capability to withstand a minimum hydrostatic pressure of 
170 psi for 1 hr. fitted and fixed in position with all accessories, 
uPVC sand trap of length 3.00m with uPVC strainer of desired slot 
installing in or at mid depth of the most suitable water bearing 
strata. 38 mm dia G.I. pipe of best quality of length 1.52 m with 
M.S. welded flat bar on each side to prevent from rotation up to 
desired depth, fitting fixing the best quality No. 6 C.I. head hand-
pump etc including the cost of solvent cement, socket adaptor, 
filling medium sand up to 18.00 m above strainer and the remaining 
portion with available soil from boring etc. complete as per standard 
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specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

i Fitting, fixing No. 6 Hand-pump set including all necessary 
accessories etc complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ii 38/40 mm dia heavy type G.I pipe having wall thickness 2.9 mm, 
weight 3.517 kg/m capability to withstand 50 kg/cm2 hydraulic 
pressure.   

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iii 38/40 mm dia heavywater grade Upvc pipe having wall thickness 
2.5-3.00 mm    

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 rm   

iv 38/40 mm dia water grade upvc strainer having wall thickness 2.5-
3.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 rm   

v Best quality 38 mm dia upvc cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vi Suppling fitting fixing observation well inside the housing pipe of the 
deep tube well: 100'-0'' depth 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

vii Suppling fitting fixing tube well logdescribing technical information 
of the tube well as per instruction and accepted by the Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

viii Filling the top 0.6 meter of the bore hole around the top pipe with 
sanitary seal of concrete of propotion 1:2:4 as per direction of the 
Engineer 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

ix Complete development of the tube well to obtain sand and turbidity 
free water at a satisfactory yield confirmed by tests as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. Water sample must be 
taken from 3- separate aquifers from three tube well b( Wells upto 
200 meter depth) 

                  

a For 1 No test tube- wells 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   
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4 ,Finishing design of deep tube well with water, soil samples from a 
test bores up to 350 m depth collecting samples of water from the 
best suitable aquifer, filling in sterilized air-tight glass bottles having 
no air space inside; collecting soil (sand, solids etc) at 3 m interval 
and at each change of soil strata from the bores, arranging them in 
the cell of a box in an orderly manner. carrying out test of water for 
(1) pH, (2) CO2 (3) Chloride, (4) Fluoride, (5) Iron, (6) Manganese, 
(7) Nitrate-Nitrogen, (8)Total alkalinity, (9) Total hardness, (10) 
Arsenic, (11) Turbidity, followed by test reports along with 
Bangladesh Standards of potable water and (12) Sieve analysis on 
soils throughout a bore, leading to ascertain the best suitable 
sustained aquifers, depths and slot sizes of strainer, types and dia 
of tube well for specific yield, thickness of shrouding around 
strainer, fineness modulus of shrouding materials, mechanical units 
(pumps, compressor) for testing and operation of the tube well, 
maintaining test bore functional till tube well installation, testing etc. 
is finished, finally filling and sealing the left over test bore 
permanently, including carrying water and soil samples under direct 
responsibility of Engineer-in-charge to BRTC, BUET or other 
reputed laboratory, approved by the authority, submitting the report 
and design details all complete and accepted by the Engineer and 
maintaining the mobilized tools and plant at site till satisfactory test 
results are found (if not, next test bore may be executed with the 
approval of concern S.E. / Design Office) 

                  

  ·          Total No. of  test on water: 11 types of test x 1 test bore x 
one set sample (3 specimen) = 11  Nos. test (each specimen 1.5 
liter of water) 

                  

  ·          Sieve analysis: min 9 Nos. Sample x one test x One bore = 
9 Nos. test (Samples are of 1 kg dry wt. each)" 

                  

  There are about 55 (fifty-five) tests for potable water Quality 
Standard according to Bangladesh Environment Conservation 
Rules-12 (Schedule-3), 1997, under ECA 1995 of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest. Therefore, additional test/ tests on water 
or sieve analysis of soil if required, other than the above specified 
12 (twelve) tests, may be carried out for public interest as per 
direction of the design engineer on actual payment including profit, 
VAT and all other charges. 

                  

i Furnishing design considering 1No. Test bore 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 L.S   

B PRODUCTION WELL WITH uPVC PIPE (100x200mm dia 
Shrouded) 
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1 Boring: Execution of 400 mm dia boring through all sorts of strata 
by reverse circulation or any other approved method (Method other 
than reverse circulation is to be applied only for wells deeper than 
152 meter) for boring 400 mm dia vertical hole up to designed 
depth and collection of soil samples at every 3 meter interval and at 
every change of formation including sinking and withdrawing 
necessary casing pipe and all necessary arrangements complete 
as per specification and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Measurement will be allowed from G.L. to bottom of the blind pipe 
and the rate is inclusive of the cost of extra depth of boring required 
for caving and siltation) 

                  

i From 0.0 m to 50 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

II From 50 m to 100 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   

iii From 100 m to 152 m = 52 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 0.00 52.00 RM   

iv From 152 m to 200 m = 48 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 0.00 48.00 RM   

v From 200 m to 250 m = 50 m 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 10.00 RM   

2 Supplying the following tube well fixtures at working site as per 
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Best quality 100 mm dia uPVC cap 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

ii 100 mm dia water grade uPVC blind pipe/sand trap of wall 
thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 197.50 0.00 197.50 RM   

iii 100 mm dia strainer of any slot as per design made with grade 
uPVC pipe of wall thickness 4.5 to 5.2 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

iv Best quality 100 mm x 200 mm dia uPVC Reducer 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 RM   

v 200 mm dia water grade uPVC Housing pipe of wall thickness 7.8 
mm  to 9.00 mm 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 12.50 RM   

vi Supplying centralizer made with 12 mm dia M.S. rod of approved 
design 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

3 Complete installation of 50 mm dia uPVC tube well fixtures such as 
expanded top or furnishing pipe, reducer, tube well pipes, strainer, 
blind pipe, pipe cap etc. fitting and fixing with best quality PVC 
solution, iron screws and PVC tape, sockets and placing in position 
with proper size M.S. centralizer @ 3.0 meter c/c in strainer portion 
including. blind pipe etc. complete as per standard practice and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   
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4 Complete development of the tube well by suitable air compressor 
and pump of suitable capacity by alternate surging and pumping 
until satisfactory yield, sand free water and the turbidity condition is 
reached using necessary quantity of calgon and conducting step 
draw down test before and after the development as per 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

i Wells up to 200 m depth 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

5 Pumping test of the well by designed turbine/submersible pump 
with supply of testing equipments for pressure/ velocity/ discharge 
etc. and all materials for 72 hours including yield drawn and 
recovery test etc. complete as per specification and accepted by 
the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 P/Hour   

6 Disinfections of the well including supply of sufficient quantity of 
bleaching powder (33% strength) to obtain chlorinated water having 
150 ppm free chlorine in the well complete as per standard 
specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

7 Filling of the borehole around the tube well from top of the 
shrouding up to the bottom of sanitary seal by withdrawn selected 
soil or local clay free from any substances harmful to pipes and 
health as per standard specification and accepted by the Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 210.00 RM   

8 Protective top cover: Supplying and fitting fixing best quality 150 
mm dia 4 mm thick MS. Pipe 1.0 m (3'-4") long one end blocked 
with 200 mm dia 4 mm thick M.S. plate and other end minimum 300 
mm (1'-0") embedded in sanitary seal for protection of uPVC 
Housing Pipe as per standard specification and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Each   

9 Providing of following capacity multistage sub-mersible water Pump 
Motor Set manufactured according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS 
& ISO 9001 standard  comprising of 2900 RPM, 3 Phase sub-
mersible motor having Insulation: Class F & Protection: 
IP68(Minimum) , suitable for operation at 400 /230± 5% volt, 50 Hz 
AC supply with 18.29 meter (60'-0'') column pipe (AP1-5L, grade B) 
with flange, gasket,Non-return valve, pressure gauge, 40 meter  
(131'-0'') long required marine cable in a single length etc complete 
in aIl respect manufactured by CE certified/UL listed countries   as 
per sample approved and accepted by the Engineers.  

                  

i Motor: 7.5 H.P.Discharge: 2500 – 10000 IGPH.Head :44-26 meter, 
Column pipe :80.00 mm dia 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Set   

10 Providing and fixing additional marine cable for submersible pump 
motor set manufactured according to DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS 
& ISO 9001 standard ( Foreign made) & as per sample approved 
and accepted by the Engineers (3C-6 sq.mm) 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 RM   
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11 Providing & fixing single stage 2800-2900 RPM Centrifugal water 
Pump motor set monobloc type manufactured according to 
DIN/NEMA/IEC/BS/VDE/JIS & ISO 9001 standard of following 
capacity suitable for operation at 3- phase, 400 V+ 5% 50Hz A.C 
having insulation: class F & protection:IP44 ( minimum) 
manufactured By CE /SE certified/ UL listed contries as per sample 
approved and accepted by the Engineers  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00           

i 5.00 HP Pump Motor set, discharge: 450-810 liter/min, Head: 20-15 
meter, suction & delivery: 65mmx50mm  

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 set   

C DISTRIBTION LINE                   

1 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ having 
density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as per ISO 7686, 
Minium required strength 25 Mpa conforming to BDS-
1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45 
and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. 
as per BSTI approved manufactured standards or ASTM,BS/ISO/IS 
STANDARADS with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, 
sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with earth 
duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and making hole 
in floors and walls and consequent mending good the damages etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm 
each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.00 0.00 80.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 120.00 0.00 120.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.00 0.00 85.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 0.00 200.00 RM   

2 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve with sealant 
etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

3 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, side 
filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) base 
concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) cement 
plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a depth of 700 mm 
approved and accepted by the Engineer. 
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a Clear 520x520 mm and depth 675 to 825 mm,  0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 each   

D GAS CONNECTION                   
1 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying 

Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia best 
quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all necessary G.I. 
fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & floors etc. & back 
filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors etc. all complete in all 
respect as per specification of Titas Gas T & D co. Ltd. & direction 
of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 RM   

b 20 mm N.D 25.0 20.00 25.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 RM   

2 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best quality 
and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per specification 
of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per direction of the 
engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.0 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Each   

3 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per specification 
of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per direction of the 
engineer-in-charge.  

50.0 50.00 55.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 205.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(A) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (i) 3-STORIED OFFICE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (ii) 3-STORIED 
D- TYPE BUILDING WITH 5-STORIED FOUNDATION (iii) 2-STORIED E-TYPE BUILDING & 4-STORIED F- TYPE BUILDING WITH 6-STORIED FOUNDATION (iv) 2-

STORIED GARRAGE CUM ANSAR BARACK  (V) DEEP TUBE WELL WITH PUMP HOUSE & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (ROAD, BOUNDARY WALL, GATE, SENTRY 
POST, MASTER DRAINS,SEWERAGE SYSTEM,SHADED OPEN STORE YARD, STORE YARD FENCHING AT SHENER BAZAR ZONAL OFFICE COMPLEX IN 

KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted  
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office D-
Type 

E & F-
Type 

Ansar D. 
tube 

Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at the 
switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm insulated and 
sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA earth continuity 
conductior (ECC) through PVC through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB 
“E” water grade of minimum 25mm dia having wall thickness of 
minimum 1.8mm including all accessories through wall/ column/ 
beam/floor /roof, 16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box 
consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or out 
8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should painted with 
two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover. 
PVC cicular box, 5amps piano switch ceiling rose etc. including 
necessary cutting and mending good the damages complete as 
required (all electrical contacts shall be brass/copper made) in 
conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the 
Engineer.With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 156.00 46.00 3.00 18.00 423.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 40.00 15.00 1.00 1.00 123.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch 
board. 

36.00 15.00 48.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 114.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular shaped MS 
sheet made bracket, brass holder, necessary wiring etc. 
complete (including Philips 100wtt. Lamp) of following model 
and as per sample approved by the Engineer 

              

a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-740 50.00 28.00 72.00 30.00 3.00 16.00 199.00 Each    
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3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    

Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube light 
fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, superior 
quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet steel stove 
enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq. mm PVC 
wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c Eastern lamp) of 
following model and as per sample approved by the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 80.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 146.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 16.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers consist of 
oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass with carrier, 
brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum dreadth 325 mm ( 
minium total length of fitting 300 mm) , earth terinimal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standred PVC insulated 
flexibile FRcable etc.(except lamp) all complect as direction of 
Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, TTG-9'' 
or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical shaped 
polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of shade) 220 mm ( 
min. total height of fitting 470 mm), frosted fancy glass over, 
brass holder, earth terminal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 
sq.mm standed PVC insulted flexible FR cable and polished 
brass base suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, 
complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: Crescent cat No. CG-14-
G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting consisting of 
11” dia glass saucer shade with decorative & ornamental 
golden brass edge ( minium hight of shade 110 mm), brass 
holder, earth terminal necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm 
standred cable etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete 
per sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 16.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash SCCF-7-B 
Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. capacitor type 
wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body foreign made) 
complete with standard wall louver shutter, PVC insulated 
connecting wire etc. l complete as required including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages as per direction of the 
Engineers (305 mm (12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 each   

6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 102.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               
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following sizes complete with required size down rod, blades 
canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring complete as per 
instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen super 
deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic with 
four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) concealed 
type following switch/switch socket mounted on required size 
18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board of 76.2 mm depth( M.K 
MEM/Legrand/ ABB or equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 54.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 40.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 79.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 8.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 40.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 101.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 12.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") dia G.I. 
pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia hole across the 
pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly bonded by soldering with 2 
nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC earth leads with its  protection  by 20 
mm. (3/4") dia G.I. pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 
609.6 mm. (2 ft.) below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed 
including necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  
etc. complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) from 
GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 6.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 300.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 12.7mm 
(0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the G.I. pipe 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. 

              

10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia MS rod 
as per sample approved by the Engineer-in charge. 

38.00 30.00 20.00 16.00 1.00 1.00 106.00 Each    
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11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal board of 
depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer paint on out 
side and enamel paint in inside surfaces having built in push 
type locking arrangement i/c. metal bridges of suitable size for 
fixing of all electrical contral devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of 
required size complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in 
wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and exits as 
required ( only front surface of this board will be considered for 
measurement) 

0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.10 0.10 2.45 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 16WG 
M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat bar and 
arrangement of cable / wire connection, English type lock, 2 
nos. tower bolt with two coats gray hammer pointing over 
anticorrosive coat etc. on prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross section 
150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure complete with 
porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 18SWG 
m s sheet with hinged type door complete in conformity with 
BNBC including following SPMCB (6KA) having thermal over 
current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit 
release (legrand/Hager, france made) cutting and mending 
good the damages as per instruction and sample approved by 
purchase document must be submitted from legrand 
(Energypac) or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 32.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   

  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 Nos.                    

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade single 
pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with thermal overcorrect 
and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit relase 
provision (Legrand/Hager, France made original purchase 
document should be submitted before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 128.00 16.00 2.00 2.00 202.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

1.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager or 
approved) 

0.00 0.00 8.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 11.00 Each   

15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on prepared 
board including required length of PVC twing flexible cord 25 
watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. complete as per direction of 
the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 Each    
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16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined  Switch socket 
fixing in position with same size board and accessories etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer-in Charge (MK / 
Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 32.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                   

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 53.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 225.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 296.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 110.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 160.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 80.00 10.00 3.00 0.00 126.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00   200.00 0.00 0.00 470.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having dia of 
each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all necessary fitting, 
fixture & tlephone point all complect as per direction of 
engineer(With code Manufactured by M/S. Paradise / BRB 
Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) single –
core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM) with 
green/white BYA earth Continuity conductor (ECC) through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade) with necessary 
accessories viz bends, socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG 
G.P sheet, pull box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 
1 no. conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of grey 
synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of anticorrosive red 
oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet cover etc. on brick R.C.C. 
wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ floor including necessary cutting 
and mending good the damages complete in conformity with 
the BN Building Code and as per direction the Engineers.  
With cable manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

                  

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.9 mm. 

90.00 88.00 110.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 368.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 70.00 175.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 425.00 RM   

c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 300.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 545.50 RM   
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d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through pipe of 
minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall thickness 
1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 80.00 80.00 50.00 0.00 361.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 300.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 1151.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC wire 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm having wall 
thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 125.00 225.00 156.00 50.00 100.00 956.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 360.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

100.00 65.00 95.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 260.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC WIRE 
through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm having wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 180.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE MAINTANENCE WORK FOR THE (i) 
SYSTEM OPERATION REGIONAL OFFICE (ii) SYSTEM OPERATION WORKSHOP (iii) STORAGE & 

OPEN YARD (iv)  ANSAR BARACK  (V) CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS 
(CONSTRUCTION OF WATCH TOWER, GARD ROOM, CAR WATCH CENTER  AND EARTH 

FILLING & HBB FOR 3 NOS. OPEN YARD) AT CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, KHULNA UNDER URIDS; 
RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

 
 

     
 Quoted Cost of Summary  

     
     S.L. Description of works   Amount  

a Civil works     

i Sub structure     

ii Super structure     

b Sanitary works    

c Electrical works     

Total =  

In word : Taka ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

only.  
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Signiture of bidder with seal 
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE MAINTANENCE WORK FOR THE (i) SYSTEM OPERATION REGIONAL OFFICE (ii) SYSTEM OPERATION 
WORKSHOP (iii) STORAGE & OPEN YARD (iv)  ANSAR BARACK  (V) CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (CONSTRUCTION OF WATCH TOWER, 
GARD ROOM, CAR WATCH CENTER  AND EARTH FILLING & HBB FOR 3 NOS. OPEN YARD) AT CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE 
No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

A. CIVIL WORKS: (i) SUB STRUCTURE 
 Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit. Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office Work 
shop 

Storage 
/Open 

Yard (3 
Nos.) 

Ansar 
Barrak 

Road Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv) v vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 
1 Mobilization and cleaning site before 

commencing actual physical work and during 
contract period and demobilization after 
completion of the Works under contract 
accepted by Engineer. 
This work shall also covers clayey cleaning and 
clearing, cutting or filling, dressing the project 
area on and in the ground to an extent that all 
the events of works of the project can be 
executed smoothly in a working environment 
with a particular attention on safety and security 
in all respects, and to stockpile the end outcome 
to a place for disposal agreed by the Engineer, 
where, payments are to be based on ground 
area determined by the Engineer and be 
proportionate to the percentage progress of 
work under contract as a whole in all respects 
and approved by the Engineer. 

371.00 266.58 0.00 200.00 0.00 200.00 1037.58 Sqm   

2 Providing layout and carry over PWD Bench-
Mark (BM) at site from nearby BM pillar, 
Property lines, existing ground level (EGL), 
formation ground level (FGL), highest flood 
levels (HFL), plinth levels (PL), mean sea level 
(MSL), setting and marking all pillars, marker, 
pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced 
levels (RL’s) including  locating, establishing, 
protecting all public utilities within the premise of 
work and finally all to be presented in black and 
white. 

371.00 266.58 0.00 200.00 13300.00 200.00 14337.58 SQM   
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3 Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for 
foundation trenches including. layout, providing 
center lines, local bench-mark pillars, leveling, 
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo 
spikes and marking layout with chalk powder, 
providing necessary tools and plants, protecting 
and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, 
cleaning the excavated earth at a safe distance 
out of the area enclosed by the layout etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject 
to submit method statement of carrying out 
excavation work to the Engineer for approval.  
However, Engineer’s approval shall not relieve 
the contractor of his responsibilities and 
obligations under the contract..  

                  

a Earth work in excavation in foundation trenches 
up to 1.5 m depth &minium 10 m lead. In very 
soft/saturated/organic clayed soil/soil of semi 
liquid state 

12.00 20.00 0.00 25.00 250.00 300.00 607.00 Cum   

4 Earth work in box cutting upto 450mm depth 
and all types of soil, compecting the base by 5 
ton road roller maintaining proper camber & 
grade in/c. refilling (where necessary) and 
removing the excess soil to a safe distance as 
per drawing and direction of the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 13800.00 0.00 13300.00 0.00 27100.00 Sqm   

5 Earth re-filling inside foundation trenches  and 
plinth in 150 mm layer with earth available 
within 90 m of the building site dry density of 
90% with optium mosture content ( modified 
proctor test) i/c. carring watering, leveling,  
dressing & compacting to a specified 
percentage each layer up to finished level etc. 
all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

12.00 20.00 0.00 25.00 15.00 300.00 372.00 Cum   

6 Site improvement/ earth filling in foundation 
trenches or where necceary and plinth with pure 
earth in 150mm layers with carted earth carried 
by truck or any other means loading & unloding 
at both ends to be supplied at the contractor 
won cost i/c. leveling, watering and consoliding 
i/c. local carriage etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineers 

0.00 0.00 8280.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8280.00 cum   

7 Compaction of earth / sand in 300 mm thick 
layer with 8-10 Ton power driven roller in/c. 
spreading, leveling, cambering, super elevation 
& watering etc. all complect as pr direction of 
engineer. 

0.00 0.00 820.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 820.00 CUM   
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8 Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth 
with sand having F.M. 0.5 to 0.8 in 150mm 
layers including leveling, watering and 
compaction to achieve minimum dry density of 
90% with optimum moisture content (Modified 
proctor test) by ramming each layer up to 
finished level as per design supplied by the 
design office only etc. all complete and 
accepted by the Engineers 

30.00 26.50 350.00 26.00 2000.00 110.00 2542.50 Cum   

9 Providing and making point welding at contact 
point of the spiral binders at reasonable 
intervals with the main reinforcements by 
electric are welding for construction of cast in 
situ board pile carefully with highly oxidized 
electrodes making the points prominent as per 
direction of the Engineer.( The rate is inclusive 
of cost of all materials, labour, tools plants and  
all equipment). 

560.00 350.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 1210.00 Point   

10a One layer of brick flat soling in foundation or in 
floor with first class or picked jhama bricks 
including preparation of bed and filling the 
interstices with local sand, leveling etc. 
complete and accepted by the Engineer. 

20.00 20.00 13800.00 20.00 4000.00 250.00 18110.00 Sqm   

10b One layer of brick herring bone bond soling in 
road or in floor with 1st class or picked jhama 
bricks including preparation of bed & filling the 
interstices with local sand (F.M0.8)i/c. toos and 
equipments all complect as per instruction of 
Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 13800.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13800.00 Sqm   

11 Supplying and laying of single layer polythene 
sheet weighing one kilogram per 6.5 square 
meter in floor below cement concrete reinforced 
concrete slab etc. all complete in all respect as 
per direction of the Engineers.  

20.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 13300.00 250.00 13610.00 Sqm   

12 Brick works with first class bricks in cement 
sand (F.M. of sand 1.2) mortar (1:6) in 
foundation and plinth, filling the joints/interstices 
fully with mortar, racking out the joints, cleaning 
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours 
before use and curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete including cost of water, electricity and 
other charges and accepted by the Engineer. 
(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

3.65 2.79 40.65 1.75 35.00 25.50 109.34 Cum   
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13 Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2) & picked jhama chips 
including breaking chips, screening, mixing, 
laying, compacting to levels & curing for at least 
7 days including the supply of water, electricity 
and other charges and costs of tools and plants 
etc. all complete & accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                 

a Mass concrete (1:3:6) in foundation or floor with 
cement, sand (F.M. 1.2)  

5.00 3.75 11.75 3.00 5.00 10.50 39.00 Cum   

14 Reinforced cement concrete works using steel 
shutter with minimum cement content relates to 
mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 27 Mpa, 
and satisfying a specified compressive strength 
f’c = 22 Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders 
as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS 
EN-197-1-CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality Sylhet sand or coarse 
sand of equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 20 mm down 
well graded stone chips conforming to ASTM C-
33, making, placing shutter in position and 
maintaining true to plumb, making shutter water-
tight properly, placing reinforcement in position; 
mixing with standard mixer machine with 
hopper, fed by standard measuring boxes, 
casting in forms, compacting by vibrator 
machine and curing at least for 28 days, 
removing centering-shuttering including cost of 
water, electricity, testing and other charges etc. 
all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. ( Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication).  

                  

ai RCC in pile cap,Column,lift core, Grade beam, 
foundation beam etc 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2660.00 0.00 2660.00 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1250.00 0.00 1250.00 Sqm   
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15 Reinforced cement concrete works using 
wooden shutter, with minimum cement content 
relates to mix ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 
24 Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive 
strength f’c= 19 Mpa at 28 days on standard 
cylinders as per standard practice of Code 
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement conforming to BDS 
EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) / ASTM-C 
150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% quantity of 
best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% quantity of 
Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent F.M. 
2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing 
shutter in position and maintaining true to 
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, 
placing reinforcement in position; mixing in 
standard  mixer machine with hoper fed by 
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, 
compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and 
other charges etc. all complete approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding 
the cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, 
placing and binding 

                  

ai Footing, pile cap 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.50 22.25 28.75 Cum   

aii Shuttering  0.00 22.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 156.00 190.00 Sqm   

bi Grade beam 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 cum   

bii Shuttering  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 165.00 165.00 Sqm   

ci Column Below P.L 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.50 7.50 Cum   

cii Shuttering  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 110.00 Sqm   

di Slab at floor level 3.65 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.50 34.15 Cum   

dii Shuttering  25.00 225.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.90 318.90 Sqm   
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16 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked 
according to Bangladesh standard with minium 
yield strength, fy (ReH)=400MPa, but fy not 
exceeding 418 MPa and what even is the yield 
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 
8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, the ratio of 
ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength fy, 
shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation 
after fracture and minimum total elongation at 
maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively 
details as per design & drawing in concrete with 
straightening and cleaning rust. if any bending 
and binding in position with supply of G. I wires 
etc. complete in all respects. 

                  

a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with 
minimum fy = 420/400 Mpa.& tensile strength 
(fu) at least 460 Mpa minium elongation16% all 
complect as per direction of consultant)  

250.00 2250.00 0.00 0.00 208810.00 10520.00 221830.00 Kg   

17 Recovery of brick bats during dismantling 
soling, HBB etc. i/c. cleaning, stacking or storing 
as per direction of Engineers 

0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 500.00 250.00 850.00 Sqm   

18 Breaking picked jhama, 1st class bricks or bats 
i/c. cost of bricks and stacking in measuable 
sizes at site accepted by the Engineer 

                  

i For 62 mm to 40 mm / 2.5” – 1.5” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 cum   

ii For 40 mm to 25 mm / 1.5” – 1” size 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 cum   

19 Brick on end edging (75 mm across the road) 
with 1st class or picked bricks and filling the 
gaps with fine sand (F.M 0.50) i/c. cutting 
trenches, true to level and grade, removing 
earth, refilling and ramming the sides properly 
including cost of all materials and accepted by 
the the Engineer 

0.00 0.00 1650.00 0.00 5000.00 0.00 6650.00 RM   

20 Providing expansion joints across the R.C.C. 
road pavement with 20 mm gap between the 
adjacent panels. Supplying dowel bars of size 
12 mm dia 600 mm long M.S rod placed at 750 
mm c/c. 300 mm of the bar fixed within one slab 
keeping remaining portion the bar free within the 
adjacent slab being inserted in 20 mm dia 300 
mm long P.V.C. pipe embedded in the slab, 
inside of pipe fully greased, filling the gap 
between the slabs (with admixture) of hot 
bitumen and coarse sand (F.M.2.5) in proportion 
(2;1)finishing the top with bitumen, spreading 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1200.00 0.00 1200.00 RM   
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coarse sand over the joint, all complete as per 
plan, drawing and accepted by the Enginee 

21 Labour for picking up (any thick) and cleaning 
damages bitumenous road surface & keep the 
debrics in safe distance as per instruction of 
Engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1200.00 1200.00 Sqm   

22 Test of materials from BRTC (BUET) as per 
instruction of consultant. If any sample fail in 
test bidder is bound for alternative sample, but 
payment will be given for only one sample 

                  

i M.S BAR - weight, tension, bend & eleongation  4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 sample   

ii Sand- sive analysis, salt content 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 sample   

iii Cement - Strength, fineness & setting time 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 sample   
iv Brick- crushing strength, absorption & salt 

content 
2.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 sample   

vi Cylinder-150x300 mm ) 2.00 1.00 6.00 0.00 3.00 2.00 14.00 sample   

vii Stone chips-absoration, sive analysis & los 
angles test 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 sample   

viii M.S Angle F.I Bar - weight, tension, & carbon 
contained {60grade ) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sample   

ix Bitumen-content 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sample   

x CBR of soil (3-points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 sample   

23 Providing and maintenance one project profile 
signboards of the size not exceeding 1 m x 2 m, 
to be placed at a suitable place of the site 
including submission of proposals for the 
materials of the signboards and text layout to 
the Engineer for approval which will be 
positioned as directed by the Engineer 
andremoving the same on completion of the 
Works or as instructed by the Engineer. 

25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Sqm   

24 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to 
dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground 
level with neat cement finishing including 
finishing the edges and corners and curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer.  

63.12 48.50 700.00 40.76 55.00 120.00 1027.38 Sqm   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE MAINTANENCE WORK FOR THE (i) SYSTEM OPERATION REGIONAL OFFICE (ii) SYSTEM OPERATION 
WORKSHOP (iii) STORAGE & OPEN YARD (iv)  ANSAR BARACK  (V) CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (CONSTRUCTION OF WATCH TOWER, GARD 
ROOM, CAR WATCH CENTER  AND EARTH FILLING & HBB FOR 3 NOS. OPEN YARD) AT CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS 

(W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 
A. CIVIL WORKS: ( ii) Super structure) 

      Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quated 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quated 
Amount in 

Tk. 
    Office Work 

shop 
Storage/Open 
Yard (3 Nos.) 

Ansar 
Barrak 

Road Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Reinforced cement concrete works using wooden 

shutter, with minimum cement content relates to mix 
ratio 1:2:4 having minimum f'cr = 24 Mpa, and 
satisfying a specified compressive strength f’c= 19 
Mpa at 28 days on standard cylinders as per standard 
practice of Code ACI/BNBC/ASTM & cement 
conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM 1 (32.5 to 52.5 N) 
/ ASTM-C 150 Type – I, best quality sand [50% 
quantity of best local sand (F.M. 1.2) and 50% 
quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of equivalent 
F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama 
brick chips conforming ASTM  C-33 including 
breaking chips and screening, making, placing shutter 
in position and maintaining true to plumb, making 
shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in 
position; mixing in standard  mixer machine with 
hoper fed by standard measuring boxes, casting in 
forms, compacting by vibrator machine and curing at 
least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering 
including cost of water, electricity, testing and other 
charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding 

                    

a COLUMN                     
i Ground floor above PL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 12.50 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 176.00 176.00 Sqm   

b Tie beam/ Lintel                   

i Ground floor  3.50 1.52 0.00 1.49 0.00 3.65 10.16 Cum   

ii Shuttering 58.10 37.25 0.00 30.29 0.00 78.00 203.64 Sqm   
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iii 1st floor 3.50 1.52 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.00 6.51 Cum   
iv Shuttering  58.10 37.25 0.00 30.29 0.00 0.00 125.64 Sqm   

c In tee beam, ell beam, ractangular beam                   
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.75 11.75 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 196.00 196.00 Sqm   

d In roof slab & all kind of slab                   

i Ground floor  2.65 2.22 0.00 2.50 0.00 30.50 37.87 Cum   

ii Shuttering 35.00 34.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 400.00 533.00 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 2.78 2.56 0.00 2.62 0.00 0.00 7.96 Cum   

iv Shuttering 38.50 36.00 0.00 66.50 0.00 0.00 141.00 Sqm   

e In stair case slab & step                   
i Ground floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

ii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   
iii 1st floor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

iv Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

xii Shuttering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sqm   

f In Drop wall, railing, sunshed etc.                   

i Ground floor  0.75 1.25 0.00 1.12 0.00 1.10 4.22 Cum   

ii Shuttering 20.00 33.50 0.00 32.45 0.00 25.00 110.95 Sqm   

iii 1st floor 0.75 1.25 0.00 1.12 0.00 1.10 4.22 Cum   

iv Shuttering 20.00 33.50 0.00 32.45 0.00 25.00 110.95 Sqm   

2 Supplying fabrication and fixing of grade 400 ribbed or 
deformed bar produced and marked according to 
Bangladesh standard with minium yield strength, fy 
(ReH)=400MPa, but fy not exceeding 418 MPa and 
what even is the yield strength within allowable limit 
as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11 sec 21.1.5.2, 
the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield 
strength fy, shall be at least 1.25 and minimum 
elongation after fracture and minimum total elongation 
at maximum force is 16% & 8% repenctively details 
as per design & drawing in concrete with straightening 
and cleaning rust. if any bending and binding in 
position with supply of G. I wires etc. complete in all 
respects in all floors.  
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a 420/400 - grade ribbed or deformed bar with minimum 
fy = 420/400 Mpa.(i/c. testing) fu=at least 460 Mpa 
minium elongation16% all complect as per direction of 
consultant)  

1516.00 1212.00 0.00 2500.00 0.00 12210.00 17438.00 kg   

3 Brick works of width one brick or one and a half brick 
length with first class bricks in cement sand (F.M. 1.2)  
mortar (1:6) in superstructure including raking out 
joints, filling the interstices with mortar, cleaning and 
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use 
and washing of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete (measurement to 
given as 250 mm width for one brick length and 375 
mm for one brick and a half brick length) and 
accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  5.10 6.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 6.50 19.10 Cum   
ii 1st floor 3.25 4.69 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 8.19 Cum   
4 125mm thick brick work with first class bricks in 

cement sand (F.M-1:50) mortar of proportion 1:4 
providing bond with connected walls including, 
screening cleaning and soaking the bricks at least for 
24 hours before use and washing of sand,  
scaffolding, staging racking out joints curing at least 
for 7 days and supplying of all materials etc. complete 
in all respect in all heights as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers. Cement: 
CEM-11/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  33.50 36.50 0.00 30.00 0.00 450.00 550.00 Sqm   

ii 1st floor 20.50 22.65 0.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 78.15 Sqm   
iii 2nd floor  33.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.00 Sqm   

vii Providing brick works for 200 x 62 mm facing in 
superstructure with 200 x 62 x 16.51 mm machine 
made klinker hard pressed facing bricks of approved 
quality in cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:4), 
including racking out joints, cutting the bricks to 
required size wherever necessary including high class 
recessed pointing, cleaning and soaking the bricks at 
least for 24 hours before use and washing and 
screening of sand, necessary scaffolding, curing at 
least for 7 days for all floors up to 4th floor including 
cost of water, electricity and other charges etc. all 
complete and accepted by the Engineer.  Cement: 
CEM-II/A-M) 

120.00 56.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 76.16 252.41 Sqm   
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5 38mm thick artificial patent stone (1:2:4) flooring / roof 
top with cement, best quality coarse sand (50% quantity 
of best local sand (F.M. 1.5) and 50% quantity of sylhet 
sand or coarse sand of equivalent (F.M. 2.5) and picked 
jhama 12  mm down well graded chips including breaking 
chips 12 mm down ga, screening, laying the concrete in 
alternate panels, compacting and finishing the top with 
neat cement and curing at least for 7 days (in all floors.)  

480.00 350.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 250.00 1330.00 Sqm   

6 Minimum 12 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:6) having with fresh cement to wall both inner-and 
outer surface, finishing the corner and edges including 
washing of sand cleaning the surface, scaffolding and 
curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, electricity and 
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per 
drawing and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-
II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor  752.00 710.00 0.00 650.00 0.00 960.00 3072.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 879.00 802.00 0.00 880.00 0.00 0.00 2561.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

7 Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:4) 
with fresh cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns, beams, 
surface of stair case, sunshades, cornices, railings, drop 
wall, louvers, fins and finishing the corners and edges 
including washing of sand cleaning the surface, 
scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days, cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

                  

i Ground floor 310.00 210.00 0.00 310.00 0.00 520.00 1350.00 sqm   

ii 1st floor 339.00 210.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 0.00 899.00 sqm   

iii 2nd floor  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sqm   

iv 3rd floor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

v 4th floor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

vi 5th floor  & above 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

8 Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) to dado and 
plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat 
cement finishing including finishing the edges and 
corners and curing at least for 7 days cost of water, 
electricity and other charges etc. all complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-M) etc.  

70.00 45.00 0.00 76.50 0.00 120.00 311.50 Sqm   
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9 Tiles Work                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made glazed wall 

tilles, irrespective of colour  & / or design with on 20mm 
thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with repective joint filler & binder 
including cutting, laying and hire charge of machine and 
finishing with care etc.including water, electricity and 
other charges complete all respect accepter by the 
Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) (rate i/c. border & 
decor) 

                  

i Special design Colour (Size not less then 
250mmx400mm) 

65.12 55.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 120.77 Sqm   

ii White  colour of approved size 107.43 26.50 0.00 63.74 0.00 0.00 197.67 Sqm   

b Supplying, fitting and fixing of country made GP 
HOMOGENOUS stair tilles, irrespective of colour  & / 
or design with on 20mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:4) base and raking out the joints with white 
cement including cutting, laying the tiles in proper way 
and finishing with care etc.including water, electricity 
and other charges complete all respect accepter by 
the Engineer (Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

200.73 165.12 0.00 65.95 0.00 0.00 431.80 sqm   

c Supplying fitting & fixing of homogeneous (local 
made) on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and 
raking out the joints with white cement and colored 
pigment i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and 
finishing with care etc. all complete as per irection of 
the E/C. 400x400 mm size ( RAK/Sun Power/ Star) 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

393.50 307.50 0.00 250.00 0.00 110.00 1061.00 sqm   

d Supplying fitting and fixing of mirror polished 
600x600mm size (forign made, miror polish floor tiles) 
on 20mm thick cement mortar (1:3) base and raking 
out the joints with white cement and colored pigment 
i/c. cutting and laying tiles in proper way and finishing 
with care etc. all complete as per irection of the 
E/Cwhere required as per instruction of Engineer 
(Cement: CEM-11/A-M) 

257.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.42 sqm   

10 Supplying fitting & fixing of pavement/parking tiles 
making with  cement stone chips coarse sand 
(1:1.5:3) 300x300mm size (Local made) on 20mm 
thick cement mortar (1:3) base & raking out the joints 
with white cement & colored pigment i/c. cutting & 
laying tiles in proper way & finishing with care etc. all 
complete as per irection of the E/C (Cement: CEM-
11/A-M) 

26.34 15.50 0.00 22.15 0.00 0.00 63.99 sqm   

11 Supplying and making door and window frames ( 
Chowkat) for all floors with matured natural seasoned 
wood of required size including painting two coasts of 
coal tar to the surface in contact with wall, fitted and 
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fixed in position etc. complete and accepted by the 
Engineer (all sizes of wood are finished.) 
Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 

a With Sikarai/Chikrashi wood. 1.20 1.05 0.00 1.25 0.00 4.65 8.15 Cum   

b With Chittagong Teak wood. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Cum   

12 Supplying, fitting and fixing M.S. flat bar clamp 150 x 
38 x 6 mm size having bifurcated ends to door and 
window frames with royal plug. Necessary screws etc. 
with the help of electric drill hammer drill in /c. cutting 
groove in chowkat if necessary etc. complete in all 
respect as per direction of engineers.  

210.00 196.00 0.00 106.00 0.00 0.00 512.00 Each   

13 Supplying, fitting and fixing 36 mm thick and having 
density 400 kg/cum solid particle board single leaf 
flush door for all floors for internal use made of well 
matured mechanical seasoned Rubber (Malaysian 
timber) or other approved wooden frame having 
finished size 35 x 50 mm around upon which 1.2 mm 
thick veneer (total two Nos. of veneers one of 0.7 mm 
horizontally made of gorjon and another of 0.5 mm 
vertically made of Burma Teak wood) with necessary 
screws are pested on each side by mechanized 
process and provided with best quality 4 Nos. 100 
mm iron hinges, 2 Nos. best quality 12 mm iron dia 
300 mm and 225 mm long iron tower and socket 
bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated handles, 
hinged cleats, buffer blocks etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer..      

33.29 32.50 0.00 15.83 0.00 0.00 81.62 Sqm   

14 Supplying, fitting and fixing 38 mm thick well matured, 
natural seasoned (min.10" wide plank) wooden single 
leaf door shutters having top rail style of sections 100 
mm x 38 mm. lock rail 125 mm x 38 mm and bottom 
rail 225 mm x 38 mm. Closed joints with 25 mm x12 
mm size wooden peg and provided with best quality 6 
nos. 100 mm iron hinges, 2 (two) Nos. best quality 12 
mm dia 300 mm and 200 mm long iron tower and 
socket bolts, 2 (two) Nos. heavy type nickel plated 
handles, 1 No. hatch-bolt hinged cleats, buffer blocks 
and finished by sand papering, necessary screws etc.  
all complete  in all floors and accepted by the 
Engineer. with Chittagong Teak wood 

2.28 2.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.56 Sqm   

15 Suppling fitting fixing UPVC plastic door or window 
(RFL, Cosmic) frame having specific gravity 1.35-
1.45, & other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved 
manufacturer standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 

40.42 96.95 0.00 24.23 0.00 0.00 161.60 RM   
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standards of different sizes fitted and fixed with Upvc 
plastic door frame weighing 5.82 kg/sm with at least 3 
Nos. SS hings by min 64 Nos. Q 3.17 mm and 3.97 
mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm SS 
screws, Q 9.68 MM, 150 mm long SStower bolts 2 
Nos. 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2Nos, GI inner joint 
234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mmx 57.15 mm, 25 
mm dia 1 no SS Haspbolt, special type round lock, 
carrying the same to the site andlocal carriage etc. 
complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer.  

16 Supplying, fitting, fixing of uPVC solid plastic door 
shutter(RFL, Cosmic) having specific gravity 1.35 - 
1.45, thickness 1.7 mm-2.2 mm, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per 
BSTI approved manufacturer standards or ASTM, 
BS/ISO/IS standards of different sizes fitted fixed with 
uPVC plastic doorframe weighing 5.82 kg/m2 with at 
least 3 Nos. SS hinges by min 64 Nos. Ø 3.17 mm 
and 3.97 mm 12.7 mm long rivets, 12 Nos. 25.4 mm 
SS screws, Ø 9.38 mm, 150mm long SS tower bolts 2 
Nos., 146 mm SS handle by rivet 2 Nos., G.I inner 
joint 234.95 mm x 127 mm clamp, 76.2 mm x 57.15 
mm, 25 mm dia 1 no SS haspbolt,special type round 
lock, carrying the same to the site and local carriage 
etc.complete in all respect accepted by the Engineer. 
( 760 mmx2130mm sizesolid) 

8.00 6.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 Each   

17 Thai Alunium works                   
a Supplying, fitting and fixing of Aluminium sliding doors 

as per the U.S. Architectural Aluminium 
Manufacturer’s Association (AAMA) standard 
specification having 1.2 m mm thick outer bottom 
(size 75.50 mm, 17.79 mm, 0.528 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick 
outer top (size 75. 50 mm, 26.80 mm 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 
mm thick shutter top (size 33 mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter bottom (size 60 mm, 24 
mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick side (size 75.50 mm, 
19.90 mm, 0.616 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed 
side (31 mm, 26 mm , 0.422 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick  
shutter lock (size 49.20 mm , 26. 20 mm , 0.661 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 
mm, 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm thick shutter divider (size 
31.75 mm, 0.535 kg/m) and 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm thick 
spandrel (7.14 mm, 0.70 kg/m) sections all aluminium 
members (total weight 19.72 kg) will be anodized to 
aluminium bronze/silver colour with a coat not less 
than 15 microns in thickness  and density of  4 mg per 
square cm etc. including all accessories like sliding 
door key lock, sliding door whee , sliding door  

22.50 12.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35.00 sqm   
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mohiar, sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts 
including sealants, keeping provision  for fitting 5mm 
thick glass including  labour charge for fitting of 
accessories, making grooves and mending good 
damages, carriage, and electricity  complete in all 
respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1800 mm x 2100 ( Bronze 
colour) 

a Supplying fitting and fixing of aluminium sliding 
window as per the u.s architectural (AAMA standard 
specification ) BTA/FU-Wang sections) having 1.5mm 
outer bottom (size 75.5 mm, 32mm ) 1.5mm thick 
outer top (size 75.5mm & 16.8) 1.5mm thick shutter 
top (size 33mm, 26.8mm, 22mm) 1.5mm shutter 
bottom (size 60mm 24.40mm) 1.5mm thick outer side 
(size 75.50mm 19.90mm ) 1.5mm thick sliding fixed 
(size 31mm, 26mm) 1.5mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20mm, 26.20mm) and 1.5mm thick inter lock (xize 
34.40mm 32.10mm) section all aluminum members 
will be anodized to aluminum bronze color with a coat 
not less than 15m microns in thickness and density of 
4mg per square cm etc. i/c. all accessories like sliding 
door key lock sliding door wheel, sliding mohair, 
sliding door neoprene, bolts and nuts i/c. sealants & 
keeping position i/c keeping provision of fitting fixing 
of 5mm thick glass in/cl.labour charge for fitting of 
accessories making grooves and mending damages, 
carriage & electricity complete in all respect as per 
drawing direction of the engineer. size up to 1500 mm 
x 1400 mm (Bronze colour).  

130.00 125.00 0.00 41.77 0.00 16.50 313.27 sqm   

c Suppling fitting and fixing of aluminum composite 
fixed doors / window with fixed partition as per the 
U.S. Architectural Aluminium Manufacturer’s 
Association (AAMA) standard specification having 1.2 
mm thick outer bottom (size 75.50 mm, 32 mm, 0.695 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick outer top (size 75.50mm, 26.80 
mm, 0.78 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter top (size 33 
mm, 26.80 mm, 0.536 kg/m), 1.25 mm thick shutter 
bottom (size 60 mm, 24.40 mm, 0.736 kg/m), 1.2 mm 
thick outer side (size 75.50 mm, 19.90 mm, 0.616 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick sliding fixed side (size 31 mm, 26 
mm, 0.422 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick shutter lock (size 
49.20 mm, 26.20 mm, 0.661 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick inter 
lock (size 34.40 mm, 32.10 mm 0.665 kg/m) 1.2 mm 
thick bottom cover (size 37.78 mm, 31.78 mm, 0.313 
kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover (76.20 mm, 38.10 
mm, 0.912 kg/m), 1.2 mm thick grouve cover ( size 
57.15 mm, 15.80 mm, 0.452 kg/m) and 1.2 mm thick 
top and side (size 76.20 mm, 38.10 mm, 0.3 kg/m) 

10.00 6.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 19.00 Sqm   
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sections all aluminium members (total weight 12.297 
kg) will be anodized aluminium bronze/silver colour 
with a coat not less than 15 micron in thickness and 
density of 4 mg per square cm etc. including all 
accessories like sliding door key lock, sliding door 
wheel, sliding door mohiar, sliding door neoprene, 
bolts and nuts including sealants, keeping provision 
for fitting 5 mm thick glass including labour charge for 
fitting of accessories, making grooves and mending 
good damages, carriage, and electricity complete in 
all respect as per drawing and accepted by the 
Engineer.Size up to: 1500mm x 2100 mm. 

18 Supply, fitting & fixing in aluminium door frames, 
partitions, windows and curtain wall distrotion free 
5mm thick Tinted glass of approved quality and shade 
i/c.cost of fittings fixing all necessary accessories etc. 
complete in all respect as per drawing and direction of 
the eingineer  

162.50 143.50 0.00 43.77 0.00 17.50 367.27 sqm   

19 Providing drip course/nosing/thrashing at the edge of 
sunshade or cornice with cement mortar (1:2) 
including scaffolding, curing at least for 7 days etc. all 
complete for all floors.   

310.00 176.00 0.00 127.80 0.00 110.00 723.80 RM   

20 Supplying, fitting, fixing window grills/ verendh grills of 
any design made with solid 12 mmx12mm size 
square bar steel section@ 4.5'' c/c with Outer frame 
of F.I bar (38mmx6mm) fabricating, welding, painting 
with two coats of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of 
priming etc. complete for all floors.  

120.50 82.50 0.00 64.03 0.00 16.50 283.53 Sqm   

21a Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with M.S section  per design and shape i.c. 
welding ribeting required size all complect as per 
instruction of engineers 

0.00 30.25 0.00 25.65 0.00 0.00 55.90 sqm   

21b Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing of verandha 
railing with 2 mm thick 50 mm,25 mm & 20 mm dia 
stainless steel pipes as  per approved design and 
shape i.c. welding ribeting required size all complect 
as per instruction of engineers 

8.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.18 Sqm   

22 Approved best quality and colour Synthetic polyvinyl 
distempering from authorized local agent of the 
manufacturer in a sealed container, applying to wall 
and ceiling in  2 coats over a coat  of brand specified 
primer or sealer elapsing specified time for 
drying/recoating matt finish including cleaning and 
sand papering making the surface free from loose and 
flaky materials, dirt, grease, wax, polish, scraping all 
chalked and sealed materials, applying the paint by 
brush/roller and necessary scaffolding etc. all 
complete in all floors accepted by Engineer.  

2680.00 1275.00 0.00 775.80 0.00 890.00 5620.80 Sqm   
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23 On exterior surface applying as per manufactured 
instructions 3 coats of weather coat of approved 
quality  and colour delivered from authorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container in all 
respect in all floors and accepted by the Engineer.  

1210.00 790.00 0.00 572.50 0.00 1250.00 3822.50 Sqm   

24 French polishing to door frames and shutter three 
coats with with one coats primer applied with brush 
i/c.cleaning, sand papering, finishing the surface etc. 
all etc. all complete in all floors.   

90.52 102.00 0.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 267.52 Sqm   

25 Painting to door and window frames and shutters in 
two coats with approved best quality and colour of 
synthetic enamel paint delivered from uthorized local 
agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container, 
having highly water resistant, high bondibilty, flexible, 
using specific brand thinner applied by 
brass/roller/spray over a coat of priming elapsing time 
for drying including surface cleaning from dust, oil or 
dirt, smoothening, finishing and polishing with sand 
paper and necessary tools, scaffolding, testing 
charges etc. all complete in all floors approved and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

152.00 125.50 1250.00 153.66 0.00 152.00 1833.16 Sqm   

26 Supplying, fitting, fixing of mrtice lock (Forigen made) 
in approved quality in doors shutters etc. complete in 
all respect in all floors as per direction of the 
Engineer-in-charge  

2.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

27 Supplying, fitting, fixing of Rim/Round lock (Forigen 
made) in approved quality complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge  

14.00 12.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 28.00 each   

28 Supplying, fitting and fixing of best quality magnetic 
door shock absorber i/c. all necessary all necessary 
tools & accoricies all complect as per direction of 
engineers 

20.00 15.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 each   

29 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing stainless 
steel (SS) stair railing of standard height with 2 mm 
thick 2.5” dia pipe for hand-rail as per drawing and 
accepted by the Engineer. 

37.92 26.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.04 sqm   

30 Supplying, fitting and fixing 12 mm dia G.I pipe stair 
railing of any standard height of any design and 
shape with 50 x 50 x 6 mm M.S. plate at the base of 
12 mm dia G.I. Pipe and fitted and fixed by welding. 
Placing the pipes vertically @ 125 mm c/c (1 Nos. in 
each steps) 150 mm embedded into the R.C.C tread 
of stair case after cutting grooves and mending good 
the damages with C.C. and providing 38 x 6 mm F.I. 
bar on the top of G.I. pipe to provide 50 mm dia G.I. 
pipe hand rail of any design including polishing 
painting etc. all complete and accepted by the 
Engineer.(Exposed area of railing will be considered 

0.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 0.00 0.00 12.83 Sqm   
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for measurement) 

31 Supplying, fitting and fixing of rolling shutter of any 
design and shape made of 24 SWG G.P. sheet unit 
minimum 69 mm width having 10 mm and 12 mm dia 
circular folding at ends, rolled in machine, locked 
together properly to form rolling shutter, top of the 
shutter to be fitted with circular spring box made of 22 
BWG sheet, containing best quality spring made in 
China, nutted with 38 mm G.I. pipe at one end and 
the other end nutted to shutter including fitting the G.I. 
pipe again with 375 x 300 x 6 mm pankha at ends 
with side guide channel (side channel consist of 50 x 
100 x 6 mm M.S. plate with 2 x 19 x 3 mm F.I. bar, 
middle channel consist of 2 x 150 mm x 6 mm M.S. 
plate with 2 x19 mm x 6 mm fixed to wall or column 
with clamps embedded in R.C.C. part by cement 
concrete (1:2:4) including cutting holes (minimum 3 x 
25 mm x6 mm) mending the damages, finishing, 
curing, bottom end of shutter fitted to folded G.P. 
sheet (min 125 mm width in two layers), which is 
again fitted to 25 x 25 x 3 mm angle, providing handle 
with F.I. bar 25 x 6 mm and locking arrangement in 
both sides, painting two coats with approved colour 
and brand  of synthetic enamel paint over a coat of 
priming etc. complete in all respect accepted by the 
Engineer. [Rate is excluding the cost of painting] 

0.00 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.00 0.00 36.63 SQM   

32 Supplying, fitting & fixing 20 mm dia (Forigen made, 
Saraj India) aluminium curtain rail with Pvc sheaded & 
natural colour for door and window i/c cutting & fitting 
fixing as per required measurement & supplying 
necessary screws, nails stell clamp etc. complete as 
per direction to the Engineers. 

221.00 60.00 0.00 65.00 0.00 0.00 346.00 RM   

33 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting and fixing collapsible 
gate of any design and shape made of 1" x 1" x 1/8" 
channel placed @ 112 mm c/c vertically and 
connecting the same with each other by  20 mm x 
3mm ms flatbar including welding, ribeting required 
size wheels, polling handles in both size, suitable 
locking arrangement, grease and finally placing the 
same in possition in between 2 nos 50 x 50 x 6 mm 

19.20 8.23 0.00 7.95 0.00 0.00 35.38 Sqm   
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M.S. Tee rail made by welding 2 nos 50x 6 mm flatbar 
fixing with beam or floor including pouring R.C.C. 
(1:2:4) all complete including enamel paint two coats 
with one coat of primer (approved colour ) all 
complete as per direction of  Engineers. 

34 Supplying, fitting, fixing of 100mm dia UPVC rain 
water down pipe fixing in position with MS clamp, 
greatting, morter (1:4) etc. complete in all respect in 
all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in-charge.  

101.50 48.50 0.00 46.50 0.00 0.00 196.50 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting, fixing, and installation of ordinary type 
M.S. gate of any design & shape with 38 x38 x 6 mm 
angle framing  the top & bottom parts providing with 25x6 
mm F.I bar placed vertically @ 150 mm c/c and the 
middle part covered with 18SWG M.S. sheet and fixed 
with 6 nos. 38x6 mm F.I bar placed horizontally & 
verticaly, all passing through the center as design i/c 
locking arrangement on 3mm thick M.S plate providing 
38x38x6 mm M.S angle clamps fitted and fixed with the 
outer frame of the main gate, the clamp being embedded 
in R.C.C. or R.C. core pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4)  
in masonry i/c. cutting holes & mending good the 
damages finishing, curing etc. i/c. fabrication, rlveting, 
welding as and where necessary etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design & direction of the engineer. (rate is 
excluding the cost of paint). 

1.95 1.95 0.00 3.58 0.00 23.40 30.88 Sqm   

36 Supplying fitting and fixing best quality heavy type 
19mm dia and to 300mm long brass hasp bolt in /c 
cutting grooves in door shutter and frames, serews 
etc. all complete as per direction of engineers.  

5.00 15.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 26.00 each    

37 Supplying, fitting & fixing of King Brand ( made of 
Korea) hydraulic door closer ( big size) i/c. all 
necessary tools & accoricies etc. all complect as per 
direction of engineer 

2.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

38 Supplying fitting & fixing 12 BWG wire (2-ply, 4 points) 
in fencing work @ 150mm c/c in both ways, supported 
by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post (300 mm embedded 
in R.C.C. work with cement concerts) i/c. supply of all 
mantillas i/c prointing of angle post, all complect as 
per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

39 Taging out existing 12 BWG wire & refixing the same 
with existin or new M.S Tube post @ 150mm c/c in 
both ways, supported by 38x38x6mm M.S angle post 
(300 mm embedded in R.C.C. work with cement 
concerts) i/c. supply of all mantillas i/c prointing of 
angle post, all complect as per direction of engineers. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   
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40 Manufacturing supplying fitting & fixing M.S. tube 
(angle box) post (botom end blfurcated) made by 
thorough welding of two no 38x38x5 mm M.S. angle 
and vertically placing the post into C.C./ R.C.C 
foundation in/c cutting angle to required shape size 
in/c cover in the top of the post with 6 mm thick M.S. 
plate etc. all complete as per direction of the engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

41 Dismentling of existing barbed wair fencing in/c. RCC 
piller, other structure, cutting jangale, cutting trees 
etc. & keep it in safe distance all complete as per 
direction of Engineers.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Job   

42 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing Stainless 
steel (SS) sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
(wall thickness 2 mm) 38mm dia  pipe outer frame & 
19mm dia SS pipe vertical member placed @100mm 
c/c by welding at top & bottom of  pipe frame, cutting 
the pipes in proper shape & size i/c. making semi 
clrcular band at the corners of the outer frame without 
damaging the pipe, covering middle of the gate as per 
design & drawing with 18 SWG S.S sheet,  providing 
6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core pillar with 
cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry i/c.cutting holes, 
mending the damages, making provision for minimum 
0.61x 1.52m pocket gate having its outer frame & 
inner vertical members made with 19mm dia S.S pipe 
i/c.necessary locking arrangements i/c.providing 
50x6mm M.S rail & 50mm wheel for smooth 
movement of the gate etc. all complete as per design, 
drawing & derection of engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

43 Supplying, fitting and fixing S.S. fencing in boundary 
wall of any design and shape with 19mm x 2mm tube 
(angle box made with 2 nos. 19x19x 2mm angle in by 
continuous welding) placed vertically @ 150mm C/C 
and welding the said vertically boxes with 2 no. 
horizontal 25 x25 x2mm angle boxes (angle box 
made with 2 nos. 25x25x 2mm angle in by continuous 
welding) pleasing at botom and another tope and 
again fixed by welding the horizontal tube box. ( with 
vertically 38x38x6mm angle box made with 2 nos. 
38x38x6mm angle in by continuous welding)  in wall 
up to 150mm depth including fabricating, welding in 
each point and poolishing of necessary pigment over 
a coat of priming in/c cost of electricity, tools & plants, 
workshop charges, carriage of the same, making 
holes for fitting the same, mending good the damages 
by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per drawing and design 
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer in 
charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sqm   
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44 Supplying, fitting and fixing of expanded metal 
(20x20mm) mesh with 0.91 mm dia 10 BWG steel 
wire i.c. G.I wire, screws, nails, welding, reveting and 
other accessories as required in/c. cost of electricity, 
tools & plants, workshop charges, carriage of the 
same, making holes for fitting the same, mending 
good the damages by cement concrete (1:2:4) as per 
drawing and design etc. all complete as per direction 
of the Engineer in charge.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

45 Manufacturing, supplying, fitting & fixing M. S 
Boundary sliding  gate of any design & shape having 
75mmx50mmx14 SWG M.S box outer frame & inner 
frame & 3.5'' c/c and internal M.S box 50mmx 
25mmx14 SWG horizental & vertical placed @1.5''c/c 
by welding at top and bottom of M.S Box frame, 
cutting the section in proper shape & size i/c. making 
necessary band at the corners of the outer frame 
without damaging the box, covering middle of the gate 
as per design & drawing with 16 SWG sheet,  
providing 6nos. huskle domney with RCC of CC core 
pillar with cement concrete (1:2:4) in masonry 
i/c.cutting holes, mending the damages, making 
provision for minimum 0.61 mx 1.52m pocket gate 
having its outer frame & inner vertical members made 
with 50mmx25 mmx14 SWG box i/c.necessary 
locking arrangements i/c.providing 2x50x50x6mm 
M.S U Chanel rail & 100mm wheel( Japan/Korea, 
made) for smooth movement of the gate etc. all 
complete as per design, drawing & derection of 
engineer 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Sqm   

46 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick corrugated 
galvanized iron sheet (Industiral profile sheet, 
Bangladesh made) having min weight 63-65 kg per 
bundle (2'-6'' width 70-75 rft long) fitted and fixed on 
M.S. sections with J hook or wooden purling with 
screws, limpet, washers and putty etc. all complete as 
per direction of the engineer in charge. 

                  

i Coloured C.I Sheet (Industrial profile sheet) 0.00 0.00 2100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2100.00 Sqm   

47 Supplying, fitting & fixing 0.45 mm thick galvanized 
iron plain sheet ridging with 300 mm lap fitted and 
fixed on MS sections with galvanized bolts and nuts, 
washers and putty etc. all complete as per direction of 
the engineers ( Coloured ) 

0.00 0.00 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.00 RM   
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48 Mild steel Grade - 250 with minium fy+ 250 Mpa work 
in roof truss suppying & fabrication of mild steel 
sections as per design, hoisting, fitting and fixing in 
position with bolts and nuts or rivets or welded and 
providing two coats of anti corroslve paint over a 
prime coat of red oxide paint etc. complete and 
accepted by the Engineer. 
(measurement to be given for solid steel section only) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qtl   

49 Supplying fitting & fixing of 8'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 5mm fixing in position with necessary 
ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe filling with 
1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, reviting, lifting, 
shifting, two coats of enamle painting with coat of 
primer etc. all complect as per design, drawing & 
instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

50 Supplying fitting & fixing of 3'' dia M.S Pipe having 
wall thickness 3.5 mm fixing in position with 
necessary ancoring, concreting etc. i/c inside of pipe 
filling with 1:3:6 dry mortar, necessary welding, 
reviting, lifting, shifting, two coats of enamle painting 
with coat of primer etc. all complect as per design, 
drawing & instruction of engineer  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

51 Supplying, fitting and fixing ceiling of 12 mm thick with 
veneered board laminated by mechanical hot press 
with a milk white PVC membrane with Aluminium T-
bar frame in natural anodized finish at 600 x 600 mm 
in grid suspended from ceiling by 12 SWG double ply 
wire fixed to the ceiling by rowel plug, screws, hooks, 
nails etc. maintaining straight lines and desired 
finished level a bottom face with vertical wooden strut 
as required including making holes in slabs, or beams 
by electric drill machine and mending good the 
damages, if any, during execution of the work 
including cost of all materials, electricity, accessories, 
scaffoldings, labour for installation, screws, nails, etc. 
all complete as per drawing, design and accepted by 
the Engineer.  

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 sqm   

52 Supplying, fitting & fixing of M.S Door shutter made 
with 1.5''x1.5''x1/4'' M.S angle outer frame , inner 
member 1''x1/4'' F.I bar , cladding with 16 SWG M.S 
sheet hinges with 2''x2''x1/4'' M.S angle chowkat 

0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Sqm   

53 Supplying fitting fixing of plasic partition in plastic 
frame fabricated by 70x50x2mm T & 50X40X2mm / 
50x30x2 mm L- sections, providing partiation with 
156x25 mm upvc hollow section having wall thickness 
2.5 mm materials as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or  ASTM/BS/ISO standrads fitting & fixing 
in brick wall /RCC wall with 6 nos. GI clamp. 4 Nos. 
inner joint G.I clamp, 21 Nos. outer GI clamp, 16Nos. 

20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   
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rivet making necessary grooves  mending good the 
damages, finishing, curing, carriage etc. complect in 
all respect as per instruction of engineers. (With 
partition uPVC hollow section) 

54 Supplying, fitting, fixing swing door shutter made of 
low density free foam (LDFF) sheet having standard 
size 4' x 8'. Physical properties: density: 0.55-0.68 
g/cm3, weighing 1.3 kg/sft, providing new sash (4"), 
sliding glass bead, rubber, screws, 3" hinges 4 Nos., 
4" tower bolt 2 Nos., 6" handle 2 Nos. etc. including 
all accessories complete in all respect as per drawing 
and accepted by the Engineer. 

                 

i 6'-6''x2'-6'' size 8 mm thick Upvc Swing door shutter 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 Each   

55 Supplying, fitting and fixing of C.T wood strip (62 x 25 
x 20 mm) for fixing of aluminium curtain rails as per 
design and drawing fitted and fixed in position 
including supply of screws, nails, drilling etc. and two 
coats of French polishing over a coat of priming etc. 
all complete and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is 
excluding the cost of polishing and painting etc.) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

56 20 mm thick water-proofing work in masonry or on 
concrete surface with sandcement mortar mixed with 
specified admixture (supplied from authorized local 
agent or from manufacturer comply with ASTM/BS/IS 
requirements, confirming current compliance of the 
admixture to specification requirements like physical 
properties, uniformity and equivalence in composition, 
performance requirements,delivered in sealed 
containers having and confirming plainly marked the 
proprietary name of the admixture type under this 
specification, net weight and or volume, 
manufacturing and expiry date, shelve life, non 
aggressiveness to environment and metals in 
concrete etc.) under the strict accordance with 
manufacturer recommendations / instructions and 
providing safety provisions in all respect etc. on 
sound, firm surfaces all complete including cleaning 
the surface from dust, loose particles, remains of oil, 
grease etc. all complete approved and accepted by 
the Engineer. (Cement: CEM-II/A-M) 

350.00 182.00 0.00 120.00 0.00 250.00 902.00 Sqm   
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57 Constructing master drain of 600mm Average depth 
and 225 mm clear at the bottom and 525 mm at the 
top having 125 mm  thick  Reinforcement cement 
concret 1;2;4 curb up to 300 mm from the bottom over 
one layer of PVC sheet on top brick flat soling and the 
side slopes of the remaining 300 mm height provided 
with 250 mm thick brick wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) 
mortar (1:6) i/c. minimum 12mm thick cement sand 
(F.M. 1.2) plaster (1:3) and neat cement finishing with 
cement (Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 
days in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling 
with fine sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, 
cost of water, electricity, other charges all complect as 
per design, drawing direction of Engineers ( 
Reinforcement measerment given saperatly) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75.00 75.00 RM   

58 Constructing surface drain of 300mm clear width and 
depth up to 300mm in brick masonry with 125 mm 
thick chock wall in cement and (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:6) 
over av. 75 mm thick cement concrete base (1:2:6)  
over one layer of brick flat soling . The surface having 
minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) plaster 
(1:3) and neat cement finishing with cement 
(Conforming to BDS 232), curing at least for 7 days 
in/c excavation in all kinds of soil, back filling with fine 
sand (F.M. 0.8) consolidating and dressing, cost of 
water, electricity, other charges as per direction of the 
engineers.  

39.50 42.50 0.00 22.50 0.00 25.00 129.50 RM   

59 Providing apron with 50mm thick cement concrete 
(1:2:4)  with cement (Conforming to BDS 232 ), 
coarse sand and picked jhama chips i/c. breaking 
chips and one layer brick flat soling at bottom with 1st 
class or picked jhama bricks in /c cutting earth for 
preparation of bed and filling the interestices with 
local sand (F.M. 0.8) in/c finishing, dressing, curing at 
least for 7 days etc. all complete, in/c cost of water, 
electricity, other charge as per direction of the 
enginner.  

18.77 19.52 0.00 17.12 0.00 30.00 85.41 sqm    
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60 Average 100 mm thick finished lime terracing with 20 
mm down graded first class brick chips (Khoa), surki 
from 1st class bricks and lime (stone lime brought at 
site, not being powdered in open air and to be slaked 
in presence of engineer-in-charge and to be 
measured in volume three days after slaking for using 
in the mix) in the proportion 7:2:2 (brick chips : surki : 
lime) including preparation of the mix on the ground 
by making a suitable platform under proper polythene 
cover. Cutting the mix twice daily with limewater 
(1:10) at least for 7 days until the mix attain desirable 
consistency. Laying the mix in proper slope, beating 
the same with standard ‘koppa’ for minimum 7 days to 
gain maximum consolidation, making ghoondy and 
neat finishing with lime Surki mortar (1:2) and curing 
for 21 days providing polythene cover after each day 
work and cleaning etc. complete in all respect 
accepted by the Engineer. 

22.53 20.50 0.00 16.58 0.00 0.00 59.61 Cum   

  Sub Total for Civil works                 Tk  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE MAINTANENCE WORK FOR THE (i) SYSTEM OPERATION REGIONAL OFFICE (ii) SYSTEM OPERATION WORKSHOP (iii) 
STORAGE & OPEN YARD (iv)  ANSAR BARACK  (V) CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (CONSTRUCTION OF WATCH TOWER, GARD ROOM, CAR WATCH 

CENTER  AND EARTH FILLING & HBB FOR 3 NOS. OPEN YARD) AT CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, KHULNA UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE 
NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

B. SANITARY & PLUMBING WORKS: 
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  
Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount 

in Tk. 

    Office Work 
shop 

Storage/Open 
Yard (3 Nos.) 

Ansar 
Barrak 

Road Ancillary       

(i) (ii) iii (iv)         (iv) (vii) (viii) (ix)  
1 Supplying, fitting & fixing Bangladesh pattern 540 x 470 x 

290mm size long pan with foot-rest, approx. 16 kg by weight, 
made of Vitreous China & preparing the base of (RAK brand, 
Asian W.C 29 cm, approved colour) pan with cement mortar 
(1:4) & with wire mesh or rods, if necessary in all floors in/cl. 
making holes wherever required and mending good the 
damages and fitting, fixing, finishing etc. complete with all 
necessary fittings & connection approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. 

4.00 3.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 1.00 14.00 Each    

2 Supplying, fitting & fixing  european type glazed porcelain 
Combi closet, 715x370x840 mm in size, weight 39.3 kg, plastic 
seat cover & preparing the base with C.C ( 1:2:4) and with net 
wire mesh if necessary in all floors i/c. making holes wherever 
required and mending good the damage all complect with all 
fitting etc. all complect as per direction of engineer ( RAK Brand 
Jumeirah, approved colour) 

2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 Each   

3 SFF European pattern (RAK W.T, Karla, approved colour) 
glazed porcelain low down, capacity appx. 10 liter, 
385x105x210 mm in size approximately 14kg by weigh made of 
vitreous china and fixing in wall with F.I bar clamps, rowel plugs 
making holes required and mending good the damages and 
fitting, fixing finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings 
and connection as per direction of the engineer  

4.00 3.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

4 Supplying, white glazed vitreous W/H Wash Basin, 500 x 625 x 
220 mm in size or above size, approx. 23 kg by weight, 
including fitting, fixing the same in position with heavy type C.I. 
brackets, 32 mm dia PVC waste water pipe with brass coupling 
(not exceeding 750 mm in length), 32 mm dia C.P. basin waste 
with chain plug, bracket including making holes in walls and 
floors and fitting with wooden blocks, screws and mending good 
the damages with cement mortar (1:4), etc. all complete 
approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, 
Contempo, approved colour) 

12.00 9.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 27.00 Each    
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5 Supplying, fitting and fixing Pedestal, 695x215x220 mm in size, 
approx.5.6 kg by weight with rowel  plug & scraw etc. all 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer.(RAK brand, 
approved colour) 

12.00 9.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 23.00 Each   

6 Supplying, fitting and fixing 485 x 360 x 290 mm in size 
European type glazed vitreous standing bowl urinal, approx. 9.0 
kg by weight including fitting, fixing the same in position after 
making holes in walls and floors, providing 32 mm dia plastic 
waste pipe with brass coupling up to grading below, 12 mm dia 
plastic connection pipe with brass coupling, 12 mm dia brass 
stop cock including mending good the damages with cement 
mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the 
Engineer. (RAK brand, approved clour) 

6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

7 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality C.P. Towel rail 
(Approved) of 600x20mm size with C.P. holder including 
making holes in walls and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 Each    

8 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
450x600 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.00 6.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 Each    

9 Supplying fitting and fixing super quality mirror (Made in Japan) 
600x900 mm size 5 mm thickness with hard board at the back 
with all necessary fittings including making holes in walls & 
mending good the damages etc. all complete as per direction of 
the Engineer. 

6.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 each   

10 Supplying, fitting and fixing super quality 600x125mm size  
coloured plate glass shelf of 5mm thickness with fancy C.P. 
brackets, screws and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

12.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.00 Each    

11 Supplying, fitting & fixing toilet paper holder of 150x150x126 
mm size special colour special qualitydepth along wall 155 
mmfitted in walls with screws etc. complete in all respect in all 
floors as per direction of the Engineer. 

12.00 9.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Each    

12 Supplying, fitting & fixing 4" moving shower rose  of approved 
quality fitted in wall/ceiling with  screws etc. complete in all 
respect in all floors as per direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.00 6.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 Each    

13 Supplying, fitting & fixing push / hand shower for ablution of 
approved quality. complete in all respect in all floors as per 
direction of the Engineer-in- Charge. 

6.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 Each    

14 Supplying, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia C P moving type sink 
cock fixing in position with all material all complect as per 
direction of engineer ( Nazma/Shraif) 

1.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each   

15 Supplying, fitting fixing of 12 mm dia CP concealed heavy duty 
special  ( Nazma or Sarif) bib cock fixing in position all complect 
as per direction of engineer 

24.00 15.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 51.00 each   
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16 Supplyong, fitting & fixing of 12 mm dia heavy duty CP piller 
cock ( Nazma/ shrif) fixing in position as per direction of 
engineer 

12.00 9.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 each   

17 SFF of 12 mm dia CP concled heavy duty angle type stop cock 
( Nazma/ Sharif) 

24.00 16.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 52.00 each   

18 Supplying, fitting fixing of CP  shower mixture i/c. shower head 
only with all necessary hard ware & consumables ( 
Nazma/Satter/Sarif) all complect as per direction of engineer 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

19 Supplying, fitting and fixing Porcelain. soap tray 225x125x130 
mm in size (RAK brand) with brackets in wall including cutting 
wall and mending good the damages  with cement mortar (1:4) 
properly etc. complete in all respect as per direction of the 
Engineers 

12.00 9.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 Each    

20 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe for water 
supply having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, and other physical, 
chemical, thermal, fire resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI 
approved manufactureer Standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS 
standards with all special fittings, such as bends, elbows, 
sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, Jum-nuts etc. including 
cutting trenches where necessary and fitting the same with 
earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with holden bats and 
making hole in floors and walls and consequent mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-
in-Charge. 

                  

a 37mm dia with wall thickness 3.7-4.3 mm 36.25 42.00 0.00 35.25 0.00 0.00 113.50 RM   

b 25mm dia with wall thickness 3.4- 4.0 mm 30.00 30.00 0.00 40.10 0.00 0.00 100.10 RM   

c 19mm dia with wall thickness 2.9- 3.4 mm 22.00 32.00 0.00 32.25 0.00 0.00 86.25 RM   

d 12 mm dia 2.8-3.3 mm thickness 35.50 50.50 0.00 46.10 0.00 0.00 132.10 RM   

21 Supplying, fitting and fixing G.I. pipe with all special fittings, 
such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, 
Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and 
fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with 
holden bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineers. 

                  

a 40mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 48.0 mm, weight 4.43 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.00 2.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 6.50 RM   

b 25mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 4.05 mm, outer diameter 
min 33.4 mm, weight2.97 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.00 2.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 6.50 RM   

c 20mm dia G.I pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 26.6 mm, weight 1.90 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.00 2.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 6.50 RM   
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d 12mm dia G.I. pipe with wall thickness 3.25 mm, outer diameter 
min 21.1 mm, weight 1.45 kg/m, can withstand min 50 kg/cm2 
hydraulic pressure 

2.00 2.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 6.50 RM   

22 Supplying 100 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as 
Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved 
and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

50.00 48.25 0.00 52.88 0.00 0.00 151.13 RM   

23 Supplying 50 mm inside dia best quality uPVC soil, waste and 
ventilation pipe having specific gravity 1.35-1.45, wall thickness 
3.4- 4.0 mm, and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire 
resistivity properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer 
standards or ASTM, BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in 
position with sockets, bends, with all accessories such as 
Round grating/domed roof grating bands, sockets etc. approved 
and accepted by the Engineer (length: 6000 mm each). 

40.00 40.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 RM   

24 Supplying, fitting and fixing G l gate valve with sealant etc. 
complete approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a 40mm dia peet valve 2.00 3.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each   

b 25mm  dia peet valve 2.00 3.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each   

c 20mm dia peet valve 2.00 3.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 Each   

25 Supplying fitting & fixing single bowl stainless steel sink with 
sink tray Malasia/Singapore/Thailand made) size 450 X 1050 
mm fitted & fixing with heavy type C.I steel brackets 12mm dia 
C.P sink cock, 40mm  dia PVC waste pipe with brass coupling 
(750 mm length) i/n.making hole in walls & floors,  mending 
good the damages with cement morter (1:4) etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer. 

1.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

26 Supplying fitting and fixing 1000 liter capacity plastic water tank 
(Gazi/Padma) and providing preper cover top with locking 
arrangement and pad lock, inlet and outlet pipe with flanges 
and plug, jum nuts and 40mm dia ball cock and fittings 
including over flow and 100mm dia float valve, including supply 
of all materials etc. necessary to complete as per drawing, 
specification and direction of the Engineers 

2.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 Each   

27 Supplying 200 mm dia Upvc underground laying including fitting 
fixing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

30.00 18.60 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 68.60 RM   
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28 Construction of septic tank of different sizes with walls of brick 
work in cement mortar (1:6) having a lining of minimum 125 mm 
R.C.C cast against the walls as per approved type plan over a 
brick flat soling and 150 mm thick reinforced cement concrete 
flooring (1:2:4) with 125 mm thick walls in partition and 12 mm 
thick cement plaster (1:4) with N.C.F. to insides of walls on floor 
and all around outside walls by 18" height at top including 
supplying fitting and fixing of two R.C.C. Tees and providing 
450 mm dia water sealed heavy type C.I. manhole cover with 
locking/unlocking arrangement and 100 mm thick R.C.C (1:2:4) 
top slab, including centering, shuttering, fabricating, casting and 
curing etc. complete up to required depth including necessary 
earth work in excavation and shoring, bailing out water and side 
filling including the cost of all materials, operations and 
incidental charges. etc. all complete as per type plan approved 
and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is including cost of 
reinforcement and its fabrication, binding and placing) For 100 
users 

1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Each   

29 Construction of soak well of different sizes (medium and large 
sizes) with 250 mm thick solid brick work and 250 mm honey 
comb brick work with cement mortar (1:6) as per design over 
R.C.C. (1:2:4) well curb with 1% reinforcement up to the depth 
as per drawing with 450 mm dia water sealed heavy type. C.I. 
manhole cover with locking arrangement, filling the well up to 
the required depth with graded khoa and sand including 
supplying and fabricating M.S.  Rod, casting, curing including 
necessary earth work in excavation, side filling and bailing out 
water including cost of all materials etc. all complete as per 
drawing, design approved and accepted by the Engineer. (Rate 
is including cost of reinforcement and its fabrication, binding 
and placing) For 100 users 

1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Each   

30 Supplying fittting and fixing 100mm dia UPVC traps or P/Trap) 
including making holes in walls and floors and mending good 
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineers.  

20.00 9.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 Each   

31 Supplying fitting &fixing plastic grating with hinges cover 
150x150 mm dia  grating in traps or in drains in/cl. making 
holes in walls & floors and mending good the damages etc. all 
complete as per direction of the Engineer.  

20.00 9.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 Each   

32 Groove cutting in brick work, RCC floor, i/c. cost for concealing 
of G.I /Pvc pipe in brick wall by cutting groove in wall, lintel, 
beam etc. by any means carefully without damaging the 
structure filling the grooves with CC(4;2;1) after laying of pipe 
i/c. cost of scaffolding, finishing,cutting etc. all complete as per 
direction of engineer 

278.00 362.00 0.00 325.00 0.00 0.00 965.00 RM   
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33 Construction of masonry inspection pit with 250 mm thick brick 
work in cement mortar (1:4) including necessary earth work, 
side filling and one layer brick flat soling, 75 mm thick (1:3:6) 
base concrete for making invert channel and 12 mm thick (1:2) 
cement plaster with neat finishing etc. all complete up to a 
depth of 700 mm approved and accepted by the Engineer. 

                  

a clear 600x600 mm depth 750 to 900 mm, average 825 mm for 
single 300 mm dia R.C. C pipes and 400 mm PVC pipe 

6.00 4.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 15.00 Each   

34 Supplying, fitting and fixing uPVC Pressure pipe -C Grade/ 
having density 1350kg/cum opacity 0.2% of visible light as per 
ISO 7686, Minium required strength 25 Mpa conforming to 
BDS-1:2013,4.4.1,4.4.2 for water supply having specific gravity 
1.35-1.45 and other physical, chemical, thermal, fire resistivity 
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufactured standards 
or ASTM,BS/ISO/IS STANDARADS with all special fittings, 
such as bends, elbows, sockets, reducing sockets, Tee Unions, 
Jum-nuts etc. including cutting trenches where necessary and 
fitting the same with earth duly rammed and fixing in walls with 
holden bats and making hole in floors and walls and 
consequent mending good the damages etc. all complete as 
per direction of the Engineer (LENGTH 6000 mm each) 

                  

a 88 mm dia wall thickness 3.5 mm-4.1mm  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

b 75 mm dia wall thickness 4.8mm-5.5 mm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

c 60 MM DIA WALL THICKNESS 3.9 MM-4.5 MM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

d 37 mm dia wall thickness 3.7 mm-4.3mm  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 RM   

35 Supplying, fitting and fixing best quality G.L Gate valve with 
sealant etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer 

                  

a 100 mm dia brass gate valve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 each   

b 75 mm dia brass gate valve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 each   

c 50 mm dia brass gate valve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 each   
d 40 mm dia brass gate valve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 each   

  GAS CONNECTION                   
36 Installation of Domestic or commercial House line for supplying 

Titas Gus in/c. supplying, fitting & fixing in position different dia 
best quality G.I. pipe (NT or equivalent ) niong with all 
necessary G.I. fitting & accessories, cutting trenches. Walls & 
floors etc. & back filling the trenches, reatoring walls & floors 
etc. all complete in all respect as per specification of Titas Gas 
T & D co. Ltd. & direction of engineer-in charge. 

                  

a 12 mm N,D 25.00 30.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 85.00 RM   
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b 20 mm N.D 25.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 RM   

37 SFF position different  dia one way brass stope cock (Best 
quality and heavy type) etc. all complete in all respects as per 
specification of Bakarabad Gass company Ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineers. 

                  

a 12mmx6mm N.D 1.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 Each   

b 20mmx20mm N.D 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Each   

38 Testing and purging of the house line properly as per 
specification of bakarabad Gass company ltd. And as per 
direction of the engineer-in-charge.  

50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 RM   

  Sub total for Sanitary                  Tk.  
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(B) SCHEDULE OF ITEMS, BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE MAINTANENCE WORK FOR THE (i) SYSTEM OPERATION REGIONAL OFFICE (ii) SYSTEM 
OPERATION WORKSHOP (iii) STORAGE & OPEN YARD (iv)  ANSAR BARACK  (V) CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD & (vi) ANSALLARY WORKS (CONSTRUCTION 

OF WATCH TOWER, GARD ROOM, CAR WATCH CENTER  AND EARTH FILLING & HBB FOR 3 NOS. OPEN YARD) AT CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, KHULNA 
UNDER URIDS; RRKB ( PACKAGE No. URIDS (W)-CW-01, SUB PACKAGE NO. URIDS (W)-CW-01-006). 

C. INTERNAL ELECTRICAL WORKS  
Sl. Description of works Qnty.  

Total 
Qnty.  

Unit.  Quoted 
Rate in 

Tk.  

Quoted 
Amount in 

Tk.     Office Work 
shop 

Storage/Open 
Yard (3 Nos.) 

Ansar 
Barrak 

Road Ancillary 

(i) (ii) iii (iv)       (v) vi vii (viii) (ix)  
1 Concealed Conduit wiring: 

Concealed conduit wiring for the following points looping at 
the switch boards with SINGLE-CORE 2X1 5sq.mm 
insulated and sheathed cable (type BYM with 1.5 re BYA 
earth continuity conductior (ECC) through PVC through 
PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” water grade of minimum 25mm 
dia having wall thickness of minimum 1.8mm including all 
accessories through wall/ column/ beam/floor /roof, 
16SWG G.P sheet switch board and pull box consist of 
different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1no. conduit in or out, 
6”x4”2.5” 3 nos. conduit in out, 8”x6”x2.5” nos. conduit in or 
out 8”x12”x5.6” no. conduit in or out. The steel box should 
painted with two coats of grey synthetic enmale paint over 
a prime coat of anticorrosive red oxide each with 3mm 
thick ebonite sheet cover. PVC cicular box, 5amps piano 
switch ceiling rose etc. including necessary cutting and 
mending good the damages complete as required (all 
electrical contacts shall be brass/copper made) in 
conformity with the BNB code and as per direction the 
Engineer.With cable manufactured by M/S. Paradise /BRB 
cable 

                    

a Light Point/Wall bracket or Exhaust fan point 120.00 80.00 0.00 46.00 0.00 18.00 264.00 Point   

b Fan Point 48.00 18.00 0.00 15.00 0.00 1.00 82.00 Point   

c 2-pin 5amp socket point (outlet) with control switch on 
switch board. 

36.00 15.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 2.00 65.00 Point   

d Call bell point with bell push (instead of switch) 6.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Point   

2 Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of fancy single bracket light fitting 
consisting of half round glass shade rectangular 
shaped MS sheet made bracket, brass holder, 
necessary wiring etc. complete (including Philips 
100wtt. Lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer 
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a Creascent Cat No. CB-801-684/Swash SCS -173DT-
740 

50.00 28.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 16.00 124.00 Each    

3 Fluorescent Tube Light Fittings:                    
Providing and fixing of 1x4''x40 watt fluorescent tube 
light fitting consisting of designed acrylic sheet cover, 
superior quality, ballast, starter, holder,18WG sheet 
steel stove enameled base, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 
sq. mm PVC wire, earth terminal etc. complete (i/c 
Eastern lamp) of following model and as per sample 
approved by the Engineer. 

            

a Wall / ceiling mounted or suspended type 30.00 30.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 66.00 Each   
Cresent cat no. CTLS-11X1X40 Watt or equlivent.             

b Bath room light. 18.00 6.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 27.00 Each   
SFF of bath room light of following manufacturers 
consist of oxidized or golden or chromium plated brass 
with carrier, brass holder, tinted glass shed of minimum 
dreadth 325 mm ( minium total length of fitting 300 mm) 
, earth terinimal, necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm 
standred PVC insulated flexibile FRcable etc.(except 
lamp) all complect as direction of Engineer. 

              

  Crescent Cat No. CB-476/9-644/9 or Sawash SCB-35, 
TTG-9'' or equlivent 

                  

c SFF of gate light consisting of hexagonal conical 
shaped polished brass made body of min. dia ( top of 
shade) 220 mm ( min. total height of fitting 470 mm), 
frosted fancy glass over, brass holder, earth terminal, 
necessary wiring with 2x0.4 sq.mm standed PVC 
insulted flexible FR cable and polished brass base 
suitable for fitting with 38.1 mm dia G.I pipe post, 
complete ( i/c. lamp) of folling model: Crescent cat No. 
CG-14-G or Gloria cat No.: GGL-159(B) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 Each   

4 Providing and fixing of Fancy  saucer light fitting 
consisting of 11” dia glass saucer shade with 
decorative & ornamental golden brass edge ( minium 
hight of shade 110 mm), brass holder, earth terminal 
necessary wiring with 2x.4 sq.mm standred cable 
etc.compatible for 23/26 W CFL etc. complete per 
sample approved by the Engineer. 

16.00 6.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 27.00 Each   

Crescent Cat No. CPS-17 - GOLD Ring or Sawash 
SCCF-7-B Ring or equlivent 

              

5 Providing and fixing of following axial flow A.C. 
capacitor type wall mounted exhaust fan (plastic body 
foreign made) complete with standard wall louver 
shutter, PVC insulated connecting wire etc. l complete 
as required including cutting wall and mending good 
the damages as per direction of the Engineers (305 mm 
(12'') dia size 

2.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   
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6a Fan Fitting 38.00 15.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 1.00 62.00 Each    
Supply and fixing of AV capacitor type ceiling fan of               

following sizes complete with required size down rod, 
blades canopy, regulator connecting PVC wiring 
complete as per instruction of the Engineer. 

              

1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (BRB Super Deluxe/Citizen 
super deluxe/SKS Habib Super deluxe) 

              

6b 1422.4mm (56”) Sweep (Pak/singer/CFC super classic 
with four blade deluxe fan 

2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 each   

7 Providing & fixing of 250volts. 5 amps ( minium) 
concealed type following switch/switch socket mounted 
on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet board 
of 76.2 mm depth( M.K MEM/Legrand/ ABB or 
equivalent product )  

                 

i 1- Gang switch 25.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.00 each   

ii 2- Gang switch 30.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 38.00 each   

iii 3- Gang switch 32.00 18.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 each   

iv 4- Gang switch 26.00 24.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 each   

v 1- Gang switch & 5 amps 2- pin socket combined 20.00 15.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 39.00 each   

vi Gang type Tlephone socket 4.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 each   

vii Gang type TV socket 2.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 each   

viii Gang type Fan Reguator 38.00 15.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 61.00 each   

ix Gang type Bell push 6.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 each   

8 Earthing                   
Earthing the electrical  installation with 40 mm. (1.5") 
dia G.I. pipe (Earth electrode)  having 6.35 mm. dia 
hole across the pipe at 305 mm. interval securedly 
bonded by soldering with 2 nos.of No2 SWG  HDBC 
earth leads with its  protection  by 20 mm. (3/4") dia G.I. 
pipe up-to plinth level run at a depth of 609.6 mm. (2 ft.) 
below G.L.up-to main board to be earthed including 
necessary connecting copper sockets, bolts, nuts,  etc. 
complete for maintaining earth resistance within 1 ohm. 

              

i Depth of bottom of main electrode at 12954 mm (42.5ft) 
from GL & lenth of electrode 12192 mm(40 ft) 

2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 Sets   

9 Earthing Lead:  100.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 RM   
Providing and drawing No. 2 HDBC wire through 
12.7mm (0.5”) dia G.I. pipe including fitting, fixing, the 
G.I. pipe complete as per direction of the Engineers. 
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10 P & F box type Fan clamp (Box type) made of 5/8” dia 
MS rod as per sample approved by the Engineer-in 
charge. 

38.00 30.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 1.00 85.00 Each    

11 Supplying and fixing of almirah type 16 SWG metal 
board of depth 228 mm duly painted with gray hammer 
paint on out side and enamel paint in inside surfaces 
having built in push type locking arrangement i/c. metal 
bridges of suitable size for fixing of all electrical contral 
devices i/c. earth & neutural bar of required size 
complet with suitable anchoring arrangment in 
wall/column and keeping provision for cable inlets and 
exits as required ( only front surface of this board will 
be considered for measurement) 

0.50 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.10 1.35 Sqm   

12 Bus bar chamber:                   
P& F 500 volts. 3- phase following busbar assembled in 
16WG M.S board complete with electrolytic copper flat 
bar and arrangement of cable / wire connection, 
English type lock, 2 nos. tower bolt with two coats gray 
hammer pointing over anticorrosive coat etc. on 
prepared board. 

              

a 200 Amp.Rating 4nos.bar minimum length 15” & cross 
section 150 sq. mm.in 19”x17”x8”size enclosure 
complete with porcelain insulator. 

1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 Each    

13 Providing and fixing of sub-distribution board made of 
18SWG m s sheet with hinged type door complete in 
conformity with BNBC including following SPMCB 
(6KA) having thermal over current and instantaneous 
electromagnetic short circuit release (legrand/Hager, 
france made) cutting and mending good the damages 
as per instruction and sample approved by purchase 
document must be submitted from legrand (Energypac) 
or Hager (Tokai Col. Ltd.) before installation the 
Engineer-in-charge. 

3.00 3.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 Each    

  6-way SDB                   
  In-coming 1x60Amps and out-going 5 to 15A mps x 6 

Nos.  
                  

14 Providing and fixing on a prepard board 250 volt grade 
single pole miniature circuit Braker SPMCB with 
thermal overcorrect and instantaneous electromagnetic 
short circuit relase provision (Legrand/Hager, France 
made original purchase document should be submitted 
before installation) 

                  

a 4-40Amps (6 KVA)L.G/ABB/Hager/Legrand 30.00 24.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 2.00 72.00 Each    

b SFF of 150/160 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ 
Legrand/Hager or approved) 

1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 Each   

c SFF of 100 Amps TPMCCM (Siemens/ Legrand/Hager 
or approved) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 Each   
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15 Providing and fixing 250 volts grade call bell on 
prepared board including required length of PVC twing 
flexible cord 25 watt bulb, brass batten holder etc. 
complete as per direction of the Engineers. 

6.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 Each    

16 Suplying, fitting and fixing 15 Amps combined Switch 
socket fixing in position with same size board and 
accessories etc. all complete as per direction of the 
Engineer-in Charge (MK / Approved brand). 

18.00 6.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 28.00 Each    

17 SFF of following type lamp as per directionof Engineers                   

a 4'-40 watt tube lamp 30.00 3.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 41.00 each   

b SFF of Bulb 100 watt lamp fixing in position ( samole 
approved) as per instruction of Engineer 

20.00 3.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 33.00 each   

c 21 watt T-5 Energy saving tube lamp 50.00 3.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 71.00 each   

d 11/13-15 watt CFL energy saving lamp 26.00 6.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 8.00 50.00 each   

e 25-26 watt CFL Energy saving lamp 18.00 15.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 each   

18 Telecommunication Cable 150.00 120.00 0.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 470.00 RM   
Supply and drawing of following size PVC insulated & 
sheathed twisted pair telecommunication cable having 
dia of each core in 0.6mm through PVC pipe i/c. all 
necessary fitting, fixture & tlephone point all complect 
as per direction of engineer(With code Manufactured by 
M/S. Paradise / BRB Cable 

              

19 Concealed condut wiring for the following sizes 9s) 
single –core (IC) PVC insulated and sheathed cable 
(type BYM) with green/white BYA earth Continuity 
conductor (ECC) through PVC conduit (Aziz/BRB “E” 
water grade) with necessary accessories viz bends, 
socket, jointing adhesive PVC/16SWG G.P sheet, pull 
box consist of different size such as 4”x4”x2.5” 1 no. 
conduit in or our. 6”x4”x2.5” 3 nos. conduit in conduit in 
or out. The steel box should painted with two coats  of 
grey synthetic enamel paint over a prime coat of 
anticorrosive red oxide with 3mm thick ebonite sheet 
cover etc. on brick R.C.C. wall/ column/ beam/ ciling/ 
floor including necessary cutting and mending good the 
damages complete in conformity with the BN Building 
Code and as per direction the Engineers.  With cable 
manufactured by MS Paradise / BRB cable . 

                  

a IC-4x16sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

75.00 80.00 0.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 RM   

b IC-4x10sq.mm NYY/2XY cable with 10 sq.mm BYA 
ECC through pipe of minimum inner dia 40mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.9 mm. 

100.00 50.00 0.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 RM   
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c IC-2x10sq.mm BYA cable with 10 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 00mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.5 mm. 

85.00 60.50 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 245.50 RM   

d IC-2x6sq.mm cable with 6 sq. mm BYA ECC through 
pipe of minimum inner dia 30mm having minimum wall 
thickness 1.5mm. 

88.50 62.50 0.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 231.00 RM   

e IC-2x4sq.mm  BYA cable with 4 sq.mm BYA ECC 
through pipe of minimum inner dia 20mm having 
minimum wall thickness 1.8mm. 

120.00 100.00 0.00 125.00 0.00 75.00 420.00 RM   

f 1C-2x2.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 2.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

250.00 201.00 0.00 300.00 0.00 100.00 851.00 RM   

g 1C-2x1.5 sq.mm BYA cable with 1.5 sq. mm BYA ECC 
wire through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 16 mm 
having wall thickness of 1.5 mm 

300.00 125.00 0.00 156.00 0.00 100.00 681.00 RM   

h 75 ohm impedance co-axial cable 100.00 60.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 260.00 RM   

20a 4X50 Sq.mm NYFGby CABLE with 16 sq.mm BYA 
ECC WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 50 
mm having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground 
cable 

100.00 52.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 152.00 RM   

20b 4X25 Sq.mm NYFGby cable with 16 sq.mm BYA ECC 
WIRE through PVC pipe of minium inner dia 40 mm 
having wall thickness of 2.5 mm (Under ground cable 

0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 100.00 rm   

  Sub Total of electrical works                 Tk.  
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       Bid Security 
Bank Guarantee 

 
Bank’s name, and address of issuing branch or office12 

 

Beneficiary:  ................................ name and address of the employer ............................................  

Date: .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
Bid Security No.: ................................................................................................................................................................................................  
 

We have been informed that . . . . . name of the bidder. . . . .  (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has submitted to you its bid dated . . . . . . . . . 
(hereinafter called “the Bid”) for the execution of . . . . . . . . name of contract . . . . . . . under Invitation for Bids No. . . . . . . . . . (“the IFB”).  

Furthermore, we understand that, according to your conditions, bids must be supported by a bid guarantee. 

At the request of the Bidder, we  . . . . . name of bank. . . . .  hereby irrevocably undertake to pay you any sum or sums not exceeding in total 
an amount of . . . . . . . . . .amount in words . . . .  . . . . . (. . . . . . .amount in figures . . . . . . . )upon receipt by us of your first demand in writing 
accompanied by a written statement stating that the Bidder is in breach of its obligation(s) under the bid conditions, because the Bidder 

(a) has withdrawn its Bid during the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder in the Letter of Bid; or 

(b) does not accept the correction of errors in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders (hereinafter “the ITB”); or 

(c) having been notified of the acceptance of its Bid by the Employer during the period of bid validity, (i) fails or refuses to execute the 
Contract Agreement, or (ii) fails or refuses to furnish the performance security, in accordance with the ITB, or (iii) fails or refuses to 
furnish the domestic preference security, if required. 

This guarantee will expire (a) if the Bidder is the successful Bidder, upon our receipt of copies of the Contract Agreement signed by the 
Bidder and the Performance Security issued to you upon the instruction of the Bidder; and (b) if the Bidder is not the successful Bidder, 
upon the earlier of (i) our receipt of a copy your notification to the Bidder of the name of the successful Bidder, or (ii) 28 daysafter the 
expiration of the Bidder’s bid. 

Consequently, any demand for payment under this guarantee must be received by us at the office on or before that date. 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . .Authorized signature(s)and bank’s seal (where appropriate). . . . . . . . . . 

                                                
12 All italicized text is for use in preparing this form and shall be deleted from the final document. 
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-- Note -- 
In case of a joint venture, the bid security must be in the name of all partners to the joint venture that submits the bid. 

Technical Proposal 
 
Personnel 
 
 
Form PER – 1: Proposed Personnel 
Bidder should provide the details of the proposed personnel and their experience record in the relevant Information Forms below for each 
candidate: 
 

1. Title of position* 

 Name  

2. Title of position* 

 Name  

3. Title of position* 

 Name  

4. Title of position* 

 Name  

5. Title of position* 

 Name  

etc. Title of position* 

 Name  
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-- Note -- 
*As listed in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements). 
Form PER – 2:  Resume of Proposed Personnel 
 
The Bidder shall provide all the information requested below. Use one form for each position. 
 

 
Position 

 

Personnel 
information 

Name  

 

Date of birth 

 Professional qualifications 

 

Present 
employment 

Name of employer 

 
 Address of employer 

 

 Telephone 

 

Contact (manager / personnel officer) 

 Fax 

 

E-mail 

 Job title 

 

Years with present employer 

 
 
Summarize professional experience in reverse chronological order. Indicate particular technical and managerial experience relevant to the 
project. 

From To Company, Project, Position and Relevant  
Technical and Management Experience 
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Equipment 
 
 
Form EQU: Equipment 
 
The Bidder shall provide adequate information and details to demonstrate clearly that it has the capability to meet the equipment requirements 
indicated in Section 6 (Employer’s Requirements), using the Forms below. A separate Form shall be prepared for each item of equipment listed, 
or for alternative equipment proposed by the Bidder. 
 

Type of Equipment 
 

Equipment 
Information 

Name of manufacturer 

 

 

Model and power rating 

 Capacity 

 

 

Year of manufacture 

Current 
Status 

Current location 

 

 

 Details of current commitments 

 

  

Source Indicate source of the equipment 

  Owned  Rented  Leased  Specially manufactured 

 
 
Omit the following information for equipment owned by the Bidder. 
 

Owner Name of owner 

 

 Address of owner 
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 Telephone 

 

Contact name and title 

 Fax 

 

Telex 

Agreements Details of rental / lease / manufacture agreements specific to the project 
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 Site Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobilization Schedule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Construction Schedule 
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Bidder’s Qualification 
To establish its qualifications to perform the contract in accordance with Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) the Bidder shall 
provide the information requested in the corresponding Information Sheets included hereunder. 
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Form ELI – 1: Bidder’s Information Sheet 
 

Bidder’s Information 

Bidder’s legal name  

 

In case of a Joint Venture, 
legal name of each partner 

 

Bidder’s country of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s year of 
constitution 

 

Bidder’s legal address in 
country of constitution 

 

Bidder’s authorized 
representative 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 
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Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1.  In case of a single entity, articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with       
 ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2.  Authorization to represent the firm or Joint Venture named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In case of a Joint Venture, a letter of intent to form a Joint Venture or Joint Venture agreement, in accordance with ITB 4.1. 

 4. In case of a government-owned enterprise, any additional documents not covered under 1 above required to comply 
with ITB 4.5. 
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Form ELI - 2: Joint Venture Information Sheet 

Each member of the Joint Venture and Specialist Subcontractor must fill out this form separately. 

Joint Venture / Specialist Subcontractor Information 

Bidder’s legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal name 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
country of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
year of constitution 

 

Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
legal address in country of 
constitution 
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Joint Venture Partner’s or 
Specialist Subcontractor’s 
authorized representative 
information 
(name, address, telephone 
number(s), fax number(s), e-
mail address) 

 

Attached are copies of the following documents. 

 1. Articles of incorporation or constitution of the legal entity named above, in accordance with ITB 4.1 and ITB 4.2. 

 2. Authorization to represent the firm named above, in accordance with ITB 20.2. 

 3. In the case of a government-owned enterprise, documents establishing legal and financial autonomy and compliance with 
commercial law, in accordance with ITB 4.5. 

 

A Specialist Subcontractor is a specialist enterprise engaged for highly specialized processes that cannot be provided by the main 
Contractor.
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Form LIT - 1: Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

Each Bidder must fill out this form if so required under Criterion 2.2 of Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) to describe any 
pending litigation or arbitration formally commenced against it.  

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Pending Litigation and Arbitration 

 Choose one of the following: 

 No pending litigation and arbitration. 

 Below is a description of all pending litigation and arbitration involving the Bidder (or each Joint Venture member if Bidder 
is a Joint Venture). 

Year Matter in Dispute  
Value of 
Pending 

Claim in BDT  

Value of 
Pending 

Claim as a 
Percentage of 

Net Worth 
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Form FIN - 1: Historical Financial Performance  
 

Each Bidder must fill out this form. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

 
Financial Data for Previous ___Years [BDT] 

Year 1:  Year 2:  Year ___:  

 
Information from Balance Sheet 

 
Total Assets (TA)    

Total Liabilities (TL)    

NetWorth  =TA – TL    

Current Assets (CA)    
Current Liabilities 
(CL)    
Working Capital = 
CA - CL    

    
Most Recent 
Working Capital  

To be obtained for most recent year and carried forward to 
FIN-3 Line 1; in case of Joint Ventures, to the corresponding 
Joint Venture Partner’s FIN-3. 

 
Information from Income Statement 

 
Total Revenues     
Profits Before 
Taxes    
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Profits After Taxes    

 Attached are copies of financial statements (balance sheets including all related notes, and income statements) for the last _____ 
years, as indicated above, complying with the following conditions. 

 Unless otherwise required by Section 3 of the Bidding Document, all such documents reflect the financial situation of the legal 
entity or entities comprising the Bidder and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates. 

 Historical financial statements must be audited by a certified accountant. 

 Historical financial statements must be complete, including all notes to the financial statements. 

 Historical financial statements must correspond to accounting periods already completed and audited (no statements for 
partial periods shall be requested or accepted). 
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Form FIN - 2: Average Annual Construction Turnover 

Each Bidder must fill out this form.  

The information supplied should be the Annual Turnover of the Bidder or each member of a Joint Venture in terms of the amounts billed to 
clients for each year for work in progress or completed, converted to US dollars at the rate of exchange at the end of the period reported. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 
 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Annual Turnover Data for the Last ____Years  (Construction only) 

Year Amount 
Currency 

Exchange  
Rate BDT 

    

    

    

 Average Annual Construction Turnover      
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Form FIN – 3:  Availability of Financial Resources 

Bidder must demonstrate sufficient financial resources, usually comprising of Working Capital supplemented by credit line statements or overdraft 
facilities and others to meet the Bidder’s financial requirements for 

(g) its current contract commitments, and 

(h) the subject contract. 

In case of a Joint Venture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Financial Resources 
No. Source of financing Amount (BDT) 

1 Working Capital (to be taken from FIN-1) 
 

2 Credit Linea 
 

3 Other Financial Resources 
 

 Total Available Financial Resources 
 

 
a To be substantiated by a letter from the bank issuing the line of credit. 
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Form FIN- 4:  Financial Resources Requirement 

Bidders (or each Joint Venture partner) should provide information on their current commitments on all contracts that have been awarded, or for 
which a letter of intent or acceptance has been received, or for contracts approaching completion, but for which an unqualified, full completion 
certificate has yet to be issued. 
 
In case of a JointVenture, each Joint Venture Partner must fill out this form separately and provide the Joint Venture Partner’s name below: 

Joint Venture Partner: ___________________ 

Current Contract Commitments 
 

a Remaining outstanding contract 

values to be calculated from 28 
days prior to the bid submission 
deadline (BDT equivalent 
based on the foreign exchange 
rate as of the same date). 

b Remaining contract period 
to be calculated from 28 days 
prior to bid submission 
deadline. 

  

No. Name of 
Contract 

Employer’s 
Contact 

(Address, Tel, 
Fax) 

Contract 
Completion Date 

Outstanding 
Contract  

Value 
(X)a 

Remaining 
Contract 
Period in 

months (Y)b 

Monthly Financial 
Resources Requirement 

(X / Y) 

1       

2       

3       

4       

Total Monthly Financial Requirements for Current Contract Commitments BDT …………………. 
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Form FIN - 5: Self-Assessment Tool for Bidder’s Compliance to Financial Resources (Criterion 2.3.3 of Section 3) 
 
This form requires the same information submitted in Forms FIN-3 and FIN-4. All conditions of “Available Financial Resources Net of CCC 
≥ Requirement for the Subject Contract” must be satisfied to qualify. 
 
Form FIN-5A: For Single Entities 

For Single 
Entities: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources from 
FIN – 3 

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available Financial 
Resources Net 

of CCC 
D = (B - C) 

Requirement 
for the Subject 

Contract 
(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 
[D must be 

greater than or 
equal to E] 

(F) 
 

_________ 
(Name of Bidder) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . ._ 

 
 

 
 
Form FIN-5B: For Joint Ventures 

For Joint 
Ventures: 

(A) 

Total Available 
Financial 

Resources 
from FIN – 3  

(B) 

Total Monthly Financial 
Requirement for Current 
Contract Commitments 

(CCC) from FIN – 4 
(C) 

Available 
Financial 

Resources Net 
of CCC 

D = (B - C) 

Requirement 

for the Subject 
Contract 

(E) 

Results:  
Yes or No 

[D must be greater 
than or equal to E] 

(F) 
One Partner:      

 
____________ 

(Name of Partner) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

Each Partner:      

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 1) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 
_____________ 

(Name of Partner 2) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
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_____________ 

(Name of Partner 3) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

All partners  
combined 

 
∑ D = Sum of available financial resources net of 
current contract commitments for all partners  

 
∑ D = _______ 

 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

 
 

 

- Note - 
Form FIN – 5 is made available for use by the bidder as a self-assessment tool, and by the employer as an evaluation work sheet, to determine compliance with the financial 
resources requirement as stated in 2.3.3. Failure to submit Form FIN-5 by the Bidder shall not lead to bid rejection. 
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Form EXP – 1:  Contracts of Similar Size and Nature 

Fill up one (1) form per contract. 

Contract of Similar Size and Nature 

Contract  No. . . . . . of . . . . . Contract Identification 

Award Date Completion Date 

Total Contract Amount BDT 

Completion Amount BDT 

If partner in a Joint Venture 
or subcontractor, specify 
participation of total 
contract amount 

Percent of Total Amount 

Employer’s Name 
Address 
Telephone/Fax Number 
E-mail 

 

Description of the similar work done by bidder in Accordance with Criterion 2.4.1 of 
Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria) 
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The similarity of the 
Bidder’s participation 
shall be based on the 
physical size, nature 
of works, complexity, 
methods, technology 
or other 
characteristics as 
described in Section 
6 (Employer’s 
Requirements) 

 

 


